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Of the 1600 National Merit Semi-Finalists, East has 15 this year. Juniors find out a month after taking the PSATs if they are National Merit Semi-Finalists by comparing their scores to a cutoff point. A National Merit Semi-Finalist, Ying-Ying Dong ('01), said, "The students at East are very ambitious and are taught at an early age to study and do well in school. Because of this environment, students challenge themselves and set high goals."

As Mr. Valore and Kristi Kligerman ('02) review a game plan for this basketball season, he gives her many helpful tips. For athletics, records, it personal or of the school, are established to be broken. "Confronting your competition either an opponent or an obstacle is the way an athlete sets and reaches goals. New challenges are what keep us motivated," said Kligerman.

Working under a PAVAS piece, Seokchan Shim ('01) tries to perfect his skeleton in AP Studio Art. Students look forward to being in PAVAS (Performing and Visual Arts Society) because they want to be part of an elite group. Seniors nominated by faculty have the opportunity to share their creative and artistic work on PAVAS day, which enables attendees to recognize students for their contributions to various art departments at East.

Throughout high school, students set various goals. Usually, students, stressing about their grades, aim high academically. Juniors and Seniors also aim for high scores on standardized tests such as the PSATs, SATs, and AP exams. Using these test scores and other information colleges need, East students try getting into their number once choice for college. Frequent discussions with guidance counselors and meetings with college representatives take place during the year. In addition to achieving academic goals, many also pursue goals for their pas-
to accomplish what must be done.” - Alan Leff ('01)

Posting fliers on the bulletin board in front of D-wing, Jenny Goldsmith ('01) and Michelle Polansky ('01) keep the members of the Thespian Society informed. Getting involved in clubs usually helps students to become heads of those clubs.

Brian Locasale ('02) waits patiently outside his guidance counselor's office. Students, especially juniors and seniors, often make appointments to talk with their guidance counselors about questions concerning grades and colleges.

Our Mark®

sions in clubs, art, or athletics. What-ever after school activities East students participate in, they always work hard and strive for success. The East community takes pride in its diverse clubs and in successful East athletics. These goals set in academics, athletics and other pursuits help make East a “star school.” Said Principal Gallagher, “This is the highest honor that the State of New Jersey bestows on a school, and validates for us all the great things that East does for students.”

College Craze

“I think it's important to look at many colleges to compare all aspects like size, location, campus life, and people, so I can choose what's best for me.” - Jason Insdorf ('02)

“Why not put your talent to use by going to college and getting a good education?” - Shirinta McBrady ('02)

“As an underclassman, I work hard to get good grades; so in a couple of years, I can go to the college of my choice.” - Julia Letteeri ('03)
For much of the school year, students had to deal with the ongoing construction. Ignoring the clattering from the machinery often became hard. Mostly because of the dangers of the construction, the school became a virtual maze after 3:00 P.M. Also, the need to evacuate several classrooms caused a significant inconvenience.

Tiffany Yang ('02) uses her time after school to search for information on the Internet in the library. Gradually, pages from reference books are being replaced with pages on the web because homework is starting to revolve around the Internet. Yang said, "The Internet cuts down a lot of time when I have to do research for an essay."

While Ryan Gutman ('03) anxiously figures out the last test questions, he tries to ignore the clock as it ticks away. Not all students are capable of keeping focus under testing conditions, but as they grow accustomed to more and more tests, they learn skills applicable to midterms, finals, and even SATs.

During a lecture, Jen Levy ('02) asks Mr. Vranich a question concerning the shape of certain molecules. He answers her questions using individual wooden pieces to create a series of models representing the complex nature of molecular structures. As an experienced Vertebrate Anatomy teacher, Mr. Vranich understands the techniques necessary to create an environment that helps students fully comprehend the lesson.
Kim Moore ('02) listens intently as Mr. Canzanelle gives her tips that improve her essay. Staying after school to ask teachers for extra help becomes part of students' daily routines. Students often ask teachers for extra help when they want to boost their grades or are confused about part of a lesson.

**THE DAILY GRIND**

Life can be monotonous and difficult for a high school student. After waking up early in the morning, students head for class to begin yet another grueling day of taking tests, sitting through lectures, presenting projects, and meeting with teachers. Whether keyboarding or chemistry is listed on a student's schedule, East students work diligently to survive each school day and to finish endless hours of homework. Many students try to pencil in six hours of sleep, but in addition to regular schoolwork, juniors and seniors must also juggle standardized exams and the college selection process.

As if life were not tough enough, this school year, students and teachers had to work around the din and the restrictions from the ongoing construction. The hammering and noisy machinery are annoying distractions, and some teachers lost valuable class time while searching for an available classroom each day. "It was frustrating for both my students and me because we didn't have our own lab room, which was very inconvenient. However, we just kept thinking about the state-of-art facility that we would be able to use to integrate technology into biology labs," said Mr. Anthony Robino. Whatever problems arise, East faculty and students get through their daily routines.

Carefully testing the pH of soil in Environmental Studies, Kim Cohn ('01) and Gigi Bona ('01) are able to visualize first-hand the effects of toxic substances. Weekly labs provide an inviting approach toward learning, because students are eager to conduct their experiments.

With Mrs. Schuster as the mediator, Carly Stein ('03), Brandon Kim ('03), and other students, analyze Ellen Foster together, creating an effective learning environment. Class discussions, especially when students arrange their desks in a large circle, encourage active participation. These kinds of discussions provide more enjoyable alternatives to dull memorization.
Like Beth Smulyan ('01) (below) and Royce Agner ('02) (right), students often look forward to free time after school. However, they usually end up searching for quiet areas to do their homework because the break from classes does not give them a break from work. Agner said, "When I finish one assignment, there are always three more to replace it; but this heavy workload prepares us for demanding schedules in the future, especially in college."

In the B-wing computer lab, Ruby Hou ('02) finishes her Algebra ditto after English class. During school, students like Hou use any time at the end of class to try to decrease the amount of homework for that evening.

During the short five minutes offered between classes, Adam Robbins ('02) and Lori Cohen ('01), walking down the stairs, have a quick conversation. Since students take time to socialize with their friends between periods, they run the risk of being late to class. Robbins said, "The five minutes, although a precious break from the monotony of the school day, is not enough time because students are tempted to socialize in order to catch up on weekend affairs and daily gossip."

With an extra hour after school, Dan Nagelburg ('04) catches up on the weekly entertainment news by reading People Weekly magazine. Until 5:30, everyone students stay in the
With the chaos of a normal day at East, nothing can suffer more than stressed friendships. Lisa Browne (‘03), Jade Dalampines (‘03), and Tiffany Shaw (‘03) present that by making up for lost time after the school day.

While waiting to get his picture taken in the auditorium, Mark Corcoran (‘02) takes advantage of this free period and technology with his TI-83. When students are bored, they usually grab their TI-83 calculators or cell phones and play various games, including Tetris, while hoping not to get caught.

Take a Breath

When dealing with the daily grind of school, East students are always elated when they have a few minutes to catch up with friends or homework. Between classes, students converse about classes, the latest gossip, and, of course, homework. If students can find time during a class, they finish some homework, stress about a test coming up the next period, or tutor their fellow classmates in the three R’s: reading, writing, and arithmetic. With the cafeteria closed after school this year, resourceful students had to find alternatives to spend time with their friends. In addition, technology has given students new kinds of stress relievers like playing games on graphing calculators. Despite all the technological advances, students still enjoy using their breaks just to hang out.
The art of photography attracts many of East's juniors and seniors such as Emily Saidel ('01) and Lindsay Strug ('01), who like to express themselves through a different medium. Because all levels of photography are only offered to the upperclassmen, students usually jump at the chance to sign up for those courses.

**Passions**

Students at East are passionate about their athletic and creative outlets. Whatever elective they take, be it music class, woodshop, or art class, motivated students give it their all as they make precise measurements and carefully paint within the lines. Athletes also enthusiastically participate in sports and put in many hours at the gym and on the field. Electives and extracurricular activities provide students with a means to escape the stress from academic work and let them focus on other areas of interest.

Scrubbing away the excess ink on her ink-resist painting for Foundations of Art, Lindsay Dobbin ('03) tries to expose as much painted surface as possible. Basic level art classes allow students with little artistic experience and unexplored artistic potential to express themselves.

Caught in the act of kicking the football, Greg Frade ('02) coordinates skill, experience and concentration. These three traits are essential in all sports in which East athletes participate. "Because the coaching staff has improved, I think that with what I have learned I can get a scholarship and attend a good college," said Frade.
Completing parfèches in 3-D Art, Juli Mulreany ('03) only paints with colors the Indians had. In 3-D Art, students including Mulreany learn how to create art pieces through a variety of media ranging from paper to pottery clay.

Miss Ferguson, playing a chord on the piano, guides Vocal Workshop through “Smooth.” She incorporates personal experience and skills to the benefit of the class. As a teacher and conductor, she makes all of her students into better singers.

Working carefully in woodshop, Chris Hartung ('01) applies filler onto his shelf. Students often choose specific electives in order to give them time between academic classes to pursue their passions. Hands on classes sometimes offer the most rewarding experiences. Hartung said, “I love woodshop not only because my teacher makes it fun, but also because I don’t think about schoolwork while I’m in that class.”

Scaling his mechanical drawing, Joe Warowitz ('03) practices his skill as an amateur architect. In Drafting, students focus on basic assignments which will teach them how to create their own drawings. Classes like Drafting build a solid foundation for aspiring mechanics and architects.
SENIORS are Hot! Hot! Hot! THE Junior Class will SLIME you!

Heigh Ho, Heigh Ho, Sophs Rule the Show

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>500</th>
<th>350</th>
<th>150</th>
<th>250</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Booth</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trivia and Name That Tune</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Volleyball</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cougar Hunt</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dance Attendance</td>
<td>350</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>125</td>
<td>225</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dance</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cans</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>140</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lemon Eating</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>1872</td>
<td>1411</td>
<td>665</td>
<td>805</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Student Life

ESPN freshmen - The Worldwide Leader in FRESH!
Ben Whitten ('01), the man behind the mask, roars with passion for the team. The football players can get a lot of energy from the crowd and the East mascot. Whitten says, "The team needs the crowd in the game, so it's my job to get the fans all riled up."

As the sun shines down on the bleachers, devoted fans watch an East football game. Classmates and family members enthusiastically root for the athletes. The East football team has not been particularly successful lately but the East community continues to cheer on its team to "restore the pride."

With Kim Cohn ('01) and Amanda Scara ('01) leading the pack, the cheerleaders perform "Action," their most spirited cheer. Without the spirit that the cheerleaders provide, victory would be virtually impossible because they serve as the glue to maintain the high level energy between the fans and the players.

VIVA LA EAST!

Every November, many East students participate in Spirit Week. Freshmen, sophomores, and juniors fight for points while trying to beat the seniors. Students scratch their heads at difficult trivia and Name That Tune questions, while others put themselves through the sour task of eating lemons. SGA representatives and class officers encourage everyone to help build booths and floats, and gain a lead in the standings.

Some people are concerned about the general lack of school spirit at East even during Spirit Week; however, some students show their school spirit year round. Cheerleaders and the school mascot, the Cougar, root for East athletes, and junior and senior girls participate in the annual Powder Puff Football game. Despite a buffet of activities, many students and teachers, including Mr. Deluca, East's Activities Coordinator, believe that school spirit is declining. Mr. Deluca says, "I would hope more students got involved, but those who do participate, do so eagerly." Therefore, although the East Cougar roars more softly than in years past, it still roars proudly.
Greeting each other before the first bell signals the start of another school day, Justin LaRogne ('01) and Sarah Moore ('03) have a quick chat about the events of the past weekend. Because school buses arrive at East around 7:25 AM, students have about twenty minutes to socialize before homeroom.

Taking advantage of working in pairs, Megan Butler ('01) listens attentively as Karen Donahoe ('01) helps her with an English assignment. When dull classroom lectures lose students' interests, classmates turn to each other for clarification on the subject. Explaining concepts to their peers also reinforces the material for the "tutor."

PAINTING THE SCHOOL RED

A school day at East can be very hectic. When students find a few moments to socialize with their friends, they make the most of it. In the morning, students have plenty of time to greet each other since many buses arrive earlier than the homeroom bell. However, throughout the rest of the day, fleeting intervals between classes are hardly enough for students to catch up on the day's latest developments. Therefore, those who cannot wait to chat with friends or who need to release a load of stress welcome free periods such as lunch and study hall. For instance, music students eat lunch in the company of their peers, holding conversations that bring them closer with each passing day. After their break, students return to class where they often assist each other with difficult material being taught. Having encouraging and helpful classmates make the classroom environment more comfortable and enjoyable. After school, students often make plans with friends. Whether it be forming a study group, going to see the weekend's movie releases, or simply enjoying one another's company, every student needs a social outlet to relieve the academic stress that affects us all.
Taking a break between classes, Sarah Crete ('01) shares a laugh with a group of her friends. Like most students at East, they relieve a little stress before moving on to the next class. Though five minutes is only a short break, a good laugh is always therapeutic.

As Lisa Altino ('00) dials on the pay phone, Sue Caruso ('01) plans her afternoon on her cell phone. While pay phones are available for students to use, cell phones gradually became more popular among teenagers this year. Besides being a trend, they are also more convenient because as teens expand their social lives, they find it difficult not to have a cell phone.

Before heading off to their after-school activity, Kim Wisely ('03) takes a few minutes to ask Mary Daly ('01) for advice on balancing getting good grades while maintaining a social life. Having upperclassmen mentors gives underclassmen insight in dealing with the daily struggles at East. Said Daly, "I enjoy giving underclassmen survival tips I have learned about East."

Social Life at East

Before a test next period, Samantha Zweber ('01) teaches Natali Gleitzer ('01) a problem from a Calculus book. Although teachers are available before and after school for extra help, students many times turn to their friends for assistance. "Sometimes it is much easier to get a friend to explain something than a teacher," said Sarah Daly ('01). Alex Goldstein ('02), and James Gillespie ('02) share a quick bite a few moments at the beginning of Wind Ensemble. Students who take more electives instead of lunch usually eat together in class and then get back to work.
Although the 2:25 bell is intended to indicate the end of the school day, many students interpret it as the commencement of a new day. Finally free from monotonous lectures and difficult tests, East students brush aside their exhaustion from academics and switch gears to enter a different kind of schedule.

After school, many students take advantage of the wide range of extracurricular activities East offers. From athletes to debaters to musicians, East offers its facilities to students who feel they do not gain enough from 8AM to 2:25 PM. However, students are not restricted to school functions to engage in activities. Many work part-time at places such as the local Jewish Community Center, where they can have fun and learn how to function in a working environment. Only after students finish these activities will the school day be truly over.

On a Craft Club/RAK field trip after school to Marriott Assisted Living Center, Diana Tang ('01) discusses with Myles Sehested the change in prices of cameras over the years. Students who converse with the elderly not only gain insight on life in the early twentieth century, but also brighten the day of the senior citizens. Tang said, “They’re always so happy to tell me such interesting stories when I visit them. It’s surprising what great senses of humor the residents like Miles have.”

Taking a stand against the topic of the week, Dave Firestein ('01), a member of JSA makes three strong points supporting why he opposes homosexuality in the military. JSA, Junior Statesmen of America, meets weekly after school to debate controversial issues. Clubs like JSA gives students a chance to analyze issues in another point of view.

Practicing the French horn in the band room, Karen Kruse ('01) takes advantage of the available school facilities after classes. Areas such as D-wing are always open to students who want to spend extra time improving certain skills.
Samantha Baun ('02), Jirada Prakmanond ('01), and Heather Sabatino ('01) quietly chat about a new store in Philadelphia. Students often take this time between school and after school life to relax and acquire knowledge that they cannot learn from books.

At a girls' volleyball practice, Margo Buchalski ('03) peppers with other members on her team. Many East students like Buchalski who devote much of their time to sports find themselves trying to budget their time between classes and time-consuming extracurricular activities.

At the Jewish Community Center, Rebecca Elias ('01) and Havi Elkaim, a student at Lenape High School, spend their afternoons from 3:15 PM to 6:15 PM at the Kidz Korner day care program. Like Elias, students tend to pick part-time jobs that would be both a rewarding and fun experience. "I enjoy working with children and being with my friends at the same time," said Elias.
As students pick up their pencils and begin scrawling answers onto their English test, their concentration is broken by the clamor and fumes that seeps through the cracks between the classroom windows. This scenario is all too familiar for students and faculty, as the construction outdoors is often to blame for distracted students and annoyed teachers. However, along with the chaos brings new improvement to East’s decaying building. The exterior of B and C wings are being rebricked, and East’s biology and physics labs have been renovated.

In with the...
What were once dull rooms with paint that peeled off the lab tables, water that uncontrollably shot out of the faucets, and clogged drains that refused to let the water down are now brighter, larger, and more attractive labs. The rooms are equipped with new mechanics and computers. In addition, the lockers and stairwells have been painted red and white to enhance the appearance of the interior of the school. While the construction mayhem is an unfriendly welcome to most, the end result is something everyone will agree has been worthwhile.
ACTIVITIES
IRISH-AMERICA CLUB: Ashley Craven (President), Devin Dreschler (Vice-President), Sarah Cochran (Vice-President), Eileen Brennan (Vice-President), Laura Griffin (Treasurer), Nicole Puleio (Secretary), Leila Mendelovici (Public Relations), Katie Voskaboynik, Meena Tripathi, Nick Pedone, Louis Hoffer, Esther Simpson, Nicole Ambrosi, Maria Carroll, HB Cochran, Meghan Boland, Christine Kim, Christine McArthur, Sharon Lubetkin, Patrick Carroll, Advisor: Mr. Hillon

AFRICAN-AMERICAN CLUB: Kristian Pettigrew (Vice-President), Taylor Regis (Secretary), Jamiese Phillips (Treasurer), Roberto West (Publicity), Kirsten Spearsman (Publicity), Sarah Bishop, Monique Martin, Memyia Miller, Lauren Terry, Alex Williams, Latoya Wilmore, Shayla Cue, Dennis Glenn, Shantia Harris, Leah Johnson, George Keels, Indye Miller, Ondie Pels, Spencer Pettigrew, Sydney Reaves, John Rice, Cameron Sier, Kyle Stokes, Lara Terry, Dijan Thompson, Christopher Afroje, Reggie Contron, Alfred Bowles, Ashley Evans, Sharmi Flores, Brandon Keith Frederick, Arron Handa, Alberto Harrara, Ausha Henderson, Frank Johnson, Joe Kim, Shantia McBayle, K.C. Walton, Adar Wellington, Danta Allen, James Carter, Kimberly Cohn, Mike Logan, Nnedinma Onyejeme, Advisor: Mr. Russo

SPANISH-LATINO CLUB: Jennifer Mazajewski (Officer), Teri Lopez (Officer), Peter Medina (Officer), John Ryan (Officer), Jean Sung (Officer), Andres Cotto (Officer), Advisor: Ms. Komberger

ITALIAN-AMERICAN CLUB: Mike Melograna (President), Matt Maggi (Vice-President), Chris Zizzamia (Vice-President), Anthony Demarco (Vice-President), David Koper, Chris Koper, Peter Gambino, Christin Mullin, Sal Galati, Steve Cerny, Tom Guida, Dan Guida, Pete Gaff, Mike Marr奇妙, Joe Coconetti, Amanda Caconoti, Jason DeNapoli, Tom Demarco, Joe Matteo, Roberto West, Justin Mason, Lauren Markoe, Lisa Liberati, Rob Dell'Aquila, Alexis Micalle, Nick Faucher, Jenn Harris, Brian Travers, Kevin Desrochers, Mike Danyo, Andrea Cammerata, Christin Romeo, Kristin Monzo, Mara Sorino, Dan Cochran, Kristin Decina, Advisor: Mr. Guadino

Vivek Kumar ('01) feeds a bird while on the Spanish-Latino Club's trip to Spain. Even serious students such as Kumar appreciate every moment they have away from academics.

David Bulick ('02), Josh Sellers ('02), and Adam Elisha ('03) participate in their Chanukah Party. The Jewish Culture Club focuses on mixing Jewish customs of Chanukah with fun by having games and giving away Chanukah gelt, chocolate traditionally given on Chanukah.
West Side Story

Where does your average Cherry Hill East student go to assert his individuality? Often, he goes to one of the many culture clubs that East has to offer. Each club offers its own distinct taste to the buffet of Cherry Hill East. The Italian American Club sells Sicilian Pizza from an Italian bakery, a unique twist on an East tradition; the Jewish Culture Club holds holiday parties for every Jewish holiday incorporating Jewish customs with fun and games; the Spanish Latino Club has even held an exchange program to Spain. Vivek Kumar, '01) a Spanish-Latino Club member who attended the trip, said “I will never forget the trip to Spain; all of the new sites and events I had the chance to witness, including the bullfight, the new culture that I had the opportunity to be exposed to, and most of all the lifelong friends that I made created an unforgettable trip.” Trips such as this and the other activities run by the Culture Clubs make Cherry Hill East’s buffet even more appetizing.

Ms. Freedman stands with Adam Gottheim ('02) as they run their Chanukah-oriented Family Feud game at the Jewish Culture Club Chanukah party.

Pete Medina ('01) acts as the matador and Vivek Kumar ('01) the bull, as they reenact a scene from a Spanish bullfight while at a stadium in Spain. This summer, students in the Spanish department and members of the Spanish Latino Club visited Spain and hosted Spanish students during the fall.


Andy Lui ('01) and Diana Mark ('01) run an ACS meeting. As ACS is one of the most popular clubs in the school, their job can be very difficult.

Joy Illustre ('01) and Andy Lui ('01) sell pizza to raise money for their club, ACS. Pizza sales are not only an important way to raise money but also help to ease the students' wrath of hunger after a long day of school.

There's always strength in numbers. This year, when a few Vietnamese and Filipino students decided they wanted their own cultural clubs to represent them in school, they did the most logical thing: they went to the Asian Cultural Society officers and asked for help. This year, in addition to the Asian Cultural Society, there are five culture clubs representing East Asian cultures. Many members of one club go on to join the other five, even if they are not a member of that specific culture. The groups rarely, if ever, hold meetings at the same time, thus ensuring that all of the members can attend every meeting.

Listening attentively to the officers of his club, Michael Ko ('01) weighs the merits of two equally appealing options for the club as David Zhou ('01) gets up to speak.

**One for All, All for One**
Fennie Chow (’01) and Diana Mark (’01) put up posters for their club around the school. Without publicity, club members would miss important club meetings, events, and group pictures.

Kevin Yang (’01), Jao Illustre (’01), Diana Mark (’01), and Linda Chuong (’02) discuss upcoming plans at their ACS meeting. The group includes social events like dances in addition to service events where they give back to their community.
Mr. Nec. the department chair for math, speaks to an enthusiastic group of students at an Animal Rights Club meeting. At this meeting, Mr. Nec discussed the importance of keeping natural habitats clean in preparation for a park clean-up event that the group was planning.

Mrs. Varon, adviser of the Gay/Straight alliance, is discussing with Radha Modi ('01) about the issues related to homophobia. They were preparing a video for teachers on preventing the use of homophobic terms. The members of Gay-Straight Alliance recorded one of their discussions to make teachers and students more aware of how the use of homophobic terms make them feel.

AIDS AWARENESS: Jihoon Kim (President), Olivia Wu (Vice President), David Zhou (Community), Jim Lim (Treasurer), Meling Gao (Publicity), Justin Lin, Greg Laynor, Diana Mark, Fennie Chow, Charles Lim, Aysha Henderson, Ndudima Onieme, Jessica Cohen, Oleg Nudelman, Nicole Goldstein. Advisor: Mrs. Pauly.

AMNESTY INTERNATIONAL: Emily Saidel (President), Melody Kramer, David Firestein, Melissa Kapadia, Nadya Lev, Jennifer Gro. Advisor: Ms. Kornberger.

ANIMAL RIGHTS CLUB: Parth Modi (President), Melissa Kapadia (President), Tyler Ager, Ronson Bower, Melissa Cohen, Courtney Cox, Ajit Dhillon, Mindi Dhillon, Lindsey Dobkin, Brittany Harris, Alice Hon, Perry Huang, Susan Ko, Fallon Kopin, Michelle Leone, Lisa Liberati, Radha Modi, Gayatri Patel, Katy Rishel, Nikita Robinson, John Skrabonja. Advisors: Mrs. Cuthill, Ms. Halpern.

Dana Supnick ('03) and Sara Sherman ('03) are selling pretzels to faculty and students to help raise money for Students Against Destructive Decisions. SADD helps students make wise decisions especially before big events such as the Sophomore Cotillion.
Knowledge Is Power


Olivia Wu ('02) and Jihoon Kim ('01) discuss plans for future meetings of the AIDS Awareness Club. The group participates in many activities to better the lives of those diagnosed with AIDS, including distributing food to extremely ill AIDS patients. Wu said, "On Valentine's Day, we planned a special party to distribute gifts to young AIDS patients."

Beth Smulyan ('01) discusses plans with Radha Modi, the president of the Gay-Straight Alliance. "Even though the Gay-Straight Alliance is a controversial club that many object to, the members realize how important it is to have a presence in the school," Modi said. "Our goal is to rid East of homophobia."
Ashley Gunther ('02) works with Adopt a Grandparent. This group spends Friday afternoons at geriatric homes visiting the residents. Many of the residents feel lonely without their families, and the high school students fill this void in their lives.

Rachel Hershenberg ('02), Sarah Fehder ('01), Shawn Kessler ('02), and Leigh Cohen ('01) volunteer their time to participate in Random Acts of Kindness. RAK upgrades events that help the community. One of their events was a senior citizen prom in which the members of RAK went to Marriott Assisted Living Center to dance with the residents.

Lauren Xenakis, Michelle Whalen, Laura Salmon, Diana Levit, and Erin Springer prepare for the upcoming FOP holiday party. The chairpeople work hard not only to prepare decorations for the party, but also guide other workers to ensure that all of the decorations help enhance the experiences of those attending the annual party.

Kim Pajdak ('03) and Jill Pahren ('03) help make decorations for the FOP Holiday Party. Each year, the Fraternal Order of Police runs a holiday party for children with special needs, and East students of all grades volunteer to help prepare run the party.

Patbun Hwang ('02) and Diana Tang ('02) enjoy volunteering at the Crafts Club visit to the Marriott Assisted Living Center. The club makes crafts from fundraising money and donates the crafts to the residents at the assisted living center.


CRAFT CLUB: Rachel Wu (President/Treasurer), Patbun Hwang (Vice President), Diana Tang (Vice President), Tiffany Yang (Secretary), Jennifer Ing (Publicity Manager), Shan Aagaq, Arny Chan, Stephanie Chang, Kristine Galermit, Su Hong, Melissa Medrowski, Amberen Naqui, Laskshmi Ravindran, Lisa Wang, Peggy Yang. Advisor: Mrs. Morgan.


Adopt-a-Grandparent, Craft Club, East Angels, FOP.
Dave Gelfand ('01) enthusiastically discusses the movie he just saw, "The Producers," with Andrew Cohen ('01) at a meeting of the Great Books and Movies Club. Nadya Lev ('01), president of the club, said "I think this is the best club in the school because we have no direct affiliation and we offer something for every student. We have many lively discussions and every member contributes."

Dorothy Ting ('01), Maria Shi ('01) and Christine Xu ('01) preside over a meeting of the International Affairs Club. "I founded this club to discuss current events that pertain not only to local affairs, but have a global significance and relate to us presently," said Shi.


DEBATE TEAM: Jon Sagot (Co-Captain), Gaven Watkins (Co-Captain), Priti Ojha, Josh Rissmiller, Oleg Nudelman (JV Chairperson), Srinath Vermuri, Greg Laynor, Neha Sawhney, Amanda Levy, Philip Osbourne, Adam Zell, Rachel Laskin. Advisor: Mr. Nation.

David Firestein ('01) presents his opinion to a group of eager members of Junior Statesmen of America, all of whom are ready to offer their own arguments. The club has discussed such important issues as gays in the military, legalization of drugs and affirmative action.

He Said She Said

Gaven Watkins ('01) and Diana To ('03) discuss upcoming events for TAG, Teens After God. Watkins said "Being in TAG has been a great experience for providing a place for religious discussion and expressing our rights of free speech."

Ms. Kenney, the advisor for the International Affairs Club, plans an upcoming meeting of the club. One of the highlights of the year of the International Affairs Club is its trip to the Model United Nations, where the group will represent one country in different committees dealing with important world issues such as the World Trade Organization and the environment.


International Affairs Club, Junior Statesmen of America, TAG
Anna Ly ('04) and Esther Kim ('04) contribute to the painting of a mural above the lockers at E-wing by the entrance of the school. Under the leadership of Abby Lichtman, the art club is available to any student who wishes to beautify the school. The club's projects include the two bathrooms around the corner from the cafeteria and the mural above the lockers in E-wing.

Jeremy Volkman ('01), Carlos Wang ('01), Alex Pollack ('02), and Ben Rozyn ('03) concentrate intensely on their computers. "We get together to solve problems using computer programming such as Basic and C++," said Volkman the unofficial captain of the team. "Many people may find this boring, but it really appeals to all of the computer geeks in the school."


EASTSIDE: Editors: Meiling Gao, Jade Goh, Vanessa Riegel, Rich Eisenberg, Ben Perlman, Jon Copeland, Lindsay Smigelski, Diana Lewitt, Jon Fastfield, Lee Norsworthy, Brianne Herman, Suzanne Zions, Erica Soloff, Alexis Ettinger, Jill Schafer, Lauren Zalut, Maria Shi, Maria Stolaric, Gagan Sawhney, Erin Springer, Ian Polonsky, Lauren Bennett, Sameer Mathur, Mike Melograna, Jon Scott. Advisor: Mr. Gagliardi.

GLOBE: John Li (President), Greg Laynor (Vice President), Justin Lin (Publicity), Austin Deng (Secretary), Ben Rosen (Treasurer), Ruqian Lin, Frank Chang, Timur Dukhne, Becky Royn, Oleg Nudelman, Gagan Sawhney, David Zhou, Daniel Chou, Lindsay Pearl, Ben Hopkins, Gene Hu, Parth Modi, Vivek Kumar, Josh Stern. Advisor: Dr. Kim.

PHOTO CLUB: Allison Segal, Marissa Fox, Jeanette Newman, Dina Bottley, Matt Berns, John Ryan, Ivy Katz, Corey Kimball, Jared Feltman, Jenn Harris, Stacey Husted, Ben Whitten, Jean Sung, Tasha Lutek, Emily Sadek, Marc Gramatges, Amanda Scara, Bill Braverman, Lauren Xenakis, Diana Lewitt, Laura Salmon, Souhan Selkie, Lindsay Smigelski, Vanessa Riegel, Erica Soloff, David Lonsdres. Advisor: Mr. Novak.
Dave Zhou, '01, an officer for the Chinese Yo-Yo Club, excitedly plays with his yo-yo as Justin Lin '03 watches his expertise. "The Chinese Yo-Yo Club incorporates not only routines and equilibrium to further the understanding of physics," said Zhou, "but also involves the artistic representation of a long forgotten culture."

Steve Lamprinou '01, president and founder of the Wing Chun Kung Fu Club, spars with his advisor, Mr. Frank. The group meets twice a week to practice the art of Wing Chun, the techniques of Qi Gung Meditation, and Path of Wind Breathing exercises.

Kung Fu Fighting And Much More

Diana To '03, Katie Cook '03, Jen Ing '02, and Elizabeth Robinson '02 prepare turkeys to give to the needy at a soup kitchen. Under the supervision of Mrs. Dibba, the students provided 22 casseroles for the Cathedral Kitchen to distribute to hungry residents of Camden.

CHESS TEAM: Lev Reznin, Dave Firestein, Yao-Chung King, Anthony Barker, Doug Conway, Becky Sobel, Pat Ho, Justin Lin, Joel Rosner, Kirby Chen, Ivan Chen, Andrew Chan, Adam Zell, David Tan, Stephanie Mikitis, Ruowquan Lin, Anand Yesya-Raman. Advisor: Mr. Godfrey.

CHINESE CULTURAL DANCE CLUB: Jen Wang (President), Alice Hon (Vice President), Stephanie Chang (Treasurer), Z Liu (Secretary), Ryan Pang (Manager), Sherry Lu, Peggy Yang, Peggy Chang, Jen Tan, Amanda Liu. Advisor: Mrs. Shuster.

CHINESE YO-YO CLUB: Frank Chang (Officer), Mike Ko (Officer), Alan Reed (Officer), Dave Zhou (Officer), Alexis Alonzo, Andrew Chan, Brian Chen, Jen Choi, Dan Chou, Linda Chuong, Arun Handa, Enoch Heheh, Dave Hsu, Gene Hu, Bill Klein, Vivek Kumar, John Li, Man Lung Li, Charles Lim, Jim Lim, Justin Lin, Pete Medina, Navi Samaddar, Gagan Sawhney, Jen Wang, Matt Wellner, Alex Yang. Advisor: Mr. Segrest.
SOUP KITCHEN: Amber Naqui (President), Naomi Baumgarten (Vice-President), Su Hong (Publicity Manager), Todd Rauner, Meghan Boland, Jing Tao, Aysha Henderson, Ashley Gunther, Archana Ram, Samshita Bhargava, Donna Burch, Elizabeth Robinson, Amanda Petterson, Kristen Kenda, Jackie Eckel, Olutua Wu, Meiling Gao, Peggy Yang, Patbun Hwang, Jackie Hwang, Michelle Leone, Michelle Cwanger, Adi Shmuel, Jenn McMenemy, Anny Chan, Roshi Joshi, Katie Cook, Rahul Patel, Joan Olson, Alan Reed, Gene Hu, Diana Tr. Freg Miller Advisor: Ms. Sullivan

UDIA: Vivek Kumar, Dave Zhou, Jim Lim, Neal Samaddar, Yuriy Rudenko, Peter Wang, Lev Reyzin, Sameer Mathur, Parth Modl, Gagan Sawhney, Matt Wellner, Arun Handa, Eric Goldlust, Sunjay Rampall. Advisor: Mr. Kelly

Lev Reyzin ('01) and Ben Zhou ('02), co-captains of the Chess Team, concentrate on their intense game of chess. Reyzin, who has played chess for many years, says, “I continue to play chess because it helps me improve everyday skills. The game becomes more and more interesting as I become better at it.”

WING CHUN KUNG FU: Stephen Lamproiu (President), Ben Levy, Kevin Yang, Eric Sternberg, Joe Lee, Ray Croce. Advisor: Mr. Frank.

Arun Handa ('02) Yuriy Rudenko ('02) and Peter Wang ('04) admire their work at a meeting of UDIA, East's website design club. Unlike the computer team, which participates in competitions, the UDIA Club creates websites for the experience of designing them and enriching the group's computer knowledge.

Stephanie Chang ('02), Peggy Chang ('04), and Sherry Lu ('02), members of the Chinese Cultural Dance Club, practice the Fluttering Fan Dance to get ready for Multi-Cultural Day. Jen Wang ('02), president of club said, "The club works very hard to get every move just right, but in the end, it all pays off!"
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The year was 2001. The place was the barely there corner room in front of the student entrance. Most editors were simply acquaintances or faces seen in the hall, except the two chiefs whose names were interchangeable.

The first couple of months, business was slow, except for 2 spunky editors who worked until all hours of the night negotiating Graduate matters. Once other matters (vbball) were attended, the two chiefs spent many afternoons in the office with the crew. The work was simple, but the attention spans were short.

Slowly the first few pages of each section were given the stamp of approval and sent to the printers. By the 3rd marking period the shocking news came from Shakespeare himself - most of the sections needed to finish or perhaps still start the spreads, in a short length of time. The deadlines were tough to meet, but with some white lies to help others; everyone had finished on time. Those next two month were hard and long. Casualties were high, but the end result made it worth the fight. Luckily team yearbook pulled through. No editor’s heads were severed. The team would like to thank all the Staff and Mr. Carr for their inspiration.
PERFORMING ARTS
D-wing. The long dark wing of Cherry Hill East that seems to extend into nowhere is probably one of the least known sections of East. With the mobs of people who are always rushing to this practice or that lesson, it’s no wonder that someone who isn’t a “regular” of D-wing can feel so overwhelmed and lost in the whirlwind of activity.

The wide variety of activities this single wing can offer to the student body is astounding. From Wind Ensemble to Chansons and from the Spring Show to Casual Harmony, students enrich themselves through their experiences. While other courses help students enrich their academic capabilities, the numerous music and drama electives not only allow students to take a break from the rigors of academics, but these electives also expand artistic horizons.

D-wing is truly the place to be for those with artistic dreams.

Sarah Daly ('01) looks intently at her music lit under the convenient stand lamp as she plays her flute. Daly, as a member of East’s Pit Orchestra, rehearses after school for hours with the cast of “Oliver” so that the lyrics and the accompanying music would match up perfectly during performances. “It’s a wonderful experience. It’s a lot of work, but the end results are worth it,” said Daly.

Joe Cucinotti ('01) and Dave Zhou ('01) lift the bells of their trumpets above their stands to make their entrance. Because they sit all the way in back of the stage, Cucinotti and Zhou must position themselves and their instruments so that the sound can carry to the farthest corners of the auditorium.

Hannah Plimpton ('03) runs through her part in “My Favorite Things” for Celebrations right before the Winter Concert. With the massive bass bells in her hands, Plimpton has the difficult job of handling them with both strength and coordination. “Playing the bass bells is a lot of fun, but it’s also a lot of work because they are so crucial in a piece,” said Plimpton.
As he raises his baton to conduct the downbeat of the next measure, Mr. Bruce Yurko cues a member of East's orchestra for an entrance. As the conductor of the highly acclaimed Wind Ensemble and the Orchestra, Mr. Yurko is one of the many teachers in D-wing who works just as hard as the students to achieve artistic perfection.

In this year's Spring Show, "Oliver," Jonathan Sagot ('01) and Sharon Goren ('01) play Mr. Bumble and Widow Corney. These two seniors have practiced long hours to perfect the flow of dialogue and the expression of emotions until they almost came naturally. The show's cast puts many long hours into practice so their performance will be flawless.

As stage lights focus on them, Lindsay Kancher ('02) and Dan Fox, one of the numerous elementary students in "Oliver," look out to the audience. After highly competitive auditions and nerve-wracking rehearsals, Kancher and the rest of the cast of "Oliver" have combined the talents of students of all ages to create another Spring Show that surpassed high expectations.

Christine MacArthur ('03) sings with confidence "O Bella Fusa" by Orlando di Lasso to the audience at the Winter Concert. MacArthur and the other members of Concert Choir know that this performance in front of parents, teachers, and peers is the ultimate climax after hours of tedious practices.
The sounds of harmonious voices resonate from the often intimidating D-wing. Often to the rest of the school, this wing is foreign, but to the singers of East, D-wing is the home of East’s four large choirs: Vocal Workshop, Chansons, Concert Choir, and East Singers. During the day, this wing is filled with the blending of many voices into one melody.

When entering the choral groups, all musicians must take Vocal Workshop before advancing to the other choirs. In this group, students are able to learn the rudiments of proper singing and music skills. At this basic level, they are able to start singing even without knowing how to read music. After the first year in Vocal Workshop, students can try out for Chansons, Concert Choir, or East Singers.

Although the choirs work hard to prepare for great performances, the members also have fun while they are learning because most are able to make many new friends in their choir. Because of the talent in the groups, they can perform entertaining songs such as “Smooth” by Carlos Santana in addition to performing for audiences in New York at this year’s annual trip.

Eve Michelecki ('03) and Serena Sun ('03) take a deep breath before hitting the first note of “Who Can Sail?” by Carl-Gentz Angeris. As members of Chansons, they know the importance of perfect pitch and correct breathing. “The key elements of singing are having good air support and looking ahead," said Sun.

Looking out to the audience, Holly Warschauer ('03) absorbs herself in the notes of “Zion’s Walls” by Aaron Copland. Only through daily practice and weekly lessons can singers know their music by heart.


Brian Cabalo ('03) holds a note as he watches Ms. Stowe for the cutoff. As a member of a large choir, Cabalo and others must always keep their eyes on the conductor for cues and the correct beat.

Vocal workshop is the first choir to perform. Dressed in red robes, Brittany Cohen ('04) finishes with a flourish as she joins in for the final chord of "The Galway Piper." All freshmen interested in a singing career at East must begin in this musical group.

During a Chanson's concert, Christine Forberger ('03), second from the right, pauses for a breath before continuing on to her next note. Breathing is one of the most important elements of singing because only correct breathing can produce full melodic notes.


There can only be one word that fully describes the music groups at East: dedication. From coming in before school to staying after school for hours of practice, these groups are unfaltering in their goal to provide musical enjoyment not only for themselves, but also for the audience.

The young six-year-old Celebrations starts off most of the concerts with a charming chime. All dressed in black, they do not sing but play well-known tunes for the audience.

Madrigals are the Renaissance-era group, consisting of eighteen talented people. The audience can see why they symbolize the birth of music; the Madrigals' rich tone definitely says it all.

The Belles of East must handle the rigors of playing the English hand bells while singing. Not only do they not have a conductor, the Belles, like Casual Harmony and the Madrigals, must learn to coordinate themselves with the other members.

Believing the all-male a Capella group, Casual Harmony sings a variety of music. From songs, such as "I Love My Boss" to popular ones that include pop songs by *NSync, they perform not only at East, but at other schools and at festivals as well.

As they pore over their music every week during practice, the members of the small groups prove that cooperation, dedication, and practice can lead to success. These highly selective music groups give the performance more variety and take music to a higher level.

When a musician doesn't even smile, it is obvious that her concentration level has reached a new high. Even though she faces her performance with seriousness, Paitun Hwang (‘02) enjoys playing for the audience in the fall, winter, and spring concerts. "Sometimes I find that Celebrations is a challenge but I still think playing bells is enjoyable," said Hwang.

There is much more to playing bells than participating in the Belles of East. While playing bells could be time consuming, Chris MacArthur (‘03) certainly enjoys the music. "Although playing bells can be stressful, through facial expression, it is obvious that it can be rewarding as well," said MacArthur.

BELLES OF EAST: Ande Adcock, Samitha Bhatnagar, Sarah Goldberg, Emily Joo, Ma Yu Li, Sara Linton, Chris MacArthur, Eve Michalski, Debra Seidel, Sara Sherman, Sarah Waxman, Elizabeth Welch, Christa Wesley, Claire Yoo, Laurie Steele (Advisor).

CELEBRATIONS: Melling Gao, Jade Goh (Conductor), Alice Hon, Paitun Hwang, Emily Joo, Christine Ku, Z.Liu, Chris MacArthur, Hannah Plimpton, Jing Tao, Holly Warshauer, Olivia Wu, Claire Yoo, Cindy Ferguson (Advisor).
Dressed in casual clothes, Casual Harmony entertains the audience with their hilarious song, "I Love My Boss." Trying hard not to laugh, they manage to keep perfect rhythm and perfect harmony along with perfectly straight faces.

It takes much coordination to be in small ensembles, especially in Madrigals. Because the members do not have a conductor, they must count by themselves to keep in time. Despite the difficulty, the members are still able to sing with expression and produce an outstanding performance.

Dressed up in elaborate Renaissance clothes, Rachel Leiberman ('01) sings out to the audience while holding hands with R.J. Weaver ('03). The Madrigals not only can sing, but they also can act using elaborate hand motions and facial expressions.

Counting is essential for the Celebration performers. Claire Yoo ('01) mentally keeps the beat while making her entrance in the piece, "All My Favorite Things." With hours of energy and time put into practice, the members of celebrations are able to enthral the audience with great music.

"Small ensembles consist of self expression, learning, and lots of fun."
D-Wing’s Buffet

There are many performing arts groups that students can voluntarily join. Orchestra, for example, practices daily during seventh period. Not only is it an entertaining class but it is also musically educational as well. Every Tuesday, orchestra has a free music class with Miss Fasso during certain periods of the day.

Other musical groups like the Brass Ensemble and Lab Band do not have a chance to practice during school. Brass Ensemble rehearses on Thursday, and Lab Band practices on Wednesdays after school. Each band has their own unique quality. While Brass Ensemble consists of only five members with only four different brass instruments, Lab Band has much more different instruments, such as bass, guitars, piano, drums, brass and woodwinds.

Finally, Performing Arts and Visual Students (P.A.V.A.S.) are not only musicians but also artists. This elite group of seniors is nominated by teachers. With this special privilege, P.A.V.A.S. manages to participate in many outside performances or shows.

Because of weeks of rehearsals, Nate Harlow (‘02), like the other cellist, have memorized most of their music. The most important thing to do, while playing whole notes, is to watch the conductor for the beats so they keep in time.
Standing the back of the orchestra, Greg Halbrook ('01), plays the bass, which is bigger than he is. The big instrument is crucial for the music because they provide the baseline of the orchestra. Without them, orchestra pieces would not sound as full.

Playing the guitar in lab band is hard work for Tetsuya Nakanishi ('04). Although it is easy to play the notes, it is difficult to strum so many strings with the thumb.

Barely using his music, Andy Wysong ('04) plays the drums by ear keeping the beat, for the lab band is an important job for the drummer. He not only keeps the beat for the band but he also adds a unique style to the music.

With only 5 members, Brass Ensemble consists of a trombone, two trumpets, french horn and a tuba. Anthony Kasinskas ('02) starts off the ensemble by giving the members the beat. Through hard work & concentration, Brass Ensemble can stay together without a conductor.

PAVAS: Danielle Lamburisky, Steven Podowitz, Emily Saitel, Nadia Lev; David Firestein, Marc Gramatges, Sam Rosenberg, Jon Sagat, Ron Goins, Chris Hartung, Sara Daly, Andrew Cohen, Liz Kaussner, Jenny Goldsmith, Rebecca Halperin, Marissa McKee, Sarah David, Kristin Merling, Scott Davis, Lisa Akinskas, Vanessa Reitig, Anna Wesley, Melissa Kalman, Dave Wolfe, Rebecca Gillespie, Rachel Lieberman, Devra Saidel, Sarah Goldberg, Britney Harris, Lindsay Dombrowski.
Looking attentively at the music, Emily Saidel (01) and Leah Plimpton (02) play their parts on the bassoon. It is important that each individual concentrates on playing their part and contributes their music to the whole group.

"Everyone talks about the discipline it takes to play a sport, but very few realize the dedication an instrumentalist needs to be a good performer. Playing in a band lets us interact with other musicians and learn the necessary techniques through various styles of music."

Breath control is an important part in playing brass instruments because it determines the pitch of the notes being played. Tuning by ear, Jordan Berg (02) listens to each note to determine how flat or sharp it is. Good tuning, whether in practice or in performance, is crucial for producing a full and harmonious sound.

Warming up before his performance, Justin Lin (04) spends some time with his friends Josh Stern (03) and John Li (03). Although some are nervous about performing on stage, most students can relax before the concert with their friends.

WIND ENSEMBLE: Lisa Akinlakas, Yasin Al-Sayyad, David Anderson, Adam Barsky, Jordan Berg, Dan Chou, Andrea Cornett, Joseph Cucinotti, Sarah Daly, Marc Davis, Antoinette Duffy, Polly Ehrlich, Jennifer Feinberg, Amanda Fishbane, David Fristin, Meiling Gao, James Gillespie, Rebecca Gillespie, Jade Goh, Alex Goldstein, Ariy Hadis, Mary Hu, Jillian Jimenez, Anthony Kakinlakas, Todd Kent, Chris Kewly, Jihoon Kim, Katie Klaussner, Bill Klein, Vivek Kumar, Stephen Lampropoulou, Hannah Plimpton, Leah Plimpton, Alan Reed, Matt Ross, Benjamin Ruder, Emily Saidel, Neal Samaddar, Aaron Satz, Sara Sherman, Paul Speckler, Douglas Tait, Andrew Thompson, Jeremy Volkman, Matthew Weinler, Kevin Yang, Tiffany Yang, David Zhou, Mr. Bruce Yurko (Conductor).

JAZZ BAND: Lisa Akinlakas, Dave Anderson, Josh Ascolon, Dan Chou, Andres Cotto, Sarah Daly, Marc Davis, James Gillespie, Alex Goldstein, Ariy Hadis, Seth Herron, Anthony Kakinlakas, Bill Klein, Vivek Kumar, Asher Ross, Devra Saield, Andrew Thompson, Jeremy Volkman, Julie Wagner, Matt Weinler, Kyle Widdowson, Mr. Timothy Kuhler (Conductor).
Looking forward to her first performance with the Wind Ensemble, Hannah Plimp-ton ('03) anxiously concentrates on her music. Because the highest degree of concentration is required, musicians cannot allow other distractions in their minds.

Band Montage

Everyday at Cherry Hill East High School, music fills the air in D-Wing. The familiar sounds of Jazz band, Freshman Wind Ensemble, Symphonic band, and Wind Ensemble provide a musical delight to anyone who happens to be passing by. These four bands, through many hours of practice, bring hours of pure listening pleasure to their audiences.

The winter and spring concerts are not created easily. Much hard work and patience are necessary to produce such spectacular results. All musical groups require daily practice during school, as well as devotion at home, totaling hours of work similar to that of an academic class.

As their concerts approach, the students work even harder to ensure that their performance at the concert surpasses everyone's expectations.

"Music is something I want to pursue the rest of my life. I love it and being around it all day makes my life happier," said Sarah Goldberg ('02). In years to come, many of these ambitious musicians will continue their passion for music after they leave East.

Dressed up in his tux for the concert, Adam Drelich ('04) as a member of the Freshman Wind Ensemble runs through the music right before the performance. Practicing right before the performance is essential for success.

Arriving early for their performance, the members for the Jazz Band meet in the auditorium to tune and prepare. Attendance and punctuality are crucial because every absence could ruin the musical effect of the band.

SYMPHONIC BAND:

FRESHMEN WIND ENSEMBLE:
When Oliver runs away, Sarah David ('02) discuss how disobedient he is. Tim Barnes (playing Noah Claypole) ('03) who is the real reason of the fight, pretends to be the "good boy" as he mops the stage floor.

Acting as Faigan, Sam Rosenberg ('01) creeps down the steps during a song in "Oliver." Because the stereotype of the antagonist is usually crooked and deformed, Rosenberg hunches his back and limps throughout the musical. His costume, such as his dark cape, black hat, and gloves also help portray him as the "bad guy" in the play.

While saying a humorous grace, Sam Rosenberg ('01) turns to speak to the audience. It takes much practice and skill not to laugh at the silly speech, and even the talented actors and actresses cannot help but smile.

Evan Weiss ('01) dips Rebecca Halperin ('01) while performing in the fall show, "You Can't Take It With You." Rebecca plays the role of Essie, a beginning dancer. However, she is an accomplished ballerina who has performed in "The Nutcracker." For such a skilful dancer, it is rather difficult to hide her talent as she dances.

Sara Linton ('02), playing Mrs. Bechwin, tries to persuade Clark Brown, as Oliver, to eat. Despite the age difference, the high school students interact well with the elementary students.

While saying a humorous grace, Sam Rosenberg ('01) turns to speak to the audience. It takes much practice and skill not to laugh at the silly speech, and even the talented actors and actresses cannot help but smile.

Evan Weiss ('01) dips Rebecca Halperin ('01) while performing in the fall show, "You Can't Take It With You." Rebecca plays the role of Essie, a beginning dancer. However, she is an accomplished ballerina who has performed in "The Nutcracker." For such a skilful dancer, it is rather difficult to hide her talent as she dances.


There is applause. The lights illuminate the stage while the audience anticipates the next scene. Now, the actors, singers, and orchestra combine to form an extraordinary performance. After all, the actors should be well prepared because of Hell Week. Practicing from right after school to eleven o'clock at night during the weekdays and from ten o'clock in the morning to ten at night takes much energy along with determination to put on spectacular shows. The thespians go through Hell Week twice a year to put on five performances each color cast for the fall and spring show.

Although the actors seem to be the only ones going through hell, other people behind the scenes deserve credit as well. For example, dance steps do not come naturally to most actors. Either a hired or voluntary choreographer stays at the grueling rehearsals to help the performers. Also, many students and parents take time to design and sew costumes, making the show as realistic as possible. Speaking of reality, the stage crew, as usual, did an outstanding job of making the set. And although moving the sets seem easy, it takes hours of practice and just the right timing to complete the job.

Thank you lighting technicians for staying alert during both practices and performances. Thank you pit orchestra for making the music come alive while the actors sing on stage. And last but not least, thank you thespians and directors for taking up much of your time, energy, and money to pull off remarkable shows each year.

Posed front and center of the stage, Emily Goldenthal ('01) acts as the main barmaid in "Oliver." After a few good drinks, the chorus grows tipsy enough to discover that "It's a Fine Life" after all.

PIT ORCHESTRA: Rebecca Gillespie, Sarah Daly, Jiboon Kim, Jennifer Feinberg, David Firestein, Hannah Plimpton, Lisa Akinskas, Jordan Berg, Antoinette Duffy, Brian Cabalo, Anthony Kasinskas, Vivek Kumar, Dan Chou, Jeremy Vollman, Bill Klein, Asher Ross, Andrew Thompson, Leah Plimpton, Melody Kramer, Jay Cohen, Julie Wagner, Bill Early, Brian Chen, Pat Kuo, Stephanie Mikitish, Pat Ho, Michelle Kang, Terry Yin, Dan Wu, Kirsten Burkhardt, Dino To, Enoch Hsieh, Laria Terry, Jen Tan, Matt Weiss, Mr. Timothy Keleher (Conductor)

SPRING SHOW: Clark Brown, Dan Fox, Sam Rosenberg, Adam Finkel, Scott Goldberg, Christin Milloti, Emily Goldenthal, Liz Klausner, Jon Sagot, Lindsay Dombrowski, Tori Cohen, Paul Spechter, Nolan Searles, Scott Davis, Rachel Karif, Sarah David, Rachel Lieberman, Sharona Gonen, David Wolfe, Tim Barnes, Zach Abo, J.P. Weaver, Sara Linton, Lindsay Kechner, Kyle Whislohy, Rebecca Halperin, Marissa McKinney, Adam Gutbezahl, Steve Goldberg
Marching In Step

Whether in practice or in performance, the Cherry Hill East Marching Band always brings forth Cougar spirit. With flags waving, trumpets blaring, and drums rolling, the Marching Band members can always draw cheers from the crowd with their outstanding performances.

Under the leadership of the talented drum majors, Lisa Akinskas ('01) and Jeremy Volkman ('01), the Marching Band adds a unique flare to East's football games. Unlike previous years, the Marching Band has diverted from the traditional military marching style by adding a jazz theme.

These performances did not come together effortlessly. The members practiced many hours daily to pull off excellent shows at the games. Having begun the season before the school year even started, the members and the coordinate director, Mr. Keleher, devoted a large amount of time to coordinate the music and dance steps. As another season has passed with new memories, the members of the Marching Band look forward to even more innovative and imaginative performances next year.

The expression on Jen Shipon's ('04) face shows the immense dedication to the band. Many instruments, especially the flute, bring out the melody of the marching band. Her hard work, and that of other members, pays off during the wonderful performance.

Knowing his part by heart, Josh Rissmiller ('02) concentrates on playing his trumpet. As a dedicated member of the marching band, Rissmiller, like the other members, knows that only hard work and concentration can make a spectacular performance. "Marching really takes a lot of work but its worth it because it's a lot of fun during the games," said Rissmiller.

Andrew Bleaken, Deanna Burch, Adam Drelich, Molly Finkelstein, Fay Hughes, Dan Kober, Steven Kramer, Josh Levinson, Melissa Mock, Stephanie Mikotich, Jennifer Shipon, Adi Shmuel, Ruliam Takanashi, Andrew Wysong, Cierra Allen, Meghan Boland, Brian Cabalo, Alen Chao, Daniel Chou, Kim D'Imperio, Antoinette Duffy, Melissa Goldman, Curtis Hall, Alice Hon, Kristen Kindell, Justin Liu, Christine MacArthur, Lisha Mendelovici, Jill Pahre, Hannah Plimpton, Lauren Shetline, Doug Tait, Sam Tremble, Meenakshi Tripathi, Ana Aningalan, Naimi Baumgartner, Jordan Berg, Andres Coto, James Gillespie, Su Hong, Mary Hu, Anthony Kasinskas, Jessica Keilnass, Melody Joy Kramer, Lauren Mennes, Andi Mokloff, Lauren Morrone, Leah Plimpton, Josh Rissmiller, Asher Ross, Andrew Thompson, Julie Wagner, Lisa Akinskas, David Anderson, Evan Blau, Sarah Daly, David Firestein, Rebecca Gillespie, Chris Kewley, Bill Klein, Danit Maor, Heather Sabatino, Emily Saidel, Lauren Tyska, Jeremy Volkman
As she confidently holds her flute, Rebecca Gillespie ('01) and other woodwinds march perfectly in step toward the field. Only constant drilling during practice could keep unity during the performance. The whole band is able to keep up the school spirit by marching in step.

Along with the other members of the color guards, Alice Hon ('03) cheers for the football team. Practicing almost everyday after school, the color guards, while holding flags or poms poms, work hard to synchronize their movements.

Meeting challenging demands for perfection, Chris Kowley ('01) glances down at his music as he watches the conductor at the same time. As one of the members of the marching band, he encourages the football team with his spectacular performance on the saxophone.

Being one of the two drum majors, Jeremy Volkman ('01) keeps time for the marching band. Both as a leader and as a participant, it is essential that the drum majors attend every practice because the unity of the band depends on them.

As he enjoys the music, Steve Kramer ('04) reads ahead to keep up with the drum major's beat. Not only do the xylophone players help maintain the rhythm, but they add extra flavor to the jazzy music.

Playing the clarinet, Addie Shumel ('04) lines up in a row with the other woodwind players. Part of the marching band’s duty is to march in line, keep good posture, and most of all, concentrate on their music.
The Madrigals hit the road once again in a bus before another performance. Anticipation is high as they relax by joking around.

Not wearing their usual Renaissance costumes, the Madrigals get into the holiday spirits at a local nursing home. Their rich, melodic Christmas carols are often the delightful highlights of local holiday parties.

ALL SOUTH JERSEY CHOIR: David Rabizadeh, Arin Sang-Urai, Kristin Luchtman, Kirsten Burkhardt, Raj Sarkar, Brian Cabalo, Andrew Bleaken, Eve Michaelski.

ALL STATE CHOIR: Dave Rabizadeh, Arin Sang-Urai, Kristin Luchtman, Kirsten Burkhardt, Sara Linton, Rachel Lieberman, Sarah Goldberg.

ALL SOUTH JERSEY HONORS: Yao-Chung King, Olivia Wu, Rachel Wu, Jennifer Tan, Julie Wagner, Leah Plimpton, Andre Bleaken.
Many musicians at East strive to share music as often as possible. For these students, even extracurricular activities don’t end at 4:15 pm. The Madrigals, for example, travel around South Jersey to introduce the community to Renaissance music. With their extravagant costumes and harmonious voice, the Madrigals cheer up people at nursing homes, and lighten the mood at bookstores and at festivals.

Many musicians also choose to test their musical abilities against others by trying out for state and national honors every year. With the community available at the feet of East’s musicians, expanding in any direction is possible.

Scott Davis ('01) runs through some scales before the performance at Barnes and Noble. With their musical talents, the Madrigals love to share their unique Renaissance music with the South Jersey community.

With linked hands, members of Madrigals proudly show the audience at the Renaissance Fair their musical talents. Participation in such local events outside of school gives the Madrigals a chance to perform before different types of audiences.

Jen Tan ('02), Enoch Hsieh ('04), and Yao-Chung Kung ('02) practice for their performance at the Cum Laude inductions. As the members of East’s orchestra, their participation in this quartet allows them even more opportunities to express themselves musically.

JAZZ STANDARDS: Adam Barsky, Alex Goldstein, Jeremy Volkonan, Julie Wagner, Matt Weiner.
ATHLETICS
Football: Accomplishments — Wins over Bishop Eustace and Cherry Hill West; Highlights — 24-6 win over West. Over 400 yards of total offense, Gave up only 37 yards to West, won back the D. Bart Boot Trophy ...

Girl's Cross Country: Accomplishments — 3rd in Camden County Championships, Won more medals this year than any other year in school history; Highlights — Beat Triton and Edgewood on the same day.

Getting ready to kick off to the opposing team, East opens the football game in full force. After months of practicing, the team's hard work reflects on the field during a high-pressure game against West. With fierce completion between the two teams, every player looks forward to that Thanksgiving Day game.

“We got the spirit! Come on let's hear it,” chants Lauri Silnitzer ('01), encouraging the football team to aim for victory. As a senior cheerleader on the squad, she is responsible for leading the rest of the cheerleaders in motivating the players on the field. “Cheering the past four years has been an unforgettable experience,” Silnitzer said.


Going The Extra Yard

The seniors of the girl's cross-country team unite to encourage one another during their individual struggles for victory. In dedicating many hours to the team the past four years the girls have become not only teammates, but also good friends. Rachel Gordon ('01), Neely Elisha ('01), and Tali Elisha ('01) have created a bond that will outlast the conclusion of their final cross-country season at East.

Football

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Football</th>
<th>East Opp.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Washington Township</td>
<td>0 35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Triton</td>
<td>21 26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Camden</td>
<td>14 28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eastern</td>
<td>14 24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cherokee</td>
<td>0 43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lenape</td>
<td>14 45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bishop</td>
<td>14 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eustace</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shawnee</td>
<td>0 40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brick</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Memorial</td>
<td>18 34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C.H. West</td>
<td>24 6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Girl's Cross Country

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>East Opp.</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Eastern</td>
<td>41 19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington Township</td>
<td>37 18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lenape</td>
<td>50 15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shawnee</td>
<td>50 15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C.H. West</td>
<td>44 15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Triton</td>
<td>15 50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edgewood</td>
<td>28 29</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Football at Cherry Hill East not only encompasses physical strength, but also team spirit and a sharp mental edge. To get the players' adrenaline pumping, the cheerleaders and fans show their support with inspiring banners and enthusiastic chants. With such motivation, the players find the vigor necessary to B-E aggressive on the field.
Aiming For The Goal

Lauren Meier (‘01) beats her opponent to the ball with a focused look and a clear mind. The key to dominating on the field is to never lose sight of the ball. The girls work hard to keep up with the speed of the game every day by practicing for many hours after a long day at school.

Depending on their coach for guidance and support, Michele Whalen (‘01) and Kim Fein (‘01) await a few words of wisdom. Some motivation from the coach helps the girls focus better and try harder before a game. “Sometimes it is hard to concentrate on the field because of school, but the coach encourages us to get energized for a win,” said Whalen.

Daniel Lewis (‘02) gets ready to pass the ball. Since, soccer is a team sport, it is important to depend on your teammates for support on and off the field. “Most of the team has been playing together since the age of eight, so we know how to interact on the field. We have the chemistry which is why we excel,” said Lewis.

### Field Hockey

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>East</th>
<th>Opp.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bishop</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eustace</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Camden</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Catholic</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cherokee</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C.H. West</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Triton</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Highland</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edgewater</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lenape</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eastern</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shawnee</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pennsauken</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Township</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overbrook</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Suspended in the air, Matt Acciani ('02) takes charge of the ball as he speeds away from his opponents. Swift movements and quick feet are a key part of soccer. Acciani said, "The game is really fast in high school, so you have to know where to pass before you even get the ball."

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Boy's Soccer East Opp.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Washington Township</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lenape</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paul VI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overbrook</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cumberland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eastern</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Camden</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Catholic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pennsauken</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strathaven</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cherokee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edgewood</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Triton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Highland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shawnee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bishop</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eustace</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C.H. West</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vineland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ocean City</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cumberland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moorestown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rancocas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Valley</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cherokee</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Iris Goldstein ('01), with the look of a tiger in her eyes, prepares to conquer the ball before her opponent even gets a chance to wink. Goldstein has been a committed, dominant player on the field for four years. "We learned that if we played with intensity and always gave one hundred percent, we would come out winners regardless of the final score," she said.

**BOY'S SOCCER:** Matthew Acciani, John Agner, Jim Boyle, Daniel Butler, Paul Caracchio, Sean Dallas, Michael Danyo, Thomas Guida, Benjamin Kaufman, Jack Keyes, Michael Klein, Daniel Lewis, Lawrence Miracola, Michael Morrow, Daniel Morse, Michael Reed, Jacob Rosner, Marc Ruthen, Rajkumar Sarkar, Randy Shapiro, Nicholas Turekian, Mr. Moehlmann (coach)

**Field Hockey:** 1st Team All Conference — Bianca Pandit; 2nd Team All Conference — Iris Goldstein, Jen Elentrio; Highlights — Beating Edgewood 1-0, Intense game against Washington Township, pre-season and its funky weather, Beating Highland 1-0 in the mud ...

**Boy's Soccer:** Accomplishments — Ranked #3 in South Jersey, Finalist in Coaches' Tournament; 1st Team South Jersey — Randy Shapiro; 2nd Team South Jersey — Dan Morse, Michael Reed; 3rd Team South Jersey — Michael Morrow, Sean Dallas; 1st team Olympic Conference; Highlights — Win over Cumberland in Coaches' Tournament, Win over Ocean City, 10 shutouts, Michael Morrow only senior on team.

Michael Morrow ('01) commands on the field as he prepares to score a goal at a home game. His mind and body collaborate to endure the strenuous game of soccer. Morrow and his teammates work hard to physically prepare themselves for the high pressure games.

Concentration? Anxiety? Disappointment? A look that contains almost all of these emotions is a facial expression that every player exhibits during the season. Michael Kline ('02) focuses on a coach's pep talk while thinking about how to correct his mistakes and to dominate on the field.

Field Hockey, Boy's Soccer
The mental aspect is almost as important as the physical part of any game. Jennifer Brown ('01) discusses strategies with her coach, Mr. Ipri, so that she can apply them to her upcoming match. His guidance and reassurance provides her with the motivation necessary to dominate on the court.

Volleyball is a game of intense pressure. Nicole Pressel ('01) strains every muscle in her body to conclude a vigorous point with a remarkable spike. Pressel said, "Even though there are a lot of outside pressures from the coach and the team, it is important to clear your head and focus on placing the ball in the weakest spot on the opposing side."

Preparing to assist the ball to an offensive hitter, Inna Fabrikant ('01) centers on a momentous aspect of the game. To win the point, every player on the court must contribute to delivering the perfect pass, set or spike. Once all three steps come together, the result is a triumph that every member of the team can partake in.

Cathy Girman ('02), a Varsity player on the girl's volleyball team, focuses on making a precise pass to her teammates. During a key defensive moment, concentration is crucial. Each player, clear-minded and determined, brings to the court an important part of the upcoming point that will eventually lead to East's sweet victory.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Girl's Volleyball</th>
<th>East</th>
<th>Opp.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C.H. West</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sterling</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pennsauken</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington Township</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Southern Regional</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moorestown</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Camden</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Williamstown</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Woodrow Wilson</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eastern</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C.H. West</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pennsauken</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penn. Tech</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington Township</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Camden</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gloucester Tech</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eastern</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ridgewood</td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**SERVING UP A STORM**

GIRL'S TENNIS: Jennifer Brown, Maria Carroll, Christina Contrafatto, Mindy Dhillon, Lynn Eisenberg, Dana Ginsburg, Melissa Green, Alanna Herman, Alana Hernberg, Lauren Klein, Fallon Koplin, Lauren Kreloff, Rachel Lupow, Taylor Mach, Larissa Moskowitz, Erin Mullen, Charlotte Nagelberg, Lindsey Pearl, Ashley Pick, Catherine Richter, Brooke Rothman, Samantha Shafer, Leanne Silverman, Eliza Solovyov, Stephanie Stomel, Jacqueline Strause, Sara Stedin, Agija Vakse, Michelle Zaontz. Coach: Mr. Ipri.

Heads or tails? The captains of the girl's volleyball team await the fate that is to be determined by the toss of a coin. In a game that could go either way, every little bit of assistance can assure a win. Even a simple benefit like winning the coin toss can result in uplifting the spirits of the players on the court.

Good form is an important part of any game. In tennis, the key to dominating in a match is to concentrate on the perfect placement during every point. Alanna Herman ('01) plays through with her backhand as she watches the ball land triumphantly on her opponent's side of the net.

---

**Girl’s Tennis:** Accomplishments — South Jersey Group 4 Champion, Made it to State Group 4 Semifinals, 3rd in State in Group 4; Highlights — Cathy Ritcher and Jen Brown finished 23-1 first doubles ... **Girl’s Volleyball:** Accomplishments — 1st place Olympic Conference American Division; 1st Team All-Conference, 1st Team All South Jersey — Jhane Zarghami, Neesha Shah; 2nd Team All-Conference — Nicole Pressel, Inna Fabrikant; 2nd Team All South Jersey — Inna Fabrikant; Highlights — 16-1 regular season record, #1 Seed in State Group 4 Tournament.

The sun may be an obstacle for some inexperienced players on the court. However, for Samantha Shafer ('03), the sun is only a slight inconvenience. With a pair of attractive black sunglasses to shield her eyes, she can easily focus on making her dominating move.
Girl's Soccer

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Team</th>
<th>East</th>
<th>Opp.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rancocas Valley</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington Township</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lenape</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paul VI</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overbrook</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bishop</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eustace</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eastern</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Camden</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Catholic</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cherokee</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edgewood</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Triton</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Highland</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shawnee</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pennsauken</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C.H. West</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Haddon</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tom's River North</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Absegami</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lanape</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lenape</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Concentration is not only a requirement in the classroom, but on the field as well. Jackie Russ ('01), while stretching before the game, collects her thoughts to gain an extra mental edge. "Sometimes, it is important to relax my mind and release stress before a difficult game," Russ said.

Juniors, Amanda Kravitz ('02) and Kristen Hummel ('02) concentrate on the ball while winding up for a shot on goal during a game. The sport of soccer does not afford the offense many shots during a game, so each opportunity cannot be wasted. The shooter must practice hard in order to place and power the ball well during games.

A Step Ahead
The East boy's cross-country team comes together during a meet in front of many other competitors. Even though cross-country is an individual sport, seeing a teammate running by one's side motivates a runner to push harder. Finishing in the front along with fellow team members raises team spirit.

At the end of a long run, cross-country team members must make a final push toward the finish line. Rob Koslow (‘01) springs past several competitors to complete the race. “With my adrenaline pumping, I am able to push myself to the extreme despite exhaustion from an already strenuous race,” said Koslow.

**Girl's Soccer**: Accomplishments — Coaches' Cup Quarterfinals, South Jersey Semifinals, Cutest Girl's Team in New Jersey; Highlights — Beating Shawnee 2-0, Beating Lenape, Winning in penalty kicks against the #1 ranked team, Absegami, in the States' Tournament, Entire team are friends...

**Boy's Cross Country**: Accomplishments — Best season in 8 years, Ranked 12th in South Jersey, 33rd in the Camden County Championships Highlights — Beating West and placing 7th in the Group IV Championships, Don Witzig's 200th victory in coaching. Andy Lui was East Boy's Runner of the Year.

Kristen Cargen (‘02), the East girl's soccer team goalie, makes a diving save to prevent a goal. Soccer is as much a game of defense as it is of offense, and the goalie is the last obstacle in front of a goal. The goalie must often make physical sacrifices in tumbling over the field but the joy of making crucial saves is immense.

East boy's cross-country Runner of the Year, Andy Lui (‘01), takes a trip around the school during the rigorous practice. Without the pressure of competition, the cross-country team uses practices to hone fundamental skills, improve conditioning, to prepare for the five-kilometer run, and develop running strategies.

**Boy's Cross Country**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Team</th>
<th>East</th>
<th>Opp</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Eastern</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Township</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lenape</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shawnee</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Triton</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C.H. West</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Katie Boyle (‘02) prepares to launch a pass after darting past several defenders. One of the most difficult aspects of soccer is developing good ball control. Because of the speed of the game, the players on the field must be able to make skilled ball maneuvers.

Boy's Basketball: Accomplishments — Record 17-10, Holiday Tournament Championship, Virginia Whitaker Classic, Made it to the South Jersey Semi-Finals: 1st Team All-Conference — Andy Schwartz; 2nd Team All-Conference — Jason Mitchell; Highlights — Andy Schwartz was one of the top scorers in South Jersey (16 ppg). **Girl's Bowling:** Accomplishments — 1st Team Olympic Conference American Division — Rachel Herman; 2nd Team Olympic Conference American Division — Lauren Morrone; Highlights — Tying Pennsauken and beating Shawnee.

Besides passing, dribbling is also vital to a good basketball team. With smooth ball-handling skills, a player can score in one-on-one situations. Randy Shapiro ('02) prepares to cross over and drive into the lane for a lay-up.

**Girl's Bowling:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>East</th>
<th>Opp.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>West</td>
<td>Deptford</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lenape</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pennsauken</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cherokee</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collingswood</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shawnee</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eastern</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lenape</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gloucester City</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pennsauken</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cherry Hill West</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cherokee</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shawnee</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eastern</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

GIRL'S BOWLING: Christine Duncombe, Rachel Herman, Lauren Morrone, Nicole Robinson, Maria Stolyar. COACH: Ed Vranich

To get a strike, a bowler must rely on good form when releasing the ball down the lane. Rachel Herman ('03) concentrates on positioning and rotating her body properly in order to get a strike and secure the victory for East.

Lauren Morrone ('02) and other members of the bowling team watch as the ball rolls quickly down the lane. While bowling is an individual sport, team support is fundamental to having the mental edge over opponents.

Like any basketball team, the Cougars must rely not only on inside shots, but also on jumpers. Here, bacon Mitchell ('01) follows through after taking a three-pointer from the corner. The key to making such long distance shots is good form and concentration, both of which are stressed in practice.

Having good ball control and passing is one of the most important aspects to succeeding offensively on the basketball court. Here, Roberto Weiss ('02) looks for an open teammate while keeping the basketball out of reach of a defender. Passing allows for faster ball movement, which helps create scoring opportunities.
As basketball involves five players on the court at once, it is vital for a player to be able to cooperate with his teammates. In order to do so, players must develop an ability to communicate with the others, and know where they are on the court. Andy Schwartz’s ('01) eyes browse the court for open teammates as he charges up the court.

Taylor Regis ('02) focuses ahead on coordinating her motions with the other cheerleaders on the squad. The East cheerleaders practice synchronizing all of their chants and routines in order to energize the crowd and encourage the players in the game.


Applying all of her internal energy into each stroke, Lauren Scarpato ('04) mentally focuses on beating her opponent. No matter how heavy her arms feel or how tired her legs are, losing only a second of concentration could potentially cost the team a loss. With such pressure on her shoulders, giving up is not an option.

Trying to hold down his opponent and not give him a second of rest, Bobby Murrur ('02) puts all of his strength into the last few minutes of the match. As an underclassmen, he puts just as much effort into each move as his older teammates.

Alexis Ettinger ('01) concentrates on the race as she counts underwater for her teammate Erica Weitz ('01). Although the majority of the sport focuses on individual success, all of the girls on the East Swim Team agree that working together to achieve an ultimate victory for the school feels just as gratifying.

**Tackling The Competition**

**Girls Swimming East Opp.**
- Rancocas 125
- Valley 122
- Shawnee 122
- Holy Cross 122
- Lenape 122
- Vineland 96
- Washington Township 122
- Cherry Hill East 122
- Our Lady of Mercy 128
- Bishop Eustace 129
- Moorestown 106
- Cherokee 101
- Shawnee 98
- Vineland 80

With the six captains gathered in the center, the East Swim Team preps for its upcoming competition. Since leadership is such a crucial aspect of any team, the other swimmers look up at their captains with respect and support.


**Wrestling:** Paul Caracciolo, Christie Carbone, Samuel Catrambone, Joshua Chack, Jason DiNapoli, Zachary DeSantis, Justin Ensign, Kenny Ensign, Evan Geronziko, Evan Gleimer, Chris Hartung, Adam Hirsch, Nicholas Juliani, Michael Klein, Bryan Klimer, Dmitri Kodes, David Koper, Geoffrey Kofin, Pia Litt, Robert Mermer, Ross Mills, Nicholas Mitchell, James Morales, Kristen Perkins, Brett Pickus, John Skorlos, Eric Sternberg, Michael Truitt, Aaron Wagner, Lisa Walter, Charles Walters, Brandon Welde, Adam Wolosky. MANAGER: Cheryl Billy. COACH: Mr. Wright.
Courtney Kayser ('04), a member of the East Diving Team, executes an awe-inspiring 10.0. To reach a certain level of skill and grace, divers must practice at achieving perfect timing in addition to all of the artistic requirements associated with diving.

**Girl’s Swimming:** Accomplishments — Record 12-1, Won Girl’s League Championship, Won Coaches’ Invitational Championship; Highlights — Won 47 meets in a row from 1997-2001 including 4 straight State Championships.

Planning his course of action, Adam Wolosky ('01) anticipates his opponent’s first move. Plenty of training and hard work help East wrestlers defeat opponents with quick moves and Herculean strength.

As a sophomore, Jason DiNapoli enjoys an even sweeter taste of victory at the end of his match. DiNapoli shows that he still has a lot to offer in the next two years of his wrestling career at East due to his athletic accomplishments thus far. Casey Walter ('01) sets a good example for his teammates by winning the match.

Pinning his opponent to the mat, Justin Ensign ('03) waits for the referee to call the count. A sport that has the potential to change in a millisecond, wrestling depends upon the high skill and agility of each wrestler in the ring.

Brian Klimberg ('03) exerts all his energy as he pins down his opponent. Grueling practices that include weight lifting, jump roping, and running pay off as East wins one match after the next. Athletic groups such as the wrestling team bring pride to East with constant victories.
Fierce concentration permeates Justin Baratz ('03) as he pieces together the steps of an ideally maneuvered strike. Since so many details combine to achieve success in bowling, perfect form is as crucial for a bowler as pitch is for a singer.

Fan's watch as Margo Buchalski ('03) steers away from her opponent to gain advantage over the court. As a point guard, Buchalski's mission is to seek out open teammates in order to find the most guaranteed shot. The East girl's basketball team agrees that even though Margo is only a sophomore, she is an excellent asset to the Varsity team.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Boy's Bowling</th>
<th>East</th>
<th>Opp.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>West</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deptford</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lenape</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pennsauken</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cherokee</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collingswood</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shawnee</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eastern</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lenape</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gloucester</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>City</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pennsauken</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cherry</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hill West</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cherokee</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shawnee</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eastern</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Knocking 'Em Down

Rachael Cohen ('01) quickly decides to pass the ball to another player as she feels trapped in-between opponents. Decision-making dominates a large part of basketball since the sudden decisions of each player decide the final outcome of the game. As a captain of this year's team, Cohen feels this pressure most of all.

In the midst of calling out to her four teammates, Knatt Kligerman ('02) refuses to give up the ball to an opponent. Basketball is an extremely intense game during which even one lost second of time could result in heavy consequences. The East girl's team excels at fighting until the final buzzer.
No time to panic! Jhanie Zhargam’s (’02) eyes search for one of her teammates while she concentrates on keeping the ball out of the hands of her opponent during an extremely stressful situation. “Staying cool and mentally anticipating the next move eliminate any problems on the court,” said Zhargam.

Suspended in the air, Lauren Butler (’02) releases the ball aiming for the basket. A successful shot means just the right ball speed and body alignment. With only milliseconds of preparation for each shot, this process turns into an intense moment for the team as well as for the cheering fans.


Boy’s Bowling:
Accomplishments — 2nd Team All Conference - Matt Robinson; Highlights — Beating Cherry Hill West 4-0; Good parent support at home and away games all year.
Taking his final breath of the race, Brian Radziwill ('03) pushes his hardest and anticipates reaching the ultimate destination - the pool's edge. For a swimmer, every nanosecond counts and knowing that the competition is one lap over only forces an individual to kick harder and pull faster.

John Mittleman ('04) contributes to the team in the medley relay by getting his backstroke off to a strong start. In swimming, every point counts and it is essential that every team member does his part in order for the team to reach ultimate victory.

After winning the 2001 State Championship, captain Scott Scheeyer ('01) celebrates the glamorous trophy: "It was amazing to finally win the championship as a senior. I am totally proud of this team," Scheeyer said.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Boy's Swimming</th>
<th>East</th>
<th>Opp.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Highland</td>
<td>146</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shawnee</td>
<td>119</td>
<td>6/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Triton</td>
<td>144</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eastern</td>
<td>134</td>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lenape</td>
<td>139</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington Township</td>
<td>114</td>
<td>72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West</td>
<td>123</td>
<td>63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deptford</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cherry</td>
<td>134</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hill West</td>
<td>123</td>
<td>63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bishop</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eustace</td>
<td>146</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cherokee</td>
<td>127</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Haddonfield</td>
<td>105</td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Camden</td>
<td>101</td>
<td>69</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Boy’s Swimming: Accomplishments - 18.0,**
State Championships, Won Conference, Won South Jersey Relays, Won Coaches’ Invitation-al, Won South Jersey League Championship:
Highlights — Won Finaly State meet versus Westfield, who was the number 2 team in the state, finished first in 10 of 11 events; Set team records in the 200 medley relay with a time of 1:39:01 and the 200 free relay with a time of 1:30:01; Ryan Shore set new team record in the 100 backstroke with a time of 52.90.
A Captain's Corner - An Interview with Rob Van Brunt ('01)

How did the team react after last year's disappointing loss?

After our final meet last season, we were devastated. It came down to the last race and Westfield just beat us. It took us a while to recover, but we knew we had to prepare for the next year. Every person dedicated himself to getting faster for next season.

What were the expectations for this year from the coach and each other?

As soon as the season started, every guy on the team had the same goal: to get back to the finals. At our first practice, Coach Wood let us know his expectations for this season: to bring home a championship trophy.

Which meet stands out in your mind?

During the regular season, we only had one close meet. We beat Haddonfield by 4 points. At the end of the season, The Philadelphia Inquirer chose it as the meet of the year. Looking back, this meet helped us to understand the importance of all swimmers in every event. The 3rd swimmer is just as important as the other two.

So, what happened at the playoffs?

In the first two rounds of the playoffs, we beat Rancocas Valley and our rival Shawnee very easily. Seeing how we all came together against Shawnee, we knew that we had an excellent chance to win it all. We had to wait to see whom we were swimming against — Westfield or Bridgewater. Although Bridgewater was heavily favored, Westfield swam incredibly and upset them.

How did you prepare for the finals and how did the team expect to finish in the finals?

Looking at Westfield's times, we anticipated the meet to come down to two points. Our team met the day before the meet to discuss our line-up and what to expect out of every single member of the team. This meet would test whether or not the team could unite to perform as one.

How did everyone feel right before the meet?

Our bus ride on the way to the meet consisted of tension and excitement. I could tell immediately that everyone was going to swim his fastest, but I could not predict how well Westfield was prepared. After warm-ups, our team gathered around and screamed our heads off to pump up the muscles and release the energy.

What was the overall flow of the meet? Was the team ready to win?

As the meet began, I could tell from the first event that we were more than ready to blow away the competition. Our relays placed 1st and 3rd, much better than expected. The rest of the meet continued in a similar fashion. Race after race, someone on our team reached farther than his opponent and ultimately swam his best ever.

Did all of your hard work pay off at the end and how did you celebrate the sweet victory?

After the final relay, the scoreboard read 101-69 and screams of jubilation culminated our year long quest for the championship. The 3 seniors accompanied Coach Wood and Coach Knouse to receive the State Championship trophy. The underclassmen then joined us in throwing the coaches in the water in celebration. Our team posed for pictures, holding each other up from exhaustion. Every person gave everything in order to prevail in this final meet.

What does it mean to you to have achieved this goal your senior year as captain?

Looking back, I could not think of any other way to complete my high school swimming career. After coming so close to victory last year, it makes me appreciate more how much dedication it took in order to win it all. These last 4 years, I have formed thousands of memories, but none more satisfying than being a part of the team that set out to win it all and came home with the Championship trophy in the end.
The Final Seconds

Concentrating on the ball, Kyle Grabhka ('03) prepares to putt on the green.

Rachel Sherman ('01) takes a break during an intense game.

Laria Terry ('03) gathers all of her strength to launch the javelin as far as she can.


Frank Chang ('01) elevates himself off the ground while powerfully swinging at the ball.

Elena Medina ('02) looks to run around yet another base during a softball game.


Dan Butler ('02) gets ready to catch the ball and make a quick play on the baseball field.

Brendan Borowski ('01) and Jared Peltzman ('01) chat during a break from javelin practice.


Icing On The Cake

Katie Boyle ('02) maneuvers around an opponent during a home lacrosse game.

Mike Cukich ('02) follows through after delivering a powerful swing on the ball.

Ian Richman ('01) concentrates on the ball as he looks for a volley at the net.


Aiming For Success

Education is the building block toward a successful life. Nothing can be more important than getting an education especially for the students at East. Its hard work and sometimes a pain, but the students here strive for excellence. Around the school, students can be seen diligently working in classes. Calculating in math, learning pronunciation in foreign language, reading a novel in English, and comprehending science; these are some of the things students at East try to perfect. Not only do students work hard all day; they stay after 3'o clock to learn more. Its no wonder why East is such a great place to get an education. Along with academics, students find time to join clubs like the Adopt-Grandparent and Key Club. These are not just ordinary clubs but ones that give back to the community. Students don't only care about their grades but others as well. They spend time with the elderly at the hospital, making them feel they still have a purpose in life. Also, the students help around in communities that are in bad shape. The students are more than scholars, they're the future and coming from East it's safe to say the future is looking bright.

Eagerly sharing homework solutions, Michelle Tseng ('01) and Roberto West ('02) compare answers from their homework to obtain the best possible scores in math class. Comparing homework is an effective way for students to understand difficult problems. Additionally, it allows students to gain more experience with study skills by helping one another.
Escaping the chaos of noisy study halls and classrooms, Lauren Plevinsky ('02) chooses an unlikely location to study for a test - the intersection. Most of the time, the stairwells are filled with a plethora of students, but today Lauren finds the much-needed solace of studying in complete isolation from the rest of the school.
Digital Mania

Technology Story
The bell rings. You hurry into your first period Physics class. As you scramble into your seat, you suddenly remember that today is a lab day. That means you'll be using the computer to collect data for an experiment. You heave a huge sigh of relief as you gratefully think to yourself that at least there's a computer to do all the dirty work. This situation not only describes a typical science lab, but it also defines all other academic classes in school. Every classroom not only provides computers or technological devices that benefit students in class work, but also a source of learning and entertainment. In recent years, advances in technology have exploded in our society by creating a more convenient and simple method to get around in life. As a result, the concept of modern technology has been adopted in our everyday school lives to allow students to perform complicated science labs, to process film, to interact with one another, and to accomplish a myriad of other functions.

Steven Chew ('03), and Joshua Kanoff ('03) share a laugh as they surf the web for amusement during their routine school day. The Internet has proved to be a valuable source of information to many students with just one touch of the mouse. However, the worldwide web also offers a massive variety of entertainment, from chatting to downloading music.

Peering intently into a video camera, Alberto Salcedo ('02) uses a digital device in Broadcasting to film scenes of a typical classroom. Major development in filming technology has enhanced picture quality and convenience in productions without the troubles of long delays in shooting. Perhaps filming in the future would become even more convenient, instead of manual equipment, most filming devices would be automatic.
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Mike Morrow '01, Niya Patel '01 and Adam Malamut '01 gaze amusedly at the computer monitor. Together, the three students combine ideas on a classroom assignment that involves utilizing the computer to find useful information. In recent years, the computer has become a major resource for typing class reports and papers, and it has evolved into an essential tool for cooperative learning in class.
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By utilizing bold shapes and colors in her artwork, Lauren Haff ('01) produces a creative depiction of herself in her self-portrait. In Foundations of Art, students are required to sketch and then paint a portrait of themselves by using their own interpretations. Many students portray themselves in abstract angles or asymmetric designs. Yet, Haff's own self-portrait defines herself as being a girl of vivacity.

Jill Greenfield ('03), Ashley Perkins ('03), Danielle Fouch ('03) and Jennifer Hacker ('03) work together in a small group to produce papier-mâché designs. Art class not only improves communication between the girls, but also allows each of them to better familiarize one another by working collectively. By working as a team, the girls often come up with new ideas and offer one another suggestions on how to improve their artwork and which colors look best together.
Artistic Expressions

At the ring of the bell, students bustle into a large classroom in F-wing. Far from the average high school class, the room contains a plethora of supplies and devices absent from typical classrooms. Instead of quietly sitting in designated seats, students hurry towards the back of the room to accumulate the supplies needed for that day. This scenario displays the everyday actions of an art class. Art classes in school have redefined the role of art in the lives of many students. Liz Solomon ('04) states, "Foundations of Art class has helped me understand artistic techniques, and it has taught me the color variations of the world." Aside from techniques and color variations, Foundations of Art classes have taught students abstract concepts such as contrast, shading, color mixtures, and painting techniques. Meanwhile in 3-D Art, students are taught complex methods of ceramics, papier-mâché, and pottery. Over the years, art courses have played a significant component in many students' lives by allowing them a forty-minute time period to sit and relax, while expressing their feelings and emotions through artwork.

Providing her full attention to her sculpting, Lindsay Gucciardi ('03) carefully designs her clay vase into an object of perfection in 3-D art. Although the process involves getting dirty and exerting much effort to achieve the perfect creation, Gucciardi thoroughly enjoys the hard work as she displays a smile of satisfaction at the sight of her handiwork.

Meticulously fixing a portion of her picture, Lauren Tyska ('01) quietly contemplates how to enhance the skeleton on her canvas to have an even better visual effect on her audience. For many students, painting may seem simple. But Tyska knows that to produce a truly successful piece of art, she will have to plan her pictures on factors such as light and shadow, color, and contrast.
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Taking advantage of a beautiful day, Abby Lichtman ('01), uses the outdoors as a subject for her artwork. The art classes at East offer a great opportunity for students, like Abby, to escape from the usual classroom setting, and see different aspects of art. Commercial Art, Foundations of Art, and 3D Art are just a few of the many classes that are offered to meet the different ability levels of the students.

The journey to a successful high school education can be very exhausting. Day after day students are learning new vocabulary for English, formulas for Science or Math, and facts about History, all of which can be grueling. Acquiring new knowledge and comprehending it at the same time leaves many students tired and fatigued. So after a long day's work, students find ways to release their stress from school. Students of East can be seen relaxing during study hall even though they should be studying. But all work and no play seem unfair. Other students chat-chats during lunch periods about how their day is going and some even find Physical Education relaxing. However many students await for the 2:25 bell which lets them know school is over and the fun begins. The students at East are assiduous workers and have earned a well deserved relaxation from school to do anything they want besides work.

Greg Lichtman ('03), and George Schlasinger ('03) work on their small groups while discussing an English book. Instead of viewing the book in a serious manner, the two students choose a more laid-back attitude in their group discussion. For many people, a more relaxed approach on schoolwork presents not only a more effective method to accomplish work, but also a better way for one to feel more at ease with others classmates.

Vicki Fleminglos ('03) and Beth Ann Thompson ('01) find a secluded corner of their science room to take a short rest while discussing the week's latest events in school. For the girls, this is one of the few moments in the hectic school day to actually kick back and chat about something entertaining without having to worry about tests, and grades.
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In a quiet study hall, Michelle Azcona ('03) and David Schneider ('03) silently peruse through magazines and books. Some students such as Azcona and Schneider use study hall to provide a break from the day, while others work diligently throughout the period to decrease the amount of homework they must bring home with them each night. Study hall provides a great opportunity for students to read, study, or simply enjoy a break from their difficult classes.

Enclosed in the noisy and chaotic lunchroom, Charlotte King ('03) finds a way to study her vocabulary notes while eating lunch. Although her surroundings provide difficult conditions for studying, King manages to endure the loud chatter and laughter as she concentrates on her vocabulary. For most students, lunch is a period to just lay back and relax with friends during the long school day. Nevertheless, the cafeteria also manages to provide an area for those who wish to

Just after taking a grueling test, Samantha Zweben ('01) and Natalie Gleimer ('01) anxiously await for the bell to ring. As they wait, Zweben and Gleimer make use of this much-appreciated time by looking at a magazine. After a stressful test, students always look forward to a time when they can relax, even if it is only for a few minutes.
It's Not Rocket Science

From dissecting fetal pigs in Biology to measuring frequency in Physics, students at one point in their high school career must take at least one year of lab science. Lab sciences in high school play a substantial role in providing students with hands-on experience in major science courses. Instead of listening to the usual monotonous science lectures, students gain more insight on the topic, as well as learn to grasp the concepts better in labs. Even though science labs may seem difficult at first, with the right amount of hard work and instruction, labs can be a fulfilling high school experience. Lab students are involved in numerous innovative labs such as fly labs in Biology, dissection in Human Anatomy, soil testing in Environmental Studies, and chemical experimentation in Chemistry. Although lab courses occupy lunch periods and elective courses, they are definitely worth the sacrifice each week in allowing students more insight in their selected science courses.

In a Physics lab, Harry Rose ('01), Rick Gold ('02), and James Ernst ('02) figure out how each piece of equipment works together to make up the entire lab. Once they get past the setup of the lab, they work together to find a way on how the weights and carts combine together in order to obtain data. In science labs, teamwork is crucial because there is input from more people in the lab, as well as an increased efficiency in accomplishing the lab.

Mr. Berryann patiently assists Brian Bussey ('02), as he tries to grasp the concept of finding data in the Pasco Science program during a Physics lab period. Mr. Berryann teaches each step of the lab to his student, hoping that his guidance will help his student understand the criteria better. Although physics labs are difficult to comprehend at first, they become easier through guidance from teachers and experience from students.
By diligently constructing a molecular model in Chemistry, Matt Pagan ('03) and Josh Waldorf ('03) learn to apply abstract thinking to their task. While learning the molecular composition of a compound is important for Chemistry students, emphasis on abstract thinking is just as substantial. In many science courses, teachers make use of lab periods to encourage students to think about complex topics.

During an Environmental Studies lab period, Sara Linton ('02) and Deora Seidel ('01) use effective procedures to determine soil composition. The main purpose of the lab is to use scientific methods, as well as scientific equipment to discover if the soil is suitable for growing fruits and vegetables. Many science classes like Environmental Studies utilize the importance of procedural methods to prepare students for jobs and experiences in the future.
As Matt Pezzato ('03) and John Mittleman ('04) diligently measure models in Drafting, they learn the basic rudiments of architectural and mechanical structures in technology. The course not only provides knowledge in constructing mechanical drawings on paper, but also provides students useful insight on a possible occupation in the future.

Marissa Fang ('02) records beneficial information after observing minuscule microorganisms from a powerful microscope in Biology. Invisible to the human eye, microorganisms represent an entire different world of complex cell formations and diverse systems that make up the cell. When observed, students like Marissa enter this unique world of tiny microorganisms.

With the advances in technology & the internet, computers have found their way into the homes and classrooms of East students. While computer can be used in the classroom for research and data processing, many students also use their computers at home to connect with their friends all over the world.

During a free period, Jason Mitchell ('04) stares intensely ata picture file on the computer monitor. He ponders which task to perform next on his project. Jason has learned many different skills on the computer and with this knowledge, now prepares to finish his work. The computer has helped many people quickly perform tasks, which used to take days. For students, having this technology makes everyday life easier.
Sharper Image

As we begin the millennium, the age of endless achievements, Cherry Hill East has also begun to achieve its goal by remodeling the school. All around school, new classrooms and science labs can be seen installed. But the building itself is not the only thing being updated, the students at East have been one step ahead in using the best updated instruments. Microscopes for science labs have helped students understand how small life can be in this world and computers have furthered the resources of the world with one click of the mouse. Students at East have taken advantage of the technical equipment to benefit their life for the future. The technology at Cherry Hill East has improved year after year, ensuring the students receive the best tools for their education.

Carefully examining the computer system, Mr. Dodulik assists Michael A. Ferland (‘01) on understanding each component of the complex system. Under his instruction, Michael learns not only the basic make up of the mechanism but also understands how each part is repaired for further use. In our day and age when a huge percentage of machinery operates by systems and technology, it is beneficial for one to be knowledgeable in the field.
A BREAK FROM CONFORMITY

At the start of the school day, you stand waiting for the first bell to ring to signal the beginning of homeroom. As you are waiting, you suddenly notice the presence of several elementary school children walking alongside high school students. Curiously you wonder what possible reason there is for children to be present in high school and you ask the person next to you the question on your mind. They respond by saying, “It’s Child Development Day for the Psychology students.” Child Development Day is not just a regular day in high school, but instead it represents a day of fun and creativity for many Psychology students. During that specific day, students use imaginative activities to test their hypotheses of personality in children in order to complete their experiments. However, Child Development Day is not the only example of innovative approach to schoolwork. Activities such as field trips, in-class presentations, and group interactions also present another twist in accomplishing the laborious, difficult schoolwork. Not only are these activities exciting, but are also rewarding in knowing that the work is actually completed without a lot of exertion. Who ever said school couldn’t be fun?

Chris Marasco ('01) conscientiously tests a child on Child Development Day in order to obtain results for his research topic in Psychology. Because Child Development Day happens only once a year, both students and participants are eager for the day to arrive when Psychology students finally have an excuse to bring in children. As a result, students are able to determine personality and cognitive aspects of development by creating original experiments for children to take.
Standing outside Johnson Elementary School, William Welker ('01) proudly represents an exemplary role model for younger children when he participates in a child development class. On that special day, Welker dresses as Dr. Seuss' "the Cat in the Hat" to encourage younger children to value education and read. During his experience, he teaches children the importance of education while he acquires a new learning experience for himself in providing a positive influence for children.

Gintare Zehnke (03), Rosanna Visciglia (03), Andrea Mykett (03), and Sydney Reyes (03) attentively work together in observing the skeletal structure of an organism in Biology. Their objective is to observe the system, then formulate descriptions on what the organism could possibly be based on their observations. The activity represents a more creative approach to Biology by using visual aids for learning and utilizing a group atmosphere to learn.

Scott Thomson (02), and Dan Lewis (02) carefully arrange reference papers for their History presentation. During that particular period, the teacher briefly hands over the class to the students for their oral presentation. In their presentation, they provide their fellow classmates with valuable information that may appear on a future test. Oral reports not only indicate the amount of knowledge a group of their topic, but also provide students with an opportunity to interact with the class.
Sharing a moment of spare time in their hectic schedule, Vi Nguyen ('02), Cadence Court ('01), Lauren Goldlust ('03), and Su Hong ('02) excitedly discuss the day's events in the guidance office. While most students go to the guidance office for the sole purpose of advising and counseling, many students decide to go there to peruse through the abundant bookshelves of college guidebooks. Meanwhile, other students manage their free period effectively by waiting for their counselors while socializing with friends at the same time.

During one of his Calculus classes, Mr. Nec exhibits dedication in helping one of his students, Claire Yoo ('01), with a complicated Calculus problem. With his much-needed guidance, Yoo hopes to understand all the criteria being taught, as well as achieve a high score on the upcoming test.

Adeptly gluing together the fragments of his artwork, Nicholas Mitchell ('04) displays his personal flair of creativity in 3-D Art. In creating a piece of art, many students feel a sense of pride when viewing their fully completed work while they bask in the fruits of their labor. Other students, however, take art classes to develop their aesthetic skills.
THE LEARNING CURVE

Striding down the long hall, a stranger to the school would most likely notice the diverse activities which students engage in during the eight-period school day. Some classmates discuss a homework assignment in a classroom, a student busily crams for an upcoming test in the far corner, a teacher helps his student with a Physics problem, and an aspiring artist busily molds a sculpture. Obviously, academics play a fundamental role in school because without it, there would be no school. However, the possibilities in school academics are limitless. Some students may have the interest to study courses that are strictly related to science, while some students are more responsive to art courses. Many students even select a wide range of classes just so they have variety. But the main point is that whatever classes students do prefer, academics enable them to mature as an individual, as well as provide insight and experience on a particular course.

Concentrating on the challenging lab at hand, Sameer Mathur ('01), and Gagan Sawhney ('01) meticulously create marks on the gel electrophoresis lab in Biology. With one mere inaccuracy or miscalculation, the results of the complicated experiment could be severely altered. Therefore, the two students must conduct their lab efficiently. But at the same time they must work slowly in order to avoid mistakes.

Studiously lounging on a stone bench in the front of school, Nhi Truong ('04) seizes the moment to scribble down notes for homework. Truong approaches a more refreshing method of studying in deciding to study in the open environment of the outdoors. Instead of jotting notes in a stuffy classroom, the fresh air benefits in both her studies and her health.
INDIVIDUALS
Freshmen Class Officers
And Advisor

Advisor: Katie Kelly
Officers: Brendan Lowe,
Vice President
Troy Sattin, Vice
President
Matthew Sterling,
Vice President
Brittany Cohen,
President

Martin F. Abag
Gamal D. Abiona
Nicholas Accianci
Allison L. Accrey
Jami Acosta McCune
Lawrence Adler
Miriam Agisim
Michael Ahn

Kathryn E. Aliesi
Chase A. Alexander
Christian D. Allen
Allan C. Aningalan
Michael N. Antonelli
Kathryn L. Apogar
Chad J. Armstrong
Devon R. Ash

Ryan M. Ash
Paul D. Aslanian
Lee R. Baker
Erin Bazin
Jaclyn J. Bennett
Katie R. Berran
Brittany Berenato
Max J. Bergen

Daniel B. Berkowitz
Rebecca F. Berman
Sade A. Bishop
Veronica R. Blauge
Andrew B. Bleaken
Steven C. Boc
Simona Boccuto
Alexis H. Bondy

Sean Borkowski
Thomas N. Bottley
Brian M. Boule
Barbara A. Branch
Heather M. Brand
Paul J. Brasler
Michael R. Bristow
Scott B. Bromberg

Nicole D. Broome
Michael B. Brown
Andrew M. Bryant
Deanna Burch
Matthew A. Bush
Christina A. Cacchillo
Alexander C. Cameron
Sheri L. Caprio
East Challenges

Is every action truly counterbalanced by some equal and opposite reaction? Is the force of an object really dependent on the mass and acceleration of that object? What is the relevance of Newton’s laws? On January 24 of 2001, these freshmen from the QPS program held a balloon mobile contest where they actually tested some of the concepts from the classroom and applied them to real life situations. Newton’s laws, however, are just some of the concepts that freshmen have to explore in this one year course. Regardless of whether freshmen are involved in the Stem Program, CPS, or OPS, all are offered the unique resources of East to decide what interests them and what they wish to pursue next year and the year after. The balloon mobile contest remains only one example of the innumerable opportunities East offers freshmen in the new world of high school they find themselves in the middle of.
Randy Green ('04) takes a moment to reflect upon the grade he just received. Many freshmen must adjust to the new learning environment they encounter at East. Sometimes the pressure of high school may be overwhelming, but eventually freshmen learn to settle into their new daily routine.

They walk down the hall baffled and bewildered by the new atmosphere. The anxiety and tension builds up as they search for the correct classroom and teachers. They are freshmen, or known to most upper classmen as frosh. Unlike the previous year where they reigned as the top class of their school, they once again return to being the youngest members of this new and bigger edifice. In search of their place in this new building, many students try to adapt by acquiring new knowledge and distinct qualities that differentiate between their past school to their present. But eventually freshmen get used to their new home here at East and feel more comfortable. By joining many diverse extracurricular activities, not only can they get acquainted with their other classmates but they also have the opportunity to participate in some interesting and fun programs. At East, there is something for every student, whether it be sports, cultural clubs, science leagues, or theatre. With so much to offer, the transition between junior high to East might be a burden to some while being a challenge to many.
Sophomore Class Officers & Advisors:

Officers: Justin R. Marlowe
Jennifer L. Feinberg
Justin Ensigh
Jenna Weinstein

Advisors: Ms. DeHoratius
Ms. Nicolazzo
To many high school students, the most stressful and vigorous year could be identified to be the sophomore year. Whether the reason might be that sophomore year is the first challenging year in high school or is truly the most difficult high school year, the tension tends to build up as one works diligently to fulfill his or her task. However, there does exist a light beyond this dark tunnel as one finds some freedom and enjoyment in such activity as the sophomore cotillion. In this long awaited dance, sophomores get together with their partner and friends to forget about school and take some pleasure by dancing and socializing with their friends. By being able to forget about work and study for one day, students can relax and reduce the stress suffered throughout the year. As they return to school the following week, most will feel refreshed and rejuvenated with new energy and thought. Sophomore cotillion does not only symbolize to be a simple dance, but rather a break from study and activity that will assist the students for the rest of the year.
Most underclassmen would agree that one of the most eagerly anticipated events during high school occurs when they are eligible for their driver’s license. Students long await the birthday when they are allowed to take their driving test, get their picture taken, and receive that new ID that gives them access to the road. But first, they must learn about the rules.

At East, sophomores are required to take the driver’s education class instead of health for one semester. They are taught all about speed limits, driving violations, and anything else they need to know before getting behind the wheel. Then, at the end of the semester, sophomores are offered the official state written test.

As one of the driver’s education teachers this year, Coach Valore wanted to make the class a little more interesting. For this reason, he started a collection of road signs which are placed all around the room to create an interesting and relevant environment. There are stop signs, warning signs, and even stop light!
The Transition: A Balancing Act

A few hours of sleep a night. Tests and homework that never seem to end. Waking up in the morning, realizing that you've forgotten to do that last math problem you're supposed to hand in tomorrow. Sound familiar? The jump from ninth grade to tenth grade often provides a rude awakening for many students. Not only does the workload double, but many sophomores also become much more college-minded. Students join clubs and other extra curricular activities, hoping to build up their resumes to be the top in their class. Between the schoolwork and other endless activities, school often becomes a balancing act. Some say that sophomore year is tough because students have the chance to take more difficult courses than freshmen year, not to mention the higher expectations of teacher. "It's really important to take the most challenging courses and to be involved in a lot of activities. But sometimes, it gets to be too much," said Samitha Bhargava ('03). There is an upside to all of this, though. Because so many students choose courses suited to their personal interests, they can meet new people who are interested in the same things. "One of the better attributes of sophomore year is the opportunity for us to choose from a wider course selection, allowing us to be in classes with others who have similar interests," remarked Anna Cho ('03). Undoubtedly, the transition to sophomore year can often be a difficult one, however it also opens the door to endless opportunity as students may only begin to take advantage of all that East truly has to offer.

To complete his artwork, RonOverton ('03) procures a nice glob of rubber cement. Sophomores can explore the variety of electives that East offers and expand their horizons. As students choose different classes, they may discover hidden talents that they can work to improve.

Eager to participate in English class, Ryan Neery ('03), Lauren Klue ('03), and Lauren Goldlust ('03) raise their hands. Like these three scholars, students can share their profound thoughts and personal feelings about a novel or poem. Round table discussions, popularized by Ms. Rocchino, who got the idea from *The Once and Future King*, are useful in getting everyone involved in discussing themes, symbols, and other concepts.

As their teacher lectures about the evolution of organisms, students study the skeletal structure of a frog. With this knowledge, the students can gain a better understanding of the human body. Dissecting the frog in Biology 1 is an experience students look forward to or dread, but one that will never be forgotten.
O, THE CHOICES YOU HAVE!

After the long and vigorous years of high school, almost all students look forward to the summer ahead of them. Some spend the time sleeping and playing video games, while others try to take advantage of various summer programs offered. There exist innumerable opportunities for students with almost any interest. For example, each year Cherry Hill East chooses a select few to represent the school at programs such as Boy’s State, Girls’ State, Rotary, Governor’s School, and many others. In addition, many students make use of their summer vacations by matriculating in classes offered in a variety of institutions. During the summer prior to their junior year, Peggy Yang (‘02), Mei-Ling Gao (‘02), Stephanie Chang (‘02), and Jennifer Wang (‘02), and a few others decided to take US History I at the Rittenhouse Academy in Philadelphia. This gave them a resourceful, yet fun way to spend their summer vacations, also putting them ahead of their peers and freeing their junior year schedules for other classes. Peggy Yang said, “Class was a joke at Rittenhouse, but it was nice spending time with my friends and shopping in center city.”
New Found Freedom

A license. The power to drive. The power to live. The power to be free. Juniors one by one pass their driving tests which has become merely a part of the initiation into adulthood, yet another step closer to independence. They no longer have to rely on parents or friends to chauffeur them. Instead, they are in control of their own lives. However, teenagers must accept responsibility for themselves, their car, their passengers and the consequences of reckless driving. As terrifying as it may seem, new drivers are faced with many difficult decisions on the road. Nonetheless, students fully enjoy their new found freedom as they speed their way to school. With this small beginning of independence from their parents, juniors are now starting to mold their own futures.
IS ETS A MONOPOLY?

Practice makes perfect. It is often multiple guess for some students when it comes to standardized tests. Mrs. Gardner helps three of her students, Linda Chuong ('02), Alison Timko ('02) and Sonal Mistry ('02) better understand the fundamental concepts necessary to score high on the SATs.

In the jungle of high school, it is all about survival of the fittest. To get into college, students must prepare in order to do well on SATs which accounts for a great part of the admissions process. Heather Butler ('02) and Andrew Elkan ('02) flip through one of the many practice SAT books to get familiar with the test.

In addition to the endless homework assignments, quizzes, tests, and projects from regular classes, high school students must also deal with those annoying standardized tests like PSATs, SATs, SAT IIs, and AP Exams. Which tests should one take? When? Where? How should one study?

Not only must students go through the hassles of studying for each test, but many also complain that the results often signify little. Some people are just poor test takers, and these exams cannot fully measure their genius. Knowledge cannot be limited to whether A or C is the correct answer choice. So, how can one test hold as much importance as a full four years of class work does?

Many people agree that the College Board has simply gotten out of hand. Over the course of a few years in high school, a student can spend up to hundreds of dollars just to take these exams. Peggy Yang ('02), a junior currently cramming and signing up for these SATs says, "ETS is just a money-making machine. They specifically schedule application deadlines so they can make money. It sets a wonderful example for prospective business students." What a coincidence it is that students must register for the next month's tests before receiving previous scores. Otherwise, they must pay an early fee to get their scores over the phone. Either way, ETS makes its profit.

Looking back on it all, senior Jim Lim ('01) comments, "I find that charging such an exorbitant rate for tests I am required to take to gain acceptance into academic institutions is a travesty."

For these reasons and countless others, most people agree that ETS has become a monopoly, and that things must change!
GRADUATES
MEREDITH ABRAMS
1012 Annapolis Ln.
ACTIVITIES: Demo 3, 4; Powder Puff 4; Stage Crew 4

MARYBETH ACKERMAN
15 Wexford Ct.
"As we go on, we remember all the times we've had together, as our lives change come whatever, we will still be friends forever.
ACTIVITIES: Field Hockey (1, 2, 3, 4); Lacrosse (1, 2, 3, 4)

H. THOMAS ADEMIAN
14 Hunters Drive
"I'm gonna cross all my T's and dot all my lower case s.
ACTIVITIES: DECA 1, 2, RA 2, FOP 2.

BRET AGEY
1 Brompton Place
ACTIVITIES: FOOTBALL: 1 2 3 4; BASEBALL: 1 2 3 4; DECA: 2 3 4; FOP: 3 4; GERMAN: 1 2 3 4

LISA ARINSKAS
136 Ashbrook Rd.
"Life is a train of moods like a string of beads, and as we pass through them they prove to be many-colored lenses which paint the world their own hue, and each shows only what lies in its focus.
ACTIVITIES: Pit Orchestra 1, 2, 3, 4; Marching Band 1, 2, 3, 4; Jazz Band 3, 4; Great Books 2; Wind Ensemble 2, 3, 4; Orchestra 1, 2, 4; ASI Band/Orchestra 1, 2, 3, 4

JON ALESSANDRI
252 Sandringham Rd.
"Live Long, Party Hard"

ALEX ALONZO
103 Longstone Drive
"When the tide turns against you and the current upsets your boat, don't waste tears on what might have been, just lie back and float."
ACTIVITIES: Volleyball (1, 2, 3, 4)

DANIEL AN
1038 Red Oak Drive
"Remember no obstacles only challenges."

DAVID ANDERSON
1848 West Point Drive
ACTIVITIES: Marching Band 1-4; Jazz Ensemble 2-4; Pit Orchestra 3; Wind Ensemble 2-4

WARREN HENRY ANDERSON, JR.
3 Darien Dr.
JOSH D. ASCALON
311 N. Woodstock Dr.
"technical skill is mastery of complexity while creativity is the mastery of simplicity"

NICHOLAS AZZOLINA
1128 Willowdale Drive

PAUL BAIK
1505 Chalet Drive
"Therefore do no worry about tomorrow, for tomorrow will worry about itself. Each day has enough trouble of its own"
ACTIVITIES: KCC 1, 2, 3, 4 ACS 1, 2, 3, 4 Yearbook 3, 4 Cum Laude Society 4 Volleyball 1 Winter Track 1, 2

JEFF BARNES
33 Charles Lane
"You will never know until you find out"
ACTIVITIES: FOOTBALL 1, GOLF 1, FOP, DECA

LAUREN BENNETT
16 Country Walk
Know thyself-Socrates

THOMAS VINCENT BERG
230 Ocean Ave.

CANDICE BERJU
1616 Mayflower Lane
"To risk nothing is to risk everything."
ACTIVITIES: SGA, AAG; CHAIR, FOP, BLOOD DRIVE

SCOTT BERMAN
8 En Provence

ALLISON BERNSTEIN
7 Versailles Blvd.

ELYSSA BESEN
8 Roland Ct.
Enjoy yourself. These are the good old days you’re going to miss in the years ahead. Don’t be afraid to take a big step. You can’t cross a chasm in two small jumps.
ACTIVITIES: Field Hockey 1, 2, Lacrosse 1, 2 Jewish Culture Club 1, 2, 3, 4
GIGI BONA
1772 Longfellow Drive
"Who we are is the result of what we’ve been"
ACTIVITIES: Field Hockey (1, 2, 3)
Lacrosse (1)

BRENDAN BOROWSKI
18 Cobblestone Rd.
"Life moves pretty fast, if you don’t stop and look around, you might miss it"
ACTIVITIES: Football 1, 2, 3, 4 Track and Field 1, 2, 3, 4

SARAH BOYER
916 Francine Drive
"If there were no last minute, nothing would get done"
ACTIVITIES: Volleyball (1, 2, 3, 4); swim team (1, 2, 3, 4); Blood Drive (2, 3, 4); Cum Laude (3, 4)

WILLIAM BRAVERMAN
33 Westbury Drive
"Every man dies; not every man truly lives"
ACTIVITIES: Football 1, 2, 3, 4 Track and Field 1, 2, 3, 4, AAG 2, 4

CHRISTINE T. BRENNAN
103 Rye Rd.
"Make the most of what you have, and never forget where you came from."
ACTIVITIES: Girls Varsity Soccer Manager 4, Spirit Club 3, 4

MATTHEW D. BROTMZ
4 Lucerne Court
"Winning is everything"

ED BROWN
313 Hadleigh Drive

JEN BROWN
535 Hearwood Dr.
"I’ve got a room at the top of the world tonight, and I ain’t coming down"
ACTIVITIES: Tennis 1, 2, 3, 4; SADD 1, 2, 3, 4; Blood Drive 1, 2, 3, 4

MATTHEW D. BROWN
313 Hadleigh Drive

ISHA BUCH
2010 Morris Dr.
"The hardest thing to do in life is watch someone you love, love someone else"
ACTIVITIES: Soccer 1, 2, Track 1, 2; ICS 1, 2, 3, 4; ACS 1, 2, 4; DECA 3, 4; Powder Puff 4
LILA BUCHALSKI
17 Cunningham Lane
"The meaning of Life is to give life meaning"

ANDREA BUSZKA
303 North Woodstock Drive
"A friend is someone who knows the song in your heart, and sings it back to you when you have forgotten the words"
ACTIVITIES: RAK 2, 3; AAG 2; Blood Drive 3; Powder Puff 3, 4

RACHEAL CAMPBELL
1225 Cardinal Lake Drive

PATRICK CARROLL
15 Anders Drive

SUSAN CARUSO
22 Pawtucket Dr.
"You can't run from trouble ... ain't no place that far."
ACTIVITIES: Field Hockey (1, 2, 3, 4) Indoor and Spring Track (1, 2, 3, 4) SGA (2, 3, 4) FOP (1, 2, 3, 4)

LAUREL BUDMAN
1752 Country Club Dr.
"Every beginning comes from some other beginnings end."
ACTIVITIES: Fall show 12, Spring Musical 1 2 3 4, Thespian Society 3 4, Cheerleading 1, One Act 1 2 3 4, Lab Theater 1 2, SGA 4

MEGAN BUTLER
114 Ashbrook Rd.
"Sometimes the light is all shining on me, other times I can barely see"
ACTIVITIES: Field Hockey 1 2 3 4, Basketball 1 2 3 4, Lacrosse 1 2 3 4, FOP 2 3 4.

SHEENA CAREY
1522 Abbey Road
"Every step toward Christ kills a doubt."
"Every thought, word, and deed for Him carries you away from Discouragement."
ACTIVITIES: Teen Summit Program.

JAMES CARTER
112 Asland Avenue

DAVID CHA
41 Downing St.
"Every man dies, but not every man lives."
Forever Young

Trading stickers and games of silentball no longer evoke the same enthusiasm as they once did. Nor, does the perfect weekend consist of watching T.G.I.F. and going to skating parties. We do not wear No Fear shirts, and our Nike air pumps have been retired to a box in the attic. Afternoons once spent at little league and gymnastics classes are now crammed with homework, unread novels, and boundless obligations, as the days of childhood nonchalance appear distant memories. From a sixth grader at Mt. Misery, to a Beck bobcat, and finally as an eager freshman, we have indeed grown and matured to become the people we are today.

Aside from the obvious academic strides we have made since freshmen, the past four years have also provided us with the opportunity to make a significant personal progression as well. Beyond lessons of algebra and Spanish, we have been taught many important lessons of life. We learned that we must deal with the unexpected; we learned the real value of a good friend; but most importantly, we learned how to be us. We were surely challenged along the way, as our character was often tested, but as each small feat was conquered, our confidence grew, while our selfhood continued to flourish. Sometimes, we won, and other times we lost. But all of the times helped shape our ever-changing perspective of ourselves.

Now, as seniors, with a heightened understanding of all that surrounds us, we not only reckon on our time spent at East, but we reflect upon our entire spectrum of experiences throughout our young lives. Instead of playing basketball, we now play tennis and share experiences. We may not pick kickball teams, but we do pick the people we want to spend time with and include in our lives. We pick our future. However, just because everything is different, doesn’t mean that everything has changed. May we always face life’s obstacles with the same ardor that we had as youngsters, always choosing to skip and frolic through life, rather than being content to just walk. May the burning feeling of eternal youth within us all never be extinguished. For, the person who will walk to the podium and receive his diploma will have so much more to celebrate than the completion of high school. The person dressed in cap and gown is also a fresh-faced 10 year old with two missing teeth. He is the school spelling bee champ; he is the president of student council; he is a scholar; he is a son; he is a friend, and now he is also graduate. Yes, we celebrate the conclusion of our high school years, but moreover, we rejoice in all that we once were, and because of these experiences, in all that we know that we can now achieve.

SHANNON CHANDLER
210 McIntosh Road

FENNIE CHOW
1968 Kennet Court

MELISSA CHUNG
117 Lamp Post Lane

FRANK CHANG
42 Lakeview Drive

EUGENE CHUNG
105 Chanticleer

ANDREW COHEN
12 Blossom Ct.

"One who makes no mistakes never makes anything."
ACTIVITIES: ACS (1, 2, 3, 4), CCC (1, 2, 3, 4), KCC (1, 2, 3, 4)
Chinese Yo-Yo Club (4, co-founder & officer), Spanish Club (1, 2, 3, 4), Volleyball (1, 2, 3, 4), Orchestra (1, 2)

"Blessed are those who have one hand held by God and the other by a friend.”
ACTIVITIES: CCC (3, 4) ACS, KCC, ICS (1, 2, 3, 4), FOP 2, 4* lacrosse 1, 2* band
1* powder puff 3*

"Yesterday is history. Tomorrow is a mystery. Today is a gift.
ACTIVITIES: KCC (1, 2, 3, 4), ACS (1, 2, 3, 4), ICS (1, 2), FOP (4)

"Bu it’s all true.” — “On the contrary, it's only fact. Truth is quite another thing and is the work of the imagination.”
ACTIVITIES: Gypsy, Lab Theater, You Can’t Take It With You, directing The Ghost Sonata.

"simplicity, simplicity, simplicity”

ACTIVITIES: ACS, KCC, Lacrosse 1

"Yesterday is history. Tomorrow is a mystery. Today is a gift."

"紧缺 is all true.” — “On the contrary, it's only fact. Truth is quite another thing and is the work of the imagination.”

ACTIVITIES: Gypsy, Lab Theater, You Can’t Take It With You, directing The Ghost Sonata.
LEIGH COHEN
41 Forest Hill Drive
Activities: Cross Country, R.A.K.

RACHAEL COHEN
1804 Russet Dr.
“Support the strong, give courage to the timid, remind the indifferent, and warn the opposed.” -Whitney M. Young.
ACTIVITIES: Blood Drive Chairperson 3, 4; Girls Basketball 1, 2, 3, 4; Powder Puff 3; Senior Hall of Fame 4.

KIMBERLY COHN
1128 Butternut Drive
“If you waste time judging people, you have no time to know them.”
ACTIVITIES: Cheerleading 1, 2, 3, 4 (Captain); TOPS 4; AAD 2, 3, 4 (President)

COLLEEN COURT
116 Winesap Road
“The Earth was made round so that we wouldn't see too far down the road.”
ACTIVITIES: SGA 1 2 3 4, BLOOD DRIVE 2 3 4, Powder Puff 3 4, RYLA 4

MARY DALY
27 Highgate Lane
“The world is round, and the place which may seem like the end may also be the beginning.”
ACTIVITIES: Soccer (1, 2, 3, 4), Lacrosse (1, 2, 3, 4), SGA (1, 2, 3, 4), FOP (1, 2, 3, 4) and Many More.

MEREDITH COHEN
1520 Brick Road
“Don't compromise yourself. You're all you've got.”
ACTIVITIES: SADD 1, 2, 3, 4; DECA 2, 3, 4; SGA 3, 4; Powder Puff 3, 4

VICTORIA SARA COHEN
312 Hadleigh Drive
“It’s good to do well in life; it’s important to do good.”
ACTIVITIES: Haunted House '97, '99, '00; Fall Show '97, Spring Show '97, '98, '99, '00; One Acts '00 (Outstanding Actress/Best Show); Dance Captain '98, Dance Club '99, '00, Thesis '99, '00, East Singer '99, '00; Fresh Rep, Morning Announcements, Drug Awareness, Spirit Week Choreographer '98, '99, '00, Mr. East, Honor Roll

CHRISTOPHER COLE
9 Valleybrook Ct.
“I will be one who lives in the fresh newness of life.” -Cassie Bernall
ACTIVITIES: Demogorgon 1, 2, 3, 4.

JOE CUCINOTTO
1009 Pinebrook Rd.
“Life moves pretty fast. If you don’t slow down and look around, you might miss it.”
ACTIVITIES: FOOTBALL 1 2 3 4 (Captain), SWIMMING 1 2 3 4, TRACK 1 2 3 4, RYLA 4

SARAH ELIZABETH DALY
810 Society Hill
“My life has been a tapestry of rich and royal hue, and everlasting vision of the ever changing view.”
ACTIVITIES: Wind Ensemble 3, 4; Marching Band 1, 2, 3, 4; Jazz Band 3, 4; Lab Band 2, 3, 4; Demogorgon 1; SADD 1, 4; Blood Drive 2, 4
MICHAEL DAMIANI
633 Bamford Road

SARAH DAVID
28 Southwood Dr.
"The future belongs to those who believe in the beauty of their dreams."
ACTIVITIES: A whole lot of Drama (1, 2, 3, 4)

BENJAMIN DAVIDOW
110 Partree Road
"A man is a success if he gets up in the morning and gets to bed at night, and in between he does what he wants to do."

CHERYL DAVIS
2 Cricket Lane
"Have you ever been awake for a dream come true?"
ACTIVITIES: Cheerleading, Powder Puff

SCOTT MITCHELL DAVIS
302 Hille Dr.
ACTIVITIES: Fall Shows, Spring Musicals (1, 2, 3, 4), Haunted House (1, 3, 4), Theopian Society (3, 4), Mme (1, 2, 3, 4), Madrigals (2, 3, 4 officer)

ROBERT J. DELL’AQUILA
880 Cropwell Rd.
"Look within, the answers will come."

ANTHONY DEMARCO
105 Saxby Terrace
"Ask not what Anthony can do for you, but what you can do for Anthony."

DAVID J. DENENBERG
301 Browning Ln.
ACTIVITIES: Golf, Office Aid

TINA DENG
419 Doral Drive

MATTHEW DEVINE
1221 Kresson Road
"... I had to beat them to death with their own shoes."

136
DAVE DIEVA
119 New Hampshire Ave.
"First love is the only true love"
Activities: Baseball (9), Football (9, 10, 11, 12)

JOSEPH D'ISALVATORE
11 Charles Lane
"Don't be afraid, just be ready."

LINDA YING-YING DONG
109 East Partridge Lane
"Wake up with a smile and go after life. Live it, enjoy it, taste it, smell it, feel it."
ACTIVITIES: DECA 2, 3, 4; EASTSIDE 1, 2, 3, 4; ACS 1, 2, 3, 4; All SJ & All-State Orchestra 3, 4; CCC 3, 4; Freshman Orientation 3, 4.

THEA VERONICA F. DORADO
1914 Delicious Way
"Casting all your care upon Him; for He careth for you." 1 Peter 5:7
ACTIVITIES: POP 1; French Club 1; CC 3, 4; ACS 1, 2, 3, 4; ICS 2, 3, 4, KCC 4; Volleyball 1, 2 (Coaches' Award), 3 (JV-MVP), 4 (Co-capt.)

TROY DRUMMOND
403 Hickory Circle

LINDSAY DOMBROWSKI
1849 West Point Drive
"Some of it's magic, some of it's tragic, but I had a good time all the way." - Blurt

KAREN DONOHOE
208 McIntosh Road
"Do not follow where the path may lead. Go instead where there is no path and leave a trail."
ACTIVITIES: Soccer 1, 2, 3; Swimming 2; Lacrosse 1, 2, 3, 4.

MIKE DOWDY
122 South Woodstock Dr.
"I am doot, hear me roar!"

MIKE DUNBAR
207 Old Orchard Rd.
"I'm just naturally good at everything"
Diana Lynn Durrenberger
5 Walkaway Ln.
"Together forever, never apart. Maybe in distance but never in heart."
ACTIVITIES: Color guard 1, 2 Vocal Workshop 3 Chansons 4

Richard Eisenberg
1450 Stirling Lane
"You've got your passion, you've got your pride, but don't you know that only fools are satisfied? Dream on, but don't imagine they'll all come true."
— Billy Joel
ACTIVITIES: Eastside

Kristen Eisenmangel
6 N. Woodleigh Drive
"Live for the future, not in the past"
ACTIVITIES: German club, 1 2 3 4, Secretary 3, Italian club, 2 3 4, Treasurer 3, RAK 1 2 3 4, Office Aid 4, Track 1 2

Rebecca Elias
3 Caphire Drive
"I can't remember all the times I've tried to tell myself to hold on to those moments as they pass."
ACTIVITIES: Lacrosse 1 2 3, Blood Drive 2 3 4, FOP 1 2 3 4

Neomie Eliezer
6 Robin Lake Dr.
"C'est ma personnalite qui fait la difference"

Rebecca Elias
421 Gatewood Road
"All Our Young Lives We Search For Someone To Love, Someone Who Makes Us Complete, We Choose Partners & Change Partners . All The While Wondering If Somewhere, Somehow, There's Someone Perfect , Who Might Be Searching For Us."
ACTIVITIES: Varsity Swim Team (1 2 3 4), Jewish Culture Club (1 2 3 4), RAK (1 2), Blood Drive (3) Cross Country (4)

Tali Elisha
421 Gatewood Road
"Many people walk in and out of your life, but only true friends leave a footprint on your heart"
ACTIVITIES: Girls Swimming (1 2 3 4), Jewish Culture Club (1 2 3 4), Girls Cross Country (4)

Mandy Elstein
1741 Independence Lane
"What doesn't kill you can just make you stronger."

Kenneth Brian Ensign, Jr.
150 East Valleybrook Rd.
"You tried your best and you failed miserably. The lesson is, never try."
ACTIVITIES: Wrestling 1 2 3 4, Demogorgon 2 3, Soccer 1, Baseball 1

Alexis Ettinger
405 Heartwood Road
"Do not go where the path may lead, go instead where there is no path and leave a trail"
ACTIVITIES: Varsity Swimming Co-Captain (1 2 3 4), Eastside Editor-in-Chief (1 2 3 4), RAK (1 2 3 4), Freshman Orientation (3 4)
INNA FABRIKANT
834 Marlowe Rd.
"The unexamined life is not worth living" — Socrates
ACTIVITIES: Volleyball 1, 2, 3, 4; Yearbook Editor 3, 4; DECA 2, 3, 4; Blood Drive 2, 3; Cum Laude 3, 4

NICK FAUCHER
27 Fairhaven Drive
"Do what you love, love what you do, and deliver more than you promise." — Harvey McKay
ACTIVITIES: Baseball 1; Football 1, 2, 3, 4; Italian Club 3, 4; DECA 4

KIMBERLY J. FEIN
204 Old Orchard Rd.
"It's better to regret something you did, then something you didn't do."
ACTIVITIES: Field Hockey 1 2 3 4 Captain, Lacrosse 1 2 3 4 Captain, SGA 1 2 3 4, Blood Drive 2 3 4, FOP 1 2 3 4

MICHEL FERLAND
1532 Hillside Drive

AMANDA DENISE FIABANE
150 Weston Drive
"Under sputtering floresentes, after re-fills are re-filled, negotiations at a standstill, spoon and rolling saucer stilled: If you ask how I got so bitter, I'll ask how you got so warm. And all our questions blur together, the answers always sound the same. " "We tell a little deep, I watched you fall asleep. And nothing happens in the end, but I remember when I could remember when. (Seems like a long time ago...)"

KARIM FARHAT
5 Bridie Court
"It is not the size of the dog in the fight, it is the size of the fight in the dog."
ACTIVITIES: Basketball 1, 2, 3, 4; Washington Township game 1

SARAH FEHDER
125 Society Hill
"You were born with wings, why prefer to crawl through life?"
ACTIVITIES: RAK 1, 2, 3, 4, SGA 2, 3, 4, Blood Drive 2, 3, 4, Senior Hall of Fame

JULIE FEINSMITH
136 East Partridge Lane
"Even if you fall on your face, you're still moving forward."
FOP 1 2 3 4, SGA 2 3 4, East Singers, RYLA

MINDY RACHEL FESNACK
136 East Partridge Lane
"Some people come into our lives and quickly go. Some stay for a while and leave footprints in our hearts. And we are never, ever the same,"
DAVID FIRESTEIN
1841 West Point Dr.
"Kyuansnegats!"
ACTIVITIES BOE Rep, Demogorgon 1, 2, 3, 4, Chess 1, 2, 3, 4, Mock Trial 2, 3, 4, Marching Band 1, 2, 3, 4

ABIGAIL E. FITCHETT
23 Manor House Drive
"I've had a wonderful time, but this wasn't it."
ACTIVITIES Soccer 1, 2, Blood Drive 2, RAK 3, Powder Puff 3, 4

MICHAEL FLEMING
1669 Blue Jay Lane

VICTORIA ROBIN FLEMINGTON
1056 Heartwood Dr.
ACTIVITIES: Newspaper 1, SADD 1 (2)

JACOB FLOMENBERG
36 Cameo Drive
"The question is not whether we will die, but how we will live."
ACTIVITIES Frosh Baseball 1, Mock Trial 2, Chemistry League 2, 3, Cross Country 3, Winter Track 3.

RAMON FLORES
1315 Chanticleer Drive

GENNA FRANTZ
2014 Morris Drive
"A moment lasts all of a second, but the memory lives on forever."
ACTIVITIES SGA 3, 4, Blood Drive 2, 3, 4, FOP 1, 2, 3, 4, RAK 1, 2, 3, 4, Adopt-A-Grandparent 2, 3, 4, Cheerleading 1, Jewish Culture Club 2, 3, 4.

MANDI FRASSETTO
1917 N. Birchwood Pk. Dr.

JONATHAN A. FUSFIELD
322 Longstone Drive
"I never asked for acceptance as much as I asked for respect."
ACTIVITIES: Bowling 1, 2, 3, 4, Eastside (writer/editor-in-chief) 1, 2, 3, 4, Eastside Online (writer) 1, 2, 3, 4, Eastcast 1

RACHEL (Tiffany) GABBAY
32 Leith Hill
"Live life to the fullest in the end you might regret what you missed and wanted to do."
TED GARBER
514 Kings Croft
"One for me, and one for my homies"
ACTIVITIES: Basketball (1), DECA (2, 3, 4)

MARK GHAZAL
1422 Autumn Lane
"Sometimes the only way you can feel good about yourself is by making someone else look bad. And I'm tired of making other people feel good about themselves."

REBECCA GILLESPIE
14 Candlewick Way, 08003
"Do or do not. There is no try." — Yoda, The Empire Strikes Back
ACTIVITIES: Marching Band (1, 2, 3, 4), Aikido Club (1 — vice president), Wind Ensemble (2, 3, 4 — first chair), Pit Orchestra (2), East Singers (3), Tempeh肠胃 (3, 4, 5), Mariachi (4), Concert Choir (4 — vice president), Cum Laude Society (4).

LEIGH GLASOFER
5 Walden Way
"Don't cry because it's over, smile because it happened."
ACTIVITIES: Adopt-A-Grandparent (1, 2, 3, 4), FOP (1, 2, 3, 4), Jewish Culture Club (1, 2, 3, 4), RA (2, 3, 4).

DAVE GELFAND
22 Cameo Drive
"Merrily, merrily, merrily, merrily, life is but a dream."
ACTIVITIES: Cross Country (2-4), Winter/Spring Track (1-4), Every Culture Club (4)

JAMIE GILBERG
9 Jodi Ct.
"The hardest part about moving forward is not looking back"
ACTIVITIES: Volleyball (2, 3, 4) SADD (2, 3, 4) Cum Laude (4)

LAURA ASHLEY GIRAARD
11 College Court
"Never part on bad words because you never know if that's the last time you will see that person"
ACTIVITIES: AAGF 1 2 3 4, JCC 1 2 3 4, Varsity Winter/Spring Track 3-4, Varsity Gymnastics 1

NATALI GLEINER
1170 Barbara Drive
"Be the change you want to see in this world"
ACTIVITIES: Blood Drive 2, Chairperson 3, 4, SGA 1, 2, 3, 4, Volleyball 1, 2

JADE GOH
1353 Heartwood Dr.
"When you are content to be simply yourself and don't compare or compete, everybody will respect you." — Lao-Tzu
"It's not what you're doing that bothers me, it's the idiotic way that you're doing it." — Vincent
ACTIVITIES: Multicultural Day 9, 10, 11, 12; Celebrations 1, 2, 3, 4; Yearbook 2, 3, 4, ACS 1, 2, 3, 4; Spanish Culture Club 9, 10, 11; School Summer Volunteer 9, 10, 11; Eastside Newspaper 9, 12; International Affairs club 11, 12; Symphonic Band 10, 11; Wind Ensemble 12; Chinese Dance Club 11; Lacrosse 9, Swim team manager 9; GLOBE 10

RONALD GOINS
205 Ocean Ave.
"A dream worth having is a dream worth fighting for." — Unknown
"It was the best of times, it was the worst of times" — Charles Dickens, A Tale of Two Cities
ACTIVITIES: Art Club 4
BARI J. GOLDBERG  
510 Garwood Dr.  
"My life has been a tapestry of rich and loyal hue. An everlasting vision of an ever changing view." — Carole King  
ACTIVITIES — SADD rep. 1, 2, 3; chairperson 4; Blood Drive 2; chairperson 3, 4; SGA rep. 1, 2, 3; Powder Puff 3, 4.

SARAH GOLDBERG  
1494 Brick Rd.  
ACTIVITIES: Volleyball 1, 2, 3, 4 (Captain), East Singers 3, 4 (secretary), Concert Choir 2 (section leader), Belles 2, 3, 4 (co-director), Basketball 1, 3 (assistant frosh coach), Girls State (alternate).

BRIAN GOLDHAGEN  
10 Vanessa Court  
"You are unique, and if that is not fulfilled, then something wonderful has been lost."  
ACTIVITIES: Webteam (2, 3, 4), Debate (2), Blood Drive (3), DECA (3), KEY (3, 4), Cum Laude (4).

JENNY M. GOLDSMITH  
1606 Prince Drive  
"To thine own self be true."  
ACTIVITIES: Cheerleading 1; Drama Department 1 2 3 4; Vocal Department 2 3 4; Thespian Society 3 4; Cable 18 4.

IRIS GOLDSTEIN  
403 Heartwood Road  
"Today is the first day of the rest of our lives" "Intelligence without ambition is a bird without wings"  
ACTIVITIES: SGA 1, 2, 3, 4; Field Hockey 1, 2, 3, 4; Basketball 1, 2; Lacrosse 1, 2, 3, 4; Field Hockey Captain (4), Junior Class Vice President (3), Senior Class President (4).

LODIA GOLDSMITH  
1525 Dogwood Drive  
EMILY GOLDENTHAL  
326 Cranford Rd.  
"Now and then it's good to pause in our pursuit of happiness and just be happy."  
ACTIVITIES: Theater 1: One Acts (Marie (3), Scarlet (2), Moonfish (1)), Annie (2), South Pacific (1), Anything Goes (Bonnie) (3), Review (1), Inherit the Wind (2), Haunted House (1, 3, 4), Thespian Society (3, 4), SGA; Vice president (1, 2, 3) Rep. (4), Tennis (1, 2, 3, 4), Madrigals (3, 4).

ERIC GOLDLUST  
7 Lyndford Ct.  
"It was a banishment of the charisma that cause the essay to be due on Monday."  
ACTIVITIES: Cum Laude, Biology Team, Computer Team, Physics Team, Webpage Club.

RACHEL GOLDSMITH  
1057 Swallow Drive  
"Don't let your fears stand in the way of your dreams, even if your wildest dreams are your biggest fears."  
ACTIVITIES: Field Hockey 1, 2, 3, 4.

LINDSAY GOLDSMITH  
2 Cohasset Lane  
"Don't cry because it is over, smile because it happened."  
ACTIVITIES: Field Hockey 1, 2, 3, 4.
SHARON GONEN
18 Country Walk
Its my party and I'll Burp if I want to
ACTIVITIES: Theatre/Vocal East-Singers/Demogorgon

MICHAEL ADAM GORDON
614 Old Orchard Road
"Run with your dreams."
ACTIVITIES: coordinator clothing drives for Camden elementary school and The Anna Sample Women's shelter, computer teacher for senior citizens; stage crew (2)

ERIKA GRABKA
28 East Split Rock Drive
"Love does not conquer all, it ends and begins again"

ADAM GORDON
30 N. Green Acre Dr.
"Don't believe everything you hear. Now tell me, did you believe that sentence?", "There is nothing so annoying as to have two people talking when you're busy interrupting."

RACHEL GORDON
1411 Hillside Dr.
"One does not find success by reaching one's potential, but rather by exceeding one's potential!"
ACTIVITIES: Volleyball: 1 Basketball: 1, 2, 3, 4 Cross Country: 3, 4 Track: 1, 2, 3, 4

MARC GRAMATGES
1915 Morris Dr.
"Whatever we have done with our lives makes us what we are when we die. And everything, absolutely everything, counts."

Class of 2001 Twins: Ed and Matt Brown, Chris and Andrew Hartung, Ryan and Brittany Harris, Neely and Tali Elisha, Gail and Jill Sweeney.

TWINS

Nope, your eyes aren't playing tricks on you, and you're definitely not going crazy. Don't worry, you're not loosing your mind, but you are seeing double. As you get acquainted with our class of about four hundred and twenty students, the uniqueness of our first class of the millennium becomes apparent. With graduates coming in all different shapes, colors, and sizes we echo the diversity that makes Cherry Hill East special.

However, though we are such a special blend of differences, there are ten faces that are strikingly similar. Maybe there is something in the water, because there are five sets of twins in the graduating class of 2001. Twins Ed and Matt Brown, Neely and Tali Elisha, Brittney and Ryan Harris, Andrew and Chris Hartung, and Gail and Jill Sweeney can make any head turn twice. Amid the phenomenal athletes, artists and scholars, these twins bring another element of uniqueness to our senior class. Whether in the public eye or athletic competition, these twins, like many of their classmates, bring something special to all of their involvements.

Given the competitive nature of our school, all students strive for individuality. Perhaps twins have more trouble, faced with the stereotype of twins being one in the same. "In sports, academics, and friendships my desire to be the best I can be sometimes leads to competition between my sister and me—but I would not be wrong to think other twins feel the same way I do." (Gail Sweeney, '01) Disproving this generalization, they have all separately made unique contributions to the East community. Conversely, they are lucky enough to have unconditional support from each other. East has successfully nurtured these relationships as it has for other students' friendships developing over the past four years.

Like their classmates, these twins have spent their years at East facing obstacles and overcoming challenges. Furthermore, while disproving the twin myth, they have proven a great example of five, or ten, of the outstanding pieces that fit together making the class of 2001 as special as we are.
ALISHA GREENBERG  
3 Dawning Street

MELISSA GREENBERG  
1331 Chanticleer  
"Don't cry because it's over, smile because it happened."

NICHOLAS GREGORIO  
415 Doral Drive

RANDI GROSSMAN  
115 Morningside Dr.  
"The only limitations in life are the ones which you create."
ACTIVITIES: Field Hockey 1 2 3 4, Winter Track 1 2 3 4, Freshman Lacrosse, Spring Track 2 3 4, Blood Drive 3 4, FOP 3 4, ICC 1 2 3 4, Vocal Workshop 1 2, Chansons 2 3 4, Concert Choir 4, Athlete of the Week Committee 3 4

SARAH GUENTHER  
1616 South Bowling Green Drive  
"Take these sunken eyes and learn to see. All your life, you were only waiting for this moment to be free."

MELISSA ANNE GUERRA  
1615 Bryant Road  
"A friend is someone who knows the song in your heart and can sing it back to you when you've forgotten the words."

DANIEL R. GUIDA  
1508 Longfellow Drive  
"Get busy living or get busy dying."
ACTIVITIES: football 1, 2, 3, 4 track 2, 3, 4

GREG HALBRAM  
301 Hille Dr.  
"I'm a little Pua."
ACTIVITIES: Battle of the Bands (3, 4), Jazz Band (2, 3, 4)

REBECCA HALPERIN  
3 Lynford Court  
"If you smile at me I will understand, 'cause that is something everybody in the world does in the same language."
ACTIVITIES: Drama 1 2 3 4, music 1 2 3 4, mime co 1 2 3 4, thespian society 3 4, cable 18 3 4.

BRETT HALPERN  
1835 Country Club Drive
LAURA HANUM
30 Lamp Post Lane
"To be without some of the things you want is an indispensable part of happiness."
ACTIVITIES: RAK 2, 3, 4; AAG 3, 4; IAC 3, 4

JENNIFER HARRIS
137 Eaton Way
"It's my life, it's now or never. I ain't gonna live forever"
ACTIVITIES: swimming 1, 2, 3, 4 (captain), lacrosse 1, 2, 3, 4; powder puff 3, 4

ANDREW HARTUNG
7 Southwood Drive
Cherry Hill, NJ 08003

CHRISTOPHER HARTUNG
7 Southwood Drive
Cherry Hill, NJ 08003
"Success Must Come From Within You"

ARIE HASIT
422 Finside Lane
"You don't win friends with salad."
ACTIVITIES: Yearbook 2, 3, 4; Jewish Culture Club 1, 2, 3, 4; Jazz Band 4; Blood Drive 2, 3; Amnesty International 1, 2, 4; Eastside 1, 2, 3, 4

KAMMY HEFFERNAN
16 Anders Drive
"We know what we are, but not what we may be." William Shakespeare
ACTIVITIES: Lacrosse (1), Cheerleading (1, 2), Shows (1, 2)

LAUREN HEFT
11 Westbury Drive
"You can't change the past only make the future better."
ACTIVITIES: AAG (1, 2, 3, 4), AIDS Awareness (1, 2); RAK (1, 2), SADD (3, 4); East Dancers (4); Mr. East (4); Cable eighteen (4), Spirit Week Dance (1, 2, 3, 4)

BENJAMIN HEINLE
1919 Fairfax Ave

BRITTANY HARRIS
920 Chanticleer
"If you want to be somebody, if you want to go somewhere you better wake up and pay attention."

RYAN HARRIS
920 Chanticleer
STEVIE HENRY
141 Walt Whitman Blvd.
“Live for today, hope for tomorrow”

ALANNA HERMAN
1620 Bryant Road
“It was the best of times, it was the worst of times, it was the epoch of high school.”
ACTIVITIES: Tennis 1, 2, 3, 4; Cum Laude 4.

DAVID HIBBS
27 Harrowgate Dr.
“During the years ahead, when you come to a fork in the road, take it.”
ACTIVITIES: Baseball 1, 2, 3, 4; Blood Drive 3, 4; FOP 1, 2, 4.

MARCI HITCZENKO
12 Oakley Court
“Life is not what happens to you. It is what you do with what happens to you. Make the most of it.”
ACTIVITIES: ICS 1, 2; Yearbook 3, 4; Physics Team 3.

ADAM HOFFMAN
2013 Queen Anne Rd.
“We’re old enough to know better... But too young to care.”
ACTIVITIES: SGA 1, 2, 3; FOP 1, 2; RAK 1.

KYLE HORN
144 E. Partridge Lane

STEPHANIE HORNBACK
514 Arthur Drive
“Are you Stephanie Hornback... No”

FERGUS HORNER
2 Laurel Hill Dr.
“Good Better Best... Never let it rest... till your Good is Better... and your Better is the Best...”

MENG-TSUNG HUANG
91 Charlann Circle
“Life is like a chess game, make the moves that are desirable and not regrettable.”
ACTIVITIES: ACS 3, 4; CCC 3, 4; Adopt-a-grandparent 3; Demo gorgon 4; and East Angles 4.

STACEY HUSTED
2 Tendring Rd.
“How lucky I am to have known so many people who are so hard to say goodbye to.”
ACTIVITIES: Field Hockey 2, 3, 4; Lacrosse 1, 2, 3, 4; FOP 2.
LEVI HYMOWITZ
206 Sandingham Rd.
"The early bird may catch the worm, but the second mouse gets the cheese."
ACTIVITIES: Tennis 1, 2, 3, 4; FOP 1, 2, 4; Blood Drive 3, 4; Photo Club 1, 2, 3, 4.

ANDREW INSELMAN
229 Hadleigh Drive
"There's three types of people those who don't know what happened, those who wonder what happened, and people like me who make things happen."
ACTIVITIES: Basketball 1, 2, 3, 4; SGA Rep. 2, 4; Volleyball 1; RAK 1.

JILLIAN JIMENEZ
116 East Valleybrook Road
"It is necessary to be drunk off of life."
ACTIVITIES: French Club 3; Art Club 4.

DANIEL W. JOHNSON
117 Ashley Court
"You have to go on and be crazy. Craziness is like heaven."
ACTIVITIES: Soccer 1; FOP 2; DECA 2; RAK 2; Senior Project 3, 4.

MELISA KAPADIA
1753 Larkspur Rd.
Welcome growth, know yourself, reinvent yourself, appreciate happiness, stop consuming, stop abusing, start living.
ACTIVITIES: Marching Band 1, 2; Band 1, 2; Demogorgan 3, 4; Animal Rights Club 4; Gay Straight Alliance 4; German Club 2, 3; Italian American Club 3.

JOSEPH JAY ILLUSTRE
129 Cutties Lane
"Pain is only weakness leaving the body."
ACTIVITIES: Soccer 1; Volleyball 1, 2, 3, 4; WTrack 2, 3; ACS 1, 2, 3, 4; ICS 1, 2, 3, 4; KCC 1, 2, 3, 4; FOP 1, 2, 3, 4.

RACHEL JANICE
511 Mackin Drive
"Some people come into our lives and leave foot prints on our hearts"
ACTIVITIES: FOP 1; SADD 2.

ALEX JOFFE
1032 Swallow Drive
"Plink, slap, bang, boom. I got the moves that make you go ooooh."
ACTIVITIES: Blood Drive 2, 3, 4; S.G.A. 2, 3, 4.

EMILY JOO
106 Hickory Circle
"Be whatever you want to be, but always be yourself!"
ACTIVITIES: Tennis 2, Bells of East 3, 4; East Singers 3, 4; Celebrations 2, 3, 4; ACS 2, 3, 4; KCC 2, 3, 4.

IVY M. KATZ
217 Chanticleer
"And it's so hard to do and so easy to say sometimes, sometimes you just have to walk away."
ACTIVITIES: Lacrosse 1, 2, 3, 4; Gymnastics 1; FOP 1, 2, 3, 4.
All Work And No Play ...

Semester 1
6:00am  Last minute homework/application rush
7:25am  Printing ...
7:35am  At school, making last minute recommendation requests
8:00am  In homeroom ... homework?
8:01am-  In class, diligence!
2:25pm  Club flyers must be put up, meeting in 5 minutes
2:30pm  Leave early to get to Kinko’s to copy applications/projects
3:01pm  Working the papers and projects for the better grade
5:00pm  Get together for project meeting
7:00pm  Dinner in front of the computer
9:01pm  1 minute break ... tick, tick, tick
9:02pm  Where was I again? Ack! Lost my page!
12:00am  “I’ll be in bed soon”!
2:30am  Sleep, thank goodness!

Semester 2
6:00am  Are you kidding? Go away! It’s too early ...
7:25am  Aah! Get up! Must run for coffee ...
7:35am  At coffee shop, making last minute coffee decisions ...
8:00am  I made the bell, wooo hoo!
8:01am-  In class, what was that again?
2:00pm  Talk with friends before entering club meeting to “help” the new president
2:30pm  Leave early to chill with friends
3:01pm  Working for the extra dough
5:00pm  Get together for the party
7:00pm  Dinner at the diner tonight?
9:01pm  Call parents to say “hi”
9:02pm  Where was the party again? Ack! Lost everyone!
12:00am  Call again ... I’ll be home soon.
2:30am  Sleep, or else I can’t party tomorrow!

Makes Graduation A Special Day!

Jodi L. Katz
1040 Prince Drive
“Friendship demands the ability to do without it.”

Melissa Kellner
417 Doral Drive
“Turns Out Not Where But Who You're With That Really Matters”
ACTIVITIES: Drama Productions (1, 2, 3, 4), Blood Drive (2, 3, 4), Thespian Society (2, 3, 4), East Singers (4) SGA Representative (4), RYLA (4), Battle-of-the-Bands Chairperson (4).

Warren Kennan
109 Weston Drive
“What doesn’t kill you will only make you stronger.”
ACTIVITIES: Soccer (1), Ice Hockey (1, 2, 3, 4), Golf (2)

Michael Kerico
312 Mimosa Drive
“Life is all of twists and turns, but in the end you’ll eventually find your way.”

Christopher Kewley
1 Forage Lane
AHYUN KIM  
33 Fairhaven Drive  
"Before you love someone learn to love yourself."

HUASCAR KIM  
456 Brittany Ln.  
"Search me, O God, and know my heart;  
test me and know my thoughts. See if  
there is any offensive way in me, and  
lead me in the way everlasting."

HYE SON KIM  
46 Versailles Boulevard  
"Each friend represents a world in us, a  
world not possibly born until they arrive,  
and it is only by this meeting that a new  
world is born." Anais Nin
ACTIVITIES: (ACS 1, 2, 3, 4) (CCC 3, 4)  
(FOP 2, 4) (ICS 1, 2, 4) (RCC 1, 2, 3, 4)

JHOOON KIM  
415 Gatewood Rd.

JULIE KIM  
1225 Chanticleer Dr.

COREY KIMBALL  
1610 Prince Dr.  
"I'll leave here tomorrow would you still  
remember me. Well I must be travelling  
on now cause there's too many places  
I've got to see..."

BRETT KLASKO  
25 Country Walk  
"He who laughs last thinks slowest"  
ACTIVITIES: Wall Street Club (3, 4),  
German Club (2, 3, 4), DECA (2, 3, 4),  
being listed as an Eastside reporter (1, 2, 3),  
Honor Roll (1, 2, 3, 4)

ELIZABETH KLUSNER  
124 Eaton Way  
"The only failure in life is not trying."  
ACTIVITIES: Mainstages 1, 2, 3, 4; Mads  
4, Thespian Society 3, 4 (Pres.), Concert  
Choir 3; Chansons 2; East Singers 4;  
Haunted 1, 3, 4.

BILLY KLEIN  
14 Partridge Lane  
"I'll never make stupid mistakes. Only  
very, very clever ones."
ACTIVITIES: Marching Band (1, 2, 3, 4),  
Jazz Band (2, 3, 4), Pitt Orchestra (2),  
Cer Tamen (2, 3), Jewish Culture Club  
(3, 4).

MICHAEL C. KO  
16 West Highbridge Road  
"Fear less, hope more; Whine less,  
breathe more; Talk less, say more; Hate  
less, love more; And all good things are  
yours."
ACTIVITIES: ACS (1, 2, 3, 4), ICS (1, 2, 3, 4),  
RCC (1, 2, 3, 4), CCC (3, 4), YoYo  
Club (4), Track (2, 3, 4), Football (1),  
Spanish Club (3), UDIA (3), Variety  
Show (2, 3), Multicultural Day (1, 2, 3).
IGOR KODES
1105 Willowdale Drive

CHRIS KOPER
1206 Hadleigh Court
"All you touch, and all you see, is all your life your life will ever be." - Pink
Floyd
ACTIVITIES: Football, Wrestling, Golf, Track, Italian American Club

ROB KOSLOW
1804 Fireside La.
"One more road to cross, one more risk to take, gotta live my life like it's one more move to make."

ANNE KRAFT
324 Longstone Drive
"The glass is definitely half full!"
ACTIVITIES: Yearbook 2, 3, 4; Volleyball 1, 2, 3, 4; Blood Drive 2, 3, 4.

LEV KREYMER
385 Tuatra Lane

KAREN KRUSE
119 Dumas Road

CHRISTINE KU
7 Summer Place
"Cherish your visions and your dreams, as they are the children of your soul, the blueprints of your ultimate achievements."
ACTIVITIES: IAC 11, 12; Swim Team 9; Lacrosse 9, 10; Orchestra 10; ASC 9, 10.

VIVEK KUMAR
7 Manor House Drive
Cherry Hill, NJ 08003
"Never do today what you can put off till tomorrow..." "There is no shortcut to something that is worthwhile."
ACTIVITIES: UDIA 3, 4; ICS 1, 2, 3, 4; ACS 1, 2, 3, 4; CCC 3, 4; Jazz Band 3, 4; Spanish Club 3, 4; Globe 3, 4; Cum Laude 3, 4.

AMANDA KUO
161 Lucerne Blvd.
"People learn when they fall, people cherish when they realized something is missing."
ACTIVITIES: ACS 1, 2, 3, 4; KCC 2, 3, 4; ICS 2, 3, 4.

DIANA KUO
21 Doris Dr.
Cherry Hill, NJ 08003
"A hug is worth a thousand words, a friend is worth more."
ACTIVITIES: Marching Band 1, 2; LAX 1; "attending" ACS meetings 1, 2, 3.
ROBERT LAGROSSA
204 Juniper Drive

STEPHEN MICHAEL LAMPROU
2 Collage Lane
"The only life worth living is a life in service to others" — Albert Einstein
ACTIVITIES: Freshman Football, Freshman Baseball, Winter Track, Wing Chun Club

DANNY LEE
408 Viking Ln.

ALAN LEFF
1048 Red Oak Dr.
"We’re the people our parents warned us about as kids"
ACTIVITIES: Cross Country 1, 2, 3; Winter Track 1, 2, 3; Spring Track 1, 2, 3.

JULIA LERMAN
6 East Riding Drive
"I am not looking for my dreams to interpret my life, but rather for my life to interpret my dreams."
ACTIVITIES: SGA 1-4; Blood Drive 2-4 ...

ERICA LEIBOWITZ
322 Hadleigh Dr.
ACTIVITIES: Track 1, 2; Lacrosse 1; DECA 4; Office Alde 4

JOSEPH LEE
7 Latches Lane
"To handle yourself, use your head; to handle others, use your heart."
ACTIVITIES: Volleyball 1, 2, 3, 4; Soccer 1, 2, 3; ACS 1, 2, 3, 4; KCC 1, 2, 3, 4; East Singers 4

NADYA LEV
403 Garwood Drive
"Heaven is down. Hell is up. This is true because the stars are orderly in their movements, while on earth we are closer to the primal chaos." — Principia Discordia.
SARI H. LEVIN
26 Fairhaven Dr.
"Sometimes on the way to your dreams you get lost and find another one."

DIANA LEVITT
3 Cobblestone Rd.
"Once you are real, you can’t be ugly, except to the people who don’t understand."

BEN LEVY
10 St. Anthony Ct.
"Don’t tell me varsity hurdles isn’t an accomplishment-if you don’t risk your manhood every three steps, then you’re not doing a real sport."
ACTIVITIES: 1 Winter, Spring track; 2 Winter, Spring track; 3 Art Club; 4 Winter, Spring track, Art Club.

CHRIS LEWIS
1517 Hillside Drive
"We make a living by what we get, but we make a life by what we give."
ACTIVITIES: Soccer 1, 2; Track 1, 2, 3, 4.

MAN YU LI
66 Lafayette Ln.
"All you need is love."
ACTIVITIES: Belles of East 2, 3, 4; Concert Choir 2; East Singers 3; Chansons 4.

ABBY LICHTMAN
1819 Fireside Lane
"Don’t know because you never know who’s fallin in love with your smile."
ACTIVITIES: Art Club President 2, 3, 4; Drama, Powder Puff, SGA 4.

RACHEL ANN LIEBERMAN
7 West Brook Drive
"No one can make you feel inferior without your consent."
ACTIVITIES: Medrigals (2, 3, 4); Officer (4); East Singers (2, 3, 4); President (4); Thespian Society (3, 4); Fall Shows (1, 4); Spring Musicals (1, 2, 3, 4).

CHARLES LIM
602 Hickory Circle
Cherry Hill, NJ 08003
"Happiness lies for those who cry, those who hurt, those who have searched, and those who have tried, for only they can appreciate the importance of people who have touched their lives."
ACTIVITIES: ACS (1, 2, 3, 4); RCC (1, 2, 3, 4); CCC (3, 4).

JIM LIM
21 Staffordshire Road
"Follow your dreams and never limit yourself."
ACTIVITIES: Volleyball (1, 2); Winter Track (1, 2); ACS (1, 2, 3, 4); CCC (3, 4); AIDS Awareness (3, 4); UDIA (3, 4); International Affairs (3, 4).

HYUN KATHERINE LIM
DEXTER LIN
21 Woodbury Ct.
"Life throws a few curveballs, don't let it get you down."

DEREK LIU
125 Saxby Terrace
"Today I consider myself the luckiest man on the face of this earth ... " (Lou Gehrig)
ACTIVITIES: Varsity Baseball 1, 2, 3, 4; ACS 1, 2, 3, 4; CCC 3, 4; Chemistry Team 2, 3.

MICHAEL LOGAN
123 South Mansfield Blvd.

ANDREW E. LU
414 Society Hill
"It's not the size of the dog in the fight that counts, but the size of the fight in the dog."
ACTIVITIES: XC (3, 4), Winter Track (1, 2, 3, 4), Spring Track (1, 2, 3, 4), ACS (1, 2, 3, 4), ICS (1, 2, 3, 4), CCC (3, 4) KCC (2, 3, 4), ROTC (1), Multicultural Day (2, 3, 4).

RILL MAGEE
153 E. Valleybrook Rd.
"Taken out of context I must seem so strange."

LAUREN LINDER
412 Castle Drive
"I'd rather laugh with the sinners than cry with the saints; the sinners are much more fun ... " Billy Joel

NELSON LO
201 Mimosa Drive
Cherry Hill, NJ 08003
"If you don't have anything worth fighting for, you don't have anything worth living for."

TERI LOPEZ
220 Mimosa Dr.
"It is better to be hated for who you are, than to be loved for who you are not."

TASHA LUTEK
123 S. Mansfield Blvd.

MATTHEW J. MAGGI
1612 Prince Drive
"You have to go through hell before you get to heaven." -Steve Miller
ACTIVITIES: Ice Hockey (1, 2, 3, 4), F.O.P. (1, 2, 4), Blood Drive (3, 4).
ADAM MALAMUT
37 Leith Hill Drive
“People who think they know everything are a great annoyance to those of us who do.”

ALEX MANNINO
904 Marlowe Rd.
“For some retirement starts at puberty.”
— Gary Bishop
ACTIVITIES: Decca 4; Golf Team 1.

DANIT MAOR
1113 Society Hill
“A friend is someone who knows the song in your heart; and can sing it back to you when you have forgotten the words.”
ACTIVITIES: Marching Band, RAK, Spanish Club 1.

CHRIS MARASCO
638 Bamford Ct.
“Only if you’ve been in the deepest valley do you know how truly magnificent it is to be on the highest mountain.”
ACTIVITIES: Senior Class VP, Blood Drive Donor Chairperson; AAG Chairperson, Boys State, Track & XC.

DIANA MARK
127 Saxby Terrace
“To succeed, you need only pick a star and follow it.”
ACTIVITIES: Softball 1, 2; ACS 1, 2, 3, 4-Treasurer; KCC 1, 2, 3, 4; ICS 2, 3, 4; CCC 3, 4-Cofounder/Officer; FOP 2, 4; FOE 3; Powder Puff 3; Spanish Club 2; RAK 2.

JONATHAN L. MARRERO
1716 Berlin Rd.

DIANE MATHUR
1 Saddletowne Drive
“Far better is it to dare mighty things, to win glorious triumphs, even though checkered by failure... than to rank with those poor spirits who neither enjoy much nor suffer much, because they live in a gray twilight that knows not victory nor defeat.” — Theodore Roosevelt
ACTIVITIES: DECA 2-4; ICS 1-4; ACS 1-4; Cross Country 1-2; Tennis Team 1-3; EUDIA 3-4; NJ Science League 2; Eastside Online 4; Yearbook 3-4.

JESSICA MATSUMOTO
14 Cherrywood Court
“There are two rules for success... 1) Never tell everything you know.”
ACTIVITIES: Field Hockey 1, 2, 3, 4; FOP 1, 2, 3, 4; SGA 2, 3, 4; Indoor and Spring Track 1, 2, 3, 4.

JENNIFER MAZGAJEWSKI
617 Guilford Road
“There are so many different ways to be connected to people. There are the people you feel this unspoken connection to, even though there’s not even a word for it. There are the people who you’ve known forever who know you in this way that other people can’t because they’ve seen you change. They’ve let you change.” My So-Called Life

JULIA M. MAVRODIN
503 Garwood Drive
“The dictionary is the only place where success comes before work.”
ACTIVITIES: Varsity Swimming 1, 2, 3, 4; East Singers 3; French Club 3, 4; Eastside 4; Cum Laude 4.
MARISAA MCKINNEY
143 Lucerne Blvd.
"You never walked behind - I wouldn't always lead. You never walked in front - I couldn't always follow. You just walked beside me and were my friend."
ACTIVITIES: Shows 4; Vocal 2; Thespian Society 2.

PETER MEDINA
21 Strathmore Drive

MICHAEL A. MELOGRANA
8 W. Eagle Lane
"Don't give up, don't ever give up"
ACTIVITIES: Soccer 1, 3; Basketball 1, 4; IAC 2, 3, 4; Eastside 3, 4; FOP 1.

LAUREN MEJER
27 Galloping Hill Road
"You only live life once, so live it and love it!"
ACTIVITIES: Field Hockey 1, 2, 3, 4; Lacrosse 1, 2, 3, 4; FOP 3, 4; SADD 4.

ELIZABETH MERTSOCK
119 Winesap Road

KRISTEN MERLINO
1020 Swallow Drive
"Life moves pretty fast. If you don't stop and look around once and a while, you could miss it." - Ferris Bueller
ACTIVITIES: Stage Crew 1, 2, 3, 4; Thespian Society 3, 4.

DAMIAN MIDDLETON

ALEXIS MACALE
1121 Winding Dr.
"A soul would have no rainbow had the eyes no tears"
JASON MITCHELL
1907 Baldwin Rd.
"May those who love us, love us. And those that don't, May God turn their hearts. And if He doesn't turn their hearts, May He turn their ankles, So we'll know them by their limping" - An Irish blessing
ACTIVITIES: Basketball 1, 2, 3, 4; Volleyball 1, 2, 3, 4; Soccer 1, 2, SGA 2; RAK 1, 2, 3, 4; Eastside 4.

NEIL MITHANI
8 White Pond Court
"I of us equals many of us, disrespect 1 of us you'll see plenty of us."

RADHA MODI
321 Juniper Dr.
"I hear more than I like to so I boil my head in a sense of humor, laugh at what I cannot change, and I throw it all on the pyre again." "could I have been anyone other than me?" "sometimes I find it's easy to be myself" "I shall miss these things when it all rolls by."
ACTIVITIES: GSA (1, 2, 3, 4), AAG (1, 2, 3, 4) SAGE (3, 4), AMNESIA (1, 2, 3, 4), GREAT BOOKS and MOVIES (3, 4).

TROY MOHAMED
16 Roland Ct.

KRISTEN MONZO
9 Charles Lane

MICHAEL MORROW
58 Southwood Drive
"No one will ever truly understand me, I am an enigma"
ACTIVITIES: Soccer (1, 2, 3, 4), Volleyball (1, 2, 3, 4), Basketball (1, 2), FOP (1, 2, 3, 4), SGA (2, 3, 4).

ERIN MULLEN
52 Cohasset Lane
"Don't cry because it's over, smile because it happened."
ACTIVITIES: Tennis 1, 2, 3, 4; Lacrosse 1, 2, 3, 4; SADD 1, 2, 3, 4; RAK 1, 2, 3, 4; Adopt a Grandparent 1, 2, 3, 4; FOP 1, 2, 3, 4.

MARK MULREANEY
138 Weston Dr.

MICHAEL NAGELBERG
5 Doris Drive West
Dreams are the touchstones of our character - Thoreau.

SYBIL NINAN
2 West High Ridge Rd.
As we step towards the horizon and leave behind many familiar things, we take with us the information we learned from books and people. Forever second removed, we read about wars in books, watch scandals unfold on TV and learn about triumphs from elders. Luckily, we have yet to experience calamities first hand. And perhaps the first world event that we remember was the fall of the Berlin Wall; we may not have understood it then, but we comprehend the implications of it now.

Because we are the first class to graduate in the millennium from East, we have experienced the economic boom in the United states, technological breakthroughs in Silicon Valley and political conflicts in the Electoral College. But it's not only the serious events that effect us. Movie stars, scandals, crimes, and school change us for the better and worse. Fortunately, we were allowed to flourish in an economically secure environment. We were ready and able to build (or find) success.

As each pebble thrown in the pond has a ripple, each action and decision that we make affects the people around us, perhaps the world. As we leave East, we must consider what we have left behind. Not just good memories or statistical records of our amazing artists, athletes and scholars, but how our class will have influenced the ones that come after us. Conceivably, we may have set a bad example... or we could have been one of the best. However, we brought style, intellect and ability to this school and part of us will remain, as a trophy, as a news article, as a memory.

Confident that we graduate from this school with flair, we will be able to look back at our time here as four years spent with many anguishes and successes. Like pictures in an album named East, hopefully everyone will have a good memory of East and its graduates tucked away for a rainy day in the future.
CHRISTINE PAE
1624 Abbey Road
"Never look down on anybody unless you're helping him up."
ACTIVITIES: KCC, ACS, ICS 1, 2, 3, 4; Lacsrosse 1, 2; Powderpuff 3; ECC 3, 4; FOP 3, 4; International Affairs Club.

ROBERT PALMA
6 St. Anthony Ct.
ACTIVITIES: Football 1, 2, 3; Baseball 1, 2, 4.

BIANCA PANDIT
19 North Branch Drive
ACTIVITIES: Field Hockey and Lacsrosse 1, 2, 3, 4 (Captain); Blood Drive 3, 4.

ANKUR PATEL
111 East Partridge Lane
"I'm the type of person that would die for the cause, forget what you heard I would die for my doggs."

NAIYA PATEL
1329 Heartwood Dr.
"There's an inner peace you can't learn, something in your soul. Just hold on to your pride and push them aside... and nobody will touch you."

AMARDEEP PATEL
23 S. Birchwood Pk Dr.

RAHUL PATEL
17 Gatehouse Lane

NICOLAS PEDONE
26 Cohasset Lane
"The past is history, but we can write the future. Remember life is short, so live each day to the fullest."
ACTIVITIES: ROTC 1, 2; German Club 1, 2, 3, 4; French Club 1, 2, 3, 4; Italian-American Club 2, 3, 4; Wall Street Club 3, 4; FOP 3, 4; Winter and Spring Track 3, 4; DECA 4; International Affairs Club 4.

JARED PELTZMAN
30 Edgewood Drive
"Never test the depth of water with both feet."
SAMUEL PERAZA 158 Walt Whitman Blvd.

ELLA PERLIS 218 S. Woodstock Dr.
"The journey is between what you once were and who you are now becoming is where the dance of life really takes place."
ACTIVITIES: Cheerleading 1, 2, 3; Jewish Culture Club 1, 2, 3, 4; Blood Drive Committee 2, 4; Amnesty International 1; Key Club 2, 4.

JEREMY S. PICK 413 Hearthwood Rd.
"Sit back, relax, and enjoy the show."
ACTIVITIES: Tennis 1, 2, 3, 4; Cross Country 3, 4; Boys' State 3; Hall of Fame 4; SGA Rep 1, 2, 3; Cum Laude 3, 4; UMDNJ Scholar's Program 4.

KRYSTIAN PETTIGREW 204 Cranford Rd.
"Express yourself, be who you are.
m'mm you're a shining star."

BEN PERKEL 120 S. Mansfield Blvd.
"Life moves pretty fast. If you don't stop and look around once in a while, you could miss it."
ACTIVITIES: Eastside 1, 2, 3, 4; Opinions Editor 4; Tennis 1, 2, 3, 4; DECA 3, 4.

JONATHAN PLENN 316 Juniper Drive
"Hey wait, I'm a guy like me!!" - Homer J. Simpson
ACTIVITIES: Soccer 1; German Club 2, 3; Blood Drive 3.

MICHELLE POLANSKY 1765 Tearose Lane
"The greatest pleasure in life is doing what people say you cannot do."
ACTIVITIES: Basketball and Football Cheerleading 1, 2, 3, 4; Competition Cheerleading 2; One Acts 2; Drama 1, 2, 3, 4.

JIRADA PRAKMANOND 1615 Berlin Rd.
"At last you don't succeed screw the world, but never accept defeat."

NICOLE PRESSEL 104 Brompton Drive
"Never look down on anybody unless you're helping them up."
ACTIVITIES: Volleyball 1, 2, 3, 4; captain; Yearbook 2, 3, 4; editor-in-chief; Blood Drive 2, 3.
NICOLE PRICE
149 Wal Whitman Blvd.
"No genius has ever existed without some touch of madness."
ACTIVITIES: Stage Crew (1, 2), Powder Puff (3, 4).

ABIGAIL RACELIS
4 Abinger Lane
"To Know Me, You Gotta Love Me"

MATTHEW RADDILL
1118 Warren Avenue

BRENDON RAMSAY
1864 Meerbrook CT
"I have a Prime Minister, not a President, I say about not a-boot, our nation's leaders have never been involved in a sex scandal, I'm not a Lumber Jack or a fur trader and I do not live in an igloo, our nation's sport is Hockey. My name is Brendan and I am CANADIAN!"

JAMES READ
23 Stonebridge Road
"The Lord will watch over your coming and going both now and forevermore."
Psalm 121:8
ACTIVITIES: Basketball

ALYSE REED
936 Cropwell Rd.
"Some love lasts a lifetime, but true love lasts forever."

LISA REICHENBACHER

CHRISTINA REMILEV
125 Old Orchard Road
"I know you're smiling down at me, saying everything is okay." R. Kelly

LEV REYZIN
526 Brian Drive, Cherry Hill, NJ 08003
"Make everything as simple as possible, but not simpler." (Einstein)
ACTIVITIES: Chess Club (1, 2, 3, 4); Science League (2, 3, 4); Computer League (3, 4); Eastside (1, 2, 3, 4); Web Design Club (3, 4); Cum Laude (3, 4).
JEFF RICHARDZ
1416 Hillside Drive
"I never want to act my age." Blink 182
ACTIVITIES: bowling 9, Student
Firefighter 9, 10; Crisis Response Team
11, 12.

IAN RICHMAN
326 Hadleigh Dr.
"You must look good to play good."

JOHN RIEBEL
29 Lakeview Ct.
"The path of the soldier is worn smooth
by the step of hundreds of feet, all in one
direction, none returning.
It's better to die on your feet than live on
your knees."

VANESSA P. RIEGEL
22 Staffordshire Rd.
"Well, I guess that this is now the end...
the paper's signed - forget the pen...
... wonder if we'll ever meet again?"
Aimee Mann.
ACTIVITIES: Eastside (Levenis Editor)
1, 2, 3, 4; Demogorgon 2, 3, 4; Blood
Drive 2, 3, 4; Cheerleading 1, 2.

SOPHIA RIGATOS
1936 Kemmet Court
"How long a minute is depends on which
side of the bathroom door you're on."

SCOTT RINEHART
1208 Hadleigh Ct.

PAUL RO
1319 Marklross Road
"You never know what you have until it's
gone."
ACTIVITIES: F.O.P. 3, 4; Volleyball 2, 3,
4; R.C.C 1, 2, 3, 4; ACS 1, 2, 3, 4.

MATT ROBINSON
1217 Liberty Bell Dr.

SERENE ROCK
1104 Hickory Circle
"If you secretly get into a kangaroo's
pocket and she begins to jump away, be
prepared for a bumpy ride." Winnie the
Pooh.

ARI ROM
3 Indian King Dr.
"The stone that the builder refuse shall
be the head cornerstone."
SPECIAL FEATURES

SENIORITIS

No more pencils, no more books, no more teacher’s dirty looks ... An anthem reserved by most for the end of the school year, seniors inevitably begin chanting this song as early as the beginning of the second semester. This year as seniors we are no exception. Like the classes before us, we have put in our time, passed our midterms and studied for our tests and now we deserve our break so commonly known as senioritis.

At the onset of this disease, dreaded by teachers, awaited by seniors, schoolwork and extracurricular activities fall by the wayside, leaving room for the more relaxing, finer things of teenage life. Thought of by most adults as the most awful ailment to cripple any student, our special class asks the question, is it that bad? Sure some seniors will stop reading assigned books and others will leave worksheets and assignments to pile up in the lockers, but some responsibilities are not so easily forgotten. Senior editors of 'Eastside' work harder than ever in the spring, constructing their last papers for the school. Senior class government plans for the prom and other last events that will seal the class’ memories for years to come. Senior athletes and managers practice and play just as hard to reinvent the reputation of Cougar excellence.

So as some administrators begin to fret as the first symptoms of senioritis pop up in the class, they should remember what the Class of 2001 has been known for over the past three years, especially during the crunch time of the college rush season. After working to discover the balance between dedication and relaxation, our class has found a way to manage our responsibilities and our good times.
DAVID ROVINSKY  
8 Thorne Ct

BECKY ROZYK  
625 Guilford Road
Only one man in a thousand is a leader of men - the other 999 follow women."
ACTIVITIES: Chansons 3.

BEN RUDER  
1817 Russet Drive
ACTIVITIES: Blood Drive (3, 4), Yearbook (4), Jewish Culture Club (1, 2).

JACKIE RUSS  
13 Firethorne Rd
ACTIVITIES: Soccer (1, 2, 3, 4), Lacrosse (2, 3, 4).

HEATHER SABATINO  
128 Greenwood Rd.
"If you love something let it go if it comes back to you its yours if it doesn't it never was."

JONATHAN SAGOT  
1130 Buttonwood Drive
Cherry Hill, NJ 08003
"Doing easily what others find difficult is talent, doing what is impossible for talent is genius." Henri-Frederic Amiel
ACTIVITIES: Mock Trial (1, 2, 3, 4), Debate (2, 3, 4); Drama Department (1, 2, 3, 4), Thespian Society (4), Casual Harmony (4), NJ All State Chorus (3); Senior Hall of Fame; Best Actor One Acts 1999.

EMILY KATE FELDMAN SAIDEL  
136 Thornhill Road
"Would you tell me please, which way I ought to go from here?"
"That depends a good deal on where you want to get to," said the Cat. —Alice in Wonderland by Lewis Carroll
ACTIVITIES: Demogorgan (1, 2, 3, 4), Mock Trial (3, 4) SAGE (3, 4) Amnesty International (1, 2, 3, 4), Marching Band (1, 2, 3), GSA (1, 2, 3, 4) JSA 1, 2, 3, 4, Great Books and Movies (2, 3, 4).

LAURA SALMON  
1809 Cardinal Lake Drive
"They can call me crazy if I fail, all the chance I need is one-in-a-million, they can call me brilliant if I succeed."

SOUGATA NEAL SAMADDAR  
1979 Greentree Road
"People may not remember exactly what you did or what you said, but they will always remember how you made them feel."
ACTIVITIES: ACS (2, 3, 4), ICS (2, 3, 4), Spanish Club (3), CCC (3, 4), UDIA (3, 4), Yo-yo Club (4).

JULIE SAMUEL  
9 Hilltop Dr.
"The moment may be temporary, but the memory is forever"
ARIN SANG-URAI
14 Gatehouse Lane
"I love my boss!"

CARLOS R. SANTIAGO
107 Saxby Terrace
"Life is full of important choices, it's up to you to make the right one."

KYLE SATTIN
2022 Queen Anne Rd.
"We're all made here. I'm mad; you're mad: it's just by chance and careful planning if you're not."
ACTIVITIES: Stage Crew 1, 2, 3, 4; Varsity B-ball Manager 1, 2, 3, 4.

AARON SATZ
508 Morris Drive
"The world asks us the questions, we must provide the answers"
ACTIVITIES: Basketball (1-4).

GAGAN SAWHNEY
11 South Birchwood Park Drive
"You see things and say, "why?" But I dream things that never were and I say, "why not?"
ACTIVITIES: Debate (1-3), JSA (1-4), Wall Street Club (3-4), Eastside (1-4), DECA (2-4), Science League (2-4).

JILL SCHAFFER
128 St. Vincent Court
"And I'll take with me the memories, to be my sunshine after the rain"

BRYAN SCHEINER
1216 Liberty Bell Drive
"Life is a mirage of everything you can't have; it's all camouflage passing by you quick like Amtrak."
ACTIVITIES: Eastside 3, 4.

SCOTT SCHEYER
714 Crestbrook Ave.
"Celebrate we will, cause life is short but sweet for certain" DMB
ACTIVITIES: Swimming 1, 2, 3, 4.

SCOTT SCHLAFER
10 Thackery Lane
"Over time my opinions may have changed, but not the fact that I am right."
ACTIVITIES: Baseball-1, 2, 3, 4.

MIKE SCHMELLING
307 Society Hill
"Waiting for the time that I can finally say, this has all been wonderful now I'm on my way"
ACTIVITIES: Baseball 1, 2, 3, 4.
BETSY SCHMID
17 Pawtucket Drive
"If opportunity doesn't knock, build a door."
ACTIVITIES: Field Hockey 1, 2, 3, 4, Winter Track 1, 4, Spring Track 1, 2, 3, 4; Swimming 3, 4 (manager); Certamin 2.

ANDREW L. SCHWARTZ
1144 Liberty Bell Drive
ACTIVITIES: Basketball 1, 2, 3, 4.

AMANDA SCURA
6 Regent Road
"Good friends are hard to find, harder to leave, and impossible to forget."
ACTIVITIES: Cheerleading 1, 2, 3, 4 (captain); Theater 1, 2; Mime Company 1, 2; F.O.P. Party 1 Blood Drive 2.

SIORGHAN SELKE
101 Rye Road
"Dragon Ball Z and ..."
ACTIVITIES: Symphonic Band, 2; German Club 2, 3, 4; Photography Club 3, 4; Demogorgon, 3, 4.

NEESHA SHAH
8 Anders Drive
"If you want to make your dreams come true, the first thing you have to do is wake up."

MELISSA ANN SCHNURR
197 Eleanor Terrace
"A thankful heart is a happy heart."

JONATHAN REED SCOTT
1120 Buttonwood Drive
"We hang the petty thieves and appoint the great ones to public office."
ACTIVITIES: Ha Ha

DEVRA SEIDEL
314 Pleasant Drive
"Some goals are so worthy, it's glorious even to fail"
ACTIVITIES: East Singers 2, 3, 4, Belles of East 2, 3, 4 (co-officer 4), Jazz Band 4, Morning Band 3, 4.

VINAY SHAH
1334 Abbey Rd.

RUSHABH SHAH
2001 Greentree Road
JOSEPH SHAMASH
1613 Prince Drive
"Live life everyday like it's your last."
ACTIVITIES: J.C.C. (1, 2, 3); Wrestling (2, 3, 4); Hockey (3, 4)

SUSAN SHAW
2 Evans Ln

RACHEL SHERMAN
2 Furlong Drive
"Make new friends, but keep the old; one is silver and the other is gold!"

MARIA SHI
409 Castle Drive
"Shoot for the moon. Even if you miss, you'll land among the stars."
ACTIVITIES: Eastside Online (1-4); Editor-in-Chief (4), Int'l Affairs Club founder and president (3-4), yearbook Activities editor (4), Girls' Swim Team (9), Biology League (2), Cum Laude (3-4), Sr. Hall of Fame (4), Asian Cultural Society (1-4), Pit Orchestra (2), etc.

SEOKCHAN SHIM
320 Longstone Dr.
ACTIVITIES: Soccer team (1, 2); Baseball team (1), KCC (1, 2, 3, 4); ACS (1, 2, 3, 4)

KARA SHORE
13 Locust Grove Rd.
"I wouldn't want it any other way."
ACTIVITIES: Soccer (1, 2); Swimming (1, 2, 3) (Captain); Softball (1, 2, 3, 4); Powder Puff (3, 4)

RACHEL SILBERMAN
513 Balsam Rd.
"A watched phone never rings."
ACTIVITIES: Theater Productions (1, 2, 3, 4), Freshman Wind Ensemble (1), Symphonic Band (2, 3, 4), RAK (1), Jewish Culture Club (1, 4), Dance Club (3), Vocal Music (3, 4), Haunted House (4)

LAURI SILNUTZER
431 Doral Drive
"A smile is a curve that sets everything straight."
ACTIVITIES: Cheerleading (1, 2, 3, 4); blood drive (2, 3, 4), SGA (3, 4), VP (4)

MATTHEW SILVERBERG
1137 Crane Drive

DAN SILVERMAN
1754 Tearose Lane
"Two roads diverged in a wood, and I took the one less traveled by, and that has made all the difference in the world."
ACTIVITIES: golf (1), deca (3); eastside (1, 2, 3); french club (1, 2, 3)
JOHN SKORDOS
115 Dalton Terrace
"Respect Everyone, Fear No one"
ACTIVITIES: Latin Gentsmen Team (2, 3); Greek Club (2, 3)

CATHERINE MARIE SKRABONJA
1623 S. Bowling Green Dr.
"No love, no friendship, can cross the path of our destiny without leaving some mark on it forever."
ACTIVITIES: Field Hockey (1, 2, 3, 4); Lacrosse (1); F.O.P. (1, 2)

BETH SMULYAN
204 Sandringham Rd.
"Well behaved women rarely make history"
"And when the day is done, And I look back and the fact is I had fun, fumbling around all the advice I shunned, and I ran where they told me not to run, but I sure had fun"
ACTIVITIES: Mime (2, 3, 4); Theater (1, 2, 3, 4); Thespian Society (3, 4); GSA (1, 2, 3, 4); R.A.K. (1, 2, 3); Cable 18/Broadcasting (1, 2, 3, 4)

ALISSA SNYDER
17 Versailles Blvd.
"Beginnings are scary, Endings are sad, But it's what's in the middle that counts!"
ACTIVITIES: Softball

RACHEL R. SOLOMON
1500 Randy Lane
"Live life to the fullest because tomorrow is not promised"
ACTIVITIES: Basketball (1); F.O.P (1); Lacrosse (1); SADD (2); Art Club (3); Powder Puff (3, 4)

ERICA SOLTOFF
231 Sandringham RD

ERIN SPRINGER
1245 Liberty Bell Drive
"The fastest way to start a rumor is to tell someone to keep a secret."
ACTIVITIES: F.O.P (1, 2, 3, 4); Gymnastics (1); Lacrosse (1, 2); Blood Drive (2, 3, 4); SGA (3); Freshman Orientation (3, 4); Eastside (4); Cum Laude (4)

MARIA STOLVAR
117 Apley Dr.
"Every day is monotonous, ordinary feelings, there's always something you have to keep! - Card Captor Sakura.
ACTIVITIES: Eastside (1, 2, 3, 4); Bowling (1, 2, 3, 4); Stage Crew (1); IAC (3, 4)

LINDSAY STRUG
906 Markow Rd
"If you can make someone laugh who's dead set against you, that's the first step to winning them over to your side."
ACTIVITIES: Eastside (1, 2, 3, 4); Demogorgon (1, 2, 3, 4)

JEAN SUNG
19 Woodbury Drive
"I have no method... only madness."
ACTIVITIES: (1, 2, 3, 4)
GAIL SWEENEY
13 Paper Mill Rd.
"Life's a journey, not a destination and you can tell just what tomorrow will bring."
ACTIVITIES: Lacrosse (1, 2, 3, 4), SGA (1, 2, 3, 4), FOP (1, 2, 3, 4) and much more.

JILL SWEENEY
13 Paper Mill Rd.
"Friends are forever, you may lose them, but you'll never forget them."
ACTIVITIES: SGA (1, 2, 3, 4), Lacrosse (1, 2, 3, 4), FOP (1, 2, 3, 4), SADD (2, 3, 4), and many more.

DANA SZRAMSKI
111 6th Ave East
"You can't depend on your eyes if your imagination is out of focus."

ALYSSA TANNENBAUM
21 Teak Court
"In three words I can sum up everything I've learned about life. It goes on."
ACTIVITIES: Varsity Swim Team 1, 2, 3, 4; RAK 1, 2, 3, 4; SADD 2, 3, 4; ICC 1, 2, 3, 4; Blood drive (chairperson) 2, 3, 4; SG (class V, P, rep) 2, 3, 4.

BETH THOMPSON
20 Regent Rd.
"Boyfriends may come and go but friendships last a lifetime."
ACTIVITIES: SADD 1, 2, TAG 4.

MEGAN THORPE
1909 Cardinal Lake Dr.
"We know what we are, we know not what we may be."
ACTIVITIES: field hockey (1, 2) and softball (1, 2, 3, 4).

NICOLE THURSTON
146 East Partridge Lane
"For long you live and high you fly and smiles you'll give and tears you'll cry, and all you touch and all you see, is all your life will always be."
ACTIVITIES: Soccer (1, 2, 3, 4), Lacrosse (3, 4), Winter Track (1, 2, 3, 4), Spring Track (1, 2).

DOROTHY TING
103 Collins Drive
"Each friend represents a world in us, a world possibly not born until they arrive, and it is only in meeting them that a new world is born."
ACTIVITIES: ACS (1, 4), Yearbook Committee (3, 4), RAK (2, 4), CCC (3, 4), IAC (3, 4), Adopt-a-Grandparent (3, 4).

STEVEN RICHARD TOBIN
13 Buxton Rd.

JOE TORTU
19 Cohasset Lane
MILOSZ TRAWINSKI
70 Buckingham Pl.
ACTIVITIES: Stage Crew (1, 2), JROTC (1, 2).

MICHIELLE TSENG
528 Chanticleer Dr.
ACTIVITIES: Lacrosse (1); ACS (1, 2, 3, 4); CCC (treasurer 3); KCC (2, 3, 4); ICS (2, 3, 4); FOP (1, 2, 3, 4); EAST ANGELS (4).

SETH ULRICH
1360 Bunker Hill Dr.

RAKHIL VANMALI
6 Walden Court
"If all my friends were to jump off a bridge, I would not jump with them. I'd be at the bottom to catch them."
ACTIVITIES: ICA (1, 2, 3, 4), ACS (1, 2, 3, 4), RAK (2, 3, 4), Adopt-a-Grandparent (3, 4), Friends of the Environment (2, 3), Big Brother Big Sister (3), International Affairs Club (3, 4).

JEREMY VOLKMAN
20 Thornhill Road
ACTIVITIES: Marching Band 1, 2, 3, Jazz Ensemble 2, 3, 4, Brass Ensemble 2, 3, 4, Pit Orchestra 2, 3, 4, Jazz Standards 3, 4.

MARCEL TROJERSK
1524 S. Bowling Green Dr.

LAUREN TYSKA
27 Buxton Road
"Everything is already dead; all that matters in life is love."
ACTIVITIES: Marching band (1, 2, 3, 4); Demigorgon (2, 3, 4); S.G.A. (4); Adopt-a-Grandparent (1), TOPS (4).

ROBERT VAN BRUNT, JR.
24 Saint Anthony Court
"If my words did glow with the gold of sunshine and my tunes were played on the harp unstrung would you hear my voice come through the music would you hold it near as it were your own?" — Grateful Dead
ACTIVITIES: Swimming (1, 2, 3, 4), Baseball (1, 2), Track (3, 4).

FRANCES MAY VILLAR
1724 Country Club Dr.
"My life is perfect because I accept it as it is."

AARON JORDAN WAGNER
24 Lakeview Hollow
JARED WALLACE
105 Apley Drive
“This times for real. I already bought the
dream.” - STEELYDAN

CARLOS WANG
1968 N. Birchwood Pk Dr.

SAM L. WATSON
20 Lamp Post Ln.

ERICA WEITZ
24 Greentree Way
“Got no time for spreading roots, the
time has come to be gone, and though
our health we drank a thousand times,
it’s time to ramble on”
ACTIVITIES: Swimming (1, 2, 3, 4)

ANNA EDDINGER WESLEY
121 Weston Drive
“People never notice anything."

CHARLES J. WALTERS III
16 Doncaster Road
“Think of what you were then. Think of
what you are now. Are you happy?”
ACTIVITIES: Football (1); Wrestling
(1, 4); Baseball (1, 2, 3)

GAVEN WATKINS
117 White Birch Ct.
“So little done; so much to do.”
ACTIVITIES: Debate (3, 4); Mock Trial
(3, 4); TAG (2, 3, 4); Golf (2, 4)

WILLIAM WEICKER
1609 Berlin Rd

BRANDON WELDE
1503 Pleasant Dr.

MICHELE WHALEN
1856 West Point Drive
“Obstacles are those frightful things you
see when you take your eyes off your
goal.”
ACTIVITIES: Field Hockey (1, 2, 3, 4);
Lacrosse (1, 2, 3, 4); FOP (chairperson)
(1, 2, 3, 4); SGA (3, 4); Rotary (4);
Senior Hall of Fame (4)
Senior Prom

Remembered with smiles and tears, our senior prom symbolizes our final bow as we prepare for departure from our long stay in Cougar Country. We have spent the past years anticipating every facet that would make this evening perfect. Ladies have searched for that perfect dress, the one in a million that makes us look our best, while gentlemen spent their savings on that tux that makes the statement. But it’s not just the tuxedo or the dress that matters most; it’s also about the accessories, limos and after prom plans that will all come together in the end to ensure the ideal night. Last but not least, we chose that special someone who will help us make the night even more memorable. Each selection reflects who we have become and what we have come to expect from this night. Although much stress comes from planning this night, we know it will be worth all of our time and efforts.

As we gather together before the prom, we realize we’ve spent more than a few weekends at the mall and an afternoon in front of the mirror to get here—we’ve spent years. Between the laughter and tears, we’ve found the friendships that will last past this milestone, past graduation and hopefully through all life has to offer. However unlike graduation, where we celebrate our personal successes, the senior prom gives us time to enjoy each other’s company and to appreciate each other at our finest. This is the one night when we can forget about college and the future and just live in the present while reminiscing about the past. We realize now more than ever that this is the pinnacle of our lives here at East.

We leave the dance with a sense of closure and one of the powers of friendship. As we walk out of the dance, we take the first steps toward the horizon. It’s amazing how much strength one celebration of friendship and memories can give us in these steps toward the future.

Vivek Kumar button his shirt as he tries on another suit. Preparing for the prom has already consumed at least a week of his time but he says, “I do it because it’s worth spending the time and the money. Besides, it’s not every day that you would volunteer to get dressed up in a tux.”
AMANDA WINN
27 Teak Court
"Live, Laugh, Love."
ACTIVITIES: Yearbook, Idh Pothible

DAVID WOLFE
1813 Lark Lane
"Once in a while you get shown the light in the strangest of places if you look at it right."
ACTIVITIES: Demo, Theater, Gymnastics, 2001 Hours Community Service

KEVIN XU
139 Ashley Court
"I'd be a fool to surrender when I can be a contender, if everybody's a sinner then everybody can be a winner."
ACTIVITIES: ACS (1, 4) CCS (3)

KEVIN YANG
22 Furlong Drive
"Love & Loyalty are the most Important in Life"

LAUREN XENAKIS
1232 Heartwood Drive

CLAI R YOO
1558 Kennett Ct.
"Friends are angels who lift us to our feet when our wings have trouble remembering how to fly"
ACTIVITIES: ACS, KCC, Bells of East, East Singers, Celebrations, East Angels

JESS WOONG YOON
1901 N. Birchwood Pk. Dr.

MATT YOUNG
109 Kingsdale Ave.
"Nothing lasts forever, even cold November rain."
ACTIVITIES: Cross country 1, 2, 3, 4, Golf 1, 2, RAK 1, 2, 3, Track 3, 4, Winter Track 3, 4.
LAUREN ZALUT
1905 Country Club Drive
"He who forgets will be destined to remember." ACTIVITIES: Field Hockey 1, 2, 3, 4; F.O.P. 1, 2, 3, 4; Eastside Photo Editor 4.

DAVID ZHOU
10 West High Ridge Road
"Try and fail, but never fail to try."
Nobody ever drowned in sweat.
ACTIVITIES: AIDS Awareness (3, 4), CCC (3, 4) Mahjong, Cum Laude (3, 4), GLOBE (3, 4), MERCK (3, 4), Model U.N. (3), Spanish Club (1, 2, 3, 4), Track & Field (1, 2), WSC (3, 4), Web Design UDIA (3, 4).

SUZANNE ZIONTS
37 Charles Lane
"We sit here stranded, and we're all doing our best to deny it."

CHRISTOPHER M. ZIZZAMIA
23 Cameo Drive
"Let's Go Rangers (Rangis)"
ACTIVITIES: Ice Hockey (1, 2, 3, 4), Blood Drive (2, 3, 4), I.A.C. (2, 3, 4).

SAMANTHA ZWEBEN
1932 Cardinal Lake Drive
"I only knew that I've always tried to go a step past wherever people expected me to end up. I'm not about to change that now!"
ACTIVITIES: S.A.D.D. representative (1, 2, 3), Chairperson (4), Blood Drive Chairperson (2, 3, 4), S.G.A (1, 2, 3, 4), R.A.K. (1, 2, 3, 4), F.O.P. (1, 2, 3, 4).

EVAN BLAU
1152 Willowdale Rd
ACTIVITIES: ROTC (1, 2), Marching Band (1, 2, 3, 4).

DANTE ALLEN
1600 Springdale Rd.
"What's My Name?"
ACTIVITIES: Winter Track

PATRICK BARON
102 N. Bumtmill Rd

SUNJAY RAMPALL
353 Tovina Lane

Congratulations graduates!
Summer Vacations

Lates = Detention
Lates = Time Out
Lates = Three

Sleep... Testing Days... PlayStation 2
Girls Swimming State Champs... Study Halls... No Halos
Lab Theater... Honor Code... Study Halls... Real World
Lunar Banquet... SGA Elections... Pretzel, Pizza, and Bake Sales
Eastside... Smokey Bathrooms... Study Groups... After School Jobs
Back to School Night... Internet Reports... DECA Fashion Shows
Summer Readings... Foreign Exchange Students and Traveling

Steel and Cans Concerts... Red Ribbon Week... TJ-83

Culture Clubs... "Please Come to Communications"
Crazey... One Acts... Choiral Concerts... Lab Days
Millennial Day... Wa-Ma... Millennialum
Multicultural Day... Wawa... Millennium
Online... Mimes... POP Parties... Kin's

Freshman Dance... Snow Days!
Wing Intersection Crazee... Locker Trivia... Sea Lab... C-
"South Pacific" English Lab... "Big Backpacks"
STIM... East Franklin Institute Field Trip

2001 conjures images of trips to distant planets and a friendly computer Hal debating with its human counterparts.

Your four year journey at East has been no less exciting. This class has continued the tradition of excellence and has set standards which future classes will be measured by.

As you prepare to leave East and the familiar surroundings of Cherry Hill, the world awaits you. Your dreams, talents, and education will undoubtedly take you far. I have every confidence that our future is being passed into your capable hands.

God speed and good luck in all of your endeavors.

Sincerely,

James J. Gallagher
Principal

---

Dear Class of 2001:

It has been an honor to serve as your Grade Level Principal during your last year at Cherry Hill East. I fondly remember my initial assembly with you in September. You welcomed me graciously and made me feel at home. I would like to thank each of you for that experience. I also fondly reflect upon our meetings during English classes. Your behavior was respectful and your questions were not only well articulated, but also challenged me. Our interactions in the hallways, in classrooms, in the grade level office, in the cafeteria and at school activities have enabled me to watch you grow and mature. I know that each of you is prepared for life after high school.

As I look to the future, I wish each of you the best. Face your challenges with determination and accept your successes with humility. I truly believe the individual can make his or her dreams a reality by hard work and perseverance. Reflect upon your years at Cherry Hill East and build upon the solid foundation you have been given.

I would like to congratulate you upon your commencement and wish you a future of happiness and success.

Sincerely,

Mrs. McLeester

---

Dear Class of 2001:

It seems like only yesterday that you arrived at East as bewildered Freshman and now you are Seniors almost ready to graduate.

Even though I didn’t start or finish with you, I cherish the two full years I had with you as your principal. Our social activities were great and I saw you mature as a group.

It was a difficult decision to leave you and I miss our meetings and conversations.

It was a pleasure to know you and be your principal. I am sorry that I was not able to get to know more of you.

Good Luck in your future endeavors.

Mr. Lacovara

---

Class Officers: President Iris Goldstein, Vice Presidents Colleen Court,
First class to graduate in the new millennium, is what we were told. No one could have guessed the vast potential that would unfold.

S is for the SPIRIT that lives in the class of ’01
E is for the EXPERIENCES that have made our four years fun
N is for the NIGHTS we spent studying without much sleep
I is for the INDIVIDUALS that make our class unique
O is for the OPPORTUNITIES East has given us
R is for the RESPONSIBILITIES we took on without much fuss
S is for the SUCCESS that we achieved SENIORS, after four years of memories, it has now come time to leave

A long time ago, with great anticipation and extreme fear
We entered the halls of East, where we would spend our next four years.

From sports to clubs, we knew to get involved from the start
This was the “buffet” message that many took to heart.

As soon as we winked, the year had passed by
Our time as naive Frosh sure did fly.

Returning as Sophomores, we knew what the year would bring
Though still underclassmen, we could find our way from wing to wing.

When Soph year was through, it suddenly dawned
Two more years, and then we’re gone.

Upperclassmen at last, we were proud to be
Yet Junior year stress brought down our glee.

Classes were tough, but we still survived
From SAT testing to getting that license to drive.

With Junior year complete, we were in the home stretch,
Senior year hopefully would surpass all the rest.

Disney, Prom, cut days, and Spirit Week
Making a memorable senior year is all we did seek.

Thank you to all the faculty and staff,
Who have led us along a wonderful path.

Your dedication and care has let us persevere
Educating us, year after year after year after year.

To our fellow students, always keep in mind
The friendships and memories that have formed over time.

Now, our time at East has come to a close
And we hope that everyone truly knows:

The past four years have been both amazing and fun
Good luck to everyone in the years to come!
If you are actually reading this, you probably fit into three distinct mold's of people. You either know me and already have an opinion of me, and are just curious to see what kind of stuff I wrote down so that you can justify your opinion whatever it may be. Or, a few of you may even be reading this because you thought I looked awfully good on the picture that appears directly above this. In such a case, you should probably be reading Rob's. He's on the next page. Anyway, most of you are probably desperately looking for success, because you can't find it in your life. I'm going to direct this essay towards this third type, since I have even less to say to the other two. Unfortunately, if you have come to find the secret to success, you are probably going to be disappointed. Try any of the other 6 before you try me. I warn you that if you continue reading, you could very well be taking advice from a man who could qualify to write an essay about how I managed to be so unsuccessful in my life. Life is that random. It is full of ups and downs. Some get lucky, and some do not. You never know what to expect. What I can offer from my experience is some advice that can't hurt, and seemed to work for me. Keep trying no matter how much things suck. Never give up. Set your own priorities and follow them. Set reachable goals and work hard to achieve them. Do not waste time. Do pay attention to details; they make all the difference. At the same time, balance goal-orientation with experiences. Take time to ponder, interpret, socialize, explore, talk, laugh. travel, learn, pursue interests, or sometimes just sleep. Take opportunities when they are presented. You have nothing to lose. The key, I think, to a successful life is the struggle to balance the two approaches perfectly. Few get it right. But, the rest die trying. And, that is what you should strive for.

So how did I manage to rise to become the crème de la crème? First off, I would like to take this opportunity to thank hook on fonix cuz it really worked for me. I would not command my current mastery of phonetics had it not been for that splendidiferous program. However, I would be remiss in my duties if I failed to thank my second grade teacher who said that I would never amount to anything. Her words of wisdom were truly a source of inspiration to me throughout my high school career. Likewise, the paragon set forth by Bill Clinton also deeply affected me. Thus, I strove to follow in his illustrious footsteps in every way I possibly could. Obviously, one cannot compare the contributions of any of the aforementioned people to the lessons which my parents indoctrinated within me. It was they who taught me to get by in school by pretending to know everything even though I was totally clueless most of the time. On a more serious note, that is REALLY how I did manage to get through high school.

Naturally, I can't reveal my secrets to success. After all, I told everyone. They would hardly be secrets, now would they? But now, nearing the end of high school, I suppose it's too late for a few tips to let anyone steal my rank...

1. Read constantly. It doesn't really matter what. Classics, mystery, history, dictionaries, the back of shampoo bottles - not only does it help boost those SAT verbal scores, this habit can help you acquire that impressively pretentious vocabulary that marks you as a rising star. (Of course, your choice of genre will help determine your popularity at parties - "where's a small three-masted vessel" or "lather, rinse, repeat" won't get you too far with that cute salesclerk you met at the mall.)

2. Give up on having a social life. While you're at it, you might as well forget about TV or sleep, too. After all, what's more important - having a great time in high school, or getting into Ivy League school so you can act snotty at your 10-year reunion?

3. Listen only to classical music. Studies have suggested that listening to Mozart can help increase math skills. Of course, they haven't proven anything yet, but it's better to be safe than sorry. Although nobody does this, including me, don't let that stop you. Just think how superior you can feel when you don't recognize a single song at the prom.

4. Find a really good chiropractor. This won't improve grades or SATs or anything academic for that matter, but when you drag home a third of your body weight in books every day, this can make a world of difference.

5. Be a perfectionist. Imagine the pride you'll feel as everyone fumbles through falling apart folders or messy notes books while you sit with your chronologically ordered, color coded, perfectly typed notes. Granted, this tends to take large quantities of time and results in even your few friends becoming disgusted as you take anal retentiveness to new heights, but we've already shown that the satisfaction is well worth the trouble.

Now, these tips, applied diligently with a mixture of hard work, arrogance, and judicious blackmail (whoops, wasn't supposed to mention that last one), can ensure that you too can succeed. Well, it's a little late for high school, but you don't really need a social life in college, either...
Secrets To Success

With four of "the best years of my life" spent at Cherry Hill East, some might wonder the secret ingredients to the recipe of my success. Now, these ingredients have never been disclosed to anyone before. Please take precaution when trying them on yourself.

First and foremost, my success began long before I entered the halls of East. In fact, some might say it began before I was born, even before conception. Some choose to call it plain old dumb luck. You see, a mere twenty-three and a half hours before my conception, my father ran into a little accident. Actually, the accident ran into him. Out of nowhere, a freak bolt of lighting struck him. It is not very often that this happens and even more rare that someone survives this type of accident, but he did (and surprisingly without any harm). Now, it has not been scientifically confirmed, but ever since that point, the intelligence level in my family has grown exponentially to massive proportions. Some might even say that we are as bright as lightning. (Pun intended, or course).

Another ingredient to my success may be attributed to my specialty formulated apple juice. (Actually, it's just Minute Maid Premium Apple Juice.) It seems that after drinking a glass a day for the last eighteen years, the neural connections in my brain have tripled. This may be a result of some chemical reaction with the leftover radiation from the lightning bolt, but as long as it keeps working, I won't ask questions. I guess an apple a day does help keep the doctor away. (Kind of...ok not really, but it sounded like a cool thing to say)

Add to the above ingredients some 230,552 hours of studying and homework, good work habits, and power beads: you now know the secrets to my success. Serves one high school student right!

If there is one motto I live by, it is definitely this: "Enjoy yourself. These are the good old days you are going to miss in the years ahead". This person truly knew what he was talking about. I am lucky to have learned this so early in life, as those less fortunate than myself will only realize it after it is too late. Working hard, giving school, sports, family, and friends my dedication, has been important to me. However, making time for myself has been equally important because you are only given one chance to be a teenager. I refuse to regret not taking advantage of this time. The key to success is balancing priorities.

Aside from a few minor changes from my childhood (I lost the fat cheeks, my proudest achievement), I'd like to believe that I am still the same ambitious, outgoing, and personable guy I started out as. My parents gave me the keys I needed to unlock doors along the path, such as opportunities to learn by experiencing what the world had to offer. My brother gave me the chance to grow next to someone so close to me, yet so different. He has taught me how to live with others who may not be the same as myself. Most importantly, my friends allowed me to have fun, taught me how to love, and other things that no book could ever match.

I have been dedicated. I have studied and struggled and stayed up late on nights when my bed looked very inviting. I put work obligations ahead of things that I have wanted to do more. However, these obligations do not come without rewards. After pushing myself to the limit and completing the goals I set for myself, I was able to step back and enjoy. I was born wearing a Duke University Blue Devils diapair, and now, eighteen years later. I wear their sweatshirt proudly and look forward to the future.

So what are my secrets to success? How did I rise to the elevated lofty status of a ranking scholar ... Two words: Tom and Jerry. (Oh, maybe that was three.) Ever since I could sit up by myself in front of the television, I started watching Tom and Jerry. As you evidently can see, Tom and Jerry are truly the kind of inspiration and educational television programming that all children should be exposed to. (While Willie E. Coyote and the Roadrunner are almost as good as Tom and Jerry, they have to come in a close second since they just cannot match the sheer intelligence of the famous cat and mouse duo.) In any case, just observing the brilliance of Tom and Jerry has made me the studious scholar that I am. This cartoon has taught me much of the profound knowledge of advanced calculus and physics that I know. All of these meticulous, intricate plots that Tom devised applies the rules of differentiation and projectile motion to calculate the instantaneous velocity needed for Jerry to fail exactly face first into the center of his sandwich. These antics truly let my interest into the challenging concepts of Calculus and Physics, and maybe even English. Although most of his plans fall, mistakes only offered him an opportunity to start afresh. Thus, not only did Tom and Jerry teach me scholarly subjects such as physics, but it also taught me valuable life lessons. Obviously, I take after Jerry, the smart, handsome one.

But of coarse, I have had a lot of other inspiration and advice along the way over these past 12 years that put me where I stand today. I am successful because of the loving support of my parents, friends, teachers, and coaches. The best advice I ever received was "Try your best, that's all anyone can ask for." I take this attitude through everything: school, baseball, and living life.

But seriously, want the real reason I am so successful? Easy, SLEEP! Through my years of high school, I never once pulled the famous all-nighters that my friends frequently do. Eight, just eight, hours of sleep each night is the key. I laugh at those late-night procrastinators. HAHAHA. Take it from me, a ranking scholar.
Summer Memories 2000

Governor's School
Jade Goh, Oleg Nudelman, Gagan Sawhny, Maria Shi, Gavin Watkins, Samantha Zweben.

Boy's State
Rob Koslow, Chris Marasco, Sameer Mathur, Jeremy Pick, Jonathan Scott.

Girls State
Ying Ying Dong, Jade Goh, Maria Shi, Kara Shore.
HOW WE SPENT OUR SUMMERS

- Visit Diane's Water Ice
- Bask in the sun at the pool
- Earn some extra money
- Make trips to the shore
- Find cliff notes for the summer reading book
- Catch up on TV reruns missed during the year
- Sleep till three
- Vacation with the family
- Play all day at amusement parks
- FORGET ABOUT SCHOOL!!

Rittenhouse Summer 2000

Class in Rittenhouse was easy, so I had lots of time to make new friends and experience life in the big city.
-Sameer Mathur

I wanted to take more classes at East and going to Rittenhouse gave me that opportunity.
-Jim Lim

Rittenhouse is really what you make of it. You can learn a lot about history or you can waste $200 and your summer vacation.
-Ying Ying Dong
Cum Laude Society

Autographs
Welcome to Cougar Country... where our national anthem goes to the beat of friendship and our staple product is memories galore. Cherry Hill East was our home for four years, providing the backdrop to our often uncertain, but always exciting teenage experience. If these halls could talk; if the jammed lockers, the gossiping students congregating at the wing intersections and the teachers’ disapproving glares could tell their tale. Yes, if these halls, built upon the foundations of camaraderie and lined with both jest and detest, could tell their story, it would go somewhat like this...

**Freshman**

With our days as Bobcats kicked to the curb, we traded in our innocent middle school mindset and joined the big leagues as super cool high school students. Timidly we strolled the halls (always in groups of course) and relished in the all the splendors of our abode. We were introduced to a world where each day had a number; a world where World Civilization, QPS and books that weighed more than we did occupied our homework schedules. To boot, we were also treated to a delectable spread, compliments of East’s famous “buffet” of opportunity, as our afternoons were filled with acronyms: SADD, SGA, TOPS, and FOP, among the many other clubs and activities offered. We handed in our forms and tried out for the team; we handed in our papers and tried to improve that bad interim grade and make honor roll; and most importantly, we explored new options socially and tried out new friendships.

The Freshman Dance became the climax of our budding social lives. The girls kept their eyes on the older, more mature men, while the boys surveyed the scene for a senior girl to drool over. Spirit Week also fascinated us all, where we took second place in the dance competition as Muppet Babies, initiating a tradition of class pride and winning. We established the crowds that we would mostly associate with during our years to come. Some got involved
with theatre; some achieved the status of scholars, while others were just content to be the party animals. Even as we were trying to find ourselves and our niche here at East, we took time out to mourn the deaths of Princess Diana and Mother Theresa and engross ourselves in President Clinton’s alleged sex scandals. Surely, freshman year brought excitement and thrills, but by the year’s end, we were ready to “move it on up” and separate ourselves from our ranking as “frosh.” We had conquered the halls of B-Wing and were ready for more...

**Sophomore**

With our newfound freshman friendships still going strong, we branched out and made some new friends as well: Cliffs, Barrons, and caffeine. We no longer had the time to gossip on the phone as we did freshman year, as the academic challenges of sophomore year posed a threat to our social lives. Midterms came to haunt us, while honors and AP classes reared their ugly heads into our schedules and our sleep time; the enraged battle for class rank was on!! No longer getting the attention of newcomers and not upperclassmen yet, we just kinda enjoyed a rather uneventful year marred by the memories of drosophila labs and the stink of the fetal pig. Our main source of excitement was drivers ed, as we dreamed of the day when we would no longer have to depend on mom for a ride and we could say goodbye to the big yellow limos.

Academic strides aside, we also learned that there were more uses for a cigar than just smoking, as Monica Lewinsky and sex in the White House continued to invade our lives. School violence and Columbine also had a chilling presence in our cozy community, as East’s parking lots turned into tailgate parties (minus the
beer and cheerfulness), for the threat of bomb scares interrupted our days. But through it all: the hard work, the sleepless nights, and the fearful interruptions, we kept on smiling and the hallways kept on buzzing as our epic continues...

**Junior**

And ahh ... the sweet smell of upperclassmen — As big juniors, we enjoyed our status at the upper end of the totem pole. With 11th grade upon us, there was no stopping, perfectly poised behind the wheel, Cherry Hill was suddenly a whole new ball game. We sure had fun enjoying the freedom of the open road and driving all around, but the perpetual academic strains still drove us crazy! SATs and the cruel politics of class ranking invaded our lives, as every adult we were even remotely acquainted with had the same question — "Have you started looking at colleges yet?" But even if we didn't exactly have our futures charted out, we were certainly relishing every adventure of the present. We thrived on the prom buzz, kicked up our heels and yee-hawed as cowboys during Spirit Week, and sailed into fun and excitement with the spring musical, *Anything Goes*. Without doubt, somewhere amidst periodic tables and Simon papers, we always managed to have a good time.

Good times meant good friends; as older and more mature upperclassmen, we developed important social skills and began to recognize what we truly wanted in our friends. A lot of the pettiness which had been such a part of our lives during our first two years of high school was replaced by maturing minds with a heightened awareness of our world ... Hey, I mean please, we were even donating blood now. As we continued our journey through high school, a little boy named Elian Gonzalez also made a journey that captured our attention; we survived a Y2K scare and sat glued to our television sets with Who Wants to Be a Millionaire. Junior year was surely a good year, and the hallways were humming with excitement and anticipation ...

**Senior Year**

Cougars we are — we roar and strut with confidence; this is our year. As soon as the bombardment of college applications, interviews, and essays ceased, we were able to kick back and enjoy what our grade does best — smother ourselves in a sense of superiority and enjoy the grand culmination of our last four years. Senior year gave us the opportunity to bask in all
that we had accomplished during high school, while also giving us the chance to consider the potential we have to accomplish great things. With an eye on the future, but the other still glued to MTV, senior year also gave us the privilege to live one last year as carefree teenagers, where paying the rent and finding a job were still of minimal concern.

With an unconquerable spirit, we found ourselves enjoying the company of our peers but also enjoying the solitude of being one with ourselves. Compared to our days as puerile freshman, we are now able to reflect upon our high school years and recognize every important step of our development. As seniors, on the brink of the rest of our lives, we have a mightier conception, now more than ever, of who are and who we want to be. With high anticipation and unscathed ambition, we embrace this year as a stepping-stone for the rest of our lives.

And even as we realize so much about ourselves this year, we are also able to open up our minds, sample, and embrace everybody and everything else that is out there. As we try to construct our futures, our school is similarly in construction, as bricks and builders are common sights from our classroom windows. While we frenzied with college applications, our entire nation was also in a state of turmoil, as we bore witness to the closest election in our country's history. As the rest of the country tuned into Survivor, we celebrated our own survival of high school by carousing in Disney World, Project Graduation and various other "seniors only" festivities.

And then before we knew it, we were throwing our caps high in the air; we shriek in jubilation; some cry; some laugh ... amidst the revelry, no one seemed to notice that the halls are now empty ... the chatter at the intersection has suddenly stopped, and someone just slammed the last locker. The bell has run for the last time, and that C-wing gate is closing. But somewhere in the distance another gate is opening, and yes, if these halls could talk, what a story they would tell. The final chapter is now complete though. We think we know; we strive to know; but still delight in what we don't know and have yet to discover. And at this point in our young lives, we begin a new volume.


COMMUNITY
Lauren & Lauren Duo...

... it's all in the name!
"We're like thighs, we always stick together"

You got the feds, I'll get the floor, Posh Posse... the start of it all, I was worried a lot about you, dance parties, a whole lota yaing, down with RMS, Possett, we're not prostitutes, summer cartoon, Washington Township family reunion, can't find a parking spot, sleeping with your mom, down with Bernie, before school sessions, shore trips, sharing 954, Ize ??? 4-Eva, confessions at Copperfields, our great grandmas coming to America together, bathing suit. Lauren, let's get high and have fun, you're gonna regret that in the morning, Moshe, getting lost in the ghetto, Mac, boxin brownies, blue pill, deep sea divers, I'm selfish but it makes me happy, Wet & Wild, I discovered your ploths, S for shovels, crying at everything, walks to the gas station, Bessie, happy boys rock, you shut up, only straight ones in Xando, Barnes and Nobles, you taught me everything. I know, Lauren rules, Powder Puff two time losers, spirit week winners, Rudy's woods, Ocean City, crazy lady, Mrs. Bessie, Princess, fort dance, 11, I'm Lauren, it I'm Lauren.
Things change with time, but our love for you will always be the same. We are very proud of you!
Mom, Dad,
Omar & Kristy

Dear Christina,

We are so proud of you. You did a great job in high school and we hope that you will continue your education with the same effort and determination. Wishing you a bright and successful future. You are a wonderful daughter! Good luck and way to go!!

Love always and forever,
Mom, Dad, and Eric
Dave-
"All the expensive cars, all of the money
don't amount to you, I can make believe I
have everything, but I can't pretend that I
don't see that without you my life is incom-
plete"

Congratulations! I love you.

Love
Sami

To Catherine

Pride can not explain it,
Our hearts can not contain it.

We encouraged you and helped you along
We taught you what is right and wrong.

We tried to ease your sorrow,
And we shared each bright tomorrow.

With school and friends,
The fun never ends.

With classes and games,
Now things won't be the same.

We gave you wings, helped strengthen
your heart,
And now that you've graduated, you're
ready to start.

Start out in the world on a course of your
own,
But always knowing you're never alone.

Congratulations, Cat!
We wish you love, peace, health and happiness

All our love,
Mom, Dad, John and Paddy
Dear Kimberly,

Where have the years gone?
Just yesterday you were a
three-year-old dancer in a yellow,
polka dot bikini. Today, you are a
high school senior about to
begin a new chapter in your life.

Your future is so bright.
We are very proud of you, and
we love you more than words can say.

Love forever,

Mom and Dad

Dear Kimmy,
You are the best big sister in the whole world.
You play with us, you help us with our homework,
and you even let us ride in your car. We will
miss you so much when you leave for college.
What we won't miss is the way you scream,
".....get out of my room!"

With love from your little brothers,
Joshua, Louis and Jonah
Christine Ku, Maria Shi,
Dorothy Ting, and Rakhi Vanmali

Maria- trip to NYC freshmen year...IAC planning...sharing our lockers...Orchestra...Rakhi-smoothies...Salad Works...volunteering together...Christine- being nervous about school and calling for help...Franklin Institute field trip...hanging out at Silver Care...shopping
***** Physics class with Mr. B...shopping on the weekends and snacking on Reese's pieces blizzards at the food court...quite me in the IAC meetings...bus rides to Silver Care...***** swim team at the Y and getting kicked out...Ms. Hayes' lessons...avoiding orchestra...one time at the library for volunteering...failing human anatomy...going to temple with the freezing winds...one of the teacher's fits..."cutting" class..."fond of"...sticking an alien hat on Maria's head...Ben Franklin trip into the cow's heart...*****
trying to amuse ourselves on the 3 hr bus ride to Carnegie Hall...after-school Latin...swim team- avoiding practice...Christine calling daily for English help...annoying everyone to do stuff for IAC...pizza sales- eating and selling at the same time...sharing a 3rd floor locker with Dorothy and taking each others' notebooks...walking around the whole school posting flyers...bus rides with Christine...Christine running after my car for a ride...no other girls in our club meetings but ourselves...cramming in last minute senior pictures

A part of you has grown unto me. Together forever we shall be. Never apart, maybe in distance. But not in my heart.

Real friends are those who, when you've made a fool of yourself, don't feel that you've done a permanent job.
JAY
When you leave, I'll miss having you around. I'll miss the way you could make me laugh when I was having a horrible day, our convos about contradicting subjects, and especially, rides to school. (J/k) I'll miss your company on family vacations and your helpful comments about almost everything I do. You are my brother by birth, but friend by choice. Embrace the memories!
Good Luck in College!!

~LOVE ELYSE

JENN AND JOE

working at the Farm ~ working with Mac ~ swimming ~
jumping out of the party bus ~ meet the toilet ~ junior prom ~ frosh dance ~ July 4th '00 ~ summer days down the shore with Jamie ~ driving home at 6AM ~ mischief nights ~ Barclay I & II ~ all of Robbie's yits ~ staff parties ~ foxy lady, material girl, and Intergalatic ~ sumo wrestling ~ trampoline fights ~ Fes-tival '99 ~ New Year's Eve ~ snowball fights ~ Merry's pool parties ~ Algebra II with Nehring ~ throwing the football in the toilet ~ backing into Joe's car ~ 57 min. twister game ~ rainy days at the Farm ~ two-ply toilet paper ~ falling into the hole
**Alanna and Catherine**

"The most beautiful discovery that true friends can make is that they can grow separately without growing apart."

Woodcrest★Beck★WRA-Bruce, CI, Ian, Matt, Mike, Tim, Steve, Travis, Joel★Witch★Mommy Hotdog★Mt. Misery-scary happenings★8th Grade Dance★Christmas mornings★family barbecues★birthdays★wildwood★Alanna coming late to take pictures for junior prom-oops★Poconos★Ms. Paul’s class★East★Sleepovers★1st boyfriend...present boyfriend★Haunted House on the boardwalk★Ca’s extra rib?★pushing Ca into the tree★fun in the snow★From Beginning to End, Alanna and Catherine will always be friends.★

Ca-I’ve known you since I was born. We’ve had the best of times and we’ve had our fights but throughout it all we’ve remained friends and will stay friends forever. Love-Alanna

Alanna–We have been friends since the beginning and we will be friends till the end. Thanks for being such a wonderful friend and for so many memories. Love-Ca

---

Anne and Nicole
aka. Annie and Coley

To Mount Misery...

To the prom...

We have been best buds through it all! The memories will last forever and the friendship will never end!

Do you hear the plane from your house? Who’s Mrs. Clinton? phone guilt, spilled water bottle, bathroom overflow, dog date, chalkboard

From painting faces...

hypothesizing each other, soooo many notes and amazing doodles, burping in Civarella in 3rd, her as a balloon, camp poster for Becca

Heddon Heights isn’t north of us? making eachother have to go while on the phone. and what we forgot and what is to come. –6pm
Meant for each other

Enemy of the State

Ripping boxers

Eight vs. Seventeen

Don't Wanna Miss a Thing

Ice

Texas Tumbleweed

Hats – Our collection

Armageddon

Niagara Falls – Maid of the Mist

Dungeon

Dino's vs. WaWa

Road trips to South Street and the shore

Exchanging shoelaces

We mature

"Don't just find someone to live with, find someone you can't live without."
Dave & Dana
8~3~00
"Loving you the best that I can"

... 7~30~00  * "The Bench"  * cellphone imput  * hand massages  * sidewalk  * cheap ring  * meeting the family  * necklaces  * Lil. Hyundai  * "Arms Wide Open"  * Anxiety attacks  * Giant Bear  * MARA  * punches  * Sami's house  * DiEva Tatty  * "This I promise you"  * Stubbornness  * Extra Gum  * Many football games  * KOP mail  * Gatorade  * Sharp school  * flowers  * Smile Dave!  * "Stop interrupting me... I'm Speaking!"  * Nighttime walks  * "That Girl"  * Dana's love CD  * Picture frame  * kisses  * Dana's Sweet 16  * Venezia's  * "Always"  * Bon Jovi  * Movies  * JB aggervation  * Thanksgiving Day (East-West)  * "Are you kidding me?"  * Job search  * No money  * Friendly's Ice Cream  * Late night convos  * Hayride  * tears  * Unforgettable 34  * Call from NSYNC concert  * "Can I put those sticker thingys on your helmet Dave?"  * Dave's front step..."Dana, I love you"  * Country Club Diner  * Phillies Game  * Leather Jackets  * Mac n' Cheese  * Carmel Macclato  * Ping-Pong...."Your horrible"  * Dave...MIA  * Penny Packer Park  * "Baby, I love you"  * Clampman  * "Gotcha last"  * Car-less  * 2- Day Suspension...."Don't call my girlfriend a *$$@!"  * "Your something else"  *

Dana: We have been through diversities, but our knowledge for the understanding of love has kept us together. You have opened up the door to love and happiness, and I now know what is like to love and be loved. I hope we never have to be apart from each other. I wish you the best of luck the rest of East. I love you Dana.

Dave: It is hard to believe that the year is over and you will be away soon. You were my first love, and I will never forget you. We have had bad times, but all the good times have made up for them. You mean the world to me Dave, and I will always be there for you. Thank you for everything. I love you.

JULIE and RANDI

"We don't know how it started, we hope it never ends, but somewhere along the way we became the best of friends"

Kindergarten  ~ music in Patty's car  ~ Cooper softball  ~ igloo in blizzard '94  ~ snowboarding  ~ JCC~fake nails  ~ jelly bean  ~ cat food  ~ faces painted  ~ old lady  ~ tickle me  ~ poe from Target  ~ bang a left  ~ school and stores in basement  ~ alright fan  ~ bye julu  ~ kicked out of room in Canada  ~ 90210  ~ windows  ~ clogger twins  ~ "did I buy that"  ~ cooking class  ~ Junior prom  ~ 654  ~ talking on the phone for hours  ~ skating rink parties  ~ sisters  ~ butt kickers  ~ peach in my snapple  ~ Randi's parents going away  ~ dance classes  ~ smells like recitals  ~ guys  ~ parties  ~ crab parties  ~ Philly
Drew and Rachel

"A friend is someone who reaches for your hand and touches your heart."

Drew’s shore house, “Drew is that your sister?” Macabbi, the picture, West Side, Breaking the moon bounce, you owe me, New Years 2000, stealing mints, skittles, the skyride, veggie sub at Dinos, Dorney Park ’97, and many more to come!

Best Friends Forever

Mish & Gigi

jumping fence when not necessary (door on side)
Frosh Lacrosse
Gap Jackets
Lil Bailey’s
Collision 99
Puzzle Fighter
Exorcist
leaving a “swimming” note in one’s locker
“I’m late in the day”
plastic ring
421 Asian Cui
421 AC poem
Mall Creepers
G’s nutrition fetish
Banana Choc. Ice-Cream
Andy
8th grade dance
nutella
Sleepover at g’s house
Rollerblading
movies, Ever After, Mt 1, tanning
Beck (it’s lids)
vicky’s party, water balloon fights
Basement
Ice-skating party
dorney park
StEm9
Baltimore Aquarium
Red Long Nails and Black Waterfall
Sitting on the Roof (aahhh)
Scary Candles

LEIGH

To our Star,
Throughout your life
you have made us
proud, one stage at a
time.
Continue to be who
you are, because you
are special.

Love, hugs, and kisses,
Mom, Dad, and Adam
Yesterday, you were our little Bear,
making us laugh, keeping us busy,
making us proud.
watching you grow into the fine young man you are today.

Today, you are Guppy,
a standout athlete, a great student,
a sincere, level-headed young adult,
a child to make any parent proud.

Tomorrow, the sky is your limit!
Using all the talents you have been given
Knowing that Mom, Dad, Katie, and Danny
will be there for you always.
May you reach for your dreams.
Using your intelligence, determination,
internal drive and personality, you will soar.

And we will be there with the pride we have had
since the day you were born. We love you, Brendan.

* * *

Brendan:
Congratulations! I can’t believe my “little”
brother is now a college-bound man. I
remember the days when we were younger, and I
would watch out for you. Whenever there was
some kind of problem, you would always come
to me and somehow I would make it all better.
Please know that I am still here for you to come
to with anything, and I will do everything in my
power to try to ‘make it all better.’ I remember
the days of walking hand in hand on the railroad
tracks, being at your side. I will forever be at
your side—helping and guiding you throughout
life. I am so grateful to have someone who is
my best friend and my brother. I thought the younger sibling was supposed to look up to the
older one, but you prove me wrong. I smile inside each time I think of you because I am so
incredibly proud of all your amazing accomplishments. Good luck next year. We will be on totally
different tracks, but, Brendan, always remember that you can look ahead of you and you can look
behind you, but I won’t be there. because I will be right next to you, hand in hand walking down
the tracks of life together. I love you so much. Thanks for being the best brother and best friend
anyone could ask for.

With my love always, Katie
A memory lasts forever, and never does it die. True friends stay friends forever, and never say goodbye.

Catherine & Alexis

“Come waste your time with me…”

Alexis and Alex

Where did the last 15 years go?
JENNY & TERRI

*Meeting at the bus stop* Elementary school fights* Aloe plant incident* spin- art incident=dads yelling* "Amanda I want to have a baby"** Hot for teacher* Gagalicious* Three day sleepover* Jen's bedroom floor* "Are you a virgin if..." fiasco* Beth as a role model?!* I love you like a sister* trips to Target* Hours wasted at diners* Stone Harbor- Lady falls... "Oh No! Not Again!"**
"Remember when..."** Being 40 23 years early* Shopping at Shop-Rite (nail clippers)* Jamming out to "N" music* Mr. Cooper's "Half Brother"** Breezing through fifth grade* Mount Misery* Adam kissing Goliath* Teezers at Slack's* Cooper rejects* "Is that the way we treat foreigners?!" * Eva Springer Show* Leaving big tips* Breakfast at Friendlys* Flynnie* Crazy Dave from the west side* Second grade sex talks* Kicking the bucket* Indian Maidens- pretzels and soda* Nelson's pudding pie* Jaxaroni* LONG LIVE CLOVER!!!* shopping at BJ's* "P" ain't got no face!* touch my boob!* Open Pantry Guy- "GUM!!!"**
Shouting out the car window* "Am I ok?"** Beatles JUMBO(echo) Coffee Mug!!!* Pink lip gloss obsession* Butch hair cuts and ties

I LOVE YOU LIKE A SISTER!
WHF
we have futures

Dot Com

Armani

Rocky

Jew

Cosby

TP

Roid

Gimpy

Hellers-Secret Garden-Shore-Conshohocken Bill-Miller
G court-Cops-Smiles-Pig Sty-"da fight"-Ladies Man
-Roid Rage-Fishfinder-Crab Trap-Armani-Versace
-VK-Jaks-Counting Crows-Abington-Ally-TP-com
Wrestling-Bond-Black and Yellow-Sweet Caroline-Mr Frank-
Drexel-SAR dance-Dinos-BBQs- Over Board-
Tree Chop-Blues and Butter- Helmet-Adams Ideas-
Death Dart-A NU- you see what happens Larry-
State Game-Club Wawa- Berlin- Macklers-
Cartoon Suspension-Dirty Berg-Taco Bell-
Ians 1st dibs-Drews Accent
Dearest Sarah,

From the very first moment you were placed into my arms, you have continued to be a source of pride and overwhelming joy to me.

Congratulations on your many accomplishments and successes during your four years at East.

You have grown to become a very talented, confident, caring and beautiful young lady with a wonderful sense of humor.

Thank you for all the love and happiness you have brought into my life. I cherish every moment.

I love you,
Mom
IRIS AND JODI
"Fate makes our relatives, choice makes our friends"

Holidays!!!! ~Avadah~
17 days apart!!~
Israel~campaign manager~
stay on your feet~
sleeping in the bathtub~
bat mitzvahs~Ida and Jo-Jo

Congratulations Randi

We wish you...
the best of times, the best of friends,
success, and happiness that never ends!

May all of your dreams come true!

With our love and pride,
Mom, Dad and Scott

Good Luck to the Class of ’01
LINDSAY & SUE

O.O. Orphanage\Light Lane\Dark Lane\Trolls\Folder Houses\The Barbie House w/ additions\Johnny & Julie\Sue & Lin's Box\Balls under the cars\Fox Hollow bathroom\Bands on the 1st day of the pool\The Chitchen Store\Big feet mean a big boy\Little Servant Sister's Fair\Ms. Toucan\She's a boy\This is a singing survey\Our dances\All nighter sleepovers\Obstacle courses\The channel 2 game\Rejects from the horse club\Chorus\Friend's forever the movie\Butt sisters do Chicago\Who lit the blue bunny? \Running around the pool table\Smelling after her house\Caroling\Breaking and entering\Ryan Boy\No fire, no coal\Being taken advantage of by Sean\The Lock in\More peaches\And stop you are being entirely too loud...Susan, Lindsay\Mountains for lip liner\The Ryan pillow\Field Hockey\M. Squaw\Pigfest\Team 3\Mello Yellow\Dirty Sideline Convo's\Significant Distance\Don't second bite your cherry\Shadeeee\James Robert Carta, don't you eva, in ya life, call me crazy again, eval\Cucumber\Salty\Teach me...please\Fox Hollow parties\F.O.P parties\99th annual\Q102 concert\What do I have to do for a beverage? \Take a pic, we're cute"Coincidentally" done at the same time as football\Both our James' convo's\CCMR\Pitas\Run to the bench\I call same seats\Like Woah\Dance Party\Signals to Miggy\Shawnee Boys\Lost going to game\"FRIENDS FOREVER AND NEVER APART, MAYBE IN DISTANCE BUT NEVER IN HEART"
Jakey:
I know that I can always just pick up the phone and call you whenever I need to...Thanks for being there for me even when I wasn't at my best. What will I do without you at college? I am gonna miss you, Jakey! 😊

-Sarah

Sarah:
Wazzab!!!! I'm not good at the whole sentimental deal so I'd just like to say thanks for being there for me. I hope that you've enjoyed all the times we spent together and that you go to a college somewhere near Boston!
-Jake

Jakey • frosh Mignogna project • Dexter's maenads • study groups • Inna's basement • Marcin's house • Lauri's summer parties • street fight at Marlton • Fez2000 • splitting up around Jakey's house • Rocchino nights • Lunch periods in the library junior year • evil librarian dude • bomb scares • sophomore year • yoohoo at Diane's • sundae's • nights before the SAT's • random trips to the shore • Scream 3 • Bob's shore house after prom: and it snowed!!! • big ball at Jakey's • Levi's house • Gigi's • Applebee's • movie buddies • Saladworks • King of Prussia • field trip to New York (Jake and Inna got in!) • Flackinberg • Men's Health • Willowdale night

Jonathan Adam Fusfield

You are our "Nachas"

Congratulations with love
Mom & Dad
Matt & Elisabeth
Grandma Grace
Grandma Evey & Poppy

KIMMIE

You always exemplify Good Values and Judgment.
Energetic and Enthusiastic about both Academics and Sports.

We hope that you continue to set high goals. And never stop following your dreams.

Love, Mom,
Dad & Julie
To Our Daughter,
Maria Shi

We have had a wonderful time with Maria, enjoying her cheerful outlook on life. We are proud of Maria for her successful years at East and wish her continued success in the future.

Love,

your parents,
Charlie & Yuemeng Shi

Tali Neely Julie Randi Erica Elyssa

Truth and tears clear the way to a deep and lasting friendship.
Awesome Friends that will always last
Great memories to keep alive the past

LAURI has a smile she can always lend
SARAH likes to party on the weekend
REBECCA talks way too fast
GENNA's nieeness will always last
INNA's innocent look will always shine
ANNE goes into a daze from time to time
MAKIKO's cuteness puts everyone to shame
SUE's sweetness will always stay the same
NICOLE loves to dance and wiggle
LEIGH always laughs and giggles

Truly great friends are hard to find
And never to be forgotten throughout all time
Joseph Jay Ilustre

Jay,

You have always worked hard to do your best and we are very proud of you. Whatever you do, where ever life's journey may take you, we wish you the best. May your future be as happy as you have made us. God Bless You!

We love you,
Pa, Ma, Jo, & Lola

Jay,

I am so proud of you. You have turned out to be a smart, handsome, outgoing guy. I am glad to say that you are my brother. Though at times you acted like an older brother, it is good to know you are there. We have been through plenty of things together whether we are fighting or laughing those are the times I will never forget. Always know I will be there for you.

I love you,
Joanne
Dear Michael,

We are the proudest grandparents because of your accomplishments in your life thus far. You have always been such wonderful brag material!

We wish you good luck and good health so that you may build a future that will make you happy and successful.

We Love You –

Grandma and Grandpa

Time has passed so quickly and you have suddenly become more older and wiser. Always follow your heart and your dreams will come true.

We'll miss you!
Best of luck!

Love,
Mom, Dad, and Sam
Michael and Tori

New Year's at Alyse's • Junior Prom • Clubbin' • Midrashah • Dancing/Falling (your fault not mine) • Eramos Barrachos • Ecker at Burger King • Liraz and Elky • Israel • Spain • I don't see the resemblance • Kapital • Blue/Boom Boom Boom Boom • Balcony hopping • Water fight • Cockroach • 10 in a row • Dave's Hearts • Swallowing the tongue ring • 42 hours • School's out for summmm... • Liraz attacks • American Pie...you can't touch!!! • Sleepovers • Late Night Floydians • DANCING • Music - any will do • I Drive You Crash • Save the Bread • The Park • Shady Business • Damn Thespians • How about those SAT's • Jesse flirts with Mike not Tori • Spirit Week Dance • The Violinist - good hands • Men, Men, Men, Men... • Venga, Venga!!! • Benihana's • Mike's visit to Cornell • Driving the Spaniards • Cousin Stephie • math class • my influence = 87 • best friends
Dearest Michael,

You are truly our shining star and we are in awe of all you have accomplished.

We are so proud of your ability to focus, your determination and your kindness toward others.

Thank you for everything that you are and the absolute joy you bring to our lives.

We love you very much ~

Mom, Dad and Charlotte
Birds of a Feather Flock Together

Aaron  Ari
Alex   Steve

HERSHEY, Peakin on sand, Summer tour, July 4th, Dancing in the rain, Bongos on the boardwalk, highway, and everywhere else, Day trips with friends, Mad house at Ari’s, girls, heady glass, hit and run, Marley, WhiteRasta Josh, Tiberach’s gym, day trips to Philly, Ari’s basement, tizzy with old people, Jam on the River, Holmdale, string cheese, Moe bustin out Floyd, Gone Phishin, The Other Band, weekend at Joffe’s, Hump Day, Maryland, SNUGS, DWA, Further2K, Waters at MSG, lots of food, Fear and Loathing, star diner, cheechiejose, “Is it 4:20 yet?”
CONGRATULATIONS!

TO OUR
SON, BROTHER, AND
UNCLE

MICHAEL A. MELOGRANA

BEST OF LUCK
TODAY AND ALWAYS!

DAD, MOM,
MONICA, MICHELE
AND
ANGELINA

Melissa and Leigh

"Life is a picnic when shared with friends"

Memories: picnics, party at Melissa's, surprise 18th birthday parties, pool parties, "I'm in front of your house, we're going out", prom, 8th and 12th grade lunch, Santana, No AOL Dates!, weeknight movies, crashing hotel parties and weddings, and "You're a hoot lady"

Genna and Leigh

"Good friends are hard to find, harder to lose, and impossible to forget."

- Fridays at Adopt • club Wawa • "Say My Name" • Starbucks • lost in Philly • "do I look okay?" • reading signs • Dianes~ york peppermint patty • New Years • CVS • cops • hanging out at Woodcrest School • sweet sixteen's • prom • dawgs • surprise party • the shore • baseball games • Imax movies • Santana • going swimming • 4th of July • shopping • getting stuck in electric doors • "do we meet the image?" • American Eagle guys • snowboard lock??? • Don't snap your fingers • S.B. • getting out of- getting lost (Leigh's amazing sense of direction) • Genna's smile in pictures • our Bret Harte days •

"Thank you for being a friend. No matter where we go or who we become, never forget who helped us get there."
To my dearest Ying-Ying,
I have always done my best to make you smile and laugh because you are worth it. You have always had more confidence in me than I did. You believed in me even when I did not even believe in myself. I really appreciate your being with me every step of the way. You mean the world to me. I love you dear!

To my dearest Derek;
Since 7th grade, you have stood by my side, holding my hand every step of the way - never letting me fall. Through the highest of highs and the lowest of lows, you were there sharing each moment. You are my best friend and you hold my heart. You will forever, I love you.

Memories

- Well. Well. Well.
- Mr. McCormick's Science Class
- City of Angels
- "Isn't that illegal?"
- Rittenhouse
- "Wanna come?"
- My precalc book
- Freshmen Dance
- Yellow Roses
- email
- "sharing"
- "Oh my god, that was so cute. Do it again."
- Jr. Prom
- 4 hour phone call
- "tickling wars"
- "dreams"
- "six-flags"
- "poking"
- "need some chapstick?"
- "blowing"
- indentation in the shin
- "extracurricular activities"
- Geometry class (my 99 is better)
- whispering
- "hat with the tip that rings"
- most, moster, moistest
- Functions: "I can't see" - BURP - line stealer!!!
- IM profiles
- "sound effects"
- "You're not funny"
- "Ur cute"
- David Tao
- 1 glances in English class
- "that's cheating"
- "guilt trips"
- I love you
- get the phone
- cars
- your bracelet
- passing notes
- Ms. Roppino junior
- stick out your tongue
- dish
- "tic tacs"
- life savers
- "I asked you first!!"
- 4:30 "Look, it's magnetic"
- Making faces
- Simple Harmonic Motion
- Vitamin C CANDY
- get the mail
- CoCo
- Human Anatomy
- "Convince me"
- "I wanna fight you!"
- ogling
- "it's the right time - just not the right place"
- Smells "fruity"
- Avon? Dove?
- Scrunched up nose
- "sniffles"
- "That's SO wrong!"
- Betting Kisses
- "I was just gonna say that!"
- SMILE! fake dimples
- Holding hands
- "I need a hug - I need a kiss"
- chemistry couple
- "If I didn't know any better, I'd say you two are in love."
- Little brother
- Projectile Motion
- massages
- smart-pretty-skinny
- "I smell like you"
- fleece jacket
- "You're sooo bad"
- #10
- Holding me in your arms
- My left hand
- cute feet
- soft lips
- 5 minute rest period
- the couch
- "You think you're funny!"
- being TA's
- "Did you have to tippy toe?"
- Janitor's closet
- 2 days, 2 seconds
- blushing
- missing each other
- teasing
- ykwis
- I love you...emphasis on LOVE.
Best Friends

Abby & Lee

"We may not have it all together, but together we have it all."

- Mace-Mobile
- I'm hungry! Well... do I
- not * Putline * Color Me Mine * Doughnut
- Card
- Red Light - Green Light
- Counting
- Crowns
- Jacks
- The Earrings at CK
- Crepes!
- South Street
- The Holidays
- Friday Lunch
- Dates
- The never-ending journal search
- "Never use a bucket to remove a fly from
your friend's forehead" * Photoshoots * "Lee,
can I borrow ALL of your CDs?" * LTD
modeling * Diane's * Missing Pants

Abby Lichtman

Awesome
Artist
Absolutely
Abby

Congratulations on graduation!
We are so proud of you.
We love you — Mom and Dad
Dear Lauren,

You are a sensitive, sweet, and caring person, and you have enriched our lives. Your enthusiasm for life is infectious! We are so proud of you, and we know that with your sense of commitment and your self-discipline, you can do anything! Good luck in college and in the future!

We Love You!!
Mom, Dad, and Lindsay

Lauren-

I can't believe you're eighteen and going off to college. It seems like just yesterday we were in Washington D.C. getting stuck in the elevators with Danielle. Our memories go on forever and so does my love for you. You're the best sister a girl could ever hope for and I know if I ever have a problem, I can come to you. We've been through thick and thin together. As you grow up remember how much I love you, and how we will always have our childhood to look back and laugh at. No matter how old we get, I'm always your little sister. I love you!

Love to the moon back and beyond,
Lindsay

“My care for you is from the ground up to the sky. It’s over, under, up above, down below and to the side.”

“Sisters By Chance
Friends By Choice”

Lindsay and Lindsay
Rob-
Thank you for being such an awesome brother and friend. We have been through so much together and I will never forget all of the fun times and memories we've had. From our ski trips to the Bob and Phil concert, or just watching tv together, we always have fun and you constantly make me laugh. You are always there for me, whether to help me with my homework, listen to me, or to make me laugh when I'm upset. You are the best brother I could ever want. I'm going to miss you so much next year. I don't know what I'll do without you around the house!!
Good luck in college, I love you!!

Love,
Kate
LIZ

KAREN

MEGAN

"A friend is never forgotten; they live within your heart forever."

Breakfast in the caf-carrot throwing-6th grade dance-old school-tuna fish-bus rides-public speaking-Karen's surprise parties-lacrosse-

one acts-prom-skating rink parties-sheep-play flowers-Carlota-Liz's smelly locker-cousins-Irish people-two jocks, one thespian
We Love You Em!

Love, your sisters

Lisa ~ Melody ~ Becky

Movie Nights
Chip and Putt
The Loop
Country Club
Boston
Duck Tours
Prom Dresses
Star Wars
Blair Witch
Stuff
Lenape

Elizabeth,

Through the years you have filled our lives with joy and laughter and our hearts with pride and love.

Your biggest fans,
Mom and Dad
SUE & MAKIKO

BLAH!! * DIANE RUNS * SPIDERS EATING YOUR BUTT * PECKERVILLE * PECKENPORT * WONDERBRA BUILD-UP * BLUE BUNNY * QVC... IS IT OK FOR PREGNANT WOMEN? * RICE TO SARAHS * CHRISTMAS CAROLING * BREAKING AND ENTERING * ETC I HATE ME THER * OLD PEOPLE'S HOME * GOING IN WOODS * UNTOUCHABLES * CHASING ICE CREAM GUYS * LOWER SUE LOWER * POSSESSED BY THE WALL * GREASE LIGHTING * FRIENDS FOREVER * FF IN NEW YORK * BUTT SISTERS * SPICE GIRLS AT CAMP * SLUTPUT * RUNNING AROUND THE POOL TABLE * THE FALLS * SHE DON'T WANT IT!! * LEGO MANS * ABS OF FLAB * TRASHLY * SHAKE N BAKE * FAKE BAKE * TEAM 3 * DON'T SECOND BITE YOUR CHERRY * HOLLOW PARTIES * FO HOLLOW * BATH * IHTC * LA PRIMAVERA... 2X/LAURIS HOUSE * NEW YEARS 2000 * 4TH OF JULY 2000 * INNA'S HOUSE * MARCIN'S "REAL WORLD" * COLONEL CHICKEN * YEAR LONG MISTAKE * M SQUAW * SHADEE * MELLO YELLOW * UGLY VESTS * WE ARE SIMILAR THINGABLES * ADAM & * BUTT VIDEO TAPING * OCEAN SPRAY * MAMA GLEN * HEARTBREAKER * RANDY DANCE * PIGFEASTS * STRIO AND JORGE * APPLEBEE'S * PAPA JOHN'S CHEESE STICKS * 3 AM WAWA RUNS * 2 AM WALK TO BOWLING ALLEY * BURNING SOCKS * VOORHEESIANS * LITTLE SERVANT SISTERS * $6.50 HOOK UP * Q 102 * FEZ * IV'M LEFT HANDED * MARK'S HOUSE * EYE CONVERSATIONS * PRICE IS RIGHT * PUSH IT * DIRTY SIDELINE CONVO'S * SOME PEOPLE COME INTO OUR LIVES AND QUICKLY GO, BUT I KNOW FOR US THAT WON'T BE SO... FRIENDS FOREVER
"Every exit... 
is an entrance 
to somewhere else."

Jared,

We wish you...
the best of times, the best of friends,
success and happiness that never ends...

All our love,
Mom, Dad, Jordan & Michelle
Cody & Whitney

Robert & Melissa
February 27, 1999

I Love You
Sarah,

You're the best!
You have given us much joy over the years.
We are so proud of your many accomplishments. We wish you success and happiness in everything you do.
We love you --
Mom, Dad and Philip

Sah-rang-hae Dr. Kim ★

*Breakfast Club
*Period 6 is better than 7th.
*Mouse Balls
*Korean Newspaper
*You so good!
*University of Delaware

You girls not ladies!
*Class Parties
*"You the best!"
*"La"
*Stockton Science Day
*Korean Songs

Dr. Kim–Thanks for everything! We'll miss you so much! You'll always have a special place in our hearts! Best of luck in the future! You've given us a lifetime of memories!

Love, Period 6 STEM-Chem: Lauren Xenakis, Lauren Zalut (L²), Laura Salmon, Diana Levitt, Sammy Zwieben, Kamryn Heffeman and Tom Adlemian
Natali Gleimer

Daughter
You have made us so proud.
You are smart, beautiful and true to yourself.
We love you. Forever,
Mom & Dad

Sister
We have played and fought,
we have grown and learned.
Our trust in each other has been earned.
We are your brothers and promote true,
to always be there for you.

We love you Natali,
Jeffrey and Evan

Me

When I grow up....
I want to be....
Rebecca Ariel as lovely as a rose.
Love,
Mommy, Dad
Daniel and Talia

Erin and Mike
"True love lasts forever."

Lindsay,
We watched you grow to become a wonderful young woman. We have always been and always will be so proud of you. We love you and wish you love, luck, and happiness always.
-Mom, Dad, Michael, and Josie
Juice * Austin * pseudocousin * burnt lip * concerts * “have you ever hooked up with clarissa?” * h²* denk de denk * eddie towel * concert bag * the lookalike * “unfinished business” * hands the remake * bueno encounters * petchouli * Joe disease * woah, we’re half way there * “he saw me naked!” * secret backstage passes * “if dave and alanis got married, we’d be related” * chlorophyll * the hand * coffee works and tunes * the lip (hand motion) * get your own drinks…of soda * “I call it! Phish shirt, jeans, sneakers” * don’t take a shower * sleaze * *sweetie * Laura…sb * “she really wants that shirt, eh?” * velveeta * our window * grilled cheese * bat mitzvah moves * XandO * Cherry hill hilton * chicks in the front row * lite brite * greatest hits * we’re like…sisters * lion sleepover bag * mimbo * “I’m trey, you’re mike…ready go!” * sick * tight * jammin’ in the Jetta * Page’s new shirt *
EMILY + AMANDA = BEST + MANYU + AHHYUN BUDS

Our Memories: skiin, clubbin, prom, Korean Garden, studying together, Eng. w/ Mr. Canz., singlehood to boyfriendhood, sneakin out, phyxix trip, sticker pics, USP visiting, eMiLy-funkiehair dying, "foo-foo-food!", "call me or I'll kill u!", aHHYuN- "huh?", cutie, stupid smile, aMaNdA- "I like like like...", our mandoo, mAnYu- packin lunch for us, sexymonkey, youguys~ Matt is coming coming!!!~~~ <3

FOREVER BEST BUDS!
Nikki & Doyle

I Love You
I Hate You

5-minute Fights

Thursday

Snood + Counter Strike

Alexis & Lauren

"True friends remain close through everything"
From Childhood
To Graduation
Continued Happiness and Success!
Love,
Mom, Lee, Jason and Billy

2001

Alexis,
What more could a father ask for,
than to watch his little girl grow
into a beautiful young lady who
excels in all that she does

Congratulations; We all love you – Dad

Felicitations- love Anthony
Yesterday mom and I watched as you entered 1st grade. Today you graduate from high school, it isn’t fair
time goes by too fast. I don’t have the words to express just how much joy and happiness you have brought
into our lives, we love you daddy.

Mom, Dad, Michelle, Ray & “Bailey”
To my dearest Sara,
My whole life, all I ever wanted was a person to be able to hold and love and cherish more than anything else in the entire world. You are that person. Without you I am nothing. You keep me sane when the world puts me under more stress then I can deal with. I would crawl to the ends of the Earth for you if it would make you smile. I don't know how to express the way you truly make me feel. I am truly luckier than anyone I know simply because you are a part of my life. I love you more than anyone else on the face of this Earth. I can only hope that other people can be as truly happy as you make me. For everything you ever have and will do for me I thank you. You are truly an angel. How lucky I am to have you.

Love always,
Jon

Dear Jon,
I knew you were something special the day I met you. When you first opened your arms to me, you opened my eyes as well. You gave me the love and happiness I needed to see everything for all its value and more. Ever since that day, we've crossed streets, states, and oceans together and I wouldn't have wanted it any other way. I could stay with you forever and stare into your eyes, feel your heart beat, and listen to the sound of your voice. You've made most of my days worth waking up to. You're the best and I'll always hold a special place in my heart just for you because you are very special to me. You're the angel that makes my world more beautiful and I'll always love you.

Love always and forever,
Sara

-London-Cape May-Oogies-X Men-Cider House Rules-"Date" to Friday's-Time Cop-"I can so kick your butt!"-Hershey Park-Friday night dinners-Turn out!-Is that a knot?-Disney World-Grandma's on the phone-"Invite me to the wedding!" (Clare)-Babies-Max and Mandy-Victor/Victoria-Tommy set strike-"Grandpa!"-Pokemon-Hall of Heros-Dragonball Z-King of Prussia-Fame... nuff said-
"Thank you. You, too"-Swing-Mozzarella sticks-Movie nights-notes-DJC-"Can I keep you, peese?"-"I sawwy."-"I love you...a whole lot!"-Eee...you're driving-Oreo smores-- And many more,
From little Lego builder
To Master carpenter
You are our favorite Techie!
Love always,
Mom, Dad, & Troy

"Are you girls sisters?", "Enidi!",
"positions", Eastern boys + shows,
ID, Bumber Bodies, Freaks + Geeks,
Memom + Mommom: "Please eat",
suntanning, buddy block, west guys,
lonely sippers, shore, car wash "They're
laughing at us", Masquerade Ball,
leather pants, triple date, Teen Board,
future trips to Loyola, pool.
"Is that what they really look like?"

Just Two Peas In A Pod...

Mel

Jenni

Melissa,

Always Reach for the Stars!
We are so proud of the
beautiful young lady you
have become.
And know All of
Your Dreams Will
Come True!

Congratulations And
we love you!
Mom, and Dad,
Mike and Dave
Congratulations Samantha

"The world of tomorrow belongs to the person who has the vision today"

That would be you, Sammy!

We Love You!!

Love,
Mom, Dad & Evan
(Crystal & Cookie, too)

Ian & Samantha

-FRIENDS FOREVER-

"WE NEED OLD FRIENDS TO HELP US GROW, FOR THE MEMORIES WE HAVE SHARED... ONLY WE KNOW"

JCC, NURSERY SCHOOL. TRAMPOLINE EXPLOSION, BROKEN HEART, FRESHMAN YEAR. "IT'S NOT YOU, I SWEAR", HAWAII/ALASKA, FRIDAYS, FOOD FIGHTS. -IN AND OUT- OR WAS IT -OUT OF SIGHT-. MAN BEHIND... YOUR DAD?, "WHAT ARE YOUR PLANS WITH MY DAUGHTER JUNIOR YEAR?", MR. SWI, FACIAL BURPS. YELLOW BACKPACK. FAMILY FUED OVER THE DOMINATRIX. "DON'T TOUCH MY HAIR", HOOTERS TRIPS, SUSPENDERS NIGHT AT PROM. REACTION, PHISH LIPS, I DON'T WANT TO MISS A THING... AND MANY MORE TO COME!!

Then

DEAR 'E',
I CANNOT BELIEVE WE HAVE BEEN FRIENDS FOR 15 YEARS! WE REALLY HAVE BEEN THROUGH A LOT TOGETHER! I CAN HONESTLY SAY THAT WE SHARE A FRIENDSHIP LIKE NO OTHER!
I KNOW WE WILL KEEP IN TOUCH!
GOOD LUCK NEXT YEAR!!
I LOVE YOU,
♥♥SAMMY♥♥

Now

DEAREST 'SAMZEE', OVER THE PAST 15 YEARS. WE HAVE SEEN OUR FRIENDSHIP GROW INTO SOMETHING SPECIAL. FROM PRE-SCHOOL TO FRESHMAN 'ROMANCES' WE HAVE SHARED MANY GREAT TIMES TOGETHER!! I KNOW WE WILL ALWAYS KEEP IN TOUCH & REMAIN FOREVER FRIENDS! I WILL MISS YOUR SMILING FACE NEXT YEAR!
LOVE YOU ALWAYS,
♥♥IAN♥♥
I'm lucky to have you as my sister,
But even luckier to have you as my best friend:
6 houses, 3 states... need I say more?

Rachel, remember. "You just call out my name..."

I'll love you always and forever... Sara

You just call out my name
And you know wherever I am
I'll come running to see you again
Winter, Spring, Summer, or Fall
All you have to do is call
And I'll be there...

Adena

Daddy
Sara

Rachel
Zoey
Mommy

We Love You...

... To Life!
star command connection now

KIMBERLY & KRISTIAN

Friends forever, till the end
We do everything together
That's why we're friends

As we grow older, things must change
You will always be my best friend
You will always be my best friend

You always make me laugh
And when I need you, you are there
Two different people, each in their place

But soon we will be miles apart
Even though things will be different soon
We knew deep down

midnight creeps

movie concert

245
Jill & Gail

We were doubly surprised and blessed when you were born.

Together, your mysterious bond has been a source of love and marvel to us.

Individually, each of you has continued to fill our lives with joy and pride.

Now, with much love, we wish both of you multiple joys, individual accomplishments, and a bright future!

Love, Mom & Dad
Sisters by Chance... Friends by Choice...
WE'VE COME A LONG WAY BABY!

Neighbors by property......

Iris Alexis Lauri

Wauri Gexus Ida

......Friends by choice
To Our Dearest Dorothy,
No matter what you do, we will always be behind you, supporting you all the way. We wish you the best in achieving your hopes and dreams in the future. We love you very much.

Love,
Mom and Dad

Dearest Thea,
Congratulations!! You’ve accomplished one stop leading to reach your goal in life whatever you wanted to be in the future. We know you will succeed cause God is always with you. Continue to seek His guidance and continue serving Him! God bless you.

Love,
Papa, Mama, Ate Serena & Kuya Alan.

"To the world you may be one small person, but to one small person you may be the world."

4/7/00, bling, the land before time, drain pipe, our field, dinner with rents, O.C., shorehouse, smith’s, lost dog on beach, double dates, late nights, rosh dinner, the bronco, lax & football games, six flags, notes, spanish, midge, john paul, cuddling, dinner dates, anniversaries, Cancun ’01
Laurel & Ella
From 1st - 12th...We Made It!

The greatest test

a friendship can endure

is the test of time
I was just thinking that! • The nasty dorio
• "Where's the front of my car?" • Are you
sisters? • Near car accidents • No, we're not
twins • Hitting the Mercedes • Road
Rage • The Philly Airport • Benson in
Masai Mara • Washington D.C. (is he
whistling at us?) • The Mall • Will you
marry me? • Ew! That's nasty • Choking
in Vito's • Did you just trip? • I have a
problem • All those horrible vacations • Are
you scarred for life? • Is that my shirt? •
Reminding me to come home • Fro-ing • Are
you socializing? • I totally paused! •
Stankin • Biz-natch! • Where did you
really go? • The Relations • I hate
EVERYTHING! • Buggin out.

Sisters and Friends
JULIA, Baby doll,
Some make the world a better place to live in
just by being the kind of people they are...
Your quiet strength, dignity, grace, and playfulness
give us all inspiration.

HAVE FUN EXPLORING THE WORLD!
CONGRATULATIONS!
WE COULD NOT BE ANY PROUDER!!
Love, Mom, Dad, Brooke and Ted

“You know, I think you remember every part of me”

Julia & Emily

Julia-
Once there were two girls who knew each
other well... and loved
each other... even better
and when they finally had
to leave each other they
smiled because it had been
a really good time. Thanks
for recognizing this was
too good to lose.
I love you! – Em

Emily-
There are too few lines
to sum up our story.
Since we were little, I’ve
always felt lucky that we have
one of those rare, natural
connections. I am so happy you
wandered into my life, wherever
our paths take us in the future I
know we won’t be far apart...
forever buffaloes with wings
I love you! – Julia

My barn having burned to the ground, I can now see the light of the moon
Matt & Abbey
3.17 always and forever

Do I love you because you’re beautiful, or are you beautiful because I love you? Am I making believe I see in you a girl to perfect to be really true? Am I making believe I see in you a guy to perfect to be really true? Do I want you because you’re wonderful? Or are you wonderful because I want you? Are you the sweet invention of a lover’s dream or are you really as beautiful as you seem?
Ella & Melissa
A true friend walks in
when the rest of
the world walks out

Emily & Ella

To Benjamin Harris Levy, Class of 2001:

Dear Ben,

Your four years of hard work and the well-deserved success you have achieved were truly “inspired” by your very own determination and perseverance. We could not be any prouder of you and of all your accomplishments - both academic and personal. Always carry with you the certainty of our love for you and the well-earned confidence we have in you.

With all our love, Mom, Dad, Lenard, Grandma Beryl and Pandy
Congratulations! Your Family is very proud of you and your athletic and academic accomplishments. We will be always in the stands cheering for you. Love! Your fans:
Mami, Papi, Mamá, Juan, Erika, Vicen, Daisy, Waleska, Minky, Jeff and all your nephews and nieces.

Sue & TJ
Fez❤INNA's house❤Snuggling by the PINEAPPLE❤4th of July❤Mark's house❤Olive Garden❤Field Hockey and Football❤Old Smokey❤My Cousin Vinny❤Friendly's❤Spanish class❤Paycheck❤Your soo cool❤La La La❤Sea Isle and Stone Harbor❤Chicken Parm❤What's fruits last name❤Only perform for an audience❤Notes in history❤Pre-season❤Going to Park❤Madam and Pierre❤Birthday party❤Halloween pants❤Munchkin❤Snoring❤Zelda❤Water ice❤Camp Matolly❤Blah❤I love you❤

If there were a star for every time you made me smile the sky would be forever light

Alexis & Leigh
The greatest good you can do for another is not just share your riches but reveal to them their own.
To Our Son Nicolas,

We are so proud of your accomplishments. You have come a long way. We know that you will be a great success in college and beyond. Best wishes and good luck to you in the future.

Love always,
	Mom and Dad
animal facea * Dunkin' Donuts * sleepovers * tube tops * 80's nite * bomb scares * prom

In good times

and bad times.

I'll be on your side forever more...

...that's what friends are for.
Therefore, I urge you, brothers, in view of God's mercy, to offer your bodies as living sacrifices holy and pleasing to God-this is your spiritual act of worship. Do not conform any longer to the pattern of this world, but be transformed by the renewing of your mind. Then you will be able to test and approve what God's will is- his good, pleasing and perfect will. — Romans 12:1-2

2 fishes, labor day retreats, winter retreats, Sixers games, Wednesday meetings, hiking, Great Adventure, Basketball games, Football—Upper vs Under Turkey Bowl, Ghetto baseball, Sandbox, Philly, Cherry Hill—boring. "What do you want to do?" mini-golf, pool, bowling, ping pong, Starbucks, freshmen initiation. Huascar chickened out, pushups, beach trip, Christmas parties, movies, Soonjae—Unbreakable sucked... Paul's Britney Spears, Pokemon obsession, "Get outta face!" 3 study halls, Bemer and Silver Bullet, "Eeee, Paul and his GQ pose." KCC, All you can eat meat buffet, Paul's food. Surgery visits, Summer 2000, Our class—Soonjae, Hae Chang, John, Steve, Dan, Juicoc, Tho Siotoro, Junior High—Injoong, Matt Ro, Dan Lee, Pastor Eugene, Pastor Dennis, Pastor Young, Teachers, Frosh, Soph, Junior, Alumni, EYG, "dude, 50 bucks for this ad?!" Freshmen year we barely knew each other. Huascar in Bolivia, Paul in Philly, now together in Cherry Hill, Beyond—UPenn? UMich? Who knows? Beyond that jobs? Beyond Beyond...Eternal life in Heaven

Congratulations Erin!!
We are so proud of you!
Love Always,
Mom, Dad, Kerri, and Puddin
DYNAMIC
DUO

7th grade homeroom, locker
talks, sea bass, bill's ice
machine, hockey games,
cotillion-d-day, grub's
homeroom, turns on two-
wheels, boys @ wawa,
angelo's pizza, american
eagle, history paper

Jessica,
you are still
the same. congrats
on the grad.
I love you,
mom

Best Friends Forever!

Rachel
Melissa
Stephanie
Catherine

Mindy
Rachel
Marybeth
Stacey

True friends walk in when the rest of the
world walks out.
To Ben Ruder

It seems like it took less time
For you to grow from the toddler in the picture
To the fine young man you have become
Than it took to write these words.

It seems like it took less time
For you to go from infant lulled to sleep by endless movies late on HBO
To serving movie patrons at the Ritz
Than it took To put your picture here.

It seems like it took less time
To complete all the college applications and all the financial aid forms
And figure out who would get your room
Than it did to accept that your days under our roof are numbered,
Though your place in our hearts is reserved forever.

BEST OF LUCK IN COLLEGE!
WE LOVE YOU!!!

Mom, Dad, Andrew & Rachel
Dearest Leigh,

You are incredible.
We are so proud of you.

Love,
Dad, Mom, Arianna,
Joel, David, and Eve

LEIGH & ARIANNA

"See you and me have a better time
than most can dream of,
better than the best,
so we can pull on through,
whatever tears at us,
whatever holds us down,
and if nothing can be done,
we'll make the best of what's around."
Erin, Ella and Genna

In the end you always go back to the people who were there in the beginning.

Lauren,

Time moves so swiftly...

You’ve grown from an adorable baby to a beautiful, self-assured young woman. Thank you for giving us so many wonderful memories.

As you move on to college, we hope you maintain the determination and perseverance that have brought you this far. We are proud of you for all your accomplishments, and we are confident that you have a bright future ahead of you.

Our support and love will be with you wherever you go. May you realize all your hopes and dreams.

All Our Love,
Mom and Dad
We'll be best friends until we're 35. Rhinestone earrings. Rulers... 10
Point presentations. Boy/girl walks to Marlton Crossing. Slick. Best friend
to Becca go on and on about BBYO and listening to Cole go on and on about
DC. Building Erected 1856. Kick boxing. Breaking fast.... a little early. 1/3
conversation. 2 am phone conversations.

"We'll be friends forever, won't we?" asked Piglet.
"Even longer," answered Pooh.
MICHELE

It seems like only yesterday when you were born. Now you are a Senior and beginning your journey into the adult world. May the road ahead be smooth – filled with much happiness and success. Be proud of all your accomplishments at East!

Love,
Mom, Dad
& Steven

LORI & KAMMY

BEST FRIENDS
FOREVER

Coffee drinker
getting lost
HOLA
your car breaking down
lorster
no chocolate
making dinner for me
South Street
kamster
3 bagels
Bread store
freddy
my eyes
leaving at 3 A.M.,
short people
Tanning
just the two of us
The funny picture
Munchies
you freak
Psych trip
Sip of water
"you'll end up in the hospita
EE AND DREW SKI

People's elbow drop, lucy, bass fishing, dino's, our table
Crumbled money, you're never gonna be funny, PA baby,
Samantha's deck, mike's dance, walking into trash cans,
kama sutra, ocean city stalker, five smacker,
I'm a real american, 2 live jews, guzhungas, complicated,
Ian's stupid wave, la dee da doot doo doo, harry and larry
back up back up mine your business, you know how it ends?
wanna bagel, Drew's bird dance,
we don't have that station, stop looking at me swan, diaper on roof,
mr. Koobinoff's closet, midnight pizza and mix, cry, two count,
staring problem, that was biggie smalls, tennis terms, wahoo,
ralph, exhilarama, I didn't say anything about a red carpet,
you just ruined that song, can you see my eyes, raiders vs. chiefs,
you're looking at my controls, buddy 96', ooga booga, cuban pete
save the bread, the next wave is bigger, humpty dance, was that a dude?
Lauryn hill concert, the shore, tool time

IAN AND ROB

rough house, yaht, super baseball 20/20, Eagles games, Bradley,
tennis, girlie ones, Nagelberg's rip during stretches, quarters,
US Open, post cotillion 2000, Mackler's pool, Counting Crows,
the shore, Pearl's wrestling matches, Ian's backseat,
I got a snake man, history with heisler, cops lollipop, Aerosmith,
roller skating with red carpet, Doc's magic key and SGA meetings,
intense ping pong, Smith Bros. runs, Conshohocken Bill, Elvis' saggy sack
Ian.....I've enjoyed growing up with you. You are my brother and my best friend.....Good luck and have fun at college. Thanks for the memories.....I LOVE YOU!!!

Sam
"There are some people who just know you in this way because they've seen you change, they've let you change."

Julia Lerman
Samantha Zwenben
Alyssa Tannenbaum
Mike Morrow
Candice Berju
Alexis McIalp
Andrew Hartung
Natali Gleimer
Adam Malamut
Mike Nagelberg
John Scott
Matt Maggi
Mrs. McLescher

Mt. Misery, Mrs. Chamber’s
Tag, playday, Johnson Jamboree, bazaars, book fair, kindergarten buddies, safety’s, Halloween parade, Bangs, umbros, football games, trolls, recess, kris-kros, the big yellow, Dozy 2 men, skating parties holding hands, picnic, Mr. Mann, glasses days, violent Morrow, walrus marble cards, Sammy’s finger in hamburger, pieing on Tom talent show, Rainbow Sea, “Will you come play with me?”, Limited 2 scrunchy socks, airwalks, 6th grade wing, lockers, Boys Chase Girls, Girls chase Andrew, chipmunks, bowling parties, munchkins Valentine’s cards, inside recess, piggly wiggly, e washer banger, square dancing, crab soccer, D.A.R.E., Officer Burrows, zoo, aquarium, art museum, sex ed, work-boots, betty boob, 3rd grade perms, Hartung Halloween Party, Numie, the gang, Rockin’ Robinour “band”, blue van, doing the weather with John Bolaris, sorting skittles, sexi Lexi, MYOB. GTYW, kindergarten spin the bottle games, duso the dolphin, Stanley School Buss

Thank you Johnson School for all the great memories
To My Dearest Friend,

Thank you for all the effort you’ve put up with me. I appreciate all the warmth and sweetness you’ve been there when parents were on the opposite side and portrayed; not including the free rides. =] You were just too big to overcome. It’s been 6 years since we’ve met and every year we’ve been closer.

From science class to QPS to cooking, to marching band; from burger king guys, to Austin will create and be the best friends to each other that we have been since almost... day one =]

Dear Danit,

I have known you the longest time it seems, and I definitely kno that I will miss you when we depart our separate ways to college and wut-not. I wanted to let u kno that u will always be in my mind and heart wherever this life may take us. Although we’ve had our ups and downs, I think they’re the reasons we r this close. I kno I might b ur best friend, but I always say I only got one... well if I were to have multiple best friends, u’d b best friend #2... lol.... Never forget the great times we had at the mall.

cough* cough*R.

* Running away from u at CH mall* tryin to find a Junior prom date at the mall* being screwed for QPS* hehe* u getting bad teachers, me getting good ones. ro* running away from home * marching band fresh yr.* Build-a-Bear* Hillman’s class* hatin dorky ppl* Maryland band trip* movin to Cali* me gettin my tongue pierced* illegally drivin u places* IHOP* Zios* bowlin alley* tiramisu*

I hope we stay friends always, I kno I will never find a colorful character as u... muahzzz.

---

DANIT & LAURA, FRIENDS FOREVER!!!!

* The Look * Scary dudes * Parrot joke * Vanilla Lip Shine *

Passing notes * Faces book * Hannimal Galletitas * Danit and the new invention of the internet *

Exploring what life * Denise and Great Adventure * The handshake * homeroom * dinosaurs *

what's up!!! * 

Air pressure * emails * games * and all funny things that
Super Beanie/Super Zippy, Roux/Tatum, Bambi/Animal, Lango/Me
Serene + Amanda

"If you live to be a hundred, I want to live to be a hundred minus a day so I never have to live a day without you."

E.T. as Baby Jesus
Faithful mailman that isn't so faithful
balloon animals are fun

hot air balloon ride with Captain Happy

Temple of Volvia

baked beans

twizzlers and movies

Tubing the salt with Stinky + his wife numerous road trips high stakes in mini-golf

Turkey's done ball bearings + Dance'n'Doc Biff town

Sexy Sadie/Bertha, Pookie/Snickerfritz, Baby Jabie/Scari Jabib, Shelly/Tate
Mary and Jay

"Love starts with a smile, grows with a kiss, and lasts forever"

11/17/99 ♥ 2/3/00 ♥ Dirty Sheets ♥ Talk to me ♥ Decou ♥ Dirty Car ♥ Howard aka God ♥ I can’t...I have hockey ♥ Hitler ♥ Fish kisses ♥ T-bird and Pink Lady ♥ 6 month letters ♥ My little bruise ♥ Whatcha doing Torch ♥ How bout you buy them? ♥ Black underwear ♥ Henry ♥ Junior Prom (with or without you) ♥ [Redacted] ♥ You’re not my friend ♥ It’s not my fault ♥ I’m not scared of mom... Did you hear that? ♥ Skipping school for Chem projects ♥ Spanish project ♥ Vicki ♥ V-card ♥ Tiffany ♥ Attempted murder ♥ Tears in Nintendo Room ♥ I win ♥ I think you cut me ♥ Coochie monster ♥ Bloody...Noses ♥ She'll break his legs ♥ Don’t touch me ♥ I said Get In The Closet! ♥ Are you hungry? ♥ Why are you reading that? ♥ I’ll watch you do your homework ♥ Sitz's book ♥ I’m fat ♥ AnnaBanana Jay ♥ Push me...I dare you ♥ It doesn’t bother me ♥ Sweeney list ♥ My Website ♥ Arm wrestling ♥ The socks stay on ♥ Sarah thinks you’re ugly ♥ Smelly Jedi ♥ I’ll pick you up ♥ Counting Kisses ♥ Scary Nick ♥ The cops were there? ♥ Whatcha Thinking? ♥ No sitting Indian style ♥ I’ll clean your car ♥ Poofball ♥ No...I’m dirty ♥ Back at One-Bryan McKnight ♥ Laugh at me ♥ Sleepovers ♥ I’m cold ♥ Scratch my back ♥ Ghetto girls at Q102 ♥ We missed the bus ♥ Riiiiiiight ♥ ♥♥♥♥ I LOVE YOU!!!!!! ♥ ♥♥
Booty chart, She waved at me, Sexy guys, 3 studs, tennis parties, “We have a crisis!” – Rob, Olga’s fortress
“With a name like mine, how can it not be huge?”, Neaster, Everybody Hurts, Rumble with ice, Trick or treating
Whole package, “I can play” – Levi, “I can play” – Marcin
“I can play and sing...yeah, I can” – Rob
Snyder and Thorpe

every now and then we find a special friend, who never lets us down, who understands it all, reaches out each time you fall, you're the best friend that I've found.

guacamole! I don't get it! everybody's somebody! ahhhh it's in my eye! pac sun! which type do you like? ! thorpe's famous milkshake? mercedes dealership? testing? McDonald's with Avery! what neighborhood did you just enter? thong! say my name...Alissa! Rob! Dream yeah! what is this? & the clothes! super g! bunny in the convertible! omlettes! Rusted Root! the conversation! ooh I like the sizzle! tator tots! chinese/japanese! oh no, meg's is driving! please don't kill her! oops, I forgot to turn! hot tub! hee, hee, hee, ha, ha, ha! yeah Big John's! peach snapple! bubble!

Sarah and Alanna

"I'd like to be the sort of friend that you have been to me. I'd like to be the friend that you've been glad to be; I'd like to mean as much to you each minute of the day as you have meant, old friend of mine, to me along the way."

Chem class! all da boys! **** aka Bob aka "Miami", Rach...? late night car ride! Wara Runs! willowdale! New Year's Eve 2000! Alanna's sweet 16! Alanna's random parties! "Lani, I have something to tell you, but I can't remember right now. Call me back in an hour." "Sure! I'm buggin' out." all-night study sessions! hiding airheads! I'm the second daughter—where's Alanna? She hasn't been here for a day. "Procrastination! Sarah's affinity for driving on the wrong side of the road, gone' 70 down Springdale—Alanna hitting her head on the top of the car. "I have whiplash!" Alanna joy rider in the BMW—70 no seat belts, running the light, can't reach the pedal, cracking up! "dirty girl", "minime", "me"! one summer's night 2000! September 2000- THE INCIDENT- Thank God!"
"Friends don't walk in front of me; I may not follow. Don't walk behind me; I may not lead. Walk beside me and just be my friend." By Albert Camus

McDonalds...Angel~La bonita bandera~104.9~Puerto Rico Hooya...~Moore-Mall...Guess?...~$1.06~South Street
Dozen roses?~ Decisions~ Baja~ Silly and Nana over the blue~Driving skills~CFC~What are you are you wearing
Laundry? Should I wear my Thong?~ Broken hearts~ "Hola, Como estas?"~Chrissy and the 411~ "I'm going to marry
him in some life time."~Mole~duck and hide~Ja Rule~Big Pun w/the waxed eyebrows~Choo choo~Maui foam
party~SaukenMart~Janitor buddy~M&M pretzels "When we get married we won't have to change last
names"~>rotceh~>SaveAloot~JiJo can't have NoNo~"whatever yo!'[Elena] Don't hate the player; hate the game.
Frog's and Pig's!

To my forever friend Christina,
You are the greatest and I don't know what I am going to do without you. I'll miss you but you always be in my heart.

To Elena, Elena Medina,
You are such a great best friend I can have. I can tell you every little thing, and you would always listen and try to give
me advice. We have so many memories, and hopefully we will have many more. I am going to miss you when I
graduate! Silly and Nana best friends forever!!

Julie·Alexis·Erica·Lauren
"Friends are the chocolate chips in the cookie of life."

CCD~stinklbess~austin~chai~
campin~hair~"the jclue"~coffee
works~slurpees~car munchies
pink shirt~spaz~"beep beep~
diane's~snowy prom~no friends
OC D to the fourth power~the big
D"~vomitaphobia~kissing toilets.
"I hope we don't see anyone!"

Levi & Gigi

Levi and Gigi
damn sexy!!
BIO~who came and going adventure
too tight
parties at each other's houses
what do guys like girls think?
30 min walks during 8th ed study hall
leaving fake steamy notes in C-wing
# of hookups
making Pete jealous
the big time DL
sweet
super cute with sue
100% discounts
hard slaps and thumb wrestling
picking on make
lonely sobers
like and applebee's
end of the day munchies
roy and joanne
jokes
booting
hot convoes

272
Until The End

We grew up together, starting in Horace Mann,
We've been close to departing, holding on by a few strands.

We've learned from each other as the years went by,
Between making mistakes and the tears we've all cried.

Through all the rough times we've had and the conversations we've shared,
We always listened to one another to show that we cared.

Wherever we go from here and the paths we decide to take,
I'll stand by all of you and the choices you make.

To my girl Strawberry, we always think the same,
Slim Shady, you're my dog but what goes on in your brain?
Nonnahn, we sat there for hours and put eggs in our hair.
Rae, I love you, thanks for always being there.

I wouldn't trade anything for all of my friends,
I'll love you girls until the end.

Love,
Christen
I LOVE YOU GIRLS
FRAN 'N ELENA
BEST FRIENDS FOREVA

WE DON'T KNOW HOW IT STARTED.
WE HOPE IT NEVER ENDS. BUT
SOMEHOW IN THE MIDDLE WE BECAME
THE BEST OF FRIENDS...

SACREK PARTY-SOUTH STREET-SPAGHETTI AND
MEATBALLS-GETTING INTO A BAD HABIT-JOYRIDING-DELI
LICOOS DELI AND TURKEY-BAJA-STEALING THE
SCOOTER- FEE FI TO THUMB- "SHOULDN'T YOU BE MOWING MY
LAWN?"- A DOZEN ROSES FROM SOUTH STREET- FEATHERS
NEST IN- "I'M FROM ALASKA"- "WARRREN I NEED A NICE
PUERTO RICAN GIRL IN MY LIFE"- "I'M NOT THE ASHIN'
TYPE"- THONGS- CHRISTENING THE PIECE- ITS
ONBELIEVABLE- THE CRITIC
COURT- SLEEPOVERS- CONTINUOUS VISITS TO THE
BATHROOM- STOAGIES OUT THE WINDOW- LOCKED OUT IN
THE MORNING- CORNEY PICK UP LINES- AMELDA
MARCOs- DANCING TO JANET JACKSON- COMMERCE
BANKS- DEBTS- COMPELLUSIVE SHOPPER- TAKING PICTURES
24/7- STICKER- PICTURES- BIG PUN W/ EYEBROWS- "YOU CAN'T
AFFORD ME"- "DON'T DRINK AND DRIVE"- TRASH
HOUSE- WALKING IN THE BATHROOM- KNOCK BEFORE
ENTERING- PARKING ON THE CURB
NATIONAL
BATHROOMS- SHOTGUN- FRANK CALLS LATE AT NIGHT- THE
HOJO- MR. HANKY- VIDEO GAMES- "TAKE A PICTURE IT LASTS
LONGER"- JUST CHILLIN... ETC....

FRANCES

DRIVING THE RED ECLIPSE HIT AND RUN BREATFAST AT MCDONALDS- THE WINDOW- MILL FRANKLIN MALL
MAIL- EAGH SCHOOL- SWIMMING- SPREE- FOR 400- SWIMMING IN MY POOL- WHEN I WASNT THERE- BEING IN MY HOUSE
WHEN I WASNT THERE- STREET PAT TREATING FOR ICE CREAM- BE RALLER- PERSON TRY 400- IN THE
MORNING- COLLISION MAX- BOX SHOPPING- SPRING- "WE DON'T KNOW EACH OTHER- SO CHAOTIC- TAKING
BAR MORNING- RUSH HEDES TO SCHOOL- WAITING FOR PAT- PEOPLES LISTENING TO FUBU AND URBN LINK ETC- SONGS
FAV- WATER- GAMES- LARRY AND PAT- GOSSEING ON THE PHONE- PUERTO RICAN FLAG- "WASA CALLING
CARD CALLS TO FLORIDA- FRANK CALLS- THINGS- PEOPLE- FACES- FRANKS- HAIR CUTS-" THE HAIR
CREW- LUNCH TIMES- PHOTO SHOOT- BOWLING ALLEY- ARCADE- CLIMBING TREES- "THAT'S MY DOG- GREAT
ADVENTURES- THE DRIVE TOSA- BEAT DOWN- HIGH OFF CHEAL SHOTTY- LENDING YALL MY CAR- LETTING WARRREN
DRIVE THE PATHFINDER- SQUEEZING THE CAR OUT- THE GARAGE- ABANDONED CAR- WE SHOULDA GOT IN AN
ACCIDENT- MARVIN AND ROBS SKATING- OF THE TIMES- KANS KNOED IN THE PICTURES- SWITCHING DATES- TAKING MY
CPS- ALL THAT DRAMA FRESH YEAR- THAT BOOK- GETTING ORDERED OVER THE BED AND INTO THE DESK- LAD
NIGHT CONVOYS THE SCARIEST PLACES IN THE WORLD- WARRREN'S PARTY- OBSESSION- SESSIONS- 200 DEGREE GLASS
SHOPE- HORROR- DOUBLE MINDED IMPOSSIBLE JUST CHILLIN... ETC...
Desks getting moved into the hallway, Sleepovers at Lindsay's, Lindsay's imaginary tree house, Ocean City Maryland and our football team, UD Girls, Goblin Boy, Cry Baby, That Night, Port-O-Potty, Scooby-Doo Obsession, I love you (at least someone does), Lindsay's fantasy Jessica and Maureen's reality, bugging Erica at 2:00 in the morning, Hector (our boyfriend), giving lifeguards a thrill, Our buff bronco, Girl in the blue shirt, having to switch rooms in Cancun, Sweet Kisses/Hot Sundae, Help Me video, My little Josie, beating each other up, worship the spoon, lady shaver, lipstick brush/brush lipstick, dad shopping, zombies ate my neighbors, Northern Europe is the place to be, For Real For Real, Brit Brit, Billy Idle "Rock the Cradle of Love", The Little Mermaid, Cheese Omelets, Saturday mornings at Franklin Mills, wrong bubbles, Coconuts,
Dear Laur,

I can’t believe that we are finally seniors. I feel like everything has gone by so fast, but it went by with so many amazing memories that I will remember forever. I never really met anyone like you before, You’re a very special person. You’re thoughtful, loyal and kind but your best quality is your outgoing personality. Laur, you have this amazing personality which enables you to meet so many new and exciting people. Your never afraid to try new things which, is what makes you so much fun to be with. I love spending my time with you. In some ways we are total opposites but in others we are exactly the same. We have the best times together; times that no one has ever experienced except us and I never want them to end. You will always be my best friend and you will always have that special place in my heart. If you ever need anything, you know I will always be there no matter what the circumstances are. Even though at some point we will not always be together, I will never forget the special friendship we have. You and all the memories that fallow will never leave my heart. Thanks for always being there. I love ya!!!!!!

“Never be afraid of being alone, because you will always have me by your side.”

Dear Britt,

Our friendship means so much to me. No boy, no petty argument, nothing could ever come between the amazing bond we have. From a shoulder to cry on or a smile to laugh with you have always been there for me. I know I can trust you, not once have you turned your back on me. I feel so comfortable when I am around you. From dancing to relaxing we have crazy times together. You are a beautiful young lady that has the capability to be very successful in life. Never let anyone tell you other wise and never let anything get in the way of what your heart desires. You are all I could ask for in a best friend.

Love,
Lauren
"We are 36 together" Night in Venice, shore house 99, fist fight, doctor, MTV, sleepovers at Rowan, news broadcasters. Philly. Rocco for my birthday, having the Taj all to ourselves, Gillian’s island, falling on the Ocean City board walk, comedy club, 16th birthday party, flight to Rochester, million dollar mansion, 

...crazy parties, cousins, Envy, car in the park, "scratch my arm", cuddling, we never fight, together every day, complete opposites, rose for a recital, you feed me, you still have your V-card, someday we will be
Erica and Julie

Sussy Mussy ~ Luaus ~ Sitting by Julie's Death Bed ~ Is It Weird? ~ Pepe ~ Binky ~ Poor T ~ Julie, You Need To Get Off The Ground! ~ Yea It is ~ Shore Weekends ~ Cleaning Crew ~ Windows ~ It's Out Of Control ~ Did He Just Hit My Car?? ~ Hood Rat ~ Late Night Beach Outings ~ Fun Nights ~ Hi Hunny Bunny ~ Radioactive ~ Linny ~ I Feel Sick ~ The Shadiest Thing Of My Life ~ Opening The Car Door ~ Seeping Out ~ Follow That Bird ~ Hi What's Your Name? ~ Getting Lost In Philly ~ Stalking ~ Wouldn't It Be Cool If... ~ Erica's Broken Foot ~ Days Of Shopping ~ Stop Playing Nintendo ~ Lets Race em ~ You Call Him! ~ Do It Or We're Not Friends ~ It's A Little Ridiculous ~ Coffee Runs ~ Mood Swings ~ Will You Ask Him For Bread? ~ NICE ~ Your Obsessed ~ Death Of My Life ~ If You Take One I'll Take One ~ Bebe ~ Snow Bunny

Nicole & Sarah

spilling things★5:00 wawa trips★club volleyball with karla and Jill★our new eastern friends★penn state roommates★our smelly room★sarah's paranoia★late night chats★keeping sarah on the phone★junior prom★coly★wheele of fortune★the price is right: summer of senior year★winning 16 tickets★dirty dancing★east volleyball★
Inna Nicole Sarah Thea Anne Neesha
Jamie Naiya Abbey Sarah Elizabeth

We started off as little freshman, not knowing each other too well...now we are seniors and all good friends. We have had a lot of fun the past four years...making lots of memories...all the psych parties, playing huge volleyball, out to dinner after games, massage trains, the alma mater, rollerblading in the gym, yeah number 8!, Gurst throwing down his clip board, always down by 5, never have I ever..., passing to charlie, rubbing of the ear, the ball is light, the tournaments and games...and all the fun we had at practice. It was a great four years.
How lucky we are to have found friends that make saying goodbye so hard.

"Why do good girls like bad guys?" Cleaning Jamie's room, the big word of the day, Court parties, Jamie's Hula Girl Doll, Burning, Captain Hook, Dark Dance, Ghetto Phone, Hot pants, Invitation Only, I'll take a rain check.

Can't take her anywhere, Laura's Gymnastic lessons, The great plan, Jamie's car has a cute butt, dress-up, sleep walking, Laura's boutique, sleep at Wawa, sleep talking- rrrrrread, stain remover, medical books, study no sleep, Grapes.

Shaved..... Freckles, It's a pleasure mess Jessi, Florida Guys, Bottle cap, Nice Dirties, Can I catch a hook, Jessie's punctuality, Jamie, you're on my foot~, Alberta, Late night pickles~ Soccer boys.
"A friend is someone who thinks you're a good egg even though you're slightly cracked."

Kidneybean
Seances
Golden Dawn
Cereal
Ferg's Song
French braids
Farting computer
Stacey's cousin
Sneaky favors
"Did I just run a red light?"
MJ, Mike L, Mikey
Boombloom Boom
Falling over the box
Who let the dogs HONK
Phat Dairy Queen
Almost hitting Warren's car
Lowe's parking lot
Racey Rusted and Rephanie Rombach

"New things are the best things, Old friends are the best friends."

**STEFANIE** & **WARREN**

Fresh Fields parking lot-goober-big Prom '00-zoo trip-Vert-bus home from the zoo-stockings-feet-ice skating-locker notes-car notes-hockey games-Jodi's trash-grrr-chat rooms-Ferrari-Abercrombie Model-the bank-Dr. Kennan-Stalker look-Rock candy-Warren's back room-Steph's Basement

"I love you."

"Side by side, or miles apart, someone like you stays close to my heart."
"I KNOW WHAT LOVE IS BECAUSE OF YOU."

Macau games in Detroit • 3-5-08 • Elaine • wrong signals • "The Sweetest Thing" • She's All That • Pete's Steak • "All I Want is You" • Jackie • night before Sophomore Cotillion • Jarrettown Inn • afraid of the dark • Sauni • Nate • this is a test of our relationship • Time Out • falling into the closet • phone bills • goodnight routine • When we get through this, we can get through anything • stupid fights • reading into things • countowns • saying goodbye • late night phone call • "Blue Christmas" • our best • "I love you more" • waving and crying from the plane • New Year's 2000 • prom night in Michigan • "We can only dance with each other" • rose petals • my dress • candles • our room • wrestling • massages • cookie dough fight • Give me a kiss • streets with Ben and Sarah • basements • "We're in a major fight" • passing on the book • ear wax • shore trips • "We need a break" • Dave Matthew's • weekend • dinner on the beach • dollar on the seashore • "You're the best!" • Benetton • playing with my hair • falling asleep during movies • "I swear on our relationship • our church • ice skating • our last week together • You're the only one for me! • always and forever • It's 11:11. make a wish! • "sweet dreams" • Great Adventure 24/7 • "I love you • I love you more • I love you the most" • When we get older •

Alyse-
I don't even know where to start. These past years have been the Greatest years of my life. And I have you to thank for it. We have shared so many special memories that I will never forget. I just love you with all of my heart. The way I feel for you and will always feel for you. I love you is just not enough. Alyse, you are the love of my life and I wish you the best of luck in the future and I will be right there beside you. Love you.
Love always and forever.
Nate

Nate-
The moment I met you, I knew our relationship was special. Not only are you my boyfriend, you are my best friend. You are the love of my life, and I can count on you to always be there. Our many special memories and our love will last us a lifetime. No matter where we end up, we'll be together forever.
I love you with all of my heart.
Love always and forever.
Alyse
Dear Alyse

You are the best
I love you and will miss you
You are my best friend

Love Michael

p.s. peaches thanks for not telling mom all the bad stuff I did

Alyse and Rachel

“Friends are angels who lift us to our feet when our wings have trouble remembering how to fly.”

BEST FRIENDS FOREVER!!

Ivy Lauren Alissa and Leigh

"Though miles may lie between us we are never far apart,
for friendship doesn't count the miles it is measure by the heart"

The craft • P O 9 split • fast car • Lauren the spaz • sushi snort • driving mark's car • Mr. personality • milk bar • Alissa running away • "can we go to Lauren's, she has the best neighbors?" • turtle • Matt Goldberg • Halloewens • Alissa leaving us at Dave's, not a problem • party's at Dave Wolfes • leopard underwear • crazy picture times • Missy's party: unforgettable night • séances • Lauren with the lights off in Alissa's room • firsts • Alissa's porch • sleepovers • Howie G not a J • empire records • "go wash your face, go wash your mouth" • collecting change in Alissa's room • enaculite dances • Forrest Gump dances • Brian Mcknight • "I KNOW RIGGGGGHT...ALRIGHT LOYVVWE" • creaky bed • creaky crib • crack baby • memory glasses/poems • Hanson • escape to serenity • using the phone as a tissue • fights • Through it all friends forever
TWO COHENS AND A MITCHELL

Greener than Matt Young on a Monday... Tori in the Icebox – Stealing mints from the diners and taking pictures with cashiers at Wawa – Tori’s intuition – MitchL 1907 – Gussess whhat?? Tappintoe: Jay!! Morning announcements with Cohen and Cohen – Driving searching for Matt – Dancing in parking lots – “You don’t even know me...” 2 Cohens + 1 Mitchell = S D R&R – Jay the mixes need a flow – SNL trax – “I’ll take the mightier for 500” – Hist o’ Art kids – Lil green leprechauns – Wawa Hazelnut – NO MILK PLEASE! Homeroom sisters forever – JM original-good times- m&m beats – trampoline fun – tori & jay dance partners, bringin first place single handedly – you hate us cause you aint us

We stand together because if we should fall, we know we will be caught. We stand together because if we should cry, we know there is a shoulder to cry on. We stand together because if we should lose sight, we will be guided. But mostly, we stand together because we love each other. And because we love each other, we will always stand together, no matter the amount of land or ocean that divides us.

Jay –
Words can’t even describe how much I love you. You have touched me in a way that no one else has and because of that you will forever hold a special spot in my heart. Love Lilach.

Lilach –
What you’ve given me can’t be seen. It can’t be felt and it cannot die. You gave me a love that has kept me strong, formed my personality, and showed me a life of happiness. It is something so special to me that I cannot imagine my existence without it. And so I thank you for showing me what love is, and what life is, and what it means to be a best friend Love Jay

Croft Farm-Window talks-Sleeping on the tramp-Lutens Class-Elohsa-Mr Resol-Michells rides- 9 stair trip-Westlife. Swear it again- Donnel Jones, U know wuts up- Friendship anniversary 24th- Lullabye – RAK Halloween parties we deck a eve- No, we’re not together- Southstreet – Dancing at Bianca’s- Party Potnas- B ball manager- Whose hanging up first? We weren’t friends freshman year – Talkin to your mom more than I’m talking to you – whos gonna lose it first? – Burger King in Cali – You walk weird- Triathlon – Tri-step-athon- Public speaking – Mrs booty- running the stairs like rocky before us – the one that got away – humm like there’s no tomorrow
Cherry Hill East Ice Hockey Club, Inc
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VARSITY TEAM

Top Row - L to R
Coach Paul Desrochers, Matt Seducca, Warren Kennan, Kevin Desrochers, Chris Crippini, Brian Travers, Joe DiSalvatore, Steven Glick, Head Coach Jim Desrochers

Front Row - L to R
Cosmo Laurino, Jared Wachace, Matt Maggi, Andrew Hartung, Brandon Karmazin, Adam Wolosky, Christopher Hartung, Nicholas Giambroni, Vincent Grasso

Not Shown
Michael Danyo, Jason Wiseley, Michael Sica

JV TEAM

Top Row - L to R
Head Coach Paul Desrochers, Alex Sodkov, Brian Buck, James Brown, Philip Rosen, Steven Glick, Joe Davis, Seth Pearl, Kevin Smith, Jon Sacks, Coach Brian Desrochers

Front Row - L to R
Anthony Cecotelli, Andrew Rovinsky, Vincent Grasso, Adam Wolosky, Justene Larnerd, Danny Rose, Joseph Shamaab, Jordon Wallace

Not Shown - Jesse Ron, Stephen Chorney, Michael Sica, Michael Perice, Cosmo Laurino, Greg Muller
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Congratulations to Our Graduating Seniors!

Jared Wallace #00

Chris Zizzamia #27

Adam Wolosky #30

Photos Not Available
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Joseph Shamash #63
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Andrew Hartung #95
Warren Kennan #28
Brandon Ramsay #50
Christopher Hartung #46
Matt Maggi #66
Warren Kennan #28
Love The Midget, The Old Man, Jigga', Meat & The Big
Candice

To our "Brown Eyed Girl"
You have always made us proud...

You have always made us smile and filled our hearts with love and joy...
Follow your dreams
and know we will always believe in you!
All our Love
Mom, Dad,
& Jordan

Candice & Sara

Club WAWA*chicken salad*summer crew*crazy car rides*"Where's our exit"?*Jerry and fat Dan*Peanut's*skinny dipping*JCC*working out*8 Minute ABS*"wrong words, Can."*Jakie* Austin*buggin' in the bathroom with Ral*shady drive bys*the boy's apartment*Potter* his pants*sippin' on some sizzur*falling out*Candice's surprise*"I'll pick you up at 7"*screaming* weird outbursts*Country Grammar CD* Galati's*2 for 5*OBSESSIONS*Q102 concert*Township boys*Margate beach* Guissepe's*Pepsi commercial*Russ*Casbah*Stu-Studio*ex-files*rubbin' heads* Natalie's 70's party*Joyce Leslie*Duce Bigs, Male Jigs*"you don't annoy me"*WOW* Blockbuster*cell phones*driving lessons*running out of gas*bug outs*lovin' the guys with the girls*Britt and Ryan's 18th b-day party*shady hook-ups*hot tub experience*Body Shots* Final Destination*orange cones*football games*pit stops*car chase on 561*Cross the Border*always lost*speed bumps*walking*ski weekend*"Shoo bop bop, eeeey"*Open Pantry* Starbucks*making bracelets* matching PJs*Elton*Frank*Scabahoe*Sal*haunted hayride

"I love you"*"you complete me"
Mary, Jill, and Gail

"We've shared so much laughter and so many tears. We're a spiritual bond that grows stronger throughout the years. We're not sisters by birth, but we knew from the start, something put us together to be sisters by heart."

Mean nursery school twins * birdseed * gas pump * "Gak makes farty noises" * Slurpees * box * Virginia Beach * Florida * Tommy Boy * Chris and Ashley (as in the girl's name) * punch and free cookies * Aaron * headgear * Bernie * clowning around * General Hospital * Pepto * Kate and Deanna * Why is the sky blue? * Brett and Dan * Gail and Mary's "club" * Go fish * riding those lacrosse sticks * Carlton dance * BFFAEAEAEAE * Shania * code names * cleavage picture * big graduation gifts * Zeppie * "Nice rack" * penguin squeeze * Q 102 concerts * "God, you are ugly" * sleepovers * Peter Pan * "Completely legal" * Diane's confrontation * "Did somebody say Blood Drive?" * Jeremy V. * Mary the matchmaker * ice cream sellers * online boyfriends * "My Nana's psychol" * ED * Kate and Jill vs. Mary and Gail * Hillman's outlines * Mary's first period: "What is this?" * Summer Wawa nights * searching Nick's room * ladder tag at Old Orchard * teaching Mary ground ball pick-ups * sophomore soccer clique and many more to come.

BEST FRIENDS FOREVER!
MARY  KIM  JACKIE  ERIN

"Don't go looking for friends, because the best ones always seem to find you"

I am the only one* Taj weekends* studio* we can't dance* sorority* margate* Kim's imaginary boyfriend* Kim's basement* sleepovers* Kim is weird* Mary is weirder* Jackie is cheap* and Erin is funny* 96* the A-cup club* enlightening Kim* Jackie the Juicer box* lies, lies, and more lies we hate everyone* Prom* Scott, Adam, Kyle, Dan* obsessions* Diane's* we are beautiful* I'm on you like a hot tamale* 25 minute runs* Try that on for size* Austin Powers* No memories* lax bus rides* the wannabe 5th member(2)* Mark's house* ski trip* Ryan obsession (2)* it can be reworked* many more to come...

Jen and Colleen

"A real friend walks in when the rest of the world walks out"

She's following me around~ prom dress shopping~ incriminating photos~ just give me 5 minutes~ party at my house tomorrow!~ if we have enough, we'll hook up~ structure underwear models~ Barnes ID~ Col's locker~ Barnes/Burnes/Stutter~ look at his car!~ I really don't like you~ sign the contract~ the ish game~ quarters tournament~ welcome to the jungle~ bang, bang, sorry~ take a shot~ wrong cell~ crowd surfing in the kitchen~ bizzkets~ we REALLY are~ shet dee do~ wawa coffee~ mine are bigger~ cosmos angel~ whipped cream~ BJ, I mean JB~ Scott loves the tree~ G-cups?~ the barn~ no champ in the living room~ GAJB~ Barnes table dance~ I need space~ Blair witch backyard~ bench seating (front and back)~ what's that white stuff?~ flying across cropwell~ cheese its~ she ripped it~ bouncy & boom boom~ locked in the closet~ hide and seek~ Lindenwald~ the vampire~ Scott's black light dance~ WHS~ fox hollow~ what a girl wants~ we were playing in the snow, I swear~ Kessler the Cook~ Crouton~ Pink Panther (Pinky)~ pretend I'm sleeping over~ schlampe~ Hempkin's~ Jay's.
"I can't take you anywhere" * stentorian voice * Hammock * BBQ * Baking * "Fashion, no no" * Fright night * JC stats * Ice-skating * hospital * Carrot water * "Stop Hillary" * CCC trip * "I must maintain this beauty" * Mish's recordings * Dead cat * "rice...corn...I get it" * My liege * ice cream man song * dim sum * endless-pointless conversations * "We've come full circle" * walk by kickings * hospital * karaoke * Daily makeovers * "Slumber party! Slumber party!" * weekly trips to the movies * paranoia * "Double jeopardy" * Christine's heartburn * Bowling * Cat fights * throw-up stories * Energie * Spilled milk * Misty * Sturvy * "What went up?" *
"Seriously, I can't live without food" * Friendly's * Thinking juice * Old school * "This is what it feels like to be in jail" * Franchie * Roy * "I live here!" * Church shopping * Job hunting * Rittenhouse * Truth or truth * Connections * initinally * Main street * "Girls should carry flashlights" * Lax singalongs * D's creative driving * Water balloon fights * Alien fingernails * "Magic, be nice" * FFB * Cartoons * Watermelon seeds * Halloween * basement talks * Dares * Blockbuster walk * "The dingo ate your baby" * Batting cages * Tickle me Fannie * Dr. Evil * Enemen * Chinatown * Frosh lax * Singin' In the Rain * "Nautica...nice" * Pollyanna * Hot dates * Man hands * Food fetish * "Balls, balls, balls" *
"Don’t walk in front of me, I may not follow. Don’t walk behind me, I may not lead. Just walk beside me and be my friend."

Bobby Clarke ● Hebrew School ● Tanning in Ally’s driveway ● UPS man ● Matchmakers ● Waldo and Ice ● SUNDAY IS THE NATIONAL SHOPPING DAY ● getting the boot at CVS ● pumpkins ● Murry and Denise ● Psycho exes ● Egypt ● are you guys sisters? ● Charlie’s angels ● 7AM calls ● Sleepovers? ● Speak Chinese to me please ● She’s dirty ● boys boys boys ● late night calls ● secret tat ● Fastacura ● little man take your hands off… ● Best Friends, Boy Friends ● Missy’s secret session ● Brotherly love ● Ally the distraction ● stolen camera ● our little ducklings ● we really are sisters ● pedestrians must die ● Missy’s lost again ● shady ● closet prude ● hoochie and sally ● pizza probe man ● AND MANY MORE TO COME…

2nd Grade….. Girls Bike, Forts as kids, LH, FN, 2nd Edition (I’ll find you Baby!, Just a Tiny Bit More), Summers at Mann, Cards and Comics, Card Shack, Landstalker (“Are we ever gonna beat it?”), Legion, Dinotopia, ID4, Movies, Walks to and from the mall…everyday, “Ron do you have pockets?”, “Jay, yes I do, but carry your own friggin change.”, You owe me (X amount), Swim-suit Editions, UGF, Snockey’s, SW, X-Files, Bill Wilson Fight, Thief, FN2, Six Flags, Time Capsules, C-I-HILL, Airhockey, Goldeneye, Dippin’ Dots (Mall hook up!), Atlantis, HS Trilogy, TPM, Perfect Day, Accas Lucifer, “Get over it!”, “Let it go!”, Cinemark, Springsteen, Joel, Marley, Imaginations. Dreams. 10 Years…..Senior Year
Every now and then we find a special friend,  
Who never lets us down,  
Who understands it all, who reaches out each time we fail.  
You're the best friend that I've found

**LAUREN AND MISSY**

**AS THE YEARS GO BY...**

1st day of first grade, bubbly burgers should have got hit by a truck, on the bathroom floor, Maui—don't you want to tell all your friends? double date, bagels butter and cheese, best friends are the best, Peabody's, posse of 9, Matt's college friend, starting Voorhees fights, jumping in the pool with clothes on, RMS, look that where Rich's dad works, Pat's Steak's SAM with Rodney, Sebastian uncovered, Brettmeist and burg 99, best friends we never met, encore, I didn't hook up with Bill, goofy hat, hand-holding wet cat, emergency bathroom jobs, Rick-your mom, ghetto thugs, sneaking out, pregnant cow, TRL, he is/is not Irish, horse farm in Texas, sweet sixteen, she's my best friend—I would know, we did not and will not hook up, boxers in the middle, switching, accident on Kreson, illegal U-turn, Xenadrine, bugging out, lying about sex, one-time at the Bahamas—Prince of Jordan, singing for money, covering for shady sleepovers, concealed culture club, boy kids do you want Scott's car Missy was/wasn't wearing black, build me up buttercup, 5 for shaved, pimp hole, Lauren rules, dyslexic Bob.

Sometimes I think we don't need anyone else in the world... but then again who would we talk about.
Laura, Leigh, and Genna

"It all started one day in homeroom..."

♥ Seven eleven ♥ five finger discounts ♥ our Friday afternoons ♥ hand sanitizer ♥ old possessed lady ♥ dancing with the old peeps ♥ clapper lady ♥ the stench ♥ homeroom buddies freshman, sophomore, and junior years (then Genna left us) ♥ Our adopted friend ♥ locker buddies ♥ the cake ♥ writing on the walls ☺ ♥ Genna syndrome ♥ getting our nails done ♥

Sophia and Ben

Memories: *HAG*, open book vocab tests, gum collection, bowling alley, bus talks, bratty camp kids, bizarre HR teacher, Hannukah yo-yo, shopping cart attack, cafe' all-stars, caramel steamers, nachos & chicken fingers, raisens VS water ice, yellow bear & brown bear, mood swings, "the list", Celebrity Deathmatch, pen wars, pulling hair/ears, "I hope you fail", rat poisen, Applebees, abuse, fairy tales, deadly drives, Benji & Sofia, wedgies, complaining, and ofcourse, Hagrid & Hagullera.

Nicole,

Your bright eyes and head full of curls,
Have made you our special girl.
Sharing volleyball & yearbook with all your friends at East.
Great memories that will last a lifetime to say the least.
Your laughter & energy always make our day
We are so proud of you in every way!!!

All our love
Mom, Dad & Jessica
Our memories: Mel. K...Lost Spice Girl, Rude Chix, Luuuhk, Sharrrooonnnaaa.
• Mu. Mu...Mu.MY ____ “Whatever your mom works at Walmart”, Bush Concert
(4/06/96). “Ding Ding Ding (The Nose Song)”, Dinner Club. Behind the Cabin. Party of
6. Popcorn Queen, Vampire Red Hair, “Grrrrrrrrrrrr...East Singers 01
Microwave in D’s locker. The 3 Sopranos...and the Alto, Seltzer Water. Yah yay yay. 7
great times. 8th grade HR buddy. Que Barbaridad, “Are there any animal products in
that?!”, Oppressed Bests. Dazed and Confused moment, the Ritz All-Stars. Mrs.
Esbrand’s Play. “The cheese can’t touch the lettuce!!!”, “Nayomey...I like your
nayeels.” Dried Mangos, Getty Princess, “Like a Prayer” and the dance. “NARF!!!
Rainbow Fish,” I see a Tetris! “Meeoooow”, “Don’t eat the purple ones!!!”, Henrietta.
Veronica...the guinea pig. Mrs. Haha, and the loves of our lives (Yellowbear, the
SOPHIA AND JESS

(oggee, Sophia-ah) (boggee, Jess-ah)

 Isaac (i'zək) - 1. (n.) A person, place, animal, or object which defines the meaning of stupidity, randomness, or idiocy 2. (adj.) Frizzy-haired and wookie-like 3. (v.) To do or make an idiotic expression, hand gesture, or accidental action -- (See Isaac-ah, Ikey, Ike, KING..)

September 3, 1998 it starts.... :D

HITZ sign necklaces, Fireworks spitting, Braces, can-can, mating call ("Love, Love, Love!"), Spicy Dip/Hummus....Cookies/Cake, Guitar solo faces, Coll's party, "Never Let Go", Incoherent, Sally Show, Teenybopper sleepovers, Computer virus, I GOT TO GO BACK TO DA ISLAND!!, Kelly finally meets Hanson, Ike's Goatee, hippie girls, YOU SMELL LIKE-AH PISHTHHHH, I love you more than anythingah, Mapquest, Ashton, luncheon boys (period 6), Jack Frost, Grandpa Redwood, Ringo Starr, Gas-X, Pre-show symptoms, bedpost, I-I-I couldn't believe it!!, Baby dance, yellow bear, Return 2 Rock, TRL stars, Bush Behind the Music, King Mr. Segrest, Piano scene, LAZY EYE-SAAC, Frizzy hair, Chewy Chewbacca, Blue Leather Pants (Groupie), Horatio (Hotel Buddy), Undercover detectives, chewie2.wav, Plan H (Part 1, 2, 3 AND 4), Macy's NYC (19 hours for VIP passes/Tickets), Sucky saber-tooth tiger, ISAAC KINGDOM, hampsterdance.com, constipated goats, LEAP OF FAITH, puff broccoli (Hi, I'm a dog!), M-M-M-B-O- (Hiccup!)-P, HEHETHHHHH, Oggee Boggee dances, FF/Luck!!, Un-Believable!, Oh of course (It's us), I'm not surprised., Hanson Hag, Ikey dances, "WHAT are the chances of this?!", Dancing Ikey teachers, Painful moshpits, Backstage at Warped '00, Cheeks ((())), Isaac diaper dog, Forrest legs, "I LOVE IKE" forest, House of Style picture, Eminem mooning us, Wow, False Alarms, I DONT-AH KNOW-AH!, Hansa ru, Ikey hands, class ring engravings, Say what, now?, Owah, Sha-na-na-na-na-na-na-na-na (Middle block), GoodbyeEEEEEE.

WE'RE COMPLETE! 10/26/99 (Bush), 5/10/00, 9/10/00, 9/16/00 (Hanson), 7/14/00 & 9/9/00 (Green Day)
Jill, Gail, Pia, and Heather

"Don't go looking for friends; the best ones always seem to find you."

Looney Tunes water bottle • Heritage parking lot • M&M ice cream • "Hey, we are flirting with you!" • "Oh my God, I love Spain!" • "Decoramos su casa" • Blonde Squad • Sister names • "Joker" • Flyers games • Limes • Heather’s cut on her finger and the time • "Here’s to those we love..." • Kris’s bathroom • "I was just with your brother" • The Watchers • "We can take you to a magical place called Delaware" • "I love you Wayne. I love you Garth. I love you Dream woman" • Applebee’s parking lot • Dressing up • All-South Jersey best house: "I love this house!!" • Ari’s – Jill and Pia left alone • Ching Chang Josh Lee • Ritz popcorn • Heather falling down the stairs • Teddy Grahams • Table with no glass • Stalking • Free Birds • "No, it’s my license!" • "This isn’t 7-11!" • Phone cards • "Heather’s going to the Prom!" • AOL stalking • Jamal • Essays and poems • Shotgunning on Pia’s back porch • Jose • Late night Wawa • Website • Mixing up the nights: "Which night was that?" • Delicious • Cherry Poppin’ Daddy • Jill sleeping in Country Club parking lot • Captain for President • CG nights • "How many days until Winter Break?" • Party in the garage • DJ • Take one for the team!! • Sunday trip down the shore • "We’ll sleep in the car!" • "Come on Over" • Gourmet Italian ices • Club Bucks • Suggestion box • Y-tings • South Street parallel parking • Steve’s gym • Adidas • In front of Jessie’s • The Lake • Mauk • "She lives in the farmhouse" • Gravy • Movie nights • Black capris nights • "Raise your hand..." • Chocolate covered pretzels • "Oh my God, we are the same people!" • 2 hours in Pia’s guest room • "People make fun of me because I have big feet" • Talking to Pia’s parents • Heather the Soph tease • Spoilology • and many more to come

LAUREL & SCOTT

-Any shows coming up? - BIO-Photo Class-
-Amazing Breath-Whats poking me-
-V Day-Skating Rink-Busseys-Fairfield-Car-Park-
-Biking-Boogie-
-Happy B-Day-KCH-JYX-
-Ice Skating-Cant take my eyes off you-Pools-
-Trouble Pecking-Buffett-Horse ride-Pookie-
-Springdale Cops-Hollywood Tans-Love Me-
-Carving Tree-JP-Elena Wu’s-Frank Sinatra-
-Twister-Make Up Roses-College Visit-
-Golf Course-Beach-And so many more...
Schminz,
wow senior year gone so fast, along with all those other years. So many years of love and friendship, sleepovers and movie watching. You know I always loved those awesome movies you had. And don't forget you always got the left side of that stupid pull out bed, and as the years went by my side started to collapse. That was definitely not cool. what can I say, our friendship means so much to me, probalbly more then you ever believed but i want you to know one thing. I don't think one day went by in my life where I didn't think of you.
Love you babe
LISSY

ALISSA & LINDSAY

Lissy,
well, we've definately been through it all, but i can't wait to see what comes next. know that it won't matter where we end up because we will always be inseperable. have so many memories with you and i will carry a piece of you with me forever. trust you, i believe in you, and i will always love you. i want you to know that sometimes the things i say don't quite come out right, but i never would hurt you. you mean the most to me out of everyone i know so sometimes my emotions run wild. but that's why you love me! you're my bestest friend-you always, always will be.
Much love
Schminz
RACHEL & SARA
BEST FRIENDS FOREVER

The most beautiful discovery true friends can make is that they can grow up without growing apart.

Memories: "Meet me at the corner", Youngstars, JCC, "slow pokes", Harlam, Bret Harte, Florida, Disney World, Grandmom-Bobby, Sleepovers, chalkboard, Ninja Turtle, Jacuzzi, Skiing, Mrs. Bartalozi, The Beach, Oily Ashley, Hotel Parties, GUYS, Brandon Rabinowitz's house, Parties, Jumping Jacks, Sara's basement, The dream house (If I ruled the world...), sledding, "you jerk!", hair-dying, tanning, piano, singing contests, "competition", the guys at the lake (Mark and Joe), judo, collecting stickers, trolls, being twins for the pizza guy, trick or treating in the rain, crack house '98, madlibs, Valentines kiss, square dancing, kickball, Power Rangers, breakfast with Norm. jokes. stories, RG&SW, Heather and Helen, Berman's, Truth or Dare, Soccer days, Purple People Eater, Roller-skating Club, GrandSlam, Softball 1st and 3rd, Uncle Fred, Sal (Mobil), Obsessions, grounded in the basement...and many more memories to come. Best Friends forever!
RACHEL AND STEVE

**March 6, 1999**

*"I love you"* • hugging & kissing • fighting & crying • Babycakes • Blockbuster nights • Sleepovers • porch talks • baby-sitting who spit on who? • "Looks like waffle batter" • getting the giggles • crazy experiences • tickle me NOT • *"let's play"* • giddiness • GOOBER • Dave and Busters • The Simpsons • Speedline • wrong stop • Joy putting down the stick • parents away • studying Spanish • Steve's gym • massages • CC Diner • Sherma • tanning • Polly's • string cheese • making French toast • *"Take off your left shoe"* • airplane • good times at Berman's • *"getting caught"* • bourbon chicken • midyear • convention • playing in the wheelchair • peeing in a cup • *"the water is going up"* • the parks • Ponzio's 6-month anniversary • red roses • Office Space • DX-Ball • concerts • *"my stomach hurts"* • Laurel Falls • poker at Scott's • S&N time always needed • missing eachother**

and in the end being friends.

Steve- You are an amazing person and I wish you all the luck a person can give. You will always hold a special place in my heart, forever.

Rachel- What can I say, we've been through a lot, maybe even a little too much, some good and others not so good, but so far it's been the greatest experience in my life. I wish you the best and hope you have a happy life.

LINDSAY AND RACHEL

Sal's hook-ups • My name is Hope yo...

Lost: Cherokee boys • Further Fest phone call

Rach's yits • Remember the times with the green

Wawa • Porch talks

We don't know where it started, we hope it never ends, but somewhere along the way we became the best of friends.

Ari's house

Shout outs to RYAN and STEVE:

You've touched our hearts and made you're mark.

Whenever you're in doubt, know you have a best friend waiting.

BLACKOUT

Harry Rose
"Twinkle Toes"

"You can see the sights; you can smell the smells..."
"Chicks dig a scar from a fight in a bar"

Kenny Ensign
"Psychodrummer Boy"
Amanda and Bill

August 16, 1999

• Mystery Men
• FEZ '99
• Real World every Sunday night
• "One time, at cheerleading camp..." • Football season '99
• decorating houses
• The Sock Hop
• The Sixer's Games
• "I don't see him!"
• Valentine's Day
• March 4, 2000
• Making dinner
• "Getting a drink"
• reviewing for Vocab Final
• Blue Streak
• Junior Prom
• "To infinity and Beyond!"
• Scooby
• Bo
• "What's shakin', bacon?"
• "What's cookin', good lookin'?"
• OOSCO pool club/swim club
• "What's that about?"
• "Did you like the movie, Billy?"
• whipped cream
• "Where ya goin'?"
• "Turn on the fun"
• Phillie's game
• Short Hill's Deli
• Dave Matthew's concert
• Jenn's shore House
• Amanda's pool
• football season 2000
• Dinners
• tickle fights
Jessica & Alexis
Best Friends Forever

FRIENDS FOR LIFE!
Linz Morrow

A Strong Absence of Memories...
Neely and Tali

BSB 97, 9/29 - 9/30/99 our dreams come true BSB $1600, AJ's Brick House, Brian's kiss, baby George, MTV VMA 2000, the perfect fans, EMINEM, concerts, first love, Charles and Scott, XC 2001, backstage with LFO and 5, 3 Below, NY, Q102, first kiss, Eric and "crew," chillin' with Alexis, partying, junior prom, summer swimming, coaches, shopping trips, who's driving?, being dysfunctional, dancing, are you wearing makeup?, college visits, chillin' at home, flea market Sundays, working at Dr. G's office, Center Stage, first time for everything, BBYO freshman year, Club Wawa, Philly boys, clubbin, finding ourselves, realizing who our real friends are, curly hair, sleeping next to the phone, cheating, little white lies, movies, West guys, Scott's car, Halifax and our Nicaraguan boys. Florida 2001, Tri County, summer of 97 with Jared, senior prom, 1st belly button piercing, 2nd belly button piercing, music, babysitting and making the diners, player hating, Ryan and Nick and their cars, waxing, SAT competition, Carson Daly, Israel 99, Nir and Idan, Hila and the club, Shai's Friday night phone calls, who's on the phone?, big pimpin' baby, the empty house, "sleeping out at friends," driving mile after mile to catch a glimpse of someone famous, sleeping in our "dorm," cleaning out the closets, shoulder surgery, being "uncool," bad boyfriends, Lila's keys, is this really happening?, the Duck, naked Kent, Justin's tongue ring, Boyce's broccoli, Elon's car, Adam "you're so pretty!", July 4th, water, loving ourselves, confirmation and our missed trip, petty fights, ignorant people, driving, Lex "how do you do it," shopping at 2103 Greenwood Court, I don't get it!, road trips, independent women, regrets

Tali-
Through thick and thin, we have been through everything. Bad boyfriends (hm?), bad grades, bad athletic performances, fight after fight. I think we've been to the end and back. But it only made our relationship stronger. Thanks for being my best friend. I love you. Good luck at college next year. I'll miss you.
Always,
Neely

Neely-
I don't know what to say. You've been through it all with me. Thank you for being there through my smiles, tears, love and cheers, that kept me going nonstop. Our favorite boys couldn't have summed it up better; you truly are "larger than life." Best friends for always. I love you.
Your other half,
Tali

Sisters by chance, Friends by choice.
NEELY and TALI
Sisters By Chance... Friends by Choice

The Spirit is in the people, taking out the trash, European Trips, Cancun, Ski Tips up, Disney World 7 times, Trips to Spanish speaking places, weird diseases, wooden men, Créme Brûlée, Snowboarding aka voluntary suicide, Skiing into a tree: how many kids are you going to have, fans of the system, shafted, lowering our standards, Arthur, a hair, clowns, walking 2 miles, scary fish, breaking your nose, Aunt Betty's hill. Miss Lyssy, Larry and Rita

Laura,
You have always been there for Me whenever I needed a friend.
Thank you for always being a Shoulder to cry on. You're the best Sister a person could ask for
Love Lysa

Lys,
I am so thankful for the relationship
We share. I am glad you came into my life.
Even though I might have tried pushing
You down the stairs, I still loved you.
Thank you for listening to my problems.
I love you so much, Laura
"Best Friends Always, Sisters Forever"
Jenny and Sammy
Goldsmith

Dear Jenny,
From childhood to maturity you have always been our shining star. We will always be there for you, as we know you will go far.

Thanks for the memories!
Love always,
Mom, Dad
and Nanny
Sarah♥Elyssa♥Alanna

"True friends are one soul in three bodies."

BOB♥Mike♥Rich♥Chem lab♥"The Letters"♥Miami♥Danny Boy♥Lys help me with my water bottle♥summer loves♥camp times♥OH♥what AP test?♥"study" sessions♥"get her off me! I swear to god, get her off me!!!"♥singing men in the woods♥Wawa tunes♥Lani falling off her chair♥exploding big breakers of boiling hot water♥don’t let alanna touch the labts!♥Sarah’s daring–don’t go out the sunroof!♥Dawson and Felicity♥cheesy camp songs♥Salina Springs days♥MKRN♥volleyball knee pads♥our special “sleepovers”♥Willowdale days♥freshman lunch: why is she sitting with us?♥Junior English ©
Missy and Lauren

"You've got troubles, I've got 'em too. There isn't anything I wouldn't do for you, we'll stick together to see it through cause you've got a friend in me."

Third grade with Mrs. Anderson, Greenlink enterprises, Adventures in Babysitting with Missy and Laurel, Lauren-Missy and Magoo-Lauren kept him, crazy freshman obsessions, Fez '99, Free gifts from Fez 2000, lack of Missy's memory, V-Card coaching, Israel, Darren's friends, late nights at Missy's, Chris is Puerto Rican, shady Jason secrets, Brettmeist, Cheeto boy and Goofy, Probe adventures-thanks for that, "I think your stepbrother wants a piece", fake secret crushes, You said RMS would be fun, New Years block party, why are we the only ones who want to drive, on the man hunt, Missy's bipolar, Friday nights at Cooperfields-Tracy, Lauren Egypt/Pink/Steve's gym/I have no excuse, Wet and Wild, long night at Nick's, forcing Missy down the shore, naked in the hot tub-OH WAIT THAT WASN'T USI, we're hot and funny-we're good catches, Washington Township boys, Prayer on Tuesday, Lauren's crying again, dealing with liars, 19 LML, we're all 19 year old seniors, clowning around at CHOP, Yesll Chinese delivers,

YOU'RE MY FAVORITE!!!
"Porch nights! Chester!"

~Slap some burgers on the grill!~

"Late night chats! Can I have a side of Mayo?!!"

"T-shirt contest! I'll supply the water! ECB's!"

~ DL crushes! Shady sleepovers! It's chill! ~

"Shout-outs to ANU group of friends!"

~Cracked out cabbage patch! Hoochin it across America!~

"I have come to the conclusion!"

~"YO T"!! Big John dinners! We're out!~

"Captain IS Megan's friend!"

~Pile into the car with our guys!~

"Roll down your sleeves! Burping contests!"

~Pre-gaming! Aaron's house! Art class!~

"WHATEV"

*Friends 4 Ever*

"It doesn't matter where you go in life, What you do or how much you have...it's who you have beside you."
Ally and Mary

7th grade homeroom—Best friends
at first sight—Mr. Callaghan’s class—Boy
fights—Sleepovers—Mary’s jog around the
block in LA Gears—Awkward stages—Woodcrest
Pool—Phillies Games—Benny and Sarah—
love your mom—Dinners at Mary’s—
FEASTACURA—You’re moving in—
Ice Money—Stalking—Prank Calls—
Ronnie and Pat Mike—Let me see your tattoo.
Al—Florida—Girl’s Night—You’re dirty—
Egypt—What’s happening Marc—
Lisa’s mom—Ally broke the lamp—
Mary is part of the glee club—You are
beautiful, Ally...She’s crying again—
drive in theater—where did you
sleep last night...—Mary has terrets—Ally
has road rage—
Painting Pumpkins—Trying to steal us from
his best friends—Mary’s obsession
with AOL—Kim wants to order pills
to enhance her chest—Does Kate hate me?—
I can’t go...Your brother is home—
Frosh year lacrosse—Ally #1 soccer fan—
Calling out of work—
I love Brad—Mary walking
into lamp posts—Pysch parties with Mary—
Mr. Daly slipping on the roof—First times,
secret second times—They’re in CVS—
Late night calls—Monte—
Advice—Coochie Monster—17 Notebooks—
Jay, will you buy Ally Notebooks—
Slow boys—
Playing INever with Eustace boys—Bargain
Shopping—Climbing the fence
Innocent girl, floatation device, Boyerface, frosh ditch the
dance party, ice cream, fist boy, rapist, bowling, louie-louie,
pantene pro-v, smile dudes, wolf man, what's he looking for,
that's so clever, dirty dancing, watch the tram car please.
shore, polish water-ice, dianes, sunburn, BSB, 8th grade
Halloween party, certs, say my name, Miami, Alanna's swee-
16, fire island, max 97.5, smack in the crack, Farren's 8th
grade English class, Rocchino nights, I am batman, forbidde-
study groups, PFC visiting day, Levi's get-togethers, Lauri's
summer, starbucks, coffee works, infamous black light room,
new years 2000, immigration song, Inna's basement, club
Wawa, Bob, obsessions, scream 3, vacuum cleaner, DMB
concerts, Chili Peppers, speaker 3, Jr. prom, snow in April,
2000 scavenger hunt, Saturday morning chats, Sakura Springs
fat fat and obese, Fridays and movies, Marcin's house,
Santana picture guys, Haddonfield; and that's only the
beginning!?
Merry and Rachel: Best friends Forever!!!

*Lonely old woman with red hair*; *Friday's on Fridays*; *AMC*; *Spray bottle showers*; *Color me mine*; *NY York Pizza*; *We will never drive*; *The never ending snowman hunt*; *Watching the Christmas story at Copperfields*; *Rachel always buys my clothes!!!*; *JD Art*; *Shopping*; *Sophomore lunch*; *Visiting Dee in NY*; *Merry hates Dave and Roger*; *Trading sweaters...*; *Forever*; *Arby's*; *Some kind of wonderful*; *My necklace*; *Gap*; *Tunes*; *Seeing the Flyers at Applebees*; *Merry makes sure you don't drive into the garage again!*; *I can't sleep there! I'll get sea sick! Crashes*; *Rachel's pager never works!*; *H! H! Adam's vulgarity*; *Are you ever getting your license?*; *Creed*; *Borrowed and never returned CDS*; *Rachel's a mind reader!!*

Rachel

Merry

---

ROB AND INNA

---

JORDAN & TALI

Would you like chips with that dip?, big baby, being "uncool," having fun, girls night out, talking seriously, Mancini's Bio class, Blink 182, cookies, Eastern guys, dollar store, Real World, being loud, movies, Coyote Ugly, belly button, "I'd rather be lactose intolerant, drinking milk, and waiting for it to come!"

---

Rummy 1000  ¶  Scream 3  ¶  Fo Hollow  ¶  Entrep.  ¶  Duane  ¶  Meat Loaf  ¶  Ping Pong  ¶  Tutor Sessions ¶  2 AM Chats  ¶  Wawa  ¶  Stalker  ¶  Rob is sexy  ¶  Happy Birthday ¶  We've been through so much together, we know there's so much more to come.
Ben and Bill

"A FRIEND IS SOMEONE WHO KNOWS EVERYTHING ABOUT YOU, AND STILL LIKES YOU."

The Clique  6th Grade Parties  Kingston Girls  Mount Misery  Bar Mitzvahs  Exhilarama  Weekends at a Time  2 Liters in 2 Minutes  Fists of Steel  Sharing Girlfriends  3 am Hike to the JCC  Wallen's P.O.S.  Pulp Fiction  SAR  Chocolate Chip Pancakes  Brad’s Lectures  "We’re going to the joint, man!"  Rendezvous and Mythology  New Year’s Yits  Stupidity Leak  Skinemax  Aerosmith Concert  Best Friends Dating Best Friends  Wrestling PPV’s  Holy Your Sabbath  Mean Streets Of Maple Shade  FEZ ’99  Papa John’s  Cruisin’ Israel  85 Head Yit  Christmas Bowling  Joy Palace  Mid Year Convention  Cherry Hill 500  Following The Lights  The NY Experience  Makin Subway Runs  "I can’t believe you hit me"  Football and the Cougar  The Rest of Our Lives

Julie and Melissa... Hello Lady!

Once you are my friend,

Joo-lay!, Templeton, "Now you have the dolphin in your picture!". Preps, "Another toll!", "Mel, just run across the highway to get more change". Waretown, Forked River, Bass County, Rotary: A200 "Guys, we're back! Where is everyone?" "Nap time!", alpha particle, we meet again gas man, the sleeping house, killing bugs w/ tennis balls. I want to be a rich house wife, Senior Ricardos and Lucy, Steele force, Further Fest, the "other" Mellul, incident at McDonalds (special people!) after school at Vito’s, no grilled cheese at steve’s pizza, "...but don’t tell anyone.", carving and craving names on bathroom doors, "A friend is somebody you want to be around when you feel like being yourself."
"Be there at 7:00, see yah at 9:00" Hefty, Raw Dog, overnight camp, soccer field, Pete, Drew, Jack, Wendy, waking up with underwear in your face, Bowman, Halloween 99', obsessions, "Laur- I gotta tell you something..." sorority, surprise parties, weird scream, messy room DL experiences, "What did he say, tell me again", Thatch, grumpy Candice, rolling. I got the wah-wahs, township guys, walking into the door, no money klutz, AAG, baby Matthew, sneaking in, King brother, April 20th, no sleepovers, SlateDiggity Dog, Disney for The millennium. Guess who's home, smoking fries, piggybacks, random guys, Enchantment, wedgies, hiding from Debbie, Warning signs all over the car, "it's not my fault", timebomb Clear straps, sleeping in the bathroom, hanging from The monkey bars, "If I tell you your mouth is going to drop" opps we did it again, lack of attachment, "Pull up your shirt and stop talking to guys", red dresses bet with Arie, Delirium, O.C.D, Ocean City, the door wouldn't lock, my bed, shopping, Together we have some unforgettable times!!!!!
Ishu - Mishu & Nehu - Mehru

limonade-long convos-makin fun people-
ghetto talk-meri bachi-Nay-DECA-stat-
Rittenhouse mornings- mera hum safar-
a lexus- garba & sweet 16 dress up-walks-
Rajesh-Hum satth satth hai-Diaag-Sleepovers-
bike rides-i love you-great adventure-hell yeah-
chick-keychain-strobe light-hoods-decorations-
chinese food-screen names-nimbuda dance-Monil-
killi mithi no-all girl names-4o'clock late nite walks-
me bi gandi, tu be gandi, hum saab gande hai-

Merry and Lauri

Parent trap, handshake, surprise birthday party,
jce summers, go starbursts, morning wawa trips,
spice girls stroke9 morning serenades, matchbox20,
moldy moss, bsb obsession, awahaa, awohoho,
locked in bathroom, men strike back night,
there might be an old navy there, pool wars
right vs. left, she-ra princess of power,
what lies beneath, izzy and lizzy

© Crazy Red Head Twins Forever ©
Alexis and Erin
Best Friends

love note rejection, at least my mom cares, stroller rides, St. Andrews pre-school, shore beach days, jet skis, parasailing in O.C., boat rides, premature departure from Chinquaka, college buddies, hand in ear door episode, Alexis's peer pressure in A.C., inauguration in Washington, sisterly love and sisterly battles, ostrich in hot tub room, birthday sleepovers, Alexis's fear of scary movies, stubborn attitudes, Studio O, Casba, and Taj Manal with Tom, older men, Jared and Mike, death trap, mixed feelings, 97 boys, Natalie's parties, sorority 98 and 00, homeroom, Sara's 7th grade parties, Brandon sagas, Sentura 98-99, Taj at Millennium, feasts at Taj, Deal controversy, dropped glove in Poconos, car fight on the way to Washington, O conversation, Tony's dowsed bomb, surprise attack, staying with each other, Erin hanging by Prada bag, sushi, secret crushes, family parties, using Lex as excuse, Mr. Mullen pulling through in court, Puddin and Alex, stranded at Sentura, prom, ski trip, Beck days, cheerleading clique, bangs and braces, Front Street drag races, The Attack.
Erica and Alexis

Long is the road
we must travel on down.
Short are the legs
that will struggle behind.
I wish I knew for sure
just where we're bound,
What we will be doin'
and what we're gonna find.

Wherever we go, there will be birds to cheer you
flower to color in the fields around.
Wherever we go, I'll be right here near you
You can't get lost when you're always found.

Okay if I hook; get into the
groove. Wawa weekends, illegal
lax boys, Wahoo anti-socials,
chai tea, Glenn?, keep the pants,
twem, neck brace, sprinkler run,
snowy prom, the poster, the
keychain, hot to go. David is
"special," the big O, green and
yellow, orangatang, im fat-Lets
eat, you liked me even when I
looked like that?, foot in mouth,
aren't you sick of me yet. Can I
sleep in your bed?, stinky
applebees, why do I get all the
losers, trips to Diane's nifty
fifties, silent conversations.
hippocrite, beheading teddy,
sleep swimming and crashing.
Slutmonkey, "she peed on the
block?" the picture conspiracy.
tai food, Camden private part
painting, get outta my head.
Mista ankal, shady secret

Psycho. Hey Ghostfeet,
what's that stench?*
sleepovers on the deadly
Couch, he just didn't come.
Anna begins. Would be
romantic places, "quickly"
and "grrrr," table for two.
"We're not twins, but we
wish we were"
“If you live to be 100, I want to live to be 100 minus a day
so I never have to live a day without you.”  – Piglet

These past years with you have been amazing ones. Beginning with our fun times back in middle
school up through our high school days, we’ve shared so many incredible experiences. Maybe it’s
your beautiful smile, your amazing good looks, your awesome voice, or your enchanting personality, but
there is something about you that makes me smile every time I see you. You’ve been the best thing that
has ever happened to me, and I am the luckiest person in the world to be your boyfriend. You’ll always be my
girl. I love you.

Robbie –

The moment we met, I knew that you were “The
One.” Your charm, strength, and smile completely
enveloped me, and you’ve been my best friend ever
since. You truly are the greatest person to walk into
my life, and I am sure that our future holds nothing
short of perfection. Every minute spent with you
will forever remain in my heart. To my favorite guy
the most wonderful, thoughtful, sweetest boyfriend –
thank you for providing me with support, friendship,
and love. I love you.

Rob & Bar
Bennett Sisters
Lauren, Rachel, and Jaclyn

We have had our little tiffs as we tend to sometimes brawl and bicker
But with everlasting memories to last a lifetime everyone knows that blood is thicker.

We've seen it all together, we've laughed and cried through it hand in hand
And next year, while distance may separate us, our bond will still withstand.

Three Bennett sisters 'round the halls of East with good times that never end.
For we are more than just sisters, we are the very best of friends.

LAUREN AND SCOTT
A friend is one who knows all about you and still likes you

FRIENDS THEORY, Boo-Boo Lake-Quack, dysfunctional friendship, early morning escapes, being a hypocrite, separating the real from the fake, you're still here, singing songs in head, A.K and Bob, I'm smarter than you, curly toes, I won't tell anybody except for everybody, Phish at Merriweather, a learning experience, jello-shots, 2 fingers making circles, too much suction, Instant Analysis and Never Get Manipulated Again, at least I know I'm fake, Hooters-weenie boy, we know we're better, Pink is so ugly, black and blue marks, lotion-Moisteral, that's how I was raised syringes of spores, no communication, the brown blanket, get the spot, dollar bill drawings, in the closet, keys in Philly, Post Drunk Syndrome, pool table attempts, community D-speedline talks, waiting for the delivery, Brass Rails, in the ice box, body slam on beach, hockey stick attacks, 6/20/00, cell phone in water, just think happy thoughts.

I GET BY WITH A LITTLE HELP FROM MY FRIENDS
I GET HIGH WITH A LITTLE HELP FROM MY FRIENDS
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"We may not have it all together, but together we have it all."

Jenn  Joe  Colleen
Merry  Guida  Betsy
Amanda Bill Kara

can you hear me; frosh dance; Merry's pool parties; Friendly's after mid-terms; cotillion; New Year's '99; V-Day Dinner '99; "You've Got Mail" movie; sweet 16's; bomb scare day; junior prom; fez-tivals; Bill's yits; Jenn's shore house; boardwalk games - up & in; "baby-sitting" scura; "And now batting, #11 . . ." - DW; "Look at the stars!"; the 'black' jeep cherokee; Merry falling off the trampoline; "You shot me!"; scavenger hunt - girls rule, boys drool; New Year's '00; "I'm the statue of liberty!"; AWO - the mean streets of Maple Shade; dirty minds game; Battle of the Bands night; Egypt; Father Anthony; snowball fight; mischief nights; jailbreak; Colleen's yit; Betsy's driving
"True friends make you madder than anyone, make you cry harder than ever, and make you laugh at life's little stuff. True friends should have as much fun as we do."

Hot tub, Emma and Gus, bubble gum, love shack, lawnmower boys, warning...warning, Hudson, Uncle Richie's CD, punchies, Becca, pink satin pig sticker, Cheryl's additions, New Year's Eve, Mexican Food Factory, wah...wah...wah, 8:00am wakeup, Champ's phone numbers, downtown Stuart, Y100 Fez, streaking, plane ride with Benny, dinner with Jared and Mel, singing with Poe, fat pack, lazy Dave, mini-golf, deuce, Maloney's, Dino's, Brigantine, "I'm 19, but I was born in 1983", Ally come back!, beach with Ben, roommates, John and John and some scrambled eggs, silent movies with Jay, sleepovers, Atlantic City – ride to Caesar's, homemade dinners, crazy moms, Chas and Deena, Hebrew School days, motion sickness, Ally broke the lamp, Steve and Don, Dave the middleman...

We love you, Little Insk!!!
Lauren and Leigh

Toronto, no one knows we are friends, singing for money, Brass Rails, Kings of the Kitchen, bawdies for no reason, jogging in the rain, shopping tutorials, H&M, no chicken at Carnegie deli, Johnny and Iehmad, 3 hour Union trips. We bring the party to the party, just a state of mind, deep throat contests in the courtyard, and who won? sick... running the bases, everyone's fake, Race's presents, making up dances, crowd pleaser, you need a booty call, makeovers—all about the eyeliner, but Mommy I need my aerosol, your type and my type would never hang out, coffee crazed, if you don't shop then like what do you do?, sleeping with our eyes open, Matt's cuz, rollerblade lane.

Stacey & Marybeth

Everyone hears what you say, Friends listen to what you say, Best friends listen to what you don't say.

Don't stop, don't stop! Back up! Vacations on boat, Field hockey, lacrosse, soccer, Making the couch, bbbombaa will you be my friend? JAM! Enosh Gardens, From 00, Memory box, Speeches, 3 am drive to Audubon, Brown-eyed girl, JH what a night! Concerts, Stacey's move to HLT, Marybeth, Stacey's Dad, Did you tell your Mom I'm going?, I'm taller, I'm shorter, I'm prettier, I'm cuter, Falling in the hallway freshman year, Being sick in the hallway and just walking away, Broken bones, Hussy, Falling off the bed, yep, knee-deep, slipper, slipper, team 3, E.S.P., I'm telling you, Im PSYCHIC! Dance Party, What are you doing in there? Oh MT, Bunt, We're Er, Straightening Stacey's hair, Foremost, I'm bumping on it! Being BEST FRIENDS since 4th grade, BEST FRIENDS FOREVER!!!
laur and liss

"pooh, promise you won't forget about me, ever. Not even when I'm a hundred." pooh thought for a little. "how old shall I be then?" "ninety-nine". Pooh nodded. "I promise," he said.

Gnarl*sea isle*fun city*run forest*legos*phillipa*st. joe's*skim boarding and surfing*tish's*smoothie guy*beyond the boardwalk*the chair*ocean city*old time photo*chad and tom*dippin dots*empire nuggets*party of 6*fat guy in a little coat*rocky horror*ethan hunt*makeout parties*mt. misery*matry

Goldberg*blender blunders*feeding the pets*cleaning liss's room*showering*pickles*lotus*benihana*sushi (snort)*the porch*clubbing*milk bar*leonard underwean*senior virgin*"g not a j"*do wash your face*kurb ur dog concert*diane's*bike rides to zagara's*bbq baked lays*shaving partiss*nat*aerosmith*the dye party*yifotach*simpsons marathon with yphich*wendy's*medonadoes*piglet and tigger forever*
Jared and Lauren

"I sometimes find you know me better than I know myself"

Rollerblading, Antioch Sophomore Cotillion, Cuddle Song, Sun and Moon, History Class, Wrestling, Butterfly Kisses, "love you, k, bye" blast from the past, Fleetwood Mac emails, notes, Applebee's, Barnes and Noble, Margate, New Year's Eve, Eric Clapton, "Wonderful Tonight," hooking Brondan up, double date with Alex, Alurpeca, Alanis concert, yield sign, the bathroom, track, locker room, five rooms, thingie thingie, morning after prom, waterfall, thingie growl"
the song*psych parties*senior dance party*frosh imitators*"I wanna march!""I have nothing to say to these ..."constant crying*silent stretch*kims stalkers*siri*the quieter*full field*kims dad*the weird one*dnar*kim punching her eye out*yllek*ushda lil baby marsh n butta*score score score some more*do you wanna hook up with me?*maguize*funny faces*too much broadway*sticks*big brawl with paul vi*
We'll Never Forget The Fun Times We've Shared Together!

Superfreak!~Make me laugh!~Shampoo~Mel's forbidden kiss~Dave~Walking to Springdale @ 10pm~Flat tire~Ishbo~Hold on! I'm almost there!~Candyman~Parties at Mel's~Was that a redlight?~Prom '00~Being chased by those Nasty guys~Inhaling that song we can't remember~Someone's in Mar's basement!~How you doin'?~Cujo~Paddy's Tail~Do you have ESP?~Ants Marching~Too much mint-chocolate chip~Opera Seatbelts~Mel's Korn Dance~Freak at the mall~Tood~Rob's pool~Talking fat~Lovin Feeling~Mel's laugh~Mop~Gravedigger~Cattawg~Skink~Mike's Rolls~Lance obsession~Friendly's~Friday's~7 to 11~Disney World~BEST FRIENDS ALWAYS AND FOREVER!!
“Do you want to be my best friend?”; Kindergarten days; only 2 Christians; Bret Harte; The Basement; Barbies; Cancun, Mexico; P.B.&J. Milk, and Dorito Lunches; Marcia Hyland; Miss Gerri; Swimteam; Saved By the Bell; Circus with Cotton Candy; Gymnastics; Dirty Dancing; New Kids on the Block; Pole Dancing; Cocktail Waitresses; Echelon Skating Rink; Lancaster; Cross-stitching; Stealing Grandma’s Candy; “Laura has more clothes at our house than she does at your house!”; Dancing to Poison; Boyz II Men; Okemo; Taping Someone to the Chair; “Is Penelope There?”; Prank Calls; Erma and Ethel; Table Dancing; “Laura is Bob Marley, Lauren is Mary Todd Lincoln and Josh is Herbert Hoover”; “We’re the HEROES!”; Being Anti-Social; Sex Talks; Nose Piercings; D-Monkey; Pyromaniacs; Dancing to Rusted Root; Dawson’s Creek; Cheese and Crackers; Go-Cart Racing; Camping; “I Just Spit Out the Lemon Juice”; Avalon; Shampoo; “I’m dressing like a virgin, I’m going clubbing”; Farleigh Dickinson; “Laura and I have this connection”; Loyola; Pat Benatar; Hogging Lemonades; Stella; Mr. Donut; Puddin; Stephanie’s strip tease; Forever Young; With Honors; Crazy Daisy; Babysitting Colin and Liam; Trying to get into Israeli Vibration; Acoustic Sublime; Giant’s Stadium; “Laura stop talking about your wedding. You’re making me cry”; 13 Years of Memories and a lifetime more...

“And when you cry, I’ll be right there telling you your never anything less than beautiful. So don’t you worry, I’m your angel standing by.”

“And the past makes the journey harder still...”
EVEN BACK THEN, WE KNEW THERE WAS A CHAMPION IN THAT CUTE LITTLE BODY. YOU HAVE GROWN INTO A VERY, VERY SPECIAL YOUNG WOMAN. YOU ALWAYS GIVE MORE THAN YOU TAKE. THAT’S WHY YOUR 4 YEARS AT EAST HAVE BEEN AS MEMORABLE FOR YOU AS THEY HAVE BEEN FOR YOUR PARENTS, TEACHERS AND CLASSMATES. YOUR ENTHUSIASM, INSPIRATION AND SPIRIT ARE INFECTIOUS. LISSY T’BAUM.... YOU ARE AND ALWAYS WILL BE “THE BOMB”!!

LOVE

MOM, DAD, JESSY AND MATTMAN
Jill and Jeremy

"In good times, in bad times I'll be on your side forever more, that's what friends are for"

Our first encounter at Ian's - totally silent • Wanna be 8th grade dance dates • "Switching" at Zalut's • Mrs. Farren's class • Future driving trips to NYC • Hot tub parties • 4 some • Uncle Willie's party • Kiss up to the parents • Gone at my Sweet 16 • At the sight of the first accident • "Did you always have that radar?" • Dealing with the home alone bug out • The shore • Shady room in the back • No showers ever • Alarm clock scandal • "I always decide... you decide" • Junior prom • Car in the court • Annoying tag-along • Bonding with the siblings • Hospital • Morrow in the middle • Shag parties • Tennis buddies for a day • Leather jacket • Sleepover at Dave's • Sorority sisters with Mel • Syracuse and Cornell together • First week in May • Secret hiding spot in my room • New neighbors with a key to the basement door • Therapist during finals • No movies • "The Beach" with the feet • Interested in the cousin • Lying way too much • Flyers game • Dinner with Pat and friends • Metal piece key chain from Israel • 10 o'clock curfew • birthday presents - I.O.U.'s • luau • phone calls • Thanks for all the great memories!
"You can pick your friends, you can pick your nose, but you can't pick your friend's nose"

Role call now what's it gonna be, who's on the line with my homie... Iggie, Anti, AJ, Mommy, Female Dog-Poss of Ninel, Turkey Trot, Macarena- Alyssa's naked, bad girls at Warren's good girls at Ian's, prank calls to my grandma, Aol stalking, sorority, bathroom times, Dave Matthews concert, dancing with your eyes closed, Jill calling 911 like it's her job, New Years Nazi, it's beautiful, hot tub parties, happy boys, passing out, Lauren's lessons, posing pictures, Barbie girl dance spirit week dances, Shuster and Haines-back of the bus, everything's ghetto, Lauren's world, Copperfields, Missy can't remember, video camera/alarm clock scandal, Virginia Beach, Bubbly fake fake boyfriends, Sweet 16's, has Alyssa learned to share? Maggi, Jake, Billy, Lermack, Chad, J.P., Bueno, sing sweet Lauren-Gale, Rudy's woods, Linker peed her pants, Lauren has a chronic illness, Spice Girls got booted off, sleeping and playing @ Steve's gym, Y100 fezes, after 8th grade dance party, Titanic, Valentine's Day, Voorhees fights, Hebrew school memories, Powder Puff two time losers "all animals in the oven", junior prom and after party, dud, Taboo, we all bug sometimes, Pizza Fresca=The Max, N.Y.P.D. Beat, Super Jews, Dom from Washington Township, long Memorial Day night at the shore, throwing food never gets old, Granny panties, strip card games, BIFF, lying, Aerosmith, hot items, we drink to make other people more interesting, hurricane punch, Royo's and broccoli, Passover in Egypt, Suckie -Suckie-Long-Time-Five-Dollar, We eat a lot and we like it, "I'm selfish but it makes me happy", Jewish girls are fast, it's like having an orgasm, sucky sucky long time five dollar, Let's have fun, I like...
Shore Trips • Weekend Parties • Prom • 8th grade dance •
Jill’s Sweet 16 • English trip • Halloween fight... bad girl’s won,
good girls Ian • Secret admirer letters • Post 8th grade dance ... sorry •
Poppin’ pills • Gay nights at Ian’s • Ben Harper “Steal My Kisses” •
Trips to tunes • Voorhees parties • Ian wanting to be Stevebaum •
Sakura • Elana Wu’s • Making Cd’s • Dianes • -ish talk on the trampoline
• Rides in the passat • Psych class • Ian obsessing over N’sync • Elvis,
Ruggy, and Lucy • High holidays gatherings at TBS • Hebrew School •
Selma’s lovin’ • Tanning salon • “We need more pics for our page” •
Supporting the tennis team’s best players • Mr. Serious and Mr. Smiles •
issy’s house • Tbaum’s basement • Dope • Wahoo • Crushes on the boys •
Late night hooks • hot tub parties • London IEI • Alaska/Hawaii ’98 • Good
times shared... good times to come... Thanks for all the memories!! •

“Great Friends are hard to find, harder to leave, and impossible to forget”
Gail and Jill
Sisters and Best Friends Forever

Sunset Beach • Talking over the intercom • Sleepovers • "Rot in hell Gail!!!" • Kit – Kat Galaxy • Slim Shady • Scott’s notes • Poems for Scott • "It's always sunny in the summer" • Playing pool against Scott and Jay • "If we win this game, there is no conversing." • "Promises" • Green Sweeney • Truth or Dare at Sherm’s • Smalde • Gail’s social stomach problems • "Never again!" • "Let’s ask the Captain!" • Sean’s bathroom • SCBC and DLSCBC • January 15th, 2000 - the Ides of January • "How do you get your a** so tight?” • 7:00 AM lax tournaments • Church • Old Orchard parking lot • Otterageous • Swedish adventurers, dikhbobd problems, proportions • Obsessions • Scott’s basement, court, and bathroom – anything happens • Cherry Poppin’ Daddy • First day of Rec • "Weirdness" - 2 hours upstairs? • "Go follow him Jill!" • "I have to regulate" • Flyers games • Stalking • Jamal and melon • Mary’s report card • "Draw...cheese" • KK bathroom buddy • Curved Wall • Playground • Court? • Drew’s driveway • Passat • Always the other women • Prom • Pigs? • "Pia’s home!!!!!!" • "Do you want to shotgun?" • "And he just sat there and watched! I’m so stupid!!!!" • "You’re beautiful. Shut up!" • 3 lake nights • Contests near Eastern • Swimming in thongs • How Gail got our clothes back • "Tell Me What You Want" – always Him • Stealing Gail’s radio • Robbing the cradle at Britney Spears – " I swear it said ‘80!!" • Everyone talking ish like it's their job • Jill in Meier’s bathroom – how the screen came out • Steady 4-count • Curve and Envy • Jill’s bathroom fetish • Flying cars • Synagogue mission • WEBSITES - WE KNOW WHO YOU ARE • Ryan and Brandon • Ry or die and Tommy model • AOL • Adidas/ Ice • Fake Adidas • Playettes • "Pool tables get me in trouble" • Super G at 3 • Worst nights • "Yeah that's us!!" • Fatty • The Wall • "Do you have any Advil?" • KKB • Making our memory page • "He's my brother!" • Pigs in a Blanket • Shout out to our Junior girls • To all our girls and guys - Thanks for the memories! • To our parents – Thanks for always supporting us! We love you!
"Yesterday brought the beginning, tomorrow brings the end, and somewhere in the middle we became the best of friends"

NYC Trip♥️ Centerstage ♥ Shabbat dinners ♥ Hot tub parties ♥ basements ♥ 4 some ♥ posse of 9 (anti and iggy) ♥ Billy and ZackMovies♥️ Cooking♥️ Talking with the boys ♥ Sharing Jeremy ♥ Calling for scores ♥ What to do calls ♥ Pre calc and algebra study parties ♥ Country grammar in the basement ♥ Piggyn’ out on weekends ♥ TCBY ♥ brutal 8th grade brawl ♥ Diane’s ♥ Best car in the lot ♥ Copperfield’s ♥ "aaahhhh" ♥ buggin babies ♥ Flat tire ♥ The driveway accident ♥ Lors Studio ♥ 911 supporter ♥ Long distance Relationships A and Z ♥ hookah ♥ 4 sweaty hands ♥ Role call ♥ Secret platinum... cancer? ♥ The one who knows the lyrics and the one who doesn’t ♥ James Taylor and Ben Harper ♥ What? ♥ Guullf ♥ Cake icing with the sprinkles ♥ M & M fests ♥ Grendel ♥ Tone deaf ♥ Tennis partners forever ♥ The girls vs. Adam... whose gonna win? ♥ Luau ♥ Underwater hooks ♥ What does he mean? ♥ Lesbian lovers ♥ Working girls ♥ Never-ending ride to the beach ♥ Sorority ♥ Our Louis Christian lovers ♥ Elana Wu’s ♥ Booty calls with the older “men” ♥ Land rover adventures ♥ JP and Brettmeister ♥ Smelly shoes ♥ Playing pictionary ♥ After prom ♥ Zev’s aol convos ♥ No bat-mitzvah’s for us ♥ “Can I borrow your iron?” ♥ Is that a fake prada??... of course!!! ♥ Bluefly.com ♥ The obnoxious cousin ♥ Uncle Willie ♥ Same sneakers ♥ Thong shopping at the GAP ♥ Cell phone talks ♥ Pookie ♥ Lick lick... can I have some chicken soup ♥ Promise ♥ Princesses ♥ Confessions ♥ And for all the other wonderful memories... I LOVE YOU! ♥
"Some say we're weird, others think we're funny, but there's one thing for sure - we always have fun...we are the crazy ones of the class of 2001!"

Ivy, Lauren, Leigh, Jill, Gail, Rachel, Sari

7-11 crew • Train • Lauren's shore house • "Run to the beach" • Amie boy • "Nibble on my ear" • Just Do It • no pants night • "Do you know where our pants are?" • latenights • "Yeah" • Leigh christening Sweeney's car • Wawa c.block • latenights with Joffe • kidnapping Mini Joff • piggies feet • sleepovers at Ivy's • Sari's hot tub • the other women • Home wreckers • Ursula's creature • Fugesse-the Score • sushi • after Phil Lesh • Super G at 3 • "Jordan Rand's" • totalitarian hungarian • Morrow's Nut House • the Gym • the Wal • Makler's pool • the Lake • Acutane • "Vito like the pizza place, Tim not like the pizza place" • Ivy the page nazi • Starbucks talks • PITA • Lauren's garage • Jolting • one Jolt queer • "Want to, want to" • Jennie, Alison, Lindsay, and Julia • PTA • the President • Pig pen and rhino • the TV movie • Real World video • friends • tampon in the car • "I don't want to see that movie" • "Welcome this is our farmhouse" • reenactments • uncontrollable gas • Phitsh tapes • pipes at Glassmen's • "Boo, Boo, Boo" • Sari and Jeffery • South Street bar with baseball team • English enemies • truth or dare • slip and slide in Leigh's room • redunk • Bueno • midnight omelets • stalkers • free cups at Lauren's - in her pantry • Starbucks' bathroom • Ivy's Benihana friend • Wawa boy • "Do you want to hook up?" • the Zone • perimeter runner • bobby pins on Schmerling • website • Britney Spears • Sweeney's robbing the cradle at Britney • Gail and Lauren - free drinks at Britney • 10 lemons go in, only 3 come out • "Do you know the way to Cape May?" • Rachel and Leigh's sunburn • Free clothes • Portable phones and remotes • Leigh's dad's • Stogs • Joffe's laxative slurpee • Ivy and Leigh jamming in gym • Ivy and Gail on the lacrosse bus • "I love you. You complete me" • Gail and Leigh's neck boy • Junior year lunchtime group huddle • "Let's play Nickels" • cottage cheese omelets • stranded at Wawa • sleepovers at CVS • Alien encounters • Turkey Trot Junior year • Magic Forest • taking the cab • behind the Turkey Trot stage • Gone in 30 seconds • Final destination • the not-so-Secret Garden • the box after the Prom • heart songs with Jill, Ivy, and Morrow • Lauren's bathroom • "Drop Dead Gorgeous" • "The Beach" • Ivy tripping Sherm in front of pizza place • Chipwich buying at lunch - "You can keep the change" • Phyllis • All-South Jerseys: best house, ugliest, best family, worst bus, psycho • All-Galaxy • catch a hook • List • "Happy Sunday" • Save the Bay • Krazy with a capital K • LFO • WWF • Gail's funny voice • Wanna-be summer friend • "Hello, Hello" • No manners • Late nights with Jeremy "Can I have my shirt?" • Free car wash at Morrow's • Leigh thinks she has a song with everyone • JB I don't want to play with her • "Can I get a Whoa" • Preeing the price • I'm not gonna lie..." • Bagel shirt, two dollars, glasses • Man of the nights, Morrow, Joffe • Behind Wawa • stalker on the beach • Old guys on the beach • going to Lauren's store the wanna be Bradlees • Can't remember memories • No brain cells • On the way to Trenton with JTT • Count on me through thick and thin. A friendship that will never end. When you are weak, I will be strong, helping you to carry on. Call on me, I will be there. BFF
We are only young once...
That's all society can stand.

Memorial weekend, weekends at the Taj, frosh year and guys, Clubbing, st-studio, ski trip '99, fished out, one for me and one for my homies, Brittany's bouncing, bunning, sorority, Hefty's plates, booty drop, Halloween '99, Margate, nothing to do in the hill, club wawa, shady hooks, Gabbay's yits, Jackie and Candice out at hotel, Erin in limo, Alexis's yit 10th grade, Mary on Tiffany's birthday, Alexis Surprise Party, Q102, did we make it to the concert, v-card club, late night phone calls, 9:00 am phone calls, raw dogs, Britt and Andrew, Tiffany punched Kim, Joey braha ha, Chester, Jackie and Ryan, finally called allen 1/30/00, ladybugs, older boys, Jon in Tiff's bathroom, Sara's obsessions "Jay", Chantey bust with Bob and Greg-V, Sari's hot tub, Z-man and the death ride, Daja vu, lying to rents, you know who should really be here Mike McKee, peace on the streets Q102, love ya mean it chow, bottom line, Cruel Intentions, Lex and Jess always have shotty, Junior Prom—it snowed the next day, Taj room service, limo crisis, baking on the beach, tanning salon, Hefty's shady hooks and her Brian, fighting, crying, laughing, Dorney Park, Six Flags, hard times, poker at Tiff's, Jackie and spanks, Richard and Tommy, Jackie's flat tire, Brittany and the doctor, he is wearing Superman pants, ghetto booties, V.I.P., don't you know who I am, Allen Gabbay for the weekend, Tiffany and the man at top dog, dumps like a trunk, she is packed in the back of the yakity yack, Jess's fall, never sitting on bed's, its all about rich men, what kind of car do you drive, hump the laser, intensity, Candice and Mike in the bathroom, Sakura Springs, Vito's Olive, its all about the cheese, all ya jegga's wanna see me get jiggy with the weights, Sara's night at Potter's, jolt, sizzerup.

star for Hollywood tan's, be out, is that tooth paste on your chin, good kid good kid, summer school, ca ca ca ca Craig, Lex and J-ready, Kim and goat boy, Chris and Jess were the first, Lex's year of probation, Gross dropped Mary, Lauren's car incident, Top Dog tonight, Casbah, The Attic, Five Spot, Envy, Swanky Bubbles, Rococo, Cafe Spice, Lex busted her pants, ice fight, coyotes, summer at the Taj, Jessica does not want to know her name, popo jess is 30, eraser points, big head Bud, 100's more for your money, bulimic head case, Tiffany busted a stitch, club chantey, chump, hamster, z-man wanted bail, boat ride with Alexis's dad, Tiffany and Dr. Steve, Sara and Erik, Jessica and Marc, you smell so good, baby balooga, Sara and Jerry, rolling with the homies, ambulance ride from studio, Princess, Mr. Tom, Yaki Gabbay, dised and dismissed, ishatty, shot outs to all the boys we love, the twin's, Welde, Peanut, Harris, Schwartzie, Raddic, Memories we'll cherish forever......
Lindsay & Vanessa

Eva Springer, 7th Grade Homework Planner,
Party of Four, Pokish, R.O.B., J.O.H.N., Gadjits,
Reel Big Fish, STEM, Baltimore Aquarium, Valley
Green, Sailor Scouts, Grease 2, Reproduction,
Empire Records, Meatball Head, Silly.... Pink
Fuzzy Bunnies, SHJ, Brent, Tim/Tom, St. Joan of
Arc Carnival, Piggy Back Ride from Jesus, Red
Bank, View Askew, Chosen One, Color Me Badd,
twins, Julia’s mom, "What’s your shirt say?"
Werewolves of London, Running Man, 30 minutes
for water ice, Albondigas, Buffy, Scary Isabella’s
Gift, Garlic Mashed Potatoes, Groove, Bart, One
Way Streets, Pumpkin Carving, Oxford Valley Mall,
Dorney Park, Friday’s, Daria, Topsy Turvy, 96.5,
Jimbo, Battle, Your Mom, Monster Truck Show,
“You new?” – Samuel, Rocky Horror, Lindsay’s
Water Gun, Not Halloween, Fluffy, On The Phone,
Boy Books, the Crappy Salad Works, V-Dawg,
T-Bomb, Never Muttle, Victory Dance, Under-
wear, Love Tussy, Charlie’s Angels, Walks Into
Walls, Be Aggressive, Bad Dance, Outlet Shopping!
Party Pooper, Shovel and Hose, Singing and
Dancing, Seuzi, Crazy Danielle, Zombies, the
Narrator, Cream-o-land Dairy, Lunchlady, yezzum,
Cannibal Juice, de de de, Flying Mattresses, Jello
Wrestling Poster Thief, Slap Me Five, Hey Jude
Lindsay:
"James Robert Carter, don’t you even in your life call me crazy again... euh?
With a dumb look: "whaa?"
"why do you have your hood on? cuz i’m shade"
"Ok that’s one, so how many is that?"

Randi:
"no one tell me how to drive or where to go! (sigh: Randi, stay on the road!)
"Watching the game while putting mad chapstick on"
"What happened after prom? Where was it?"
"Gigi, your gray vest is so ugly!!"

Bianca:
"No, NO, not succ..."
"...But here, try it with a chapstick"
"You have to go to the prom bc: You don’t want to be like the Fa Girl from 90210"
"gay guys are bangin!"
"I’ll show you on a banana"
"chill w/ that... chill!!"

Sue:
you know your age when you were 2? (huh?)
"Gigi, grab Brett’s neck and hold him down while i grab the notebook!" (notes about how cute a scarf is)
"Fa dum pat!"
"how do you do it good?"

Makiko:
KF.C: "i pressed the button that said AFTER and water came out! wanted ice-tea! oh it was AFTER with faded W for WATER"
colonel chicken strips: "how do you that word? CO-LOW-NEL!"
"on 3, ready 1, 2, 25..."

Gigi:
"we’ll have a cheese pizza w/ a hot delivery guy on the side"
"don’t take advantage of sue!
"you guys, i love you sooo much" (crying)
"But WHHHYY"
"i need a dozen of aol or else i start twitching"
"get a lawn mower to trim down out! srry had it!"
"How much is whip cream in a can?
"oww oww i touched lindsay’s cucumber!"

Supa Sue, Supa G, Manaja KinkA, Left-out Lipstick-wearin Lindsay, Randild-ohhh!, and Revival

340
Memories:

Veteran '99 • Truth or Truth • A.D.D. Check up • Group Effort in Pre-calc • Gap and Commerce Bank Rejects
Gigi setting Linda's Socks on fire • Where are Linda and James? • Bianca's Fantasies (Jim Moore and Pat's dad)
2nd period gym '00 • Wawa's and 711's frozen coffee refills • Lindsay's salty Levi's party • Lil one • It's only water!

Snaking into Gigi's • Locking ourselves in Lauren's lil black light room • Chest Pains

Changing a flat tire at 2:00 am • Sweat Spots • Applebee's mini-shirts • Sue's and Bianca's fake bday's for a free ice cream

Friend's concert • pre-calc midterm • perfect person • Gm02 concert • PARTIES • 711's breakfast

Blair witch stick's in the woods...ahh! • 2am walk to the bowling alley and royce's • magic tricks • walking to Diane's
the falls • Lindsay's bathroom pictures • free super g food • cold papa john's cheese sticks • heartbreaker

Randy's plans to chill • Randy shaves her arms • mama clothes • Randy's weird definition of "shady" • gigi's mind games

Survey's in the summer • palm trees and post card from Florida • 5 hrs at the mall • Road trip to Price is Right

Cruel Intentions to our ex's • Persuasion Skills • Lindy, Get your license or else we won't drive you! • Sticker Fix

Pleasantville with Pete • Picture Clepto • Biot Stackers • Bianca's Honey Buns • Saran Wrapping our legs • varieties of Butto

runaway • adopted sister • The Butt Sister's do Chicago • "Who lit the blue bunny?" •

Forever Grounded • Answering machine that recorded the whole night • Randi Dance • Jailbaits at Strawbridge's 12/26/97

Double Mint Twins • Pig Fest • Chinese cat food • The pit with nate, sergio, and jorge • Vivrant thing with a head movement

AOL profile obsessions • mello yellow • spirit week dance '00 • Goggleman • Push it song • squeezing in lee's car

Jack, Walt, Phil, Joe, Brett Madder, Adam • Chi Chi Chia growth • applebee's • Sleepovers • Blessed Virgin Sue • ugly vest

Linda's ghetto sneakers • bianca's ghetto pigtailo • sucky hickey • gym-sex talks • downs farm party • neighborhood drives

same jeans marathon • 10 phone calls in one day on 60's caller Id "ahh where is she?"[conspiracy]

Staring at the stars with ocean breeze and sea gull noises coming from Sue • Af postcards • calculator convos

30 hno precalc bathroom breaks • slinkys • 25 cent Lee's at the Little Servant Sister's Fair • Searching for mandi Moore in

Deptford G • Lipstick worn in Linsey, RandiLynn, and Keswai • Supa Sue, Supa G, Manaja Kinya. Left-out.
Dan and Tom

home movies; sleepovers; “have you seen star wars?”;
FLANIGAN 5; lego head; acids and bases project;
3rd period lunch crew; “the vette gets ‘em, what?”;
ecto flight school; the beast; “so how are you and your
family? I dont know, stuff?”; page and plant, rolling
stones, bon jovi concerts; dan-o; tomster;
“when did you become a nutbar?”; esd; mall trips;
valley green; DECA; furniture trip; south park;
howard stern; dobbs; kenny. kevin, and the JP-5000;
“you know where the mouse should go? it should go right
here.”; soccerball eyes; tummy up; waynes world;
“I can go to a movie on a school night, like that.”
burnouts; philly car show; broken wrist; prom; dan’s ALARM clock; the
target flood; lemon juice; tea cups; sanford and son;
“thats a spicy meatball!”; cows; the ham store; comics and
artistic impressions;
MAGGI ~ BROTHERS FOR LIFE ~ ZIZZAMIA

"ITS HARD DOING IT ALONE, THATS WHY WE DID IT TOGETHER"

---

3rd period math (9 / 8 / 95), exchange of numbers, B.H.L., 10 - 2 loss to the Kings, the long hours (hockey), M.H.L., Grandma Maggi, Miss Haney, SNAFU JR induction, Capitals (8th grade dynasty), Maggi to Zizzamia, 6 - 5 loss to Flyers, Mr. MVP (Chris), Coaching glory (8 - 0 - 0, Canadiens, Beck Hockey Champions), Snots, Love Tap, Ice Hockey Spring league, Flyers Parties, Ding Dong Ditch (Prince Drive), 8th grade graduation, Hotel Maggi, "A knife", Scott, Nikki and Denise, "Victory", Matts Manchos (Mack N’ Mancos), N.B.A. Jam, N.H.L 96' shootouts, Phillies vs. Yankees (9 / 97), Rangers vs. Flyers (7 / 28 / 98 MSG), Freshman Ice Hockey, Maggi gets the A, In playoffs (1 hour), N.H.L. 98' (Whose Better?), Wawa Peach Ice Tea vs. Wawa Raspberry Ice Tea, Ten inch classics, Nights at the Coliseum, P.O.A. system, Freshman Dance, Mr. Opre, Gary without R, Rumbles in Hallway (Jr. SNAFU vs.), Gillettes + 19's, Mr. East (Mr. N.Y.C. Joe Z), Chris Meets Laura, Matt doesn’t see Chris, Deadly Wrestling Association, Sophomore Cotilion, D.W.A. vs. H.C.W.F., Rock Hard vs. Bad Dawg, 5 - 0, Mrs. Conners, Club Wawa, Eastern Girlz, Cherokee Girlz, Lenape Girlz, Shawnee Girlz, West Girlz, Catholic School Girlz, EAST Girlz, Gobblies, Boxing at Demarco’s, Water Polo, Bar - B - Ques, Unos, Jr. Prom, Company Picnic, Uncle Jeff, Buffets, Lev-dawg, Wiesel, Mello, Nick G (Gia-vaboncus), C.R.C., O.O.B.U., TBS vs. TNT, Shore Cousins, Girls from Florida (Phone number contest), Mays Landing Dawgs, Driving (88' Buick), Back to the Future, Pawn Nose, Staples, Super G, Senior Powder Puff, Homecoming Representative (Z), University of Scranton, Senior Ice Hockey, Driving to school (94' Corolla and 84' Camaro), Bowling, Pat's Steaks, McFreelies, N.H.L. 2001 series, Biddies wit Itties.

This Is Only The Beginning
Best Friends Forever

Rachel

Melissa

Red Hot Chili Peppers 7/11/00 Chillin at Jay's Oh my god! THE TRAIN'S COMING! Washing/vacuuming floors in the middle of the night. Mt. Misery Bush Gardens Water Country The Slide Roger Water 8/11/99 Fazz '98 '99 Live & Counting Crows 8/11/00 BNL & Matchbox20 Q102 concerts '99 '00 Hey Joe's outside Midnight bowling aha Rachel's naptime Wannam pretend to see another movie? The Great Adventure I didn't drink your stupid lemonade Friday's Secret Walks Flyer's game Going to Playdrome to see Ed The Chris C. dance Party on the train Are we ever going to get home? Clifford Tied up and thrown in the shed! Walking to Ecentre in the rain! Camden YMCA! I'm not spoiled, I just get everything I want! Woodcrest Pools Sauteing Sunday's in Barnsboro The radar scared Hiding in the pool bathroom Girly fights Hockey games Cheesehead Play in pool Someone dented my car! I'm never coming to AMC again! The canals scaring Bone disease girl Fresh surprise party 8th grade all night! JCC M'kor summars Allen eyebrows Hagen Daz lady Chaos Phillies games Denny's late night I gotta have a squirrel Club Wawa Rachel's star E-centre How do you want your eggs? Mazzo's Ears pierced THE PAM MOBILE! Aerosmith! Dinners w/ Mel's mom Sitting on the roof (without Rachel) Mel's parties Spring Break '95 7am phone call Street hockey Secret tanning Dave Can't sick Too much ice cream? Hey, maybe its Britney Spears Rachel's grandparents poopo! Throwing love letters Green Day secret song Friendly's Arubas Snagging rents Dollar Express sags Butter's 2nd period class Christmas Eve '99 I'll babysit Mel while you away! Moorestown Mall Mel's birthday at the airport Front yard at 2am Kutcher's Parties at Rachel's NY Yankees Handcuffed to a chair! Smell your fingers Creed Rachel's pickles Sitting on the baby! Craft Shows eew! Wildwood Your mom called me WHAT?! Wendy's Carlos'n'Charlies Terry Monopoly Ugly bugs! Stop snoring! Hospital visits Baked potatoes Home wrecker I can't breathe! Lice Mustang Eclipse No Meat's headlights Mel's a mooch! Driving the Civic First tries Puking in Ecentre bathroom Floyd Echelon Mall guys Sean's amazing abs She wants all my guys Aaa Sleepovers! Talking in your sleep Watch the curb! Shampoo! Laser light show Chicken Farm Sandwich Hold the roll! They were YOUR shorts? Alch 16z Rachel's bead 7am! Atlantic City Monkeys Aladdin song! Bingo obsessed Get out of my house! Alico raceway Runaway Train! Disney World

Yesterday marked the beginning, and tomorrow marks the end, and somewhere in the middle we became the best of friends.
"You and I will meet again. When we're least expecting it, One day in some far off place, I will recognize your face, I won't say good-bye my friend, For you and I will meet again."  - Tom Petty

EVEN IN MY WILDEST DREAMS, I NEVER THOUGHT TIMES COULD BE AS GOOD AS THESE...

Hellooo, luau, swim fests, the boys, Bari's boyfriends, "I love him I swear", Sammy's experience, Natali's innocent questions, Julia's mysteriousness, marriage proposals to Jeffrey, hot tubs, late nights at Bari's, "Where are her parents?", "I'm sorry, what?", PHISH, Matthews, where does Sammy "really" go after school?, Nat and Dave 4am wake-ups, "I think we're together", Josh who? Scott what?, freshman Obsessions, his hands on my knee, "Pay attention to me!", mineral ice, 3 dancers & a Bari, Parent Alert!!, Barry Gleimer sees too much!, "Oh, I'm gorgeous", summer departures, Julia's mixes, New Year's Eve sob stories, Nora!! "Don't we have someone for that?"!, photo shoots, new experiences, closet raids, Bari and Natali last, fun at the shore, Rovinsky sleepovers, s**t on your face, vomit, curfew enforcements, caught again, "How did I get here?"!, gumballs everywhere, surprise camp visits, public urination, tomato pie, Canadian boys go to Rococo in style, "get me a paper bag!", Happy pills, don't corrupt Evan, 10pm Roosevelt Blvd., Dunkin Donuts/toothless lady falls off stool, Ms. Dot, "I think she means yuppy!", The sky is the limit, Queen Latifah, Leonardo's make-over, Mono water, SOLID, "my hair looks like Challah!", "93 Stang, DUDE, Gary Maryland, shady wags, Hi Saammmee?, blue dot man, tetanus, Operation Sigma Zula, Jules eyes, breaking into Super G, The eternal goal - closer 2 fine, "Don't you know that's illegal", Zweben car obsessions, Dance Recitals, battle, Mrrr, "Sammy, you so good!", Cooter Brown, Oedipus, Nothing could be finer...than to be in your... Endophoria, Funday Tuesdays, "5 minute talks, Benji's runs, Sam's belly, TCBY, Szechuan chicken, Sex - ed at Vito's, parents' section at Barenaked concert, prom dresses in the snow, "Catch ya on the flip side"...

DO WHAT YOU WILL, ALWAYS WALK WHERE YOU LIKE, YOUR STEPS, DO AS YOU PLEASE, I'LL BACK YOU UP.
you guys • thesis-antithesis • expandable straw orange juice • toe socks • scarves •
goodwill • phht-phht-phht-phht-rahar! • you got some paint on you • johnny-boy • john's
couch • bob and raj • jeeeeean! • eternal favors • soul-stealing • pointy nose • tony
hawke buttons his top button • survivor party • ritz movie hopping with a pizza with
mushrooms and banana peppers • chai • vegan! • point of view with wexford • the boyz
arrow • left-handed handshake • the clique • he's an
girl • paris! france! paris! paris! * let's go to camden,
way out • are tasha and john? •
needs some coffee • mr. c •
iminivan • lucy's balking at my
of sam's friends • don't let him
the ultimate in • henry david
mushrooms • punch me in the eye
so good he's anon? • get

mom • i
play

thoreau
please

thee

down, be thou funky • chill out man, you're tripping my groove • your race is a pineapple
• ten refunds • brownies a la mode • a la mode • post office • irises • bless your heart
• italy • canada • you're all sheep • layla unplugged • do you play with dolls? • where'd
you get your skirt? • mifune • dunron dunron • merry techie christmas tree • hi? • he's
gonna be a star • sandals • anna's germy • cheez-it's • business cards • country club •
evil country club • tunes scarf stealing with nine people in herbie • mini-golfing • five
plus or plus five? • you can't fall off the floor • sticker photos • the competition •
147+ screenames • clean your room, john, before i do it for you • john's locker •
bill maher • iron chef • coconut & justin's baseball bat • tri-gym locker • snobs • bloonurch
friends • dave

making
how you
bee?

calzones
are you?

have the

where is old reliable? at kim's. • ice cream at pig practical
• killing jean • dunkin' donuts • le petite prince = john • flan
take care of each other • are you okay? • oh - kay • hey baby,
doin? • oh, the stagecrew will eat it • where's anna? at kay
covered expresso beans • lurve
on the wings of love • daddy, who
wants to kill us • john, you can
fifty bucks • crossing dress • yearbook signing • 3-d glasses •
angels • franklin institute keyboard • piercings • indian
chinatown • pete's been suspended • he stole cake • saddam
christa's so loud • scott's elevator laugh • i wanna drive
the drive through • walking numa • watch for ralling rocks
roll down your window, jean • do what i say, or else • this is like banging my head on a
brick wall and you're the brick wall and my head is my head • i have to go find myself in
nature • i think i love you • hot chocolate • jean's graduation party • jean & eighth
grade dance hair • anna's surprise party • magazine chain • i just want all the pillows
so i can give you one • funk soul brother • boron • stage crew rubber ducks • fou-ool
ball • send help • always new jersey • flaxen hair? i'm not blonde! • anna's hair is like
a horse's tail • merenge • yeasas • yellow sunglasses • soccer with joe and john and sam
• trinity of evil • bosco's men's underwear section • britney movie • crazy •
seasonal gift giving day • jean & john's surprise birthday party • we're the same age one
day every year • quizzes in girlie teen magazines • are you a dawson or a pacey type of girl?
• it's 3:30 AM, do your homework • ahh • i have three papers due
hours • safety goggles • chris and tine • nigel the turtle squash me, i'm a small boy • twisted
cap tricks • cleaning
locker • extra special felt • are
isn't jean supposed to be in
cutting class again • hoi/boi
high school student • we have to
john's so nice. is he? • unfulfilled midnight walks • i
sat's tomorrow. where's my calculator? • marvel v. capcom
study bio as soon as i beat john • tasha say hi to rayna,
demigod • let's ask starlite where triple threat is • wawa
runs • la motte-piquet grenelle • concorde • tab o'

jean john anna tasha
Counting Crows parking lot; Counting Crows at Tower; Ben Harper; DMB; Appel Farms; XandO; Audubon Parties; slurpee runs; magic slurpees; Caribbean night; Historic Roebling; Antioch; Freshmen lacrosse-Group 1 1/2; Arin and Braeden; field hockey; Serene's ultimate game; Sarah's 5 lbs.; American Bandstand Cafe; Singapore-Lauren tried everything; Sex in the City; dancing to Rusted Root; Laura trying to fix the computer; BIG TOE!!!; "Does anybody have condiments?"

Pearl Jam; Fez; Ty; "Kirk Cameron bought us dinner!!!"; French trip; Sokie (Falcon Bear); Marcy P and Lincoln at Pontiac; team; Josh and his big red van; the zoo; face painting; Fusili Vladimir; You so silly; Stem-Chem; L squared; Four immigrants; Just Kidding!!!; Wild Succulent Women; Bethel at 3AM; riding through Sienna at 3AM; New Hope trips; running from Cops; S5 Chinese; South Street; Tuscany Cafe; laser shows; smokin' outside Cathy's house with American Woman; the 80's; bobsledding; sledding; skiing; New Year's in Philly; beach; Sandie and Sarah's wedding; klepto-panics; We play the guitar; sidewalk chalk; lemonade hogger; masturbation talk (especially with Serene); the pool jets; Barnes and Noble nights; Three Beans; Bread Board; Burly Lumberjack Adam; The Exorcist; thrift shopping; Powder Puff; POP; "Say My Name"; Shoop; Eddie Vedder; Ben's lollipops; Manayunk; "Laura, Diana, Lauren and Sandie-sophmore's right??"; hippie table; Cumberland Farms; Lorenzo's and Sons'; Steve's pool; "Bri-get me saltines-Get me gumballs! The big kind!!!"; Chip; bonfires; skinny dipping; Xena Guenth; Dinana Banana; Laurabelle; Monkey; Target; Beth's party; "Word"; Songs that make you go AWWWWW!!!!; I Love you guys!!!!!!

"You were the one who made things different. You were the one who took me in. You were the one thing I could count on. Above all you were my friend."
“Ain't no rules, ain't no vow, we can do it anyhow”

Dave  
Jay  
Mike  
Scott  
Steve  
Jeremy

Insky  
Heimer  
Karl  
Berman  
Tiberachi  
Spick

Memories: Club Scotty B, Berman's window, trips with popo and mackler, tinted bubbler, speedbumps with bernstein, our little secret, rock a roll with sherman, berman bootin out the window in AC, bad hamburger Jay, glass in the --- at taylors, santana, aerosmith, Q102, cell phone jams, dave the 19 year old-8/14/83, jay loves jen, jello wrestling, Alissa - Mike's girlfriend, [redacted], steve&rachel...will it ever end, spick at ellis island, berman the nun killer, alarm clock, spamburger, missy's stairs, late night's at berman's, slovinsky buggin and bootin, heimer is a woss, tiberachy's gym and summer yits, Pick's shore house, two cents plain, snatch, little sister's can't handle, shady latenights, Ari's mental institute, Phish, Further Fest, Smithers dog, Hit and Run x 2, Shady karl, slime, dung, Spick and Karl SC, wiseley's limo service, obsessed girl, Deuce, pick's laugh attacks, hookedonchronicas, marble, sister love, Gabbay vs. Fein, wisenuts, Spick, wiseley's gym, N64, quarters and castles, Margate, Hb 10 minutes and out, J.J theory, gretzky hockey, bennett summer yit, vampire dave, CCC, "are you retarded", Ari's basement, pennsauken mart runs, violent berman, midyear, jaffe's late night yit, bennet's walks home, berman and bennet, berman buggin on bennett, Jay's fan club of 1, Pool parties at gliemier's, junior prom, annoying coppel, video games, picks peer pressure, Daly and Wiseley, One clear women, Berman's dad hacky sacking, wack job lebin, Daly vs. Zweben, chester, hayhill, jill buggin out, the bum song, the magic forest, glass gathering, ccg.com thanks for the memories, shady hot tubbin, dave is god, captain wiseley, taj, the embalmer(RIP), insky behind the wheel, fake ids, running from martians, boomers in the basement, Hb x 6, "is it possible to sprain an ankle from being lazy", poker night at berman's, [redacted], cell phone in the water, simpsons, berman's movies, chunk, Wyclef, Berman's porch, "friend theory", karl's roof, lifting with bennet, missy is a pushover, believing missy and morrow, rovinskies cordless phone, new year 2000, wiseley's growing theory, tobins bathrooms incidents, black jack at fauchers, snyder's house, hayhill running incident, lila the liar, The recluse and pick, "I didn't do it!", science project, sleep over's at rovinskies, behind sharp, the pit, multi-cultural day, twin starters, NTV, PINK FLOYD, comfortably numb, several species of small animals gathered together in a cave making strange noises.
In my life I loved you more
We're old enough to know better and too young to care

Adam
I just want you to know that you will always be the only consistent man in my life. You and I are two of a kind. We both do bad things, but inside we both have good hearts. I will never forget you and you will always be a part of me. You were the one who held me when I cried over my dad, Taylor, and all the other dramatic stuff I have been through. I cannot believe we have only been friends for 4 years because I feel like I have known you my whole life. I do not know who I would be if you were not there for me. I do not know how I would have survived high school with a smile on my face. We have all of our memories that will continue to grow, but most importantly, we have each other. We are two people who are real and true to each other and I hope we always remain so. Thanks for being in my life and for just existing because I cannot imagine my world without you in it. I love you....

Suzanne
I do not even know where to begin. Since eighth grade, we have been best friends, and through all our other groups of friends, it has always been you and me. We are as close as two friends can be, and I hope it never changes. You have been there with me through a divorce, death, and shared the happiest memories of my life. I know I can always turn to you for a sympathetic ear, and comforting words. Although we had some rough, times over the years I would not change a thing. Our past together can only pave the way for an even better future. I love you... New York here we come!
Emily & Laurel

A good friend is a person who holds your hand when you're scared, helps you fight off those who try to take advantage of you, thinks of you at times when you are not there, helps you put the past behind you but understands when you need to hold on to it a little longer, stays with you so that you have confidence, goes out of their way to make time for you, helps you clear up your mistakes, helps you deal with pressure from others, smiles for you when they are sad, helps you become a better person, and most importantly loves you!

Always Emily the boyfriend marriage plans Congo Joe Nice pigtails! Angelina Jolie
tastes like fish road trip

Vallese Navida crumb
Emily's 21 hook up list
Mr. Edwin notes using the Bens funes groupie
senior prom queens Great Adventure shady dollar store True Colors
he tank top bathing suit lying in bed comparing the well endowed and the less fortunate natural red head

parting ways from LA to Israel South Street adventures "Counting Crows or Live?" Renaissance Fair Mike from Vetos Do you love me?

50 blocks in Philly big foot
Bucks Mikee

Mac makeovers: bowl head A lizard in the middle tickles popularity complex water bed brown breath

Jesus Moses Radson our first date at shorthills talks about the boyfriend trunk bonding with Ari

Pat Mcgee Band doody in public places the 4th Goldenthal sister ruining our reputations Joppers Planet Hollywood writing down the tap dances
Alexis & Candice

"Silences make the real conversations between friends. Not the saying but the never needing to say is what counts."

Anthony's bed, Erin and the "orshtridge", seniors '98, crying, crab on foot, Taj, Casbah, phone in the head, purple nose, unbelievable!, stuck to the cabinet, sisterly ways, speaking w/eyes, Italian burps, random hooks, death in the hot tub, Lex's yit, Can in every room, roll no more!, Rufnecks, Prom: erase the memory, Nin, cd's, Johnson, Bowman, Who drove us?, Are your 'rents home?, crash in Lucern, Lex...I need a drink of water, BK's, J-Rad, throwing bread in toilet, hot tub room, Longport, Margate, hitting a parked car, bikes over bridge, arguing, broken ankle, moving in/out of Sentura, Marie, changing in the Mac van, sorority '98/'00, obsessions, belated bday present, smell this, balloons, ride to surprise party, the hot caveman, lying, RawDog, Can's surprises, whose in there w/Potter?, sleepovers, distant relationships, random stories, Anthony is in the pool with a girl, hard times, being strong, ski trip, napping, girl problems, mean girls, let's take a walk, wiggles, Julia's vacant house, Can's near death experience, no cotillion, older men, my mom is your mom, Alex Cass and Roxy, bad luck pets, Schwartzie's class, crackhouse '98, found me on the curb, falling in the backseat, Q102 concert, getting lost, dinner prayers, Tony's laugh, nuncamp, chasing around the house, your boob fell out!, 1st roll, Lex took a spill, conniving weasel, the long ride home, bum me, NH's, kissing games, forever laughing, ....Chris, Andrew, Raddie, Schwartzie, W-Balls, Peanut, Ryanie

Lex- For the past 12 yrs, you have not only been my best friend, but my sister as well. I can not imagine my life without our friendship. We have created a friendship that I know will never die. Thanks for always being there. You made it an easy ride. I love you!

Can- Our friendship means everything to me. We have shared our best and worst moments together. You are, by far, my best friend. I am so lucky to have such a great person in my life. Our friendship is far from over, it is timeless. I love ya.

Lex
THE CHEESE, Cotillion, "Curl Up and Die", Feel-good mix, Chasing the ice cream man, Girca, Shoka, Abije, Birthday posters, The sign at BR, "What happened to your 32 inch waistline?", Falling off the trampoline, Hail Holy Queen, Barbie Girl, Spice Girls, Swimming in our sandals, Thumby, Spice World, The Love Boat, "My bike!", Twin Towers, Sing along at Nick's, 4th of July '99 and '00, A parka in '98, Slap fights, Swing dancing, Spice, Cherry Bowl, OOSC in "00, Making faces in the mirror at Friendly's, The Breezes, Rothie, Kangaroo Boy, Andy's Bar Mitzvah, Elmo's nine lives, Throwing the pencil out the window, Singing on the porch, East Swimming, East Soccer, Todd's animal-o's, The bigger left one, Summer, Tallman22, Batcat, Pidge, The Turtle Clan, Quarterface, Keyshore, Girmy, The crayon, Terk, Crazy Julie, The marshmallow Jell-O suit, The great model search, Tan One, The Warden, Mrs. G's red tricycle, yes-huh, Quasimodo, Crunchy Dill, Jerky, Speech, Lifeguard cheer, Girman sweat, Chill oot.

KKL club, Leaf, Liz's laugh, "Work it from the center", "Duck!" "What?", Anitra's shorts, "NARF", Buttercath, ET, Tae Bo, Bat Trio, Excess Luggage, Teletubbies, Brad's "Little Men", SCORE!, "And you read that?", Alana kicking out Jess. Shave your head and start all over. Sun-In. Top 5 at 9. "Oops. I forgot my keys again."

"Guys, look I bounce!" * Ducks! * "Should I have Doritos, Fritos, Tostitos, Cheetos, or ... Potato Chips?" * "Hey Liz, if you're in there, I ate all your raspberries!" * Raz * "I hate you and you and you ... nobody likes me!" * Easy breezy beautiful Cover Girl * "My doctor said it was an innie..." * Trips to the Open Pantry * OOSC * Nick's Parties at the Shore * Munchos * Days of Our Lives * Andy's Bar Mitzvah * Sledding on Thornhill * Tanning for 5 minutes * Charlie's Angels * Girl Talk with Bryce and Gordon * Jailbreak * Monica and the Couch*

Painting the JCC pink * Sanibel Island * Myrtle Beach * five fingers * driving-*"Should I take you home, or drive around more?"* "Nyah" * D.W.A. * Sharp Woods * the infamous Barn * Space * Jen B's house * abandoned house * Jay Bell's * Raves * Detequila * Socrates * Roach * Red Hot Chili Peppers * summer night biking * shot in the leg with an arrow * just chillin' * Friendly's * Mischief nights * roof of Beck * Staples crew * loyalty is everything * Spikes * busted mustang * parking lots * the T-Bird * concerts * party hoppin' * Bush Gardens * Cancun * Clover * "I swear to God" * Junior Prom's crazy weekend * Rob's shore house * old school soccer * Jo-Jo-Mah! * "Pud" * death by gunga! * Hopkins * Depth charges * skydiving * tourin' NYC * best advice * Sigma car washes the next morning * the violent red N * Cousin It * Mark's * lifting in the barn * growin' up together * Scremin' * Dell'Aquila Stadium * The Creeper * action sequence * "Won't he be gone by now?!..."* "nah, he'll STILL be there" * island time * Army Josh ... M.I.A. * jammin' out * "Party 'till you drop" * the long walk home ("watch out for traffic") * B&E Old Orchard * chair tossing * Oceanside Willie * real brothers...
Tailgating concerts • shopping sprees • Space • Mel's court • triple threats • party caravans • barn parties • "park at Foley's" • runaways • rolling down the shore • Jeff's abandoned house • Ethan's basement • Dave Matthew's Band • ghetto roots • dumpster child • birthday balloons • "best of what's around" • the stoop • coricidin • Philly • Camden rides • busted mustang • Red Hot Chili Peppers • long lost brother/sister • drug store bandits • group trips • invading Mandy's purse • Foley's deck • painting the JCC pink • Socrates • boxing • early dismissals • "Nelson made me fail class" • 1st beach day • Fright Fest • Bonkers • "I apologize" • Jay Bell's • Sharp • "Nyah!" • late-night swims • 4th of July • Rob's fireworks show • free glowsticks • Vanessa's house • "RidiculAHS" • "Rob's on the floor again" • Creed • Warped Tour • Further Fest • Phish • Pearl Jam • Foley mother • "I got 2 4D's" • little Jeff • "I'm gonna hook you in the face" • summer daze • bonfires • tent nights • crashing at Nelson's • Mandy always falling • infamous lap dances • "It's chill" • Joe's breakout • Goofy • Cheryl's treehouse • Erika's pool • Ethan's bongo skills • "yes, officer, is there a problem" • the hayhills • oceanside willy • depth charges • Spike • Roach • Billie • "we know" • Jake's Doghouse • Ethan's bouncers • R.I.P. Woody • F1 Egg • "Turns out not where, but who you're with that really matters." — DMB
we each take different paths in life, but no matter where we go, we take a little of each other. everywhere.

Mandy - mixer Mandy, Rachel, Reese, Theresa Melissa David from 90210, Heather, Nicole
Eryka - Cork Queen, Jenny, Stuay, Cheryl, Bonkers, Christina, Joe Pesci, Whacko
Abandoned house - Abraham Applebees - where it all started - "A reeky deeky doo" - Alco ghost - balcony - balloons - "It's for a birthday party" - Barnaget - begins with a D ends with a E - being bouncers at Ethans - Bertuccis (nearly getting killed) - billy goat - "bing bing bing..." - Blister in the Sun - bonfire - "Can I have A munchkin?" - Caesar Camden trips - cartilage piercings - Casper song - churches - Codys - co-ed group sleepovers - concerts tailgating - Blink(Aaron) Creedl "How many guys did you hook up with?" DMB - Further Fest - Pearl Jam (Busted Mustang) Phish - Warped Tour/Greenday/ SHRUB - coricidon trips - the craft - "The curb didn't look so big from inside my car" - cutting classes - Darshawn - DD - dogsuit guy in Half Baked!
Dopey - DXM - empty streets, no shirts - Ethan's house - "Everybody, Everybody!" - Fox - Freeway - Friendly's - Friday's - Fright Fest - funneling - gas station buddies - getting lost - EVERYWHERE we go - ghetto car - ghetto roots - Gigglepusses - girls night - GO - the "group" - group trips - hide 'n snow seek behind Stockton at 2AM - "Hi, this is Trish from Teen People" - "Hold the wheel while I take this..." - "Houston, we have a problem" - "How YOU doin?" - HT - hyperventilating during Stepmom - Ian broken shoes.
broken pants... - "I feel like a snob" - "I like U2" - "I need to be guided" -ingo - "In my world..." - "It's 4:19..." - "I've been hit!" - jacuzzi - Kandle - Kim - Lester - "Let me think about that for a second... NO!" - lighting Ani's hair on fire - "Look who got boat with the uglystick" - "The mailbox hit my car, I swear" - Malcolm - Mark McGrath - Melissa mean face - Murlica Hill - guys from bonfire - moshies - "My car is possessed" - Nam Hoo - "Nam who let me out?" - NYE 2000 (broken sparklers, millennium clock, space chair, 2 countdowns) - ocean city 1st beach day - "Ohmigod, there's a bug" - Passions - Passout - the Petit Boutique Eryka can be a buyer - Pinky and the Brain - premonitions - the pros random hookups - raving - "Ready rox... WHAT??... oh, okay" - "Ride u LOS" - Rob's barn - rolling - run-ins with pigs - several near death experiences - Shoprite/ Pharmor - 6th period car breakdowns - slugs - Space - Spencer - Sublime - Super G - Timothy Olyphant - treehouse - belltower - "WHAT-EVER" - "Where are my keys?... no, this is serious this time" - "Why you gotta be like dat YO?" - woody - "You guys carry straws with you?" - "YOU NOW!"
Elizabeth & Isha

Best friends as close as sisters
A Tribute to Florentina

Bahamamama, Bahamamama, Buenes Dias! 
(Bahamas (just not the same w/o you), Las Vegas was fun, Spain (where do I begin...) 
Austria, Germany, Italy, 
shining the Swiss Alps, 
Dave, & Sven & the 
group, we visited the world! 
Sleepovers back in the day, Phone with Ron all night, 
Then walking Cindymom @ 5:00 am on the 
middle of the road, "My cousin got water in the phone," Making 
this stupid page. All 
night, Isha Bhen and 
red stupid faces, Ear 
Fetish (Will Smith), We 
won't mention the Cot. 
The Junior Prom was fun, On well Matt! No backg 
faces for Isha. Red 
dress: Pant calls Stupid 
people hanging up. 
Cali. All our code 
numbers: 8, 21, 
28, 25, What's 
his number again? Elizabeth 
got her license 
first, but Isha's 
older. No fair! 
Christmas songs, 
Xmas Donkey. 
Driving aimlessly around 
Philly with Ron, Wool 
Scarf, Italian. Shot 
glasses from every 
place! Olive & 
Olivia, Cecilia, X- 
friends. And soooooo much 
more. It's 1:10 am now! 
Friends visiting in the middle of 
the night.
Frosh lunch * scar face * Baba Fat Sheep, Have you any wool? * crazy girl and "shy" girl * sexy z * I would just like to tell you I think you're the hottest girl in the WHOLE WIDE WORLD! * have you seen our cub? * we're not crazy, we're just teenagers! * I think he's hot with the scars * You know you're Sarah/Andrea if... lists * No, we can't make a list for you... * Guess who I saw at the Gym?! * bomb scares * bomb scare fights * ape hands * Brigantine '99 * Andrea, my mom thinks you're anorexic. * Will you just go under water?! * Q102 concert #1 * How'd you get those seats? * Salt & Tab * What a mighty fine man! * the grind line (ROTATEE) * the homeroom nazis * BSB concert * I'm getting with "Nick" * Yeah, and I'm getting with "J" * the saxophonist * crazy dancing * How'd she spilt that?! * Isha and her homeroom SHA-NA-NI-GANS * Sarah is smart... S-M-R-T * harassing Smyth * What's in the bottle Sarah? * He was even in History less than I was! * 4th, 5th, and 6th period lunch * you can't see me! * Ohmigod! I have a music lesson! * But Cassidy and the sundance kid * Q102 concert #2 * EGYPT GUYS! * Ohmigod... Can I hug you? * long cell phone conversations * Can I do this here? * fat lance (don't eat us!), missing the grind line * Laughing at Alexis and the twins * Looking for "manly haircut" * Montel Jordan * more EGYPT GUYS * dancing on tables * Sgt. Schmuck * Mike, will you hold my purse? * Sarah, where is Mike with my purse? * old school rap * Macy Gray and P-funk * Is she like, you know, unconscious? * tongue rings * we're really going now * its raining men halleluia! * SEA ISLE 2000 * hot lifeguards * you shouldn't be wearing a thong, thong. thong. * Oh, don't worry... * I don't burn * till-it-around... * K2 * "I live here... what are you doing on our deck?" * attempting ocean football * pins that were made for U.S. * "Hi... I'm a thug... how are you?" * lets play with our ghetto makeup * is that arnold? * keep walking, YOU MIDGITH * pep talks with our hair * I can't go in... my ear will explode! * fudgy wo-wudgy men? * rollin, rollin, rollin... like hardcore! * washing our hair in the sink * if you're 5' 1", why are you they same size as me? * what kinda cat? * I thought he was testing out his phone rings * Glo-stix * Are my headshells flashing? * long tanning process * yeah, you're ugly, BYE! * do I look like I care? * aloe crani 7-11, our favorite store * how come I'm missing all the hottest? * sarah's language * erica in a year * the age game * she's 17, trying to look 21 * wing, wing, wing... heh heh * andrea... the surgeon * gonzos * the grapefruits * do you speak sweedsesh? * have you ever been injured on the job? * locker art * does anyone have an extra bra? * tampons in her locker * half-hour locker trips * it should be illegal to look at that good * fake BSB shirts * isa... 316-9927 * look at the new boy in school * she kissed who? * spreading our wings and flying away! * andrea & cruises * Jailbait * Can I be you? * only if you try really hard * that was the sweetest thing you ever said to me * BABY GOT BACK * I think I'm gonna boot! * ohmigod... will you shut up about Josh? * sarah... the girl who just got here... sniffing on the asphalt-walk * the pimp mobile * ohmigod, we have a meteorologist! * I saw adam... and he looked so good * he charlie... huh, huh, huh * if I had a billion trillion wishes * nicks disruptive dance * student teachers * I have problems in the bathroom... I sound like a floghorn... tell her to close her legs... crumac... what's that noise? * ohmigosh, we have the same lipstick! * ebonics yo! * more titt-a-whir! * miniature golf! our b-ball player friends * you made a dummy! * wildwood * chuck & will * Chuck... calm down! * Cherry Hill, Cherry Hill! * peeling blue * JB's girl * watch the tram car please * cowboy hats * or we could put some clothes on * see we have this bet with her mom * J. Meoff * $5? * 5 second rule * you're only 16? * Andrea, I think you're the oldest person in Sea Isle * MAMA JAP & BABY JAP * hacking (or trying to) * boot camp stories * I didn't know what that button did! * don't discriminate between pizzas * 2 30 and 4 20 boots * tums * chicken * ice cream shops * flabby arms * tongues * am I lucky enough to give you a back massage? * they looked hotter last night * bribing for basketballs * go karts * fancy wheel & flying hair * crane mirror... sorry... there wasn't a mirror in the bathroom * he's so much hotter when he doesn't talk * meat head grunts * the Sea Isle "party" scene * sunblock * ohmigod... its mike again! * My name is Shagawigwam * Spotting thugs a mile away * piggy back rides * he was flailing around on your back * you so do not weigh 125 lbs * sucking it in * here... guess my weight now * why is she dressed like Austin Powers? * Just kidding... I wanted to see if you were paying attention * I don't take 2 hrs. to get ready! * mary gattled her little lamb * the "cool" walk * convulsing and gyrating * bummint s Boston ebonics look at the alligators * 1:00 meetings * senior homeroom * talking about going to Egypt * fire drills at college! senior prom * summer of '01 * being friends forever!

ANDREA & SARAH ~~ BEST FRIENDS
FOREVER
Alissa,
First I got to say that you've gotten me through some of the hardest times in my life and I thank you for that. That I think is why your my best friend. For some strange reason we have the same problems and we can always get through them together. And just to let you know, I will always be there for you know matter how old and wrinkled we are. Yes, I will even be there if we don't get married like my mom always hoped. You will always be one of those special people in my heart and nothing will ever change that. As you start the next chapter in your life (cheezy, I know) I send my love.

Dave,
well man I'm speechless! So many years of friendship and much more to come. You have always been that little boy that I knew while watching goonies and munching out on rice krispies treats. I will never forget that wonderful day just as I will never forget you. I can't even believe that we are now entering a brand new stage in our lives, and I must say we came out as awesome people, and I believe we have each other to thank. I will always be there for you like I always have been and I expect you will be there to, you're a great person, friend, and most of all Dave you were always like my second brother and it will always be that way. I LOVE You Man!!!
Love always,
Little Lissa

Dave and Alissa

goonies, rice krispies treats, hawaiian barbie, Stockton, Young Stars, sausage party, friends as well as girlfriends, send me on my way (on my way), Tony Hawk, Mrs. Sacca, yeah aviva, "it told you sushi delivers", Brooklyn (the roof, I almost died), Ms. Krett's five days, Davey Wolfes back yard, yeah Dave burned his house down, you look like quite the man today!! communal monkey (. from Dave to Lauren to Mike from Alissa), Yeah Beck homeroom 40, shopping for tents, just one cute shirt is all I want, hot tub, how could she fall asleep (posh she's dead), thanks for the hugout Michelle, knocking on llama's door, night with Jay Sherman and Esther, alissa where are you?? battle of the bands, yeah rollercoaster, the bunny costume, convertible rides, making omelettes, college essay, bad art projects, we're insane!!! TO MANY MORE EXCITING CONVERSATIONS AND CRAZY TIMES!!!!!!!!!
"Everyone hears what you say, friends listen to what you say, best friends listen to what you don't say"
JACKIE & RYAN

"Always together and never apart, maybe in distance but never in heart"

Superbowl party* 3/17/00 * 10/15/00 * Taj Mahal * bug bites behind sharp * pepe and loshi * filling up the chubby waubby * "I want to eat you" * busted * sleepovers * Ryan's B-day party * weirdness * tree dinner at Lambert's *
Six flags * hot tub * sucking * Zanny Brainy * up all night * late night phone convos * Till's bath room * In the car *
Messy sheets * cuddling * late night * falling asleep till 4am * swimming at grandma's * shore house * Diane's *
Snarfl* "Oh Richard show me your feelings" * wake up calls * first date seeing Scream 3 * run on the road *
Wrestling * happy hour after school * interruptions * Duce Big Male Jig * kissing with the stitches * shaved * Austin *
Noises from the room * "we are the best couple" * hanging out all the time * at the church *
I wanna know, Joe * Jackie singing come on over * Ryan the rapper * flowers at TJ * "I think I love you" *
Jackie & Mary

Mary in the trunk, TJ Maxx- Moormoo, Derrick, 60/80, Greg and whipped Mike, Soccer and Lax, Bets and Breakfast, $5 meals, Homemade chocolate peanut butter cup, Rollerblading, Casbah, Bouncer Michael, Comp Card, Malibus, Balloons, Raw Dog, Gay older 30 yr. Olds and our friends.

I'm ugly, Weirdness, Secret Buddy, Secrets, Summer Crew- Wawa, Open Pantry, Donkey lover.
Everyone's ugly and fat, Bleeding on sheet problems, Jay's stupid theories, Nosebleeds, BSB Concert, I talk to me... Don't sleep, Liking best friends, She may be good but will she have a date to the prom? Brett and Dan problems, Riiighhhht, Kim's basement, Guy talks, Mary likes skinny guys, My boyfriend is better, The noise coming from that room, No we aren't twins.

I did it while you were sleeping, Mary had a fro, They are obsessed with our men, Talking ish, Get me away from this psycho, Carlton Dance, We are beautiful, Freshman year- lies lies lies, Jackie can't dance, Sorority 98, Making jello, Mary ran away- New Years, Spanky, Hershey Park tournaments, Go go gadget arms, They don't care about us, Mary has terrets, The broken promise, Injuries together, Don't ask Don't tell policy, Stupid Studio, Whataya say boy$, Secret TJ language,
Three Musketeers' cleaning eggs our retarded weekends with Paulie Paulie and Leon and Lil' Alex' getting caught out and about the boyfriends 'T bone's house 'Ronday sleepin' at the ghetto motel 'Is there something wrong with my voice?' 'cruising through Philly ghetto's buttock buddies' blue sheets 'South Street with JP' New Years 98' our debates about lollipops 'walking home' 'I'm so thirsty! 'I never boot!' 'Nick Freis's house (oops) dressin' up like Mike's Jess's nap on Halloween 'Ballons' piercings' nightmare on boardwalk 'sleepin' at Rosa's hotel fight Aaddrian 'Matton parties with Rob's strip pokeer Sara's parties' obsessions 'Captain JD's softball 'Black Pants Friday 'Friday afternoon nap 'Pororo's gotta have the cleavage' grandma food 'Leigh and Allison 'Senior Prom 99' Basque' our journey 'Yeah right dude!' rolling with our homies 'Cohesion's ski trip 'Hook ups' Drexxel fight Balong's 'Shizan' Mrs. Rizzo's class' footballs 'Washington Township boys' Joey 'Thong thong thong thong' I've fallen and I can't get up' chillin' with Al' whisper down the lane 'sippin' on some syrup with Potter's hair show 'being in hysterics' sleepovers' no curfew 'I don't want to know my name!' 'tanning' hating talking on the phone' matzoh ball soup' eye makeup 'Jessica's secret room' different hair color every day 'It's a goosy shady drive bys' chillin' at the boy's apartment 'Taj Mahal every weekend' room service apple juice 'Stu-Stu Studio's ex files' Jessica's nap on the 4th of July 'graduation parties' stitches' ambulance ride 'Gadbad's freak of nature' Russ's saga 'Marc and Erik (our older men)' Wednesday nights at the Attic 'Olde City Danny Moore' dancing on the bar late night diner stops 'Bagels and' 'Swanky Bubbles' spice girls' locker hole 'slim jims' chicken salad 'beach bunnies' Mr. Tim's short house 'Peanut's hot tub' falling in love 'ice skating' 'being treated like a princess and a heart' Melanie's skating party 'Junior Prom' 'Buns' our double room 'sugar daddies' 'Marc fell' 'Frankie's Sal' 'Good kid!' 'Forget about it!' 'Get out of here boy!' 'Envy bathroom' 'When your cruisin' top down in Philly, don't think I'm not!' Jace purple skin color 'fighting with T bone at Caesar's' cell phone's 'lockers neighbors' sorority' polynia getting lost everywhere 'Club Wawa' P funk crew 'Sara's jacuzzi' Dunkin' Donuts 'the jiggle' 'I hate Johnny!' 'wrestling at the Attic' my feet hurt all about chillin' 'weird voices' Memories we will share forever!

Sara: The memories we've shared, I'll treasure forever. Having you a part of my life is so special to me. I don't know what I'd do without you. When we're out together, no matter what we are doing, we always have a great time. Sara, I can talk to you about anything. No matter what happens in the future, I know I've found a friend for life. I love you like a sister. Don't ever change. XOXO Jessica

Jace: Although we've had so many ups and downs, you have always been there for me when it counted. You've helped me through so many difficult times, and I love you for that. Although we are both leaving this year, I know we have a ton of memories left to make. You are a wonderful person, with a good heart. Keep it that way.

I love you sooooo much. Love Always and Forever. Sara
“Sometime I’ll miss you, Always I’ll care for you, Never will I forget you.” ♥ Best Friends ♥
Bio H-where it all started-phone conversations-after school car rides-“I don’t think your grandma likes me too much, Nels”-4th of July-Best of what’s around-Sharp-“Can you drop me off last?”-Formation of the group-“child...who’s the older one here?”-Spring Heeled Jack and Operation IV-Dave & Busters-Staples-backing out of Erika’s driveway-hide-away talk-private sessions-Izzy-fast-grown-making fun of people-Simba-JustinZ-sneaking into the gym-wake-up calls-“Good morning,sunshine!”-“It’s cool”-knowing how to get to Nelson-Popo the pig-“I can’t go... get me out of here!”-Enviro.Studies-Twix & hoagies-Nelson’s stalker-lectures-calling from Va.-Comrade/Wen-Chuan-killin’ floaters

Devra, Rachel, and Sarah

Rachel and Devra
Living Theater; Butterflies are Free; pretzel girl. “Guzzle, guscle” with Mr. Greer; rollerblading in Cory’s basement; whipped cream, “the water’s running,” broken bathroom sink, “there’s cheese in my throat,” the overly big shoe with no nose; cher-swan my mom; pigging out, sleepovers, East Singers together since sophomore year, Mads and Belles. “X” cooking with Mrs. Dilba; health with Mr. Frank; last day of school tradition, music theory, Miss Piggy and Moe. Kenmore Nursing Home

Rachel and Sarah
Honeyfox, Annie, singing in French class, Boston junior prom, Disneyland, All-State Chorus, ugly green bathroom, two hottest girls on the boardwalk, “HELLO?” rough and long-haired beard, six classes together senior year; freaking out, Vocal Workshop-freshman and senior year; East Singers, Mads and Belles

Devra and Sarah
Vocal Workshop, middle C, spaghetti and cheese, card tricks, singing at the piano, rap version of “Paradise,” East Singers, “Diva,” lax spread, Belles for three years, Belles officers together.
Colleen and Jenn

“There are some things you can’t share without ending up liking each other, and knocking out 12 years of school is one of them.”

The Deanna Years; cubbies; can you come to the party? - Denkman; Marge Simpson; speeches - pink lemonade, grilled cheese w/ mustard, surge; Frosh dance; “Schmidt, pull your pants up” - Bob; “I thought she was going to steal that!”; F.C.U.K Fashion; church pews; MIB; Fez-tivals; under bleachers; Mrs. Robinson; dating best friends (never again!!); V-Day dinner ’99 (the troll); cotillion; AWO - the crew; Jenn tales; Jennism; scooter - the happy dog; black fireworks; “Turn the lights on! We can’t find Caleb!”; “My mom is in jail - yea, I’d wear that on a T-shirt”; Intergalactic; “Dude! I knew I had a fish tank!”; “Stay in the car!”; shore trips; BNL; DQ’s barn yits; “babysitting” scura; ADIDAS cologne; New Years ‘00; “G-cups?!?!?!”; “The tree tried to hook up with me!”; “You shot me!!”; driving to Audobon at 3AM; junior prom; “See how well I match with virgins”; “What kind of hoagie is that?”; DFSC summers; 151 - booting on Fireside Ct.; the pink bear; Col’s first day of swim practice; getting lost going to Eustace; Cherry Hill 500; school x-ing; khakis; Madonna bra; John DeYoung pulling chair out; fruit factory; butt buddies; cake fight w/ Scott, Chris, and Lisa; snowball fights; rides to school - drag queens; “shet de doo”; decorating Haddontowne; NOT notes; Scura and the banana; “How did you get your license??”; Joe jumping out of the party bus; falling in the shower; mischief nights; Col’s new stroke; answering the remote control; Egypt

“I hate to say goodbye, but it only makes the next hello closer.”
Rachel and Jodi
Best Friends Forever

macaroni and cheese, bagels, JCC preschool, ballet and tap
classes at Marsha Hyland and Bowman, Rachel’s first time
eating cantaloupe, Storybook Land, watching The Little
Mermaid at first sleepover, JCC kindergarten, Mrs.
Broccoli, playing house, birthday parties, selling watercolors,
cream cheese brownies, Fourth of July fireworks at West,
Ponzio’s, playing on the swingset, spying on the neighbors,
”Master of the House,” Daisy Duck hat looking like E.T.
Halloween, eating ice cream on Jodi’s deck, JCC summer
camp, sour banana cake, Jodi’s sparkling elbow, dancing in
Rachel’s living room, scarves, chalkboards, food fights with
plastic food, Loderunner, Wednesday nights, water gun
fights, bad Passover pancakes, shopping at the mall with
moms, first upside-down rollercoaster at Dorney Park,
Chaenär, Niagara Falls, “nian,” playground, Sega, Beck bus,
tennis lessons with Rich, ”RAJO,” sour cream and onion
chips, black knees, cracking knees, sleepovers, Siamese
twins, sledding, Billy Joel, Softie and string blanket, skiing,
nacho incident during Men in Black, ”Jodsky,” lists of things
to do, basketball, boogie boarding at the beach, New York,
interior decorating on the computer, the pool, riding bikes
days down the shore--Great Adventures--6 people in the Eclipse for an hour--Big Pun w/ the eyebrows--car theme songs--dance fest 2000--car criticism--no more Mya--the Matrix--making friends--a dozen roses each from South Street--6th and Locus--paying to pee--the ghetto park--"you promise you won't say anything"--"forreal"--"whaaaaat??"--killer bees and drinking lemons--sprite bottle + a pen + tin foil + a rubber band--attempting to make a tin toker--pizza and milk--having words in english freshman year--1125 Beidman Ave--The Bel--Air Motor Lodge--the boy is mine--the haunted forest--the breakers--glow sticks--Ba Hind--Decisions--"what should I say??"--the rapists--talks with Jose at Fran's house--crying in the bathroom--"Get over it, move on"--getting pulled over on the way home from the shore--Cooper River Park--the sets--the ghetto--dancing to Janet Jackson--hyena laugh--"I don't know?"--Trash's house--Q Tip--Chip 'n Dale--(Chris Tucker)--Boone's--Amen, praise the lord--walking to 7 eleven--Acura Integra--the Honda squad--pot holes in the street--the dog park--los tres primos--Chuckee Cheese--baby back ribs--"what JoJo don't talk no no?"--(Baby)--Lindsay's crib filled with flips--staying up till 6 in the morning with no sleep--Baja--Maui on the foam party--"What are you wearing tomorrow??--parking on the curb--Fran's parallel parking--"Who's got the driving skills??"--tricks--Eric my husband--the ferris wheel--the swings--killer bees on the beach--loss of memory--Cisco--"I can't breathe"--trippin over the hammock--going down the shore with that Bulgarian kid--"We're laughing at that little boy"--Ricky from my so called life look alike--the bed in the family room--Puerto Rico, hooohahhhh(Chrissy), Hooohahhhh(Lindsay and Fran)--the bangin ice tea--runs to Chick Filet and McDonalds--watching movies but not really--stickter pictures--Anthony and the flip squad--following directions--college visits--fran's little business--packing in the basement--bake off in the closet--pool parties--pushing Lindsay in the pool--all our fights and arguments--on an off for two years--postcards from far distances--shot glasses--CMD licks--that fight in the middle of the park--keeping it on the down low--sleeper overs at Fran's--dancing in the pool...--"THROUGH THICK AND THIN AND THROUGH IT ALL!!"
"Shh, be quiet. Tonight's the night we ride." soccer boys, concerts, trying to get back-stage, junior and senior prom, florida 2001, shopping trips, copperfields, ql 02, howard the duck, the quack, eric and crew, partying, the grand dan, concert tix, tents, bushes, tasha = crazy girl, nsync, Hershey park, long lines, cold weather, genna's sweet 16, birthday balloon, material girls, babysitting, bsb, petty fights, making up, being there when it really matters, "you still owe me $5," getting lost in arenas, mandy moore, pyt, jingle ball, pst, glow sticks, sneaking up, blue saran wrap, "first time for everything"

"The most beautiful discovery that true friends can make is that they can grow apart separately without growing apart."

Neely and Tali,
Sometimes people say that being friends with twins is like really being friends with one person. I find this so untrue. Both of you girls have affected my life in a different way. I cherish our friendships. I am so proud of you guys.

Laura,
It all began freshman year, an unforgettable journey. We have fought together, cried together, and grown together; and no matter what we will always be there for you. We love you. Good luck next year. We know you'll succeed.

XOXO
CHRISTINE + DIANA

"Friends are born, not made" - Henry Brooks Adams

PAR ARNS IN CRIME

Frosh LAX training (race from Diana's to CVS and back to catch the late bus/movies/gettin pissed at Clementon's/makin fun of Camel/"oops, I missed the bus again!"/ drivin alone on a permit what?! hehe/our weirdest talks/

Diana and Christine
L.G./goin to Moore College for nothing?/
Doug: saw us @ the ski trip/snowfallin down the mountain/Billy's & MickeyD's consecutively/makin into the theater...
gettin caught at AMC/roachin @ my house for a month/If I can sleep in it, I can breathe in it/laughin in my sleep while u snored loudly/fallin asleep w/the book on us face/strawberry obsession/med $$ girl

Christine and Jade
Fresh Eng/Lax/Bein followed by *someone* on El Team talk on bus/the band/anime chats SM Halloween costumes/bday movies/what the *freak*/Multicultural Day/abducting pianist from concert/ur obsession w/motorcycles/ur turtle pees in the pool?/80sec phone call bout HW/GPS trip to wetlands/meditating C and D's tickle fight (it's not fake)

Jade and Diana
Chillin durin bdays/Philly trips/Goya/gettin tats/"Jade ur a weirdo"...LOL/not havin u around Becuz @ Gov./School/Ravin my key get jammed in the car while illegally drivin/ur summer pool partees/"let's @ clubbin" "no...I wanna go raving" "here...look at my san- rio pencil!!"/playin pool/eatin lunch after school w/my mom/@otchies shirt/feelin Lantis/long talks/scary dad/stalkers/Taiwanese/"huh? ur so mean!!"

Christine askin where we're goin summer of Senior yr x 8219329320131/"omg, my Eng teacher took me out into the hallway!!!"/tattoos and piercings/U beep beep beep (exactly as Christine would put it)/aww...Sam is so cute!/freezing durin b-scare n' cookin lunch/snowboardin w/D n' Q

1017
"Your best friends are the ones who bring out the best in you"

the leather outfit—jello—special k—yield to betty boop—DTM—pimped out—country girl—limp bizkit—tangerine—hide and go seek—pool parties—yo noisy bed—club hoppin—she split her pants—staple gun—Diane’s—funny smell in the car—bench seating(front and back)—Giz—washing the cars—why is it shady?—Kessler the Cook—hypocrites—the bathroom is occupied—look at your knees—eyebrows—Bobby B—shadiness—crushes—Target—Super G at midnight—the O machine—handcuffing innocent bystanders—stop lying to me—no we’re not—butt buddies—hay hill—need to shave—teeth—the LB list—table dancing—joe blow—tour of Voorhees—10 minutes to get into Wawa—working out...ok we’re done—Wendy’s—Christina Aguilera—the plan—our J obsessions—common hook ups—court parties—tag team—Marcin’s—Jaime’s hot tub—driving around—The Express—the shore—lost in Philly with Rob—Coyote Ugly—louise the ripper—it’s Wednesday—twix ice cream—wawa coffee—grounded—Jessica Simpson—cell doesn’t work again—page me later—lets shade off—call the cops—dimes—dancing on the car—the stalker cop—Allentown, Lima Springfield—Flyers—lost in Philly #2—fish tails—running red lights—25mph rule—hot lifeguards—mono scare—Muffy smells—the hat—slow drivers—fans of the system—use the system before the system uses you—
Alissa and Mike
(a.k.a avery and snyder)

When I first met you there was a little hostility over the Chinese food. After we broke through this tension, much confusion arose. But through all those rough times, we both came out with a smile. A smile when looking back on Philly adventures and car rides full of great music to sing along to. To much more driving and singing!!! I Love You Beautiful

love always,
Mike

Julia, Rocky Raccoon, sushi adventures, Alissa come here, the killer cat likes Mike, Killer Clowns from Outerspace, No tickle, The air mattress, Strawberries and sugar, blowpops and cheese doodles, smile you’re cute, chicken chimichanga, the Fiver!, Thanks for the bead, Brooklyn fourth of July, Half Baked(thanks to Ben & Jerry)

Avery, always remember that the damn Chinese food gave us those matching fortunes which set in stone that we would be soul mates. Through all those good and bad times, no matter what the problem(Even if it was you) you were always the solution. You are the smile on my face, the best friend that will always be by my side, the shoulder I can cry on. But most importantly, you are the love that fills my heart. Avery you are the coolest dude I will ever meet. I Love You Abey!

love always and forever,
Alissa

"cause we're Ok, we're fine, baby I'm here to stop your crying. Chase all the ghosts from your head, scare away the monsters beneath your bed."

- indigo girls

"Love has nothing to do with what you are expected to get, it is what you are expected to give which is everything."

-anon
The Bret Harte Crew
From elementary school experiences,
Through high school years,
We’ve shared a long-lasting friendship,
With laughter and tears.
To all the people not in this picture, you’ll forever be in our memories.

The Many Faces of Mr. Carr

Dear Mr. Carr,
Thank you for your motivation and inspiration!
From Wrestler to Shakespeare to Skier, you always impress us!
Thanks,
The Yearbook Staff
2001
Gas prices soar across Europe. Heavy taxation policies in France and England cause massive protests and transportation blockades. Both governments eventually promise relief.

The Millennium Bridge, a footbridge across the River Thames connecting London's St. Paul Cathedral with the Tate Modern Art Gallery, opens in June. It is the first bridge to be built over the Thames in 100 years.

Former KGB agent Vladimir Putin is sworn into office as Russia’s new president in May 2000, succeeding long-time leader Boris Yeltsin. Despite fears of an authoritarian style, Putin’s public approval ratings remain high.

Floods in Southeast Asia are caused by days of pounding rain. Millions are forced to leave their homes and more than a thousand people die in the region’s worst flooding in decades.

President Clinton travels to Southeast Asia in November to help mend relations between the United States and Vietnam. He is the first U.S. president to visit Vietnam since the end of the war in 1975.

A cable car carrying skiers and snowboarders in Austria catches fire inside a tunnel, killing more than 150 people on board. It is the worst Alpine disaster in the country’s history.

Yugoslav President Slobodan Milosevic is ousted from office in October, ending 13 years of violent rule. Vojislav Kostunica becomes Yugoslavia’s first democratically elected president.

President Clinton makes a last-ditch effort to broker a Middle East peace deal before his term ends in January 2001 by drafting a plan for leaders of both Israel and Palestine to review. Israeli Prime Minister Ehud Barak and Palestinian Yasser Arafat agree to review Clinton’s proposal, but no deal is signed before month’s end.

A Singapore Airlines jumbo jet crashes during takeoff in Taiwan, killing 81 of the 179 people on board. In a blinding rainstorm the pilot uses the wrong runway and collides with construction equipment.

Australian street artists called "Strange Fruit" perform gravity-defying feats around the world. The performers float above the audience on 15-foot fiberglass poles.

Canada mourns the death of former Prime Minister Pierre Trudeau, who served the country for nearly 16 years. Trudeau, who was 80, is remembered for his flamboyant style and his commitment to keeping Canada a single nation.
In August, the Russian nuclear submarine Kursk sinks to the bottom of the Barents Sea after an unexplained explosion. All 118 crew members are killed.

AIDS reaches epidemic proportions in southern Africa. Leaders and citizens throughout the world conduct a massive educational campaign on World AIDS Day December 1 to teach people about the disease that is killing 6,000 sub-Saharan Africans each day.

Uganda is struck by an occurrence of the deadly Ebola virus that is linked to more than 100 deaths. The outbreak is traced to a Gulu woman who died in September and whose body infected other people during the ritual cleansing of the dead.

In January 2001, a 7.9 magnitude earthquake devastates Gujarat in western India. The huge quake causes an estimated $5.5 billion in damages and kills more than 20,000 people.

In August, Somalia elects its first president in nine years. President Abdiqasim Salad Hassan promises to bring peace and economic recovery to the African nation.

Former Coca-Cola executive Vicente Fox, of the National Action Party, is elected president of Mexico in July, ending the Institutional Revolutionary Party's 71-year reign.

More than 150 world leaders meet at the U.N. Millennium Summit in September to discuss war, poverty, disease and other global problems. The meeting is the largest gathering of world leaders in history.

The worst wave of Middle Eastern violence in years erupts between Israelis and Palestinians, leaving more than 350 dead. A visit by Israeli opposition leader Ariel Sharon to a Jerusalem holy site on September 28 is claimed to have sparked the fighting.

In July, an Air France Concorde supersonic jet catches fire and crashes outside Paris, killing 113 people. The crash is blamed on metal debris which punctured the tires and damaged the fuel tanks.
A. In the worst forest fire season in 50 years, more than 20,000 firefighters battle blazes in the western United States. More than 60 major wildfires burn across 13 states, forcing hundreds of people to leave their homes.

A. The U.S. Senate passes the Permanent Normal Trade Relations bill in September to open up trade between the United States and China. The bill is expected to increase U.S. exports by $13 billion annually.

A. Firestone initiates the largest tire recall in history after dozens of rollover accidents appear to be caused by faulty tires. At least 148 deaths in the United States are linked to the defective tires, although other problems with sport utility vehicles also are under investigation.

A. Summer air travelers wait out some of the worst flight delays on record. Bad weather and heavy air traffic cause delays that reach a peak in June, when only 66% of the flights arrive on time.

A. Illegal downloading and missing computer tapes threaten the security of the Los Alamos nuclear weapons lab in New Mexico. Several workers at the lab are penalized for mishandling nuclear secrets.

A. The Women’s Museum: An Institute for the Future opens in September in Dallas. The museum profiles 3,000 remarkable American women and features more than 20 interactive exhibits.

A. Many brands of taco shells and corn chips are pulled from store shelves and restaurants after a consumer group detects traces of genetically modified corn not approved for human consumption.

FLASH

A. Convicted of monopoly practices in the software industry, Microsoft Corporation is ordered by a federal district judge in June to break into two separate companies. Company chairman Bill Gates files for an appeal.

A. A wave of Internet startup companies, once the darlings of the online economy, file for bankruptcy after falling short of stockholders’ earnings expectations. The NASDAQ stock exchange, where most dot-coms are traded, loses 39% of its value for the year.

Millions of Californians go for hours without power in January 2001 as utility companies cut off electrical supply due to low reserves. The crisis, blamed on aging generating plants, deregulation, soaring wholesale prices and debt-ridden utilities, spurs other states to begin devising prevention plans.

A. The Oklahoma City National Memorial is unveiled in April 2000. The memorial is built to honor the 168 people who died in the 1995 bombing of the Alfred P. Murrah Federal Building.
On December 4, 2000, the U.S. presidency remains in limbo as both Florida and New Mexico officials recount ballots to determine who will win their state’s electoral votes. New Mexico goes to Gore. Ultimately, Bush wins Florida which gives him a narrow victory.

In the closest presidential election in more than 100 years, Republican George W. Bush of Texas beats Democrat Al Gore from Tennessee. The race isn’t decided until 36 days after the popular election, when Florida’s hotly contested 25 electoral votes are awarded to Bush.

On election night, several TV networks prematurely declare Al Gore the winner in Florida, only later to reverse themselves, twice. The fiasco confirms many Americans’ distrust of polling and early “calling” of elections.

In one of his first duties as President-elect, George W. Bush nominates Colin Powell to be Secretary of State. The four-star Army General becomes the first African-American in history to serve in this role.

Chads, dimpled chads and butterfly ballots become common terms during the election as Florida officials assess voter intent. The confusion generates national discussion for uniform methods of voting.

The U.S. Supreme Court casts the deciding vote in the nation’s election. The court ends the Gore-Bush legal battles in Florida by stopping all recounting, an action that effectively gives Bush victory.

A fiery and highly publicized political battle, Hillary Rodham Clinton beats Republican Rick Lazio decisively to become senator from New York. She is the first first lady to be elected to public office.

Missouri Governor Mel Carnahan is elected to the Senate days after he dies in a November plane crash. His widow, Jean Carnahan, agrees to serve as senator in his place.

The Federal Trade Commission charges the film, recording and video-game industries with marketing violent and adult-rated materials to teens. The entertainment giants are requested to stop the practice or face legal intervention.

In October, the USS Cole is bombed while refueling in Yemen. A number of terrorist groups are suspected of the blast that kills 17 sailors and injures 39.
A Walkie-talkies make a comeback as an economical alternative to cell phones. The new generation talkies come in wild styles and have a range of two or more miles.

New photos of fiery streams of gas that can reach 300,000 miles high may explain why the sun's atmosphere is hotter than its surface.

In August, a mile-wide patch of open water is spotted at the North Pole, dramatizing concerns about global warming.

In July, Stephen King shakes up the publishing world by releasing one of the first online books, *The Plant*. More than 150,000 copies are downloaded the first week at $1 per chapter.

In a Guatemalan jungle, archeologists uncover remains of an ancient Mayan palace. Bigger than two football fields, the palace is one of the largest ever discovered.

Internet appliances that provide surfing and e-mailing capabilities make their way to homes and schools. The devices offer less expensive Internet access to consumers without home computers.

In 2000, more than 200 animal species join the Iberian Lynx on the World Conservation Union's List of Threatened Species. Their addition brings the world total to 11,046 plants and animals having threatened status.

FLASH

Paleontologists identify a new species of dinosaur from fossils found in northern Italy. The 26-foot-long, meat-eating Saltasaurus is one of the world's oldest dinosaurs, dating back 200 million years.

Scientists are forced to rethink the traditional definitions of a star and planet when 18 massive planet-like bodies that don't revolve around a sun are discovered in the Sigma Orionis cluster.

Personal Digital Assistants (PDAs) capable of calendar scheduling, note taking, e-mailing, phoning, and Web browsing go mainstream in 2000. Competition among manufacturers heats up with Microsoft, Blackberry, Palm, and other brands vying for shares of the teen and business markets.

Final touches are made to the International Space Station for its first residents. American astronaut Bill Shepherd and two Russian cosmonauts live on the space station for four months starting in November.
Wireless devices that send real-time personal messages between users become the latest communication craze. The "instant messages" can be typed, written or spoken, depending on the brand, and devices cost less than $100.

In 2000, both Honda and Toyota launch gas-electric hybrid cars. Operated by a battery-powered electric motor and a gas-run engine, the hybrids get up to 70 miles per gallon on the highway and release minimal emissions.

**FLASH**

New Internet domain names are created to lessen the load on the old .com standard. The new names, slated for use in mid-2001, include .info for general use, .biz for businesses, .name for individuals and .pro for professionals.

Scientists complete a rough "map" of the genetic code that makes a person human. The map will aid in the detection and prevention of cancer and other illnesses.

PlanetPortal unveils the WebRemote, a remote built for use with the Internet. Users can surf their favorite sites at the touch of a button instead of keying addresses or scrolling a list of bookmarked pages.

Scientists discover an ancient standing lizard fossil in a German quarry, suggesting that dinosaurs may not have been the first creatures to walk upright.

The Hubble Space Telescope shows never-before-seen details of a "cosmic butterfly," material ejected by a star in the later stages of its life.

Computer scientists at Brandeis University make a robot that can design and build other robots with minimal help from humans.

Apple Computer unveils its new G4 Cube computer in July. The 8-inch crystalline cube is commended for its small size, high speed, low noise level, touch-sensitive power activation and padless optical mouse.

Amtrak introduces the nation's first high-speed train in November. The "Acela Express" travels up to 150 miles per hour and runs between Washington, D.C., New York and Boston, with other routes planned for coming years.
A new Web site, Customatix.com, lets users design their own sneakers. Starting from scratch or selecting a prefab model, users can pick everything from the colors and styling to the fabric and personalized logo at a cost of $80 to $95 a pair.

Techno pants, as functional as last year's cargoes but with cleaner lines and nylon fabric, are popular with teens. They come in a variety of colors and feature zipped legs and pockets, toggles and nylon drawstrings.

American Heritage, among other publishers, releases new dictionaries, capturing the language of our computer-savvy culture. "Dot-com," "netiquette" and "cybersurfing" are among the new entries.

A leather, a synthetic fabric that looks like leather, comes in an array of colors and prints and is popularized by celebrities like singer Christina Aguilera.

For the first time, females outnumber males in Internet use in the United States, representing 50.4% of the online population in 2000. Teenage girls are the fastest growing user segment.

Designer faceplates become a popular way to personalize cell phones. The decorative attachments come in a variety of designs and colors to match the user's mood or outfit.

Wordstetch bracelets become a trendy accessory in Hollywood and around the nation. The multi-colored elastic bands come inscribed with "Call me," "Money is overrated," "Snap out of it" and other simple messages designed to spark conversation.
Message T-shirts become fashion statements among teen girls. "Foxy Lady," "Princess" and "Monkey Around" are just a few of the tongue-in-cheek logos that appear on the popular shirts.

By the end of 2000, an estimated 75% of U.S. universities offer courses online and more than 5.8 million students have logged on.

With the 2000 unemployment rate at a low of 4%, college students working as summer interns command wages up to $20 an hour, along with compensation packages, from high-tech and Internet companies.

Companies like Estee Lauder, Origins, Hermes and Blistex begin to market products in portable single-use packets. Products include nail polish remover, scented wipes, hair conditioners and moisturizers.

Stick-on crystals and gems become popular fashion accessories for teen girls, accenting the face, neck and shoulders.

Mail-order clothing pioneer Lands' End introduces "scan wear," The technology captures customers' body measurements, and allows users to virtually "try on" clothing when ordering via the internet.

"Personal TVs" by TiVo and ReplayTV allow users to control live TV by pausing or rewinding and to record their favorite shows without having to set a VCR timer or purchase videotapes.

Teens involved in anti-smoking organizations such as The Truth and Target Market strike back at Big Tobacco for marketing to youth by launching their own in-your-face advertising campaigns targeting cigarette makers. The print and broadcast ads are sponsored by funds won from tobacco suit settlements.

Chrysler rolls out its 1930s retro car, the PT Cruiser, in spring 2000. The five-door "personal transportation" wagon is a hot seller, beating the popular Volkswagen New Beetle by two to one in the first month. It also wins Motor Trend magazine's 2001 Car of the Year.
A new computer video game called "The Sims," which simulates the life of a suburban family, develops a fanatical following with teens. Players create the characters and guide them through building a house, furnishing it, finding a career and running a family in their pursuit of happiness.

Jim Carrey stirs up trouble in the town of Whoville in an adaptation of the Dr. Seuss classic, How the Grinch Stole Christmas. The Grinch, which opens in November, is the highest grossing film of 2000.

Meet the Parents, starring Robert De Niro and Ben Stiller, opens in October. The movie wins Favorite Comedy Motion Picture at the People's Choice Awards, and De Niro earns a Golden Globe nomination.

In July, CBS launches "Big Brother," a reality-based show in which 10 people share living quarters for three months until all but one are voted out. Viewers can monitor contestants 24/7 on the show's Web site.

UPN's weekly series "WWF Smackdown!" starring professional wrestler The Rock is the network's most-watched show in 2000, with 7.3 million viewers.

In December, Cast Away is released, starring Tom Hanks as a crash victim stranded on a desert island for four years. For his nearly one-man performance, Hanks wins Best Actor at the Golden Globes.

The first big hit in 2001 is Save the Last Dance, which opens in January. The teen romance, starring Julia Stiles and Sean Patrick Thomas, earns close to $50 million in its first two weeks.

Pay it Forward, a movie based on the idea of performing random acts of kindness, opens in October starring Haley Joel Osment, Kevin Spacey and Helen Hunt.

Gamers camp outside electronics stores to secure the long-awaited Sony PlayStation 2, which goes on sale in October in limited quantities. The new version allows users to listen to CDs and watch DVD movies in addition to playing games.

Tom Cruise reprises his role as Ethan Hunt in the action sequel Mission: Impossible 2. The May release is summer's biggest box-office draw and 2000's second-highest grossing film, earning more than $215 million.
Popular television series prompt the introduction of board game versions. "Survivor" and "Who Wants To Be a Millionaire" lead the list of new releases.

**Flash**

In November, illusionist David Blaine is encased in ice for 62 hours in New York’s Times Square, assisted only with air and water tubes and a catheter. Blaine, who was seeking notoriety over national TV, survives the stunt but requires hospitalization.

Russell Crowe becomes a household name with the release of *Gladiator*. The epic film wins a Golden Globe Award for Best Drama as well as an acting nod for Crowe.

**NBC’s White House drama “The West Wing,” starring Martin Sheen, Allison Janney and Richard Schiff, sets a record for receiving the most Emmys in a single season with nine wins, including Outstanding Drama Series.**

**NBC’s “Will & Grace” is one of television’s 10 most watched shows in 2000. Actors Sean Hayes and Megan Mullally win Emmys for their roles as Jack and Karen.**

**Scary Movie, the Wayans brothers’ spoof on horror movies, is among the year’s 10 highest grossing films. The July release earns more than $157 million and is voted the Teen Choice Awards Movie of the Summer.**

**Fox’s “Dark Angel” is voted Favorite New Television Dramatic Series at the 2001 People’s Choice Awards. The series, set in the year 2019, explores the life of a genetically enhanced heroine named Max.**

**In July, Wolverine, Cyclops, Storm and other super-powerful comic book characters are brought to life in *X-Men*. The movie grosses over $157 million, one of the year’s 10 biggest box-office draws.**

**Charlie’s Angels, based on the popular 70s TV series, is one of the top 20 box-office draws in 2000. The movie, starring director Drew Barrymore, Cameron Diaz and Lucy Liu, earns $40 million its opening week in November and grosses more than $123 million during its run.**

**The year’s hottest TV show is CBS’s “Survivor,” in which 16 contestants compete for a million dollars by surviving on a tropical island for 99 days. More than 51 million viewers tune in for the final episode. Based on its success, CBS launches a second “Survivor” series in January 2001 set in the Australian Outback.**
In response to the growing interest in Latin music, CBS airs the "1st Annual Latin Grammy Awards" in September. The show is the first prime-time network Spanish-language telecast on American TV and draws 7.5 million viewers.

'N Sync's No Strings Attached becomes the top-selling album of 2000 with 10 million units sold. The lead single "Bye Bye Bye" wins three MTV awards and receives a Grammy nomination for Record of the Year.

Pop star Björk wins MTV's Breakthrough Video Award for "All Is Full of Love." The Icelandic newcomer is also nominated for a Golden Globe and a Grammy for her music in Dancer In The Dark.

Macy Gray wins MTV's Best New Artist in a Video award for her hit single "I Try." Gray is also nominated for three Grammys.

Lee Ann Womack wins the Country Music Association's award for Best Single with "I Hope You Dance." Womack also receives several Grammy nominations.

FLASH

Madonna scores a record-setting 12th No. 1 single with the release of "Music." In December, she weds director Guy Ritchie in a Scottish castle.


Cred, with lead singer Scott Stapp, proves to be one of 2000's hottest rock bands, with their singles "Higher" and "With Arms Wide Open" hitting the top 5 on Billboard's Hot 100 singles list. The group wins American Music Association's Favorite Alternative Artist and Favorite Pop/Rock Album.
Opening week sales records are shattered in 2000 with benchmarks set for the number of albums sold. Britney Spears' 'Oops...I Did It Again,' Eminem's 'The Marshall Mathers LP,' Limp Bizkit's 'Chocolate Starfish and the Hot Dog Flavored Water' and Backstreet Boys' 'Black & Blue' all break the million-unit mark.

Napster loses several court battles with the recording industry over copyright infringement. The popular online music sharing service, with over 60 million users, faces shut-down unless it can create a new business formula that satisfies the major recording labels.

MTV's "Total Request Live," which allows viewers to vote for their favorite music videos, continues to gain popularity. Host Carson Daly becomes one of the year's best-known faces.

Destiny's Child achieves three back-to-back No. 1 singles in 2000, making the band Billboard's Top Pop Artist of 2000. The group is nominated for five Grammys, four for the single "Say My Name."

Faith Hill and Tim McGraw perform to sellout crowds on their Soul 2 Soul tour. Hill and McGraw win the Country Music Association's Female and Male Vocalist of the Year, making them the first couple to win in the same year.

Pink is one of the year's top new artists. Her debut album, 'Can't Take Me Home,' sells 2 million copies, and two of her songs are Top 10 hits.

Rock music dominates the music charts and award shows in 2000. Groups including Matchbox Twenty, Vertical Horizon and 3 Doors Down top both the rock and pop singles charts with their respective singles "Bent," "Everything You Want," and "Kryptonite."

Baha Men's hit song "Who Let the Dogs Out" reaches anthem status at sports stadiums across the country. The song also wins a Grammy nomination for Best Dance Recording.

The Beatles begin 2001 atop the Billboard album chart with the album '1.' The CD sells more than 5 million copies over the holiday season.

Sisqo, a member of the R&B band Dru Hill, goes solo in 2000. The singer tops the singles chart with "Incomplete" and "Thong Song" and takes home awards from Billboard and the American Music Association.
American Marion Jones, 24, becomes the first woman to win five track and field medals in a single Olympic Games at the 2000 Summer Games in Sydney. Jones wins the 100- and 200-meter sprints and the 4x400 relay, and finishes third in both the 4x100 relay and long jump.

The New York Yankees defeat the New York Mets four games to one in the first "Subway Series" since 1956. It is the Yankees' third straight World Series win and their 26th overall.

Bobby Labonte wins the 2000 NASCAR Winston Cup, his first after eight years on the circuit. Labonte and his brother Terry, winner of two previous Winston Cups, are the first brothers to win titles.

Venus Williams dominates women's tennis. The 20-year-old has a 35-match winning streak, which includes the titles at Wimbledon and the U.S. Open as well as an Olympic gold medal.

The Houston Comets beat the New York Liberty to win the 2000 WNBA championship. The win is Houston's fourth in a row, and star Cynthia Cooper is named the finals MVP.

In the 2001 Orange Bowl, the underdog Oklahoma Sooners defeat the Florida State Seminoles 13-2 to win the National Championship. It is Oklahoma's first title in 15 years.

Australian Karrie Webb is named the LPGA's Player of the Year for the second time in a row. Webb wins seven titles in 2000, including the U.S. Women's Open in July, and sets an earnings record of $1.8 million.

With a win against the University of Dayton in September, Yale becomes the first college team to win 800 football games.

In January 2001, after a three-year hiatus, legendary Mario Lemieux returns to play for the Pittsburgh Penguins, the hockey team he now part-owns. Lemieux becomes the first owner/player in the history of the NHL.

Cyclist Lance Armstrong wins his second consecutive Tour de France in July. Armstrong, a cancer survivor, also writes his autobiography It's Not About the Bike: My Journey Back to Life.
The Los Angeles Lakers win the NBA championship, the franchise’s first in 12 years. The Lakers beat the Indiana Pacers in game six of the finals. Center Shaquille O’Neal is named MVP.

The racing world is stunned when NASCAR legend Dale Earnhardt Sr., a seven-time Winston Cup champion, is killed on the last lap of the Daytona 500 in February 2001. NASCAR does not retire numbers, but car owner Richard Childress said he will never again race Earnhardt’s black No. 3 car.

Laura Wilkinson overcomes three broken toes to win the women’s 10-meter platform diving competition. Wilkinson is the first American woman to earn the gold in this Olympic event since 1964.

In a huge upset, American Greco-Roman wrestler Rulon Gardner defeats Russian legend Alexander Karelin for the gold in the super heavyweight class. The loss is Karelin’s first in 13 years.

American swimmer Misty Hyman beats out heavily favored Susie O’Neill of Australia to win the 200-meter butterfly. Hyman’s winning time of 2:05.88 is an Olympic record.

American runner Michael Johnson makes history by winning the 400-meter run for an unprecedented second time in a row at the Olympics. Alvin Harrison, also from the United States, wins the silver medal.

The Baltimore Ravens beat the New York Giants 34-7 in Super Bowl XXXV for their first NFL title. Ray Lewis of Baltimore’s highly touted defense is named MVP of the game.

Cathy Freeman carries the Olympic torch at the opening ceremonies of the 2000 Summer Games in Sydney. Freeman goes on to win the 400-meter dash, becoming the first Aboriginal Australian to earn an individual Olympic gold medal.
Comedian Dennis Miller debuts as co-announcer on ABC's "Monday Night Football." Miller's offbeat humor gets a mixed reaction from fans, and the series earns some of the lowest ratings in its 31-year history.

To observe society and learn about himself, New Jersey native Brett Bante, 16, takes a one-year vow of silence. He communicates by e-mail, facial expressions and business cards.

Runner Marla Runyan, who is legally blind, becomes the first U.S. Paralympian to compete in the Olympics. Runyan places 8th in the 1,500-meter run at the 2000 Summer Games in Sydney, Australia.

England celebrates the 100th birthday of the Queen Mum, mother of Queen Elizabeth, in August. The beloved Mum becomes the oldest living royal in the history of the British Monarchy.

In honor of the late cartoonist Charles M. Schulz, 101 fiberglass Snoopy statues — each in a theme wardrobe — are displayed in Schulz's hometown of St. Paul. Several are auctioned off in October to raise money for aspiring cartoonists.

FLASH

Video gamer Josh Griffith, 17, starts a business filling in for other gamers involved in an online roleplaying game called "Atheron's Call." Players are required to put in hours of game time to keep their online characters powerful. Busy executives pay Griffith up to $40 an hour to play for them.

After a record 3,545 wins and $81 million in earnings during her 19-year career, jockey Julie Krone becomes the first woman inducted into the National Racing Hall of Fame.

Controversial Indiana University basketball coach Bob Knight is fired in September after allegedly violating a University-imposed code of conduct. During his 29 years at Indiana, Knight was often criticized for temper outbursts. His dismissal provokes student protest demonstrations.

What do you think?
Please give us your feedback on World Beat @ www.jostens.com/yearbook
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